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CHAPTER ONE

.

INTBODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to conduct an assessment of thegEmer

gency School Assistance Act (ESAA) Television Program through an examination

of ite,administration, production, distribution and financing. The ESAA

legislation, originally passed in 1972, provides federal assistance to local

school districts to assist,w4th school desegregation. The ESAA-TV Program

was authorized by Congress to provide funds through grants and/or contracts
ti

se -

for the production, duplication, promotion and distribution of integrated

children's programming. The programMing produced with ESAA funding is to be

designed to assist with the overall ESAA mission by tielpi4 to eliminate

'racial isolation, fear, and distrust, and by providing compensatory education

material C

By law, the Program is authorized to make awards for the produc

of these series only to public or private non-profit organizations employing

members of minority grOtil in resOhsible positions in the development, pro-

auction and administration of the television programs. The legislation also

specified that the series were to be made available for transmission free of

char and without commercial advertisement."' Research and evaluation of the

educate final and effective_changes achieved by viewers was also a legislative

reqpirement.

In order to be able to adequately assess the Program's performance,

it is necessary to understand its legislative origins and the intent of the

legislators who proposed and passed the legislation. The following section

desoribeS briefly the origins of the program and the context in which it was

cr eated

ORIGINS AND INTENT OF THE ESAA-TV LEGISLAT)N

The ESAA-TV Program had its beginnings in legislation introduCed by

Senator Walter Mondale in 1971. In the testimony introducing the proposed

legislation which' wouldicreate'the ESAA-Ty Program, Senator Mondale and



,ta

several witnessess expressed the belief that television,could be used to help'

children' grow up without prejudice and could provide quality e cation. The

example of SESAME STREET, a. television series that early research had demonstrated

to have positive effects on children's cognitive and social learning, was cited

As evidence that television could be used-successfully to encoaage the develop-

ment of positive racial attitudes in children aftdto provide compensatory

education for disadvantaged Children..
a

The ESAA-TV provisions were originally introduced as Section 10 of

Senate Bill 683 (92nd Cong., 1st Sess.) by fenator Walter Mondale (with 17

,_cosponsors) on February 9, 1971. Tile language of Section 10 was identical to

that which emergeora Section 711 of P.L. 92-318. Since S. 683 was not_the

Administration!s proposal, however, its television provisions drew little

scrutiny from HEW officials who testified on the Hill. Most of the testimony

referred to the Administration bill (S. 195) and focused on such matters as

large scale desegregation problems, aid to higher education (another impor-

tant poart of thPomnibUs legislation) and alleged misallocation of funds

under-the earlier Emergency School Assistance Program.

In order to understand the intent of the legislation and its later

'implementation, the brief bit of testimony on Section 10 which was delivered

to the Senate Subcommittee on Education on March 18, 1971, by Dr: James

Perkins, Chairman of the International Council for Educational Development,

New York, New York, and Dr,. Lloyd Morrisett, of the John and_Mary Markle

Foundation, New York, New Yorkois significant. In introducing these witnes-

ses, Senatorlilondale stated:

'If we want our children to grow Alp without the prejudice that

has stained so many of ,our generation, and me want the educa-

tional achievement of our children to be as great as possible,

then why have we ignored the inexpensive chance tp reach child-

ren over television in their preschool years? The habit of

viewing the television set is well established, and the high

cost of hardware, and the cost of television receivers in well

over 95 percent of all homes in the country, has already been

met by the voluntary purchase of television sets by individual

citizens. All that is needed is the software, the programming.

That is what Section,10 of S. 683 provides the funds to create.

2 14



Dr. Perkins described two ways in which he felt that "properly pro-
duced" programs could massively reinforce the. efforts of teachers to promote
quality integfated television.. He testified that:

isAchildiwatching television programming featuring actors
Of all races is himself taking part in integrated education.
If an educational television program assumes the norpality of
good relationships between the races, and if it provides a
pleasant viewing experience; a child watching the program is
partiicipating in integrated education under the best of pogsible
circumstances. Television cannot take the place of the.classroom.
It can help to reinforce the child's positive experience with
integration through'the presentation in a remarkably flexible
medium of many real life or fantasy situations. It can make
children feel that an,environment in which people of all races
interact in positive ways is natural'and-pleasant.

In shoWing that people of all races can live, work, and
learn together in a spirit of harmony and understanding, educa-
tional programming can create positive racial. attitudes which
are essential if racial harmony is to prevail in the classroom
and everywhere.

A

Second, he testified that televiion could help teachers promote

quality integrated education by providing compensatory learning experiences.
*

He cited the success of SESAME STREET in teaching basic academic concepts and

skills to disadvantaged preschoolers. He extrapolated from these findings

that well produced television programming could effectively provide children

of all ages, including high school dropouts, with high quality courses, and

could help raise their levels of educational performance and attainment.

Drawing upon the example of SESAME STREET, he claimed that the time was ripe

to follow up on this "successful experiment" by developing quality educa-

tional television programming for children of all ages.

Members of the subcommittee explored several aspects of the Section

10 program with these Witnesses. For example, considerable discussion took

place concerning how the Congress could protect itself against the production

under Section 10 of shows of low quality--ones which would not measure up to

the, standard set by SESAME STREET. Dr. Morrisett suggested that "research

and continuous evaluation", built into the production of Section 10 shows,

was one means of assuring such levels of, quality.
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Senator Jacob Javits then observed that the evaluation function would be

very important part of the gality assurance process, providing "a string on

the (production) money in Order to really give oversight to the question of

excellence in the programs."

At another point, Senator Mondale asked for assurance from the wit-

nesses that SESAME STREET is not only improving the cognitive learning skills

of these-,c44pren but (also) their attitudes toward other races and minori7

ties. The witnesswresponded in the affirmative. Finally, considerable

discussion took place around Senator Mondale's concern that the quality of

the Section 10 shows which were produced not be "diluted" by spreading the

production funds too thinly across many organizations.
fl

These hearings se to be the only detailed examination of the ESAA-

TV proposals which appeared in the legislative record. Since House bills

concerning the omnibus legislation did not contain the television provisions,

they did not receive further attention until the House Senate Conference Com-

mittee was convened. At this point,Ahe Senate language for Section 711 and

the Senate's provision fn a minimum of 3 percent of the ESAA appropriation

for_ESAA-TV were, adopted.
1

Thus, the ESAA-TV Program was authorized as part of the Emergency

School Aid Act, Title VTI of an omnibus bill, the Education Amendments of

1972 (P.L. 92-318). Title VII sought to Support local school districts in

eliminating segre4ation and promoting quality integrated education. More

specifically, it offered financial assistance to local educational agencies

in order:

To meet, the special needs incident to the elimination
of minor,ity group seoregation and discrimination among
studenti and-faculty in elementary and secondary scRools;

2. To encourage the vo tary elimination, reduction, of

prevention of minority group isolation in elementary
and secondary schools with substantial proportions of
minority 4?Oup students; and

3. To aid school children in overcoming the educational
disadvantages of minority group isolation. (Section '702).

4 ir)
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In Section 707 of the Act, the;Congress specifically authorized a

number of program activities which it considered appropriate as means of

achievingthe ESAA"goals. Among these were remedial education services, the

provision of additional staff skilled in the problems of desegregation, toe.

development of new curricula and-instructional methods and the development

of innovative interracial educational programs.

In addition, special consideration was given in Section 711 of the

Act to television as another means, of achieving the overall ESAA mission.
-

The original legislative authorization-of the ESAA-TV Program is as follows:

(1) The Assistant Secretary (for Education) shall carry out a
program of making grants to, or contracts with, not more
than ten public or private nonprofit agencies, institutions,
or organizations with the capability of providing expertise
in the developultnt of television programming in sufficient
number to assure diversity, to pay the cost of development
and production of integr4ted children's programs of cogni-
tive and effective (sic) educational value.

(2) The Assistant Secretary may approve an application under
this section only if he'determines_that the applicant

s,
(a) will employ members Of minority groups in respon-

sible positions in development, production, andk
administrative staffs,

(b) wi14, use modern television techniques of research
and,production, and

(c) has adopted effective procedures for evaluating
1 education and other change achieved by children

vie4ing the program. (Sec. 711(b)).

A Minimum of three percent (actually between 3-1/ZAhd -5 percent has been

spent each yeak) of the monies appropriated for Title VII was' to be set aside

for the purposes of sec. 711 (Sec. 704(b)). Since the program's inception in

1972, Aalmost $51, million have been expended under this provision.

(

Due apparently to a proofing error, the word"affective" appeared
as "uftective" in tne lair.

5)
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1.2 RENEWAL OF ESAA LEGISLATION: THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS ACT OF 1978"

The ESAA-TV Program was renewed and amended in

ments Act of 1978, P.L. 95-561 as part of the Title VI

authorized all of the ESAA activities. In general, the

legislatt& and t'he activities authorized remained the

ous legislation (Title VII of P.L. 92-318), as amended

Amendments of 1974 (P.L. 93-380). The primary changes

program were. authorization to produce radiorprograms as

series and a different way of providing funding for the

amendAPlegislative authorization for the Program is st

608 and 611 Of the authorizing legislation. Section 61

vision and Radio" states that:

the Education Amnd,,

of the Act which

pur e of the ESAA

same as fn the previ-

by the Education

affecting the ESAA-TV

well'as television

Program. The

ated in Sections 604,
A

1 'Educational Tele- 0

(1) The Assigtant Secretary shall carry out a program of making

grants to or contracts with, public or private non-profit
agencies, institutions, or organizations with the capability of
providing expertise in the development of high quality television
and radio programmTng, in sufficient numbers to assure diversityr,

to pAythe cost of development and production of integrated
children's' television and radio programs4Of cognitive and
affective, educational value.

(2) Television and radio' programs developed in whole *or in part

with assistance provided under this title shall be made reasonably
available for transmission, free of charge, and shall not be

transmitted under commercial sponsorship.

r. (3) The Assistant Secretary' may approve an application under

this section only' if he determines that .the applicant:

(A) will employ/members'of minority groups in responsible

positions in development, production, and administrative
staffs;

*14 (B) will assure the development of productions having a
substantial artistic or educational significance;

(C) will use modern television and radio techniques of

research' and prOductionr and

(D)' has adopted effective procedures for evaluating educa-
tional and other changes achieved by children viewing the

program.

(4) GraAts and contracts pursuant to subsection (a) may be made

from funds available to carry out section 604(b) (2) of this Act.

(5) Not to exceed 10 per centum of the amounts available for
this section shall be used for grants and contracts for develop-

ment and production of radio programming.

6 is



In contrast to thp initial legislation and the 1974 Educational

Amendments Act which authorized that the television programs should be funded

through a 3% set-aside of the total amount appropriated for ESAA, the curre!21..,

legislation (in Section 604 (b)(2)) authorizes the appropriation of up to

$245,000,000 in each of the three succeeding fiscal years for special prog-

rams and projects and authorizes the Assistant Secretary (for Education) to

reserve 7 percent of the amount,set aside for the television and radio proj-

ects described in Section 611. The actual appropriation for FY 1979 was,

$6.45 million, and was the same for FY 1980.

Television series are funded flloWing a competition in which propos- .
rr

als are evaluated on the basis of specified criteria. Contracts have also

been awarded for duplication of tapes to med increasing broadcaster demand;

to promote commercial station carriage of the pries; to promote home viewer-

ship; to promote the in-school use of the series; and finally, under the 1978

reauthorization, to produce radio series with the same goals and objectivp

as the TV series.

As we' will show later in the report, the legislation authorizing the

ESM-TV Program and the basic operating parameters of the program were simple

or lacking in prescriptive detail.- This simplicity taused serious problems

for the development of the-program because of what:it mandated and because of

what it omitted. While well intentioned, the legislation was cpnceived by
4

lawmakers who were not expert in the television production proCess and the

Operations and procedures of the well estabiAshed production and broadcast1

industries. Some of the provisions in the legislation contained contradic-

v

tions which influenced the ,quality of thg products and, ultimately, their

availability to the intended target audiences.

1.3 OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM OUTPUT

Including awards made in FY 1979, the federal government has invested

nearly 65 million dollars4in the production of 31 series thrpugh.50 competi-

ti4t awards and nearly 3 million dollars fork ancillary supporting act,ivities

such as promotion, duplication and distripltion of the series. The' veries

are listed in Table 1-1'.

7
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Table 1-1

OVERVIEW OF ESAA-TV SERIES'SY AWARD

MIES TITLE PAOCMING Mummy AVED Of ORGANISMI61

NUMBER M.
PROCEANSAMO
KEMUTZS PER MINN? OF

7UE0190 CATBOUY AND YEAR PE92RAN SALM

1. AB41646424ITII Calorie) Public TV nerson

.51icago, IL

P

Public Television Stations
community license

National Secondary
Interracial and inter -

ethnic tension and
tension and obeflict
Funcpmf Years FY 1974

26 half-hour

WWf4106
41,835.291

ASKIR.SNE4IT4II Chicago Pliplic TV WPM Public Television Stations

Chicago. IL oommaity license

,

Rational Continuation
Funding Yeats FY 1977

26 half-bout

WWrems
2,000.000

2. BEAR SpOUTS
s

Chines. f Affirmative
Actiod and latice

for Chinese Te erg

San Francisco.

Consortium of minority
community organistations

New Regional
Emldirq Years sr 1977

hall -hour

programs

300.000

3. CkAtAb05-
LEACAS

rust-awas Southwest

Texas Public broad-

casting Council
Austin. TX

Public Television Statiani
Commshity liana**

National Bilingual
Funding Years FY 1473

39 half -bout'

programs
1,261.730

CARRASCO-
LINDAS II

MEN-TV/Tim SOothweet
State Public Broad-
casting Council
Austin. TX

Public Television St'atiOns

ofmmunity licenses

National Elementary

Milticulturals
Reding Years Sr 1974

39 half -hour

programs

1,652,079

111:RPASCO-

US6DAN III

ELME-TV/The Southeast
Texas Public broad-
casting Council.
Austin, TX

Public Television Stations
community license,*

satin-eel bilingusl,,

Continuation
Punding Year, Itlq,_

52 half-hour

Programs

1,6 7 4 .000

4. runs? SPIRITS Northeastern Vigo:nein
Io-School Ttl&vmmuni-
Cations OrbbilEll

Green itay.,111

Local Education Agenty Regional
Tending Year: FY 1975 programs

7 half-hour 250,000

5. MAKI; PILE University of New lamp-
saireffles Naseshire

NeAuors
DUNK, NE

Public Television Station,
State PTV heti:ark

licensed to University
of bey Bar:pirate

Neu Pagional
Funding Years FY 1977

6. MN JO,
STPIZT

riMTA4ri

Washington, D.G.

PobliC Television Station
copmunity linen/see

Rational Secondary
ltive

1971

10 belt-hour

WolfsAil

11 half -Inoue

programa .

300.000

,1,600,000

7. GETTING OVER Northern. Virginia &WOO-

tional Television
No. Springbield, YA

bi

Public Television Stations Rational Secondary

community Itc4n46M4 ' coping skills
Funding Years FT 1973

52 halt-hour 1,762,298)

Pf0brIE4

S. GETTING TO
ENOS NE I

ITO Co-op

Falls Church, VA

Independent Production
Organization

Neu Regional
Funding Yeats, FY 1971

S half -bout

ProgeOwe

TO IT'V CO-a9
It' Pall! Church. VA ..

independent Production
Otganikation

Regional Continuation
Minding Years FY 1679

4 half-boar
programs

9. ICAns
TliX Ron

Rainbor Product ions
Inc.. LOa Angeles, CA

Minority controlled

Independent pCOS0C-
tiCel OfeesniaatiOn

New National Multicultural 10 one -bout

Funding Tsars FY 1979 programs

300.04b

300,000

2,937,046

)4E:Oust througb production, mertheen Virginia Educational Television save up its license and became a non-profit educational

film production omvany, Educational Pita center.'Inc.

n.

20
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Table 1-1
ovsavlaw 07 belAA-TV 6111.1I3 IT AMMO

(continued)

tA

NOM* OF
1.160GRAM6 AKD
141115M161 PER Aleitrat 07EWES SITU vrCoyama CWANIZATIOA limo or CIGANIZATION MEM CAT1606 AM TEA* MORAN 1410.110

10. INFINITY 199voat10061 Dav6149- Non-protit educational National Elementary 52 bolt-Moir 4,023,037Ff4CTO3dt I 'Lent Center romarce and development tiw provisoN ewton, NR a:evocation 'Mein Tens FY 1473

176111111

FACTORY II
E ducational Development

Centel, Mouton. NA

I

Non-profit educational
reeeateh and development
onrpotation

Nat tonal tleentarY
Cognitive,

Funding Tots. 1975 -

30 half-bout
pROVINS

1,660,000

11. le 11:676

ADVENTURE
'Maine lc Broad-
casting Network
Orono, 16

State Public Stoadcasting bigimal
Network

Orono, NB
rsndieg Tear) FT 1174

12. LA SWIM Southveit Educational
Development Laboratory
Austin, TX

Non- profit educational hogional
to-search and development funding rear. PT 1975
Corporation

20 fifteen -

minute
progress

10 half -hour

programs

249,402

249.'99

13. MOND:, REAL I Connocticut Public
Television
Hartford, CT

&tato Public Television regional
Network

oommunity licenses
funding Mar: PT 1974

10 half-hour
props/as

150.000

WOO ISAL. II Connecticut PADlio
Television
Hartford, Cr

State MAU Television Pegiotel/Spanien
*strait Pmdlrg Fears PT 1975
oommunity licensee

10 half -bout

programs
250,000

6.600 REAL III Conngctleut !Vette
Telelfision

Watford. CT

State Public Television RelionaliSpaniab
Network

ommunity licensee
Funding Mar. PT 1976

$ n1114.044
pxcyrame

250.000

IMMO W.AL iv Connecticut Public
Television
Hartford, CT

(Rate Wbllc Telefloion bejional Continuation
batmen Handing Tear) PT 1977
ommunIty licensee

11 half-hour

programs
300,000

14. PACIFIC t
MIMES

Mucattonal File Canter, Non-profit educational
Inc., Springfield, VA

regional
file production company Funding Taut FY 1.171

Reg
15. PRAMS IducaiMorel Vila Conte', Non-profit vocational

Dec., Springfield, VA film production oyopony
tonal

Funding Tear. FT 1977

16. POOPLE OF
Tra FIRST
LIGET

Noosachisetts Esecutiem
Committee for ETV
Cambridge, tw

State, brecation Agency ratlonal

Funding reor. 77 1976

4 half-hour
programs

6 half-hour
programs *

7 half-hour

ptogtams

250,000

350,000

250.000

F(6160 LIMN
jitAhl MI6
(Untitled)

111f0841of Nana C4MMUftt.
catkins, New Tort Stat. Agency
&demotion Department.
Albany, NY

Stets Munition Nem Regional Series
Funding Yew) FT 197$

6 half-hour

programs
300,000

21.



Table 1-1
ONINVISM OF BRAA-TV SERIF BY AWARD

(continued)

wiler-R or

PPCCSAMB AND
MIWJTBS,PER ?MUMS OP

MIES TITS' PRWOCIOG ORGANISATION RIND OF 0WwANIZATICW FOKDIMO CATEGORY AND YEAR PRCMAN _ABM

16. QUI PAM,
USA? I

Community ACCUNI and
Monarch and NPBT-IV
Miami, Ft

Minority community
group and public
telsvision 'icons*,

Regional.

Funding Year; FY 1975

10 half -hour 250.000

oxilt PASA. Community Action and Minority cdmunity Pmgional 9 half-hour

UNA? II Research and WM -TV group and public Funding Year; FY 1976 programs

FL television licsale

300,000

cseg 1.A8

OSA? Ill

Community Action and
Research and MAST-TV
Miami, FL

Minority community
group and public
talevinia Ilcenama

Reiional Continuation
Funding tsar; FY 1977

9 half -hour

programs
300.000

()OE PAM, Community Action and Minority community

UNA? IV Research and NMI -TV group and public

Miami, rt. television Ilcenaet

Regional Continuation
Funding Year PT 1976

6 half-hour
programs

300,000

MB PASA
OSA? V

Community Action and
Research and IsPOT -TV

Want, FL 4

Minority community
group and publicv
television licensee

Regional Continuation
Funding Year; FY 1919

5 half-hour
programs

299,2.45

19. 1.OP I 1C20 -TV Public Television National Elementary 26 half-hour 2,042,271

Ruston, MA Station, Multicultural programs

oullaunity licensee for.0n. PY 1975

=BOP Il NUBS -Tv' Public Television National Elementary 26 half-hour 2,100,000

Boston, ale Station; Multicultural programs
community licensee funding Year; FY 1976

20. ARVISTA Southwest Canter for

Educational Tele-
vision, Austin,

Texas

Minority 0:mitotic.);

Independent tredve-

' tion Organisation

New National Bilingual
Funding Year, FY 1979

id half-hour 2,240,000

programa

21. SCMR1SAS GAN -TV

Austin, TS

Public Television
Station;

ocmmmlity licenses

0
22. SOUTH BY EMBU-Tv/mashington Public Television

NATINEST I Etats University nail a licalnaed to

w Pul,Lnan, SR Mash! ton State U.

National Bilingual

Funding Year; Ty 197

26 half-hour 2,100,000
programs

Regional

Funding Year; PY 1974

half-hour , 242,694

Programa

Wan BY
-MDRTIBBIBT 11

MWSU -TV/Washington

Stain
Pullman.

Public Television Regional half -hour

Station; licensed to Funding Year; FY 1976 programs

Naahington Stan U.

242,494

23. IBS MATICI1
SO *MS I

Visual Communication',
Inc.

Los Anvil's. CA

1ndnpendent Production Mew Regional

ftganization Funding Year, PY 1976

6 half-hour

Frogr ads
300,000

1N3 *MOW Visual Communications, Independent Production Regional Continuation ' 4 half -bout 296,074

WILMS Il Inc. Otganization Funding Year; PT 1979 programs

144 Angeles, CA
4

10
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SERVES TITLE

Table 1-1
OVERVIEW Or ESAA-TV SERIES ty ANAM

(continued)
4

PADDOCING CMGANIEATICE KIND OF DIGANIEATION

MAGER Of
PPKGRAMS AND
MINUTES PEX

FUNDING CAZOGONT AND?YEAA PROGRAM
imam at--

24. TEA NEW Public Television Station: Nets Regional 4 half-hour
AKERICARS Los Angeles, CA Community Licensee Funding Year. FY 1979 programa,

299.113

25. TUE lipm was -TV Hblie Televisidn Rational Secondary 24 half-hour 2,200,000 ,

VOICE Boston, AA Station: Multicultural programs
ommeunity license' Funding Year. PT 1478

'26. THE REAL
PEOPLE

ISpS -TV

Sinke.ta, 11A

Public Television

Station licensed to
local education agency

tonal

Funding Year. FY 1974

27. VP AND Ca42140 *EO-TV
San FrsitciscO, CA

Public Television
Station.

camunity license.

9 half-hour

programa

15 half hour
programs

242.099

2,347,500

24. VEGETABLE
97.1P I

Bureau f MaSS Communi -
cati a. Nem ion State
.par nt of Education
Albany NY

4

stet, Education Agency So Category
Funding Year, F21973 ,

34 half-rfur

WF liVailltblf

81 78 fifteen
minute pro-
grams)

1.500.000

' YR-GETABLE Bureau of Mass Communi- State Education Agency National Elementary 39 half-hour 2,300,0009XT II cations, Nem.YOrt State MulVoultural Inc tailiable
Department 3f Education. .x.ding Ytar, FY 1974 *s".. as 7g fifteen

y, NY minute pro-
grams)

24. VILLA krazare BCTV. Ir4. Mon-profit educational Bilingual/
corporation Spanish

Funding Year FY 1973.

65 half-hour 3.500.000
programs s

t_
VILLA ALLEGP2

II
aciv, Inc.

Oakland. CA
Non-profit educational
Corporation

Na i al Elementary 30 half-hour
itive programs
ing Year, FY 1975

1,660,000

VILLA ALLEGNE pm, Inc. Non - profit ed,iOational National Silingual 65 half-hour
III Oakland, CA corporation? Continuation programs

Funding year. FY 1976

3.165.470

VILLA ALIA=
IV

ACTV, Inc. Mon-profit educational NaElteal Bilingual 1) half-hour 1,000,000
Oakland. CA corporation Funding Mar. FY 1977 programs 10

MLA ALLBGRE BCIV, Inc. e

V / Oakland, CA
Mon-profit educational National Silingual ./ 26 half-hour
corporation . Funding Year, FY 597§ programa

1,750,000

30. WAIVE YOVE MET -TV Public Television National Secondary 26 half-hour 1,800.000
MUTT Nov York. WY Station. Expression Skills programs

community licansee Funding Year, 1975

11

44,
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As indicated in Table 1-r, the programming funded by the ESAA-TV Pro-

gram is not a single series, nor is it a coherent set of series with a nar-

vrowly defined mission. The ESAA-TV Program output. (series) .vary from one

another along the following important dimensiOns:

o Format (magazine, dramatic, documentary)

o Demographic Characteristics of the target audience
(e.g., age, ethnicity, geographic region of country)

o Size and diversity of target audience

o Goals and objectives (e.g., cognitive,ciffective, or
both)

o Amount-of.funding

o Mission and organizational style of procuring organi-
zation

o Time of funding
operation)

o Length of time
several times)

o Award category
nitive, etc.)

(early vs. late in the Program's

in production (e.g., funded once or

(e.g., trilingual, multicultural, cog-

The EpA7TV series, as a result of their unique funding history and
, .

overall mandate, differ from non-ESAA-funded children's television program-

ming in a number of important ways. The ESAA-TV programming is purposive

programming. Purposive'programming is the use of the medium to accomplish

specified behavioral and educational objectives for a specified audience. As

such, ESAX-TV programming is similar to instructional programming- However,

alsoESAA-TV programs also ust be designed to reach their target audiences in

their homes. Thus, the SAA-TV funded programming had a mandate to succeed

on two levels, that of educational and instructional televisiono and that of

the commercial fare produCI1T for entertainment.

The primary goal of the commercial entertainment fare with which

ESAA-TV must compete is to attract the largest possible numbers of viewers

and to obtain high ratings. ESAA-TV prograpming is, by definition, targeted

programming and is, by and large, targeted to minority group audiences;

although a secondary goal is to reach and inform non-minorities and different

24
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minorities, about the varieti es of life styles, a6itud s and cultures of dif-

ferent grotps and to point out similarities among gr ps.

The purposive and targeted nature of ESAA-TV has 'a fundamental impact

on the procurement process, the production process, the, series' success at

reaching their intended audiences through existing distribution channels and-

ultimately, their success at achieving the legislative intent of having a

poOt)rve influence on children's learning and racial attitudes.

8
Defining quality purposive television is also complicated. The ulti-

mate question addresged in assessing the quality of purposive television is

many of the intended viewers got the desired levels of information and/or

exhibited the desired levels of attitudinal or behavioral change as a result
A

of viewing. Usually the production of purposive television Prograffiming

involves ongoing tatting with members of the target audience to ensure that

the programming purposes are achieved and to detect problems and suggest

changes for shows that don't achieve the specified goals.

The purpose of the programming prOduced primarily to entertain, with

which the ESAA-TV programs are often compared, is to attract large numbers of

viewers. Hence, quality is measured in terms of some specified rating and

share of a broadcast audience, although the televisfon,prod<tion industry

does have standards for production values, writing, acting, etc., without

which it is not possible to attract an audience. These standards, however,

are not generally judged by pre-specified criteria, nor tested with the same

thoroughness trpurposive programming. The standards for quality and success

of purp6f4ve and targeted programming such as that produced with ESAA funding

or 9ther government funding are similar to those in commercial programming in

that their quality is also judged in terms of numbers of ,viewers attracted

and held. However, commercial producers program fot the largest possible

audience by searching for content which is least objectionable to the largest

\numbers, and hence appealing to some viewers in all of a broadly specified

demographic group, e.g., 12-35 year olds. In contrast, purpOsive and targeted

programming is typically designed for a smaller and more specified audience

such as Black and Hispanic preschool children in urban areas, and it will be

judged successful or not by its ability to attract these more narrowly defined

13



audiences. The narrowness and specificity of the target audiences for most

ESAA-TV programming present problems for assessing success in terms of tra-

ditional industry standards of viewership because the minority groups which

constitlite the target audien'ce of the series are seriously underSampled by

audience rating services, and children in any demographiC group tre sampled

only in gross groupings such as 2-12 year olds or 12-25 year olds.

1.4 INTEANtL AND EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS

4

Many of the constraints on the ESAA-TV Program arose from conflicting

goals in the law and limitations on the funding available. For example, by

legislative mandate the series were to be .purposive and include research and

training. And although it was not spetified in the enabling legislation,

Program administrators spade an administrative decision to address the heeds

of as many of the minority groups identified in the-overall ESAA legislation

as possible, rather than developing one or two series that addressed "common"
,

needs of allminotity'groups as Children's Television WOrkshop did with

SESAME STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (Mei4e, 1975). As 'a conseqUence of

this decision, eunds available foea0,perticular series were limited and,
,)'

particularly in the early years., ,inadeguate for the numerous challenges faced

by the producers. These budgetary liMitations, together with the mandates to

produce a new and expensive kind of programming and to provide access at all

/evels of production to minorities who had not been allowed to work in the

top strata of the production industry, fostered additional new challenges for

prodilcers.

Other important factors whicli influenced the production process for

ESAA-TV series and, In many cases, had a detrimental effect on the final prod-
.

uct were competing goals and objectives within a series. For example,

several of*the national series had both cognitive and affective gbals and

were to be designed to reach White, Black and Hispanic audiences. INFINITY

FACTORY, for. example, was designed to teach mathematics to Black, White and 1P

Hispar4s4disadvantaged 8-12 year olds. It also attempted to deal with inter-

racial sensitivity and increase the self-esteem of the target audience. Any

one of these goals required careful planning, research, testing and revision

of material. Addressing all of these competing goals resulted'in strains
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4

between the affective and cognitive content (and staff), the minority vs.

non-minority content (and staff) and minority vs. minority content (and
staff). Because the final produq.wes a television series, the conflict and

compromises resulted in a series that reflected the lack of coherent direc-
tion and reduced, the ultimate impact oftthe series. This example, which is

not unique or uncommon, should be assessed from two different perspectives:
first, it must be assesed as an experiment in which many valuable lessons were
le e4-ened about production of purposive drogramming with complex cognitive goals

itsand complex affective goals (as the first series of its ' kind it was unrealistic

to expect immediate and unequivocal success); and'second, it must be assessed in /

terms of meeting other legislative requirements, such as minority hiring and

trping. yr

11

Another problem faced by the producers of ESAA-TV series was that

given the contraints imposed by program administrators, n'ither the time nor

the mongy was available for the extensive formative evaluation research con -
(ucted by the Children's Television, WOrkshop,Pwhich was the kind 'envisioned=

by the authors-of the legislation. The requirement for formative evaluation

became in effect a-pro forma

ing continued funding of the

trators, particularly in the

pilot test on which a go/no-go decision regard-

series was based. Further, the brogram-admInis-

program's earliest years, required that the

number of shows (e.g., the number of minutes of sxogramming) specified in the

.negotiated contract be delivered; with very few exceptions there were no

scope reductions. Thus, even if on-going evaluation beyond the pilot evalua-

tion (at he prodUcer's expense) revealed problems indicating that the mate-

rial prod was not meeting its intended goals,_ there w s no opportunity

for the product to do significant rev#rions br to discar marginal material.

These alministrative practices and decisions contributed to the uneven qual-*
ity of many of the early setoies.

the series had been produced, moreover, the likelihood that they

their target audience-as reduced by naivete in the drafting of

ive and administrativ"decisions. For example, one basic assump-

the early 1970s was that Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) would

the ESAA-TV programming and that it would be picked up and broad-

Once

wouleach

the leg islat

tion during

feed all of

cast by a majority of the stations. This assumption p ved to be false. A

A
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number of reasons have been offfied by the various respoqdents in this study

Ary
who reprddent USOE /ESAA -TV, the PB4, the producers and local program managers at

local broadcast stations. Among reasons offered by PBS officials and program

.managers were the poor or neven quality of the series and the saturation,of

allocated time for children and minorities (neither of which supported public

,hroadgasting).

111
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;

CHAPTER TWO

THE CONTEXT AND DESIGN OF THE PRESENT STUDY

1;

The purpose of this report is to provide U.S. Office of Education

decisiop makers with a comprehensive assessment of the ESAA-TV Program, focusing

on its management/administratiOn, production, distriktution and financing. This

assessment takes intogotOunt the fact that the ESAA-TV Program attempts to

alter social. outcomes through the market process related to television production

and broadcasting. All the/ basic components of the television system (creation,

production management,' promotion, distributIon, broadcasting and 'utilization),

whether or not these components are defined in Program regulations as part of

the ES -TV Program, mutt be considered. This is because USOE* is interested in

understanding the effects of all elements in the system upon viewership of the

ESAA-TV series, with the possible rult Of redefining the federal role in the

ESAA-TV Program in order to enhance its ability to achieve its legislative

pur?oses. Such redefinition cannot take place if constraints represented by

network, distributor and broadoetter practices and attitudes are unknown. For

- example, a crical set of Program issues has to do with involvement of minority

- group members in the production of ESAA-TV series. The relationship between

this Program's operation and changing patterns of minority employment in the

television industry are explored in the current study.

, A

One factor of this government Program and government adminis-

tration of these programs is that the degree of control that can beexerted

over program process and outputs decreases steadily the closer the program's

process comes to the point where it can actually achieve its intended outcomes,

such as reducing racial isolation abOngeose viewing the ESAA-TV programs,

while the number of additional constraints-and intervening factors increases.

*
This review and assessment of the ESAA-TV Program operations was con-

ducted during the period between October 1977 and May 1980, prior to the time
that the U.S. Office of Education became the Education Department. Therefore,
throughout the report we refer to the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) rather
than the Education Departmeht.
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For example, in setting ESAA-TV Program goals and establishing admin-

istrative regulations and procedures, Program administrators have predominant

influence (subject to the intent of the ESAA, the views of'other actors within

the USOE andthe comments of the public). ..:This influence also extends to the

allocation offunds between different categories of ESAA-TV series.

As we move to the procurement process, USOE influence decreases and

becomes subject tp a larger number of factors beyond its*. ediate control.

Specifically, USOE`s prOCurement of series that meet its goal and objectives

is contingent upon its receipt of adequate proposals addressing these concerns.

The output of the procurement, process--negotiated contract or grants for the

productibn of series--is still an area over which USOE exercises considerable

influence but this influence is not absolute. Program guidelines do not I,

allow USOB to prescribe details of content, talent :-format or approach to be

utilized by the producing organizations; these, to a large extent, are left to

the discretion of producers, within the general terms and conditions of their

grants or contracts.

At the next stage of the Program process--production--the producers of

ESAA-TV cries are subject to many infludnces other than those contained in

USOE policips and management actions per se. The quality and numbers of crea-

tive staff and talent available to the production organization, the creative

motivation of these staff, the concerns of different organizatidns or commu-
k

nity grops involved in production, and other factors specific to the produc-

tion process and context are variables that USOE can influence to some extent

through 4t4 initial procuremdnt decisions (depending upon'the adequacy of the

proposals prepared and of USOE poklicies and procedures for procurement) and

to some eitent through on-going monitoring of the production process (depend-

ing on the extent and effectiveness of such monitoring). To a large extent,

however,'such factors generally remain uncontrollable by Program administrat-

ors. Because of the First Amendment rights of broadcasters and the legal, and

cultural restraints on government control of media content, once USOE has

"placed its bete on individual producers through the procurement process, it

allows theme great freedom in exercising their creative and administrative power

except for mandatory time and budget process tracking. In any case, the char-

cteristics of the series produced - ;which are the outputs of the production

18
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.

,- process- -are already two steps removed from direct USOE control by the time
1 j

that they are ready for distribution.

At the promotion and distribution stages,,government administrators

retain sore influence but no direct control. The Program funds a number

of ancillary activities directed to promotion of gSAA-TV series but the leg-

islation provids no funds for duplication or distribution of tapes,* At the

same time, the legislation-prohibits commercial sponsorship of series tyroild-
.

cast. Clearly, this is'an area of government interaction with the broadcast-

ing industry Ln which policies are often at variance with stated objectives.

At the- next'stage in the process--broadcast carriage and non - broadcast

usage--the potential for direct control by USOE disappears altogether.. Now the

focus of concern shifts to the process through whicY local broa6aste9. make

their independent decisions as to whether or not to carry or use the ESAA-TV

series that have been produced. It should be noted that this process is

influenced indirectly through the attachment of conditions to utilizatIon and /

distribution such as prohibiting commercial sponsorship of series (which

decreases the lik-elihood of carriage by commercial spbnsorshiP) and by promot-

ing the series tp commercial carriers (which increases tie likeliho8d of com-
w

mercial carriage). Another mode of indirect USOE influence is implicit in the

characteristics of the ESAA-TV series themselves (assumig that USOE Can influ-

ence these characteristics during the production process). That is, if USOE

could perfectly predict the set of features that makes programs desirable to

gatekeepers, and could procure or otherwise influence the production of

ESAA -TV series that exhibit these characteristics, then it could maximize the

probability that individual local gatekeepers would decide to carry or use

these programs. Even if this were possible, however (and the television

industry has spent millions of dollars Over time on what is still a

highly. imperfect science of predicting distributor, broadcaster and viewer

response to newly produced shows), one would still have to take into account

the many other factors 'affecting broadcasters' decisionnaking. Competition

from other programs, the needs of individual broadcasters, peculiarities in

the individual preferences of programmers, community preferences and atti-

tudes and other such factors interact in an extremely complex

preferences
//and

to

determine the outcome of a carriage decision for an individual ESAA-TV.serie
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Viewership, the last stage in the process, can be distinguished from

the preceding stages by the fact that it is influenced by all of the factors

operating at'each of the preceding stages and, in addition, by sets of complex

4 and little-understood factors that are under the Sole control of the Viewers.

These factors include the availability of the series at convenient and appro-

priate times for
.

viewing, awareness of the series' availability, and the*

tastes, attitudes and preferences of individual viewers.

.or

2.1 - STUDY OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

/
T4e purpose of this study is to provide USOE decision makers with a

comprehensive assessment of the ESAA -'1V Program. It focuses on the following

categories of potentiaAl program impact and effect. management/administration,

production, distribution and financing. It is not a study of viewer behavior,

iowaver. The objectives of each of these four study componentiare described

below.

2.1.1 tMANAGEt4ENTADMINISTRATION OBJECTIVES

The goal of this part of the study is to determine how current manage-

ment /administration practices impact on the accomplishment of the legislative

and programmatic Purposes.- The spLcific objectives ate to.

determine how USOE's regulatory and administrative actions
affect the attainment of the goals and potentials of the

authorizing legislation,

assess the impact of USOE's regulations, procedures and
practices on the producers of series,

o assess the impact of4USOE's regulations, procedur.es and
practices on the availability or eXposure of ESAA-TV pro-

grams to their intended audiences,

assess the program investment decision mechanism in terms

of criteria, needs definition, funds and priorities,, and

o determine theeffectivesess of the ESAA-TV legislation and

regulations in. increasing the participation of members of

ethnic, cultural or linguistic minorities in the produc-.
tion of ESAA-TV Piograms and to 'investigate the participa-
tion of minorities in distribution and broadcast of such
programs.
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2.1.2 PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES

In general, programmatic intent is to produce series'of high quality

which are to meet tkvp needs of the target populations so that distribution

will be facilitated' and viewing maximized. Thus,. ESAA -TV practices must be
assessed in terms of their ontribution to this intent, In addition, ESAA-TV

'personnel do not want to constrain creatitiity and artistic freedom, nor do

they want to develop series which are perceived as propaganda tools of the
)government. The objectives of this part of the study are to:

e describe the type and exterl? of minority participation in
production activities and'to identify the degree to which
this participation contributes to the relevance of program-
ming for the target audiences, and

Identify the prOduction factors which affect the qL1lity,
impact and carriage of programming.,

2.1.3' DISTRIBUTION OBJECTIVES

The primary emphas-a.s(in ESAA.,TV has been on production. This emphasis

should not be sum rising, since ESAA-TV is ei!atively new and it tals.&-d num-

ber of years to develop series. However, as more series are completed, dis-
tributio9n becomes more important. The distribution objectives are to:

A
identify the fabtors that affect the availability of
ESAA2TV series to their intended audiences through a sur-
vey of-TV licensees, both public and commercial,

et identify current and potential pfactices in promotion and
distribution, including additional outlets,. and

"Identify the trade-offs between production and distribution.

2.1.4 FINANCIIL ANALYSIS OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this part of the study is to determine the costs asso-

ciated with operation of the ESAA-TV Program and to identify the relationships



between fiscal allocation decisions and Program output. The specific objec-

tives are to:

identify the cost factors associated with Program opera-
tion and to determine through analysis how and the ektent

to which fiscal resources are being allocated to various

aspects of the Program, e.g., administration, production

and distribution costs,

determine the relation of past and current investment of

ESAA-TV fiscal resources to program availability and expo-

sure with respect to the target audiences defined by USOE

and by the authorizing legislation, respectively (data

available from viewership survey),'to express quantita-

tively the relation of fiscal resources to program avail-

ability and exposure for each target audience,

analyze the estimates of availability and exposure in

relation to program investment decision criteria, and

e determine the probable cost and impact of promotion of

ESAA-TV programs in terms of return on the investment.

2.1.5 CARRIAGE AND VIEWERSHIP ANALYSIS

p

The purpose of this analysis is to assess the degree to which ESAA-TV
1

programs have been made available to their target audiences as a result of

current promotion and distribution practices and to identify the characteris-

tics of target audiences served and those not served by,broadcasters.

2.2 THE DESIGN OF

Conducting a meaningful evaluation of the ESAA-TV Program required

that we become familiar with both internal and external constraints on the

policies and practices of the Program and its output, as well as the context

and' constraints imposed by production, broadcast and distribution industry

procedures and practices. This necessitated collection of data from a 'variety t

of sources in a variety of ways including review of archival data; surveys

and reanalysis and synthesis of data provided,by other sources. The data col-

lection activities were.
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e Review of USOE/ESAA-TV Policy and Management/Administrative
Practices;

Archival review of documentation and case files on USOE's
inventory of ESAA-TV series;

is A survey of-key personnel involved in the production of the
individual ESAA-TV series;

o A survey of program managers representing local broadcast
licensees; and

Reanalysis and integration of existing data bases which
provide information about carriage of ESAA-TV series.

The purposes and objectives of each of these data collection activi-
ties and the relationship of the information to the study's overall analytic
objectives are described below.

2.2.1 REVIEW OF USOE POLICY AND PRACTICE
41r

The purpose of this task was to make an impartial assessment of the
developments in USOE's implementation of legislation which authorized ESAA-TV
programs. It included an on-going review of studies an4 papers which have
addressed USOE's sponsorship of television, including studies of public broad-

casting and network distribution of purposive children's television programs,
studies of television industry sensitivity to needs of ethnic and cultural
minorities, and data about broadcast industry minority staffing patterns.
Also reviewed were program regulations, guidelines, and other documents rele-
vant tO the Program's administrative and fiscal practices. In addition,

interviews were conducted with ESAA-TV Proaram administrators, other USOE

officials concerned with thtg ?rogram's derl.gn an0 ipplementation, and indiv11-
uals outside of USOE who were knowledgeable about the ESAA-TV PrograM, its
mission, functioning, and the-broadcast industry context within whiCh the Pro-
gram had to succeed. (The people interviewed for this and other portions of

the study are listed in Appendix A.)

This review addressed the following topics:
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o The combined effect of the administrative and regulatory

actions and their compatibility with the legislative .

intent and statutory requirements,

o The ways in which USOE administrative decisions may expand,

limit or other4se deviate from the oriylnal thrust of

the authorizing legislation, and

o bralWbSOE's prpcedural requirements are` intended to affect

the availability of TV proigrams to their target audiences.

2.2.2 REVIEW OF USOE'S INVENTORY OF ESAA-TV SERIES

The purpose of this review was to make an assesment of the ESAA-TV

series completed or contracted in order to verify their potential coverage of

the eligible target audiencds and to analyze the fiscal resources committed to

the emIsting and planned program inventory. Target audiences were defined and

stratified in terme of geographical, demographic, socioeconomic, ethnic, cul-

tural, linguistic 4d other factors. Documents reviewed included proposals,

monthly teports, forMative evaluation reports and budgets.

These_ activities were conducted to obtain systematic information

describing:

o how the needs of the target audiences were determined,

the needs and,characteristics of the target audiences

addressed ty the ESAA7TV series,

how the stated objectives of the individual TV series

relate to the characteristics and needs of their intended

audiences,

o how USOE financing decisions relate to the needs and dhar-

acteristics of the Sligible populations, and

o allocation of fiscal resources in the production of ESAA-TV

series by award.

24
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2.2.3 ,SURVEY OF'ESAA-TV PRODUCERS

The survey of ESAA-TV producers included producers and other key staff

members who had developed or produced series under the.Program's auspices from

its Inception, as well as those who were currently producing or developing

series, including awards made in FY 1979. The survey was designed to obtain

'information about:

the impact of USOE policies and practices tin production
of ESAA-TV programs.

the producers' evaluations of their programs' impac% on
the intended audiences,

.

producers' .uses and perteptions of the Project Advisory
Committees (PACs) mandated by the legislation.

the impact of legislative requirements and of USOE poli-
cies and practices on minority participation and staffing
of the production.

producers' relations with networks and other distribution
Channels for ESAA-TV programs,

allocation of fiscal resources for production, and

ft Project Advisory Committee members' perceptions and eval-
uations of the pros, paction process and,the extent to which
series met target4audience needs.

Respondents in the survey of ESAA-TV producers are listed in Appendix A.

2.2.4 SURVEY OF BROADCASTERS

The pUrpose of the broadcaster` survey was to assess factors that affect

the availability of ESAA-TV series to their intended audiences through interviews

with _representatives of local broadcast stations who control or influence the

passage of ESAA-Te;eries through Available television distribution channels.

Program ragers in public and commercial broadcast stations were interviewed

about their programming practices..



The interviews were concerned with the respondents' awareness, evalua-

tion and actual usage of any of the ESAA-TV series in their professional

roles. In Some cases, a limited amount of information was solicited regarding

the operating procedures and decision-making principles of their organization

when such information would be useful to ESAA-TV Program managers or other

parties concerned with effective distribution of the ESAA-TV series o their

target audiences. Respondents in the broadcaster survey are listed in Appendix A.

2.2.5 CARRIAGE AND VIEWERSHIP ANALYSIS

The purpose of this analysis is to assess the degree to which ESAA-TV

programs are actually made available to their target audiences (e.g., carriage),

to derive estibates of actual and potential coverage of viewers in the target

audience and to assess whether viewership of ESAA-TV series has been or can

be affected by ESAA-TV policy. This assessment is based on statistical analy-

sis of existing data obtained from a number of different sources regarding the

carriage of ESAA-TV series which were completed and available for broadcast

during the period from 1976 to mid-1980. The kinds of data used in the analy-

sis and the sources from which they were obtained are described below. They

include:

o data obtained from ESAA-TV Program documents and case
files about individual ESAA-TV series, by award, includ-
ing date available, number of shows, location of produc-

tion and target audiences,

co data on broadcast carriage occurrences including start-
ing date, number of shows carried, frequency of carriage
and source from which programs were obtained. Sources of

these data include bookings from the Public Television
Librery, from the Great Plains, National Instructional Television
Library, and from three regional public television librar-
ies, Southern Educatiopal Comaunications,Association (SECA),.
Central Educational Network (CEN), and Eastern Educational
Network (EEN),
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* -data on stations which accepted the PBS network feeds of
ESAA-TV series from the PBS viewership surveys,

* data from NBC and TvAC on the NBC feed of VEGETABLE SOUP,

o data about licensed television stations including location.
(city, state, metropolitan area),,call letters, ownership
and households covered by each. All data were obtained
from the Television Sactbook and Broadcalters Yearbook
except for "households covered" for public broadcast sta-
tions which were obtained from Areapop II data produced by
Urban Systems, Inc., and

o data on audience of selected stations including number of ,

children aged 5-17 and ethnic distribution. Sel4Cted sta-
tions include those in major television markets and, those
with high carriage rates. These demographic data were
obtained from Areapop II data produced by Urban Systems,
Inc.

A2.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THIS REPORT

Chapter 3 presents a review of USOE policies and administrative prac-
tices. This chapter peNsents a relatively deteiled description of the evolu-
tion of the ESAA-TV Program and its int5nal regulations, guidelines and
operating procedures which determined the-response of producer organizations.
Also described are the kinds of series that were produced with ESAA -TV fund-
ing, that determined to some extent the response that ESAA-TV series have

-received from broadcast and other distribution organizations. Specifically,
this chapter presents detailed descriptions of:

e the- background and implementation of the ESAA-TV Program,

* the past and carrent.administrative locus of the Prograd,

* the administrative regulations and guidelines,

procurement of the ESAA-TV series,/

e accountability of producing organizatio ,

* policies regarding formative evaluati n f-ESAA -TV series;'

o regulations and' policies regarding'Bi ority employment,
and

o regulations and administrative actions regarding promotion
and distribution of ESAA-TV series.
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Chapter 4 describes,the impact of legislative and statutory require-
.

ments of the production -- process. Primary sources of information used for thilS--

analysis include in-:depth interviews with ESAA-TV Program administrators,

interviews with key personnel involved with the production of ESAA-TV series,

program case files and other documents pertaining to the.production of the

series. Specifically, this chapter includes detailed descriptions of the:

A producers' responses to USOE procurements through proposal

development;

A the designs of the ESAA-TV Program's inventory of 30 sepa-

rate series;

A. the target audience needs addressed in the existing

ESAA-TV series;

A factors in contract negotiations that affected the qual-

ity, carriage and potential impact of the E90§-TV series;

A formative and pilot evaluations of individual series;

A problems or difficulties encountered during production
that affected quality, carriage and potential impact of,

theASAA-TV series;

A Project Advisory Committee (PAC) participation in produc-

tion of ESAA.2.TV series; and

A development of supplementary non-broadcast materials.

Chapter 5 examines the implementation of legislative requirements for.

employment of minority groupmentbere in responsible staff positions in Aeries

productions development and management. The evolution ofKhe ESAA-TV regulations

and guidelines over the years of the Program's history is reviewed. Finally,

the impact of the legislation, regulatiohs'and guidelines is assessed through an

examination of the staffing patterns reported for-the individual ESAA-TV projects.

Chapter 6 reports the results of statistical analyses of secondary datia"

from a number of sources which provide information about th'e airing or carriage

of ESAA-TV programs by4public and commercial broadcast licensees, and actual

and potential coverage of viewer households through these broadcasts. This

chapter does not attempt to offer a comprehensive or definitive analysis of

40
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ESAA-TV viewership; but rather to

and over time,nd sgwestIoditss

ESAA41 policy.

systematic differences among series

mplications of these patterns for

Chapter? presents a financial analysis of USOE's "investment' in
ES4A-TV series and ascribes the "equity" and "efficiency" ol tnis'in/estnert
Three'reseacch tasks were involved in this process:

identificaAion of patterns alto:tends, bott explicit ar73
implicit, in US-0E1s "investment decisions";

relating these together with patterns it the intra-series
allocationof resources to alternative measures of "effi-
ciency"; and

o assessing the policy implications Cthese various-rela-.

tionships.

The analyses reported in Chapter 7 .itilized data
ters on the characteristics of .he individualseries and

those series awarded_ between 19 and 4977, as wel

p

from'pcevio

on broad east r rioge of

to on, proposed and
actual expenditures (ty expense category) drawn fem e:ies proposals, expense
reports, our own interviews and other related docuients.

-------;\
.

1
f

' Chapter 3 describes the ESAA-TV Program a8cii llary acetifies of
,,series and viewership promotion. These include'planning and obtaining e-'itorial

,space and paid advertising space, in local newtgapers,' national anerlocal.
riodicals and trade :ournals. Distribution refers to the processes involved

in making the actual series available to -msers in the for* hard copy (thrdugh
ntal or sale of c` settee or thr,puOh over-the-air or cable feeds) . This

00.gr

chapter includes assessments of the efficacy of promotion activities.dtrected
toward commertvial broatkast carriage, home audience viewexs', Lard in!!!%chool
use.

Chapter

representing 18

buE stractured

of information

crit4tia they

,

'74

0
9 reports the results of a survey of a sample of program managers
'local public and commercial broadcast lic4ees. In open-ended
interviews the_program managers were queried on their sources
about available prigramming for Minorit.es and children, and the
sad for selecting such,peocrammi-s;':

Rescondents were als.7. as'c43,2

?9 41
o 4
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about their familiarity with TvAC, with individual ES-AA-TV series; and-their

(evaluations of series with whic they were familiar. Respadents reRFesenting

commercial broadcast licensees ere asked theit opinions about legislative

prohibitions against cohmercial sponsorship of ESAA-TV series, and all producers

were asked eir opinions about government funding .of purposive and educational

programming.. A,
VM At-

Chapter 10 presents conclusions and recommendations ftlir this study.
. .
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CHAPTER THREE

REVIEW OF USOE POLICY AND PRACTICE

As part of the overall asses ent of the ESAA-TV Program an in-depth

review of USOE ESAA-TV policies and a istrative practices and procedures

was conducted. The objective of this task was to make an impartial assessment

of the developments in USOE's implementatiomof the legislation which,author-

, ized ESAA-TV programs. Data sources for this assessment are described in

Cliapter Two. This section escribesthe history of the Program's development,

the regulations and guidelines that evolved in the administration of the Pro-

gram, procedural requirements and other constraints specified by USOE as con-

ditions of award. The relationship of these requirements to factors that are

assumed or known to affect the availability of ESAA-TV programs to their

intended audiences are identified and described.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 describes

the administrative locus of the ESAA-TV Program within the HEW and USOE.

Section 3.2 describes the implementation of the Program and describes Ea

evolution of the regulations and guidelines. Section 3.3 details administra-

ive practices and probedures including determination of content area priori-

ties fot funding, evaluation and award procedures, ,issues surrounding the

previous procurement and award process. Section 3.4 describes procedures

f ensuring the accountability of producing organizations.

3.1 ADMINISTRATIVE LOCUS OF THE ESAA-717 PROGRAM

a
3.1.1 LOCATION IN THE OFFICE OFD EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS

USOE/BEE0)

From its inception during the planning stages in 4971 through Novmr-

bet of 1973, the ESAATIP, Program was located within the now defunct National

Center for Educatkonal Technology (NCET). At one time it was planned that

NCET would become part of the mpg National Institute of Education and. that

the,ESAA-TV Program would reside there because it was considered to be expe0-

imental in natur= Howev
A

, bA4, of the strong interests of Dr. Herman

Goldberg, former As ate

ssminv

sioner for Equal Educational Opportunity,



the ESAA -TV Program was retained within USOE and by the time actual produCtion '

of the programs had begun, the Program was located in the Special Projects

Branch of%he Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity (BEEO) where it remained

until January 1979.

,
.

The primary reason for keeping ESAA-TV in USOE and having it adminis-

tered under BEEO was the feeling of Dr. Herman Goldberg and others that ESAA-TV

could better carry out its legislative mandate to supplement the basic ESAA

Y
legislation. At the time it was anticipated that the Progiam would benefit

from being administered by staff who were more actively involved in problems

of desegregation and would be familiar with the content areas of ESAA-TV pro -

gramming. In practice, h '
er,'the administrative location of the ESAA -TV

Program,has resulted in dif culties in Program administration and in the

Pro4ram's relationship kr th the broadcast community. These internal diffi-

culties were primaiiLr. ated to staffing problems and, in the fink years

of its existencetroversies over budget and scriptivreview of series

funded under ha Program.

,-

Until lulaxk 1979, with the exception of the first year, the ESAA-TV

Program was administered Dr. Dave Berkman* as a program within the Spe-

cial Projects Branch of thk'Bureauspt Equal Educational Opportunity. . No spe-

Cial support services wexe allocated'to administration of the ESAA -TV Program.

For six years Dr. Berkman, the Program Manager, remained the only full-time

1
V

staff member and the only member- of the Program staff whose training and

expedtence were relevant to television production and who, was cognizant,of
e

broadcast industry,practices4 For the fiscal year 1977, the ESAATVProgram

officially supported the salaries of one full-time per , Dr. Berkman the

program director; two Project Monitors working 25 perce t of their time on

ESAA-TV projects; and two additional people, each of whom worked 12 1/2 per-

cent of their time monitoring ESAA-TV programs. No full-time or consistent4

clerical support as given to the ESAA-TV Program.

*Dr. Berkman left the Office of Education in August 1979 to accept

an appointmentas Assistant Dean in Charge, and Professok, of the Telecom-,

Ouilications Division at the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications,,

Syracuse University.,
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Dr. Berkman, assisted by part-time project monitors, dministered,the

procurement of approximately six to eight television series a year at a cost

of labout $8-11 million per year and simultaneously monitored the ongoing

production of an egilainflMbei of series, as well as several ancillary promo-
.

tion and distribution activities.

MINI

3.1.2 LOCATION IN THE DIVISION OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY (USOE/OLLR)

In Decembeilt 1978, Dr. Thomas Minter, Deputy Commissioner of the

Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education (BESE), proposed to the Commis-

sioner of Education the consolidZtion of all major USOE technology programs

including ESAA-Televi4ori And Radio in the Division of Educational Technology

(DET), Office of Libraries and Learning Resources (OLLR), BESE. His statement

of justification for this consolidation listed the following points:

P.L. 93-380 mandates that the administration of all tech-
nology programs in USOE shall be in OLLR.

The Commissioner's Task Force on new initiatives in Edu-
cational Technology and Library Services has called for
unification of technology related programs in order to
enhance the use of educational technology in the learn-
ing process.

0

OLLR is 'Currently inithe developmental stage of estab-
lishing comprehensive unified support services in tele-
vision and radio procurements.

This consolidation of programs with. Educational TV as the
centerpiece will avoid fragmentation of USOE's educational
technology prpgrams.

As ivle administration/of these programs would provide:

common review procedures.

Adherence to the White House memorandum on televi-
sion and radio procurement (11/1/78).

-- Standard rights and royalty agreements.

Increased capability-to meet the Commissioner's
technology objectives.

- A more credible USOE program thrust that reflects
the needs of he school systems.

- More effective use of current stiff.
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- Greater USOE leadership among educational profes-

sionals and enhanced quality and qugntity of learn-

ing experiences for children within\scfibol settings.

-11 e These programs.couldsupport each other:

- "Television for All Children" which is the commer'3

cial marketing project under ESAA -TV :could market

all educational television programs.

' - Script's and cassettes of all technological programs

could be used in the reading prograM7s of Basic

Skills projects.

e These programs in a single unit will be of sufficient

size and scope to provide technical assistance to other

USOE operational units which choose to develop films and

television programs. Division of Education Technology

is already serving in this capacity, but with more

expanded staff will be able to serve more effectively the

objectives of USOE.

lt4

He concluded by recommending that the ESAAjTV and Radio Program be

moved to the Division of Educational Technology as a new branch to replace

the Educational Broadcasting Facilities Program which moved to the Department

of Commerce.

A memo of understanding (January 12, 1979) between the two Associate

Commissioners, Dr. Dick W. Hayes, OLLR, and ACting Associate Commissioner Dr.

George Rhodes, EEOP, described the provision, for the transfer and the admin-

istrative procedures under which the program would operate. The memo stated:

1. ESAA-TV (and beginning with FY 1980, ESAA Radio as well)

will be lmcated administratively in the Division of,Edu-

cational Technology. Creation of an ESAA Broadcast Branch

is anticipated.

2. ESAA-TV and Radio n1 be governed by the regulations

extant for FY 1979 and by the new FY 1980` regulations ini-

tially drafted by EEOP staff. These regulations are

incorporated within the overall ESAA regulations. Respon-

sibility for further revisions cif these FY 1980 regulations

will rest with oj.LR in consultation with EEOP.

3. The decision memorandum for fgnding of Television and Radio

Programming forwarded to the DepUtf Commissioner/BESE for

approval will be shared with the Associate Commissioner of

.EEOP.

4. SGE funds for ESAA-TV staff travel-and for field readers,

for the remainder gf FY 1979 will be transferred from EEOP

to OLLR.
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5. The 1 percent ESAA Special Projects funds to be spent in
FY 1979 to underwrite the costs of ESAA -TV ancillary
activities will remain wffthEEOP,and related financial
paper work relative to4those expenditures will be proc-
essed by OUR.,

6. Beginning with FY 1980 all ESAA -TV and Radio funds will
come from a single 7 percent reservation from ESAA Spe-
cial Projects appropriation. These funds will be placed,
with OLLR for administration:

1

7. All program implementation and monitorship activities
relative to ESAA -TV and Radio will be the responsibility
of OLLR with the exceptions of the two television series
AS*WE*SEE*IT II and PEARS, whose activities are now con--
Cluding. They will continue to be monitored by the Spe-
dial Projects Branch/EEOP.

e,
In an accompanying memo, Dr. Minter reiterated his desire to change

the administrative structure of ESAA-TV by raising its status to a second

branch within the Division of Educational Technology. Dr. Minter also

pointed out the imme'aiate need for additional clerical and professional

support for the Program. This memo recommended the immediate hiring of one

clerical and one professional person and the addition of two to three more

professionals within the next six months. During the interim project period,

the major responsibility for project monitoring (of 13 series plus five other
television related projects) would continue to rest with Dr. Berkman who

Uould receive support from DET staff and the newly recruited ESAA staff.

During the planning discussions for the move, some pbssIble negative

outcomes were discussed. (Minter, memorandum to Commissioner of Education,

December 1978). These included concern that:

s the transfer of ESAA-TV out of EEOP might beviewed
negatively 1?5, Civil Rights Advocates and Congress.'

o The Program's transfer could be perceived as an attempt
to weaken the program's desegregation thrust.

e Congress might see the move as not carrying out its
intent.

4, Minority contractors might seer&-move as an additional
obstacle to overcome in securig funding.
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Dr. Minter acknowledged the gravity of these concerns but expressed

confidence that the integrity of the ESAA-TV Program could be maintained in'

the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education (BESE).

In 1980, a new Department of Education was created and the ESAA-TV

Progr was placed under the Assistant Secretary for Educational Research and

anjImprov ent, Dr. F. James Rutherford. It is located (together, with ESAA-

Radio) in the ESAA Broadcast Branch (Dr. Elwood Bland, Chief)" of the Division

of Educational Technology (Dr. Malcolm Davis, Director), which also includes

the Educational Technology Development Branch (Dr. Frank Withrbw, Chief).

The Division is located within the Office of Libraries and Learning Technolo-

gies under Actfng Deputy Assistant Secretary Dick W. Hays.

The Addition of ESAA-Radio

The Education Amendments Act of 1978 luthorized the funding, of radio

programming in addition to the continuation of television funding. ESAA -TV

officials cited surveys from various regions of the country indicating that

radio listening among elementary children is nearly nonexistent, although

secondary school age children comprise a significant share of the radio-

listening audience. The ESAA Radio series are to address the same broad

content areas mandated by the ESAA legislation; i.e., "the reduction, elimina-

tion or prevention of minority group isolation; those needs resulting from-

desegregation; and/or deficiencies resulting from minority group isolatWatIL

3.2 ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES

The authorizing legislation and the subsequent legislation (Educa-

tion Amendments Acts of 1974 and 1978) are relatively brief regarding actual

program operations. This brevity has had important, implications for program

operations both in what it did and in^what it did not say. For example, the

provision that ESAA-TV programs be made "reasonablypcailable for transmis-

sion, free of charge" has led to some difficulty in determining the "reason-

ablbness" of certain, existing television industry standards regarding the

payment of tape reproduction costs and the like. More significantly, some
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ESAA-TV production contracts which have contained clauses specifying payments

to production or talent unions for "residual" rights have raised questions of

"reasonable charges." By and large, these problems have been handled through

administrative action.

Many of the issues which have been problematiC for the program,.on

the other hand, were not at all dealt with in the legislation. 4For example,

the issue of the legitimacy of pre-production script review and clearance,

which arose within HEW during the 1973 production season, does not appear to

have been anticipated under the legislation and was resolved by administrative

decision. In like fashion, the establishment of content area guidelines for

procuring shows, the specification of appropriate deliverables under produc-

tion contracts, the development of an appropriate HEW role in monitoring

production activity, and the funding of promotion and distribution activities

were not touched upon in the legislation and have been dealt with adminis-

tratively with varying degrees of success.

Responsibility for developing regulations and guidelines rests with

the administrative staff respOnsible for program management, i.e., ESAA -TV

Program officials and, prior to January 1979, other BEE° officials chargA.d

with,administering the Program. In 1979, ESAA-TV and Radio was governed by

the regtilations extant for FY 1979 and by the new FY 1980 regulations ini-

tially dratted by EEOP staff.) Responsibility for further revisions of the FY

1980 regulations rested withOLLR in consultation with the Associate Commis
sioner of EEOP.

The following section briefly describes the basic ESAA-TV guidelines

and, their evolution from 1973 through 1979. Changes and modifications to

the guidelines which have had a substantial impact on Program operations or

which have been made as a result of a major controversy or problem will be

discussed in greater detailin later sections.
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3.2.1 THE BASIC DOCUMENTS

The first set of formal regulations governing the administration of

the ESAA-TV Program was promulgated on April 24, 1973 (Federal Register 38:78

at p. 10101).*

These 1973 Regulations commenced by stating that production assistance
,

would be provided in the form of mants not contracts) and clarified the

meaning of "programs of cognitive and affective educational value" as those
V

"which teach concrete academic skills and encourage interracial!and inter-

ethnic understanding" (Section 185.711a)). Additionally, these regulations

.
stated that no more than five grants would be made under the Program during

FY 1973.

The 1973 Regulations sought to procure two general types of programs:

standard-length series and one-minute spots. Under the former heading,

4 series were requested in any of the following content areas:

1. Hi:lingual/bicultural approaches to assisting children

with English as a secono language in the deve.opment of
reading, writing and speaking skills and to instilling
in both minority and nonminority group children an under-
standing and appreciation of each other's history and

cultural background:.

,2. Supplemental or introductory instruction in basic reading
and mathematics skills and concepts, art and music and

basic science concepts; and

3. Instruction in family life-related academic skills
directed particularly at secondary school age children.

Spots were invited in the areas of:

1. Dropout counseling and other apPoaches to the problems

of dropouts;

2. Encouraging and enriching the understanding and apprecia-
tion of school age children for the art, music, litera-
ture and other cultural attainments of their own and

other 'ethnic or racial groups; and

3. Reduction of interracial or interethnic tension and conflict.

These Regulations had already en released in dr4t form (on Janu-

ary 19, 1973) to serve as guidelines for the first round of ESAA-TV proposals.,
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These Regulations specified that not more tharione grant was to be

awarded in any one of the three series areas during a given fiscal year and

that not mote than two grants were to be *warded in any year for the produc-

tion of spots. Also, the Regulations stated that not more than one grant

would be awarded for programming directed toward a particular racial or

ethnic group in a particular geographic area during any given year unless

under special exception from the Assistant Secretary. The Regulations also

stated that procedures to be followed by producers in making their programs

"reasonably available for transmission, free of charge" were to be world out

in conjunction with the Assistant Secretary "upon completion of a designated

portion of the proposed television programming."v.
Much of the remaining content of the 1973 Regulations dealt with

details of the procurement process. The criteria to be used by HEW in

reviewing ESAA-TV proposals and their relative weights were listed as follows,

with explanation:

a. Needs assessment 10 points
b. Statement of objectives 13 points .

c. Activities 35-37 points
Program content and design 10

Staffing
Facilities capability
Supplementary materials
(series only) 2

Parent and community
involvement

d. Resource management
e. Evaluation

3

6 points

5 points'

TOTAL 69-71 points

In considering needs assessment,, it was'stated that HEW would look

for the extent to which the applicant had used test data and other objective

evidence to establish the educational and other needs of the target population

and the extent to 4TC17a numerical estimate'of the pOtential target audience.f
had been established.
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Regarding the statement of objectives, applicants were directed to c:

set forth "specific, measurable objectives in'relation to the needs identi-

fied and describe (on the basis of modern research and development techniques)

.the issues and subject matter related to such heedi." Aw

Criteria concerning program content had to do with:

The extent to which the proposed television programming prom-
ises to reach the expected or potential target audience and
to encourage and sustain the participation, interest; and
educational and other gro4th of such audience, by use of
minority and nonminority group performers and by other means.

1

Concerning staffing, the criteria included "the extent to which

minority group personnel are employed (or will be employed) in responsible

positions on the development, production, and administrative staffs of the

applicant."

The Regulations also specified that the Assistant Secretary was to

award funds to acceptable applicants "in the order of their ranking on the

basis of the criteria" set forth above until available funds had been

exhausted. It was also established that the cost of production should be

taken into account in the awards process.

Finally, the 1973 Regulations stated that the applicant would have to

comply with the overall provisions of ESAA regarding the establishment and

fnvolvement of local advisory committees.

For FY 1974, USOE did not publish new regulations but, instead,
4

circulated a procurement guide to interested applicants. The category of

spots was eliminated, as planned, because the intention was to do this only

once. HEW announced its intention to award up to seven contracts: not

more than one in each of four National teries categories and not more than

three in a new Regional Series category. The National Series categories

includedr

1. Expression Skills (designed,to deal with "grammatical and
linguistic deficiencies" among youngsters from so-called
"disadv6taged" populations).
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2. Cultural Progratming (to help children from various minor-
itl,groups bdcome more aware of their varying cultures
and of their cultural contributions.to America as a whole).

3. Interracial and Interethnic Tension and Conflict Resolution
to "clear up in advance the misunderstandings which various
groups commonly entertain about each other" in newly inte-
grated school situations).

Att. Initial Reading: Attack (to provide' youngsters entering
WF, first grade with help in successfully negotiating their

initial instruction 'in reading).

*

The RegionalSeries category was designed "to meet needs unique to a smaller

minority group or subgroup population" (e.g., Native American tribes) or "to
.,. make it possible for an applicant with a limited production capability to have

a greater potential for qualifying for a grant." The regional category was

created because there was no way to ju

t
tify the cost of full-scale national

production for small groups. The term regional should not be taken literally.
r )v?be definition in the authorizing legislation referred to groups with less ----

than nationwide distribution across the country. Groups covered under

regional categories can be geographically diverse. Also, contracts in this

category were not to exceed $250,000.each. This amount was raised tb $300,000
per regional series in 1976. ) r

5,

Although the 1974 procurement guide maintained the same proposal

evaluation criteria and weights as had appeared in the 1973 Regulations,

adpional breakdowns were provided under some headings, and more specific

examples of rating standards were provided to the applicants. For example,
under criterion (c) __

Ir
atement of objectives," it was indicated that:

Up to nine points (of 13) will be given for the extent to
Which the objectives meet the needs identified (under cri-
terion (a)), with high points going to those that demon-
strate the greatest correlations and are both measurable and
realistic (i.e., up to 3 points each for being measurable,
for being clear, and for being realistic)'.*

teSt- FY 1974 Procurement Guide, p. 7
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Under criterion (e), "Staffing", it was stated that up to two points, would be

given "for tifse staffing patterns that employ the use of on-the-job training

as it relates to the ESAA-TV initiative, while up to four points were to be

allowed "where minority group personnel are in key positions such as writers,

talent, producers, directors, project managers, and administrators." In

short, the 3$74 procurement guide generally made the t eatment of the 1973

Regulations More explicit and provided additional guide to offerors.

By 1175, however, new Regulations'had been issued which significantly

changed those of 1973. First of all, the 1975 Regulations (Federal Register.

40:114 at p. 25172, June 12, 1975) changed the basis of ESAA-TV procurement

from grants to contracts of assistance.

SeCond, SectCon 185.72 of the Regulations was amended to include an

extensive set of new provisions governing the broadcast availability of

completed ESAA-TV programs. For example, detailed specification was made of

the minimum program usage rights which producers were required to -4buy 511t:

from talent unions involved in production. These included (a) si;years of

usage by public televition stations, (b) six years of usage by a commercial

station where there was no public television station serving a given coverage

area or where all public stations in that area had excercised a right of

first refusal on carrying the ESAA-TV program, (c) 12 years for rights for

in-school use including transmission by educational-dedicated, local origi-

nation CATV channels and Instructional Television Fixed Service systems and

(d) one broadcast in each of two three-year periods over' commercial stations.

,It should be noted that theke were no limitations for series produced in

non-union organizations.

Third, Section 185.72 was a>a o amended to'provide that whereas the

responsibility for making ESAA-TV programs -reabonably available for transmis-

sion rested in the first place with the production contractor, "the Assistant

Secretary (for Education) may assume the responsibility for making such

arrangements he deems such action appropriate." This provision gave HEW a

poterftially much stronger role in the distribution of ESAA -TV programs and

made it possible for the government to assume responsibility for distribution

in those instances where producers were not Able to do so or where they were
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not interested. In fact, this has become the rule rather than the exception

because most orglnizations pOducing ESAA-TV series were nor,able to or not

interested in distributing and promoting series after theinitial reldase
I

because of the amounts of time and money required. rhe.federal government

intendel,that'these series be used repeatedly over a number of years and

distributed through as many channels as ppssible. Few-organizations had the

resources or interest in promLting and distributing series once the funding

for the ESAA-TV project had ceased. By assuming responsibility for promoting

and distributing.all of the series undet a few contracts, the government is

able to take advantage of economies ofi scale and ensure use of the ESAA-TV

series for a longer period than might otherwise occur.

Fourth, Section 185.72 was further amended to add a detailed specifi-

cation of the deliverable items which were to be required of all ESAA-TV

contractors., Fifth,, and perhaps most important, a new section (185.77) was
7

added to thg,Regulations which required the production of "prototypical pil

materials, at times specified byfthe Assistant Secretary" during_ each AA-TV

contra b. These materials were to form the basis for a "go/po-go" de 'on

to be made by the government concerning further production. Produce ere

cautioned to inform all parties witWW)m they entered into agreements that

the overnment reserved the right to terminate any production contract as a-
, result of unfavorable pilot material review. In this .fashiOn,the government

reserved a potent means of assuring itself that the production qualities for

which it had initiallyfeontrlicea from eadR producer were, in fact, those

which At received before assuming financial liability for' full-scaleprOduc---

tion. This provision did not have anything to do with the initial dollar

unt of prodUction corpract awards. The government still committed a full

le production budget' to each program at its outset. It did mean, however,

that wing could be withdrawn on the basis of unfavorable pilot review.

Section 185. also required that each contractor submit the results of its

own evaluation of pilot materials along with the materials themselves.

itci the issue of government control'over the Content of ES -TV

Aoductions Cad been raised in the form of a question concerning-the draft

1975 Regulations, these Regulations contained in their preamble a response on

his issue. It said:
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4.

The Assistant Secretary has responsibility for ensuring that
assisted television, programming serves the purposes-'of the
Act Ind well, as the Statute requires, be mode "reasona4ly
available for transmission, free ofcharge."' 'Subpart H (the
ESAA-TV Rdgulations) provides as much latitude to contractors
as it is, reasonable in right of this responsibility and pro-

gram experience to date.. The Assistant Secretary does not,

intend to exercise control over the content of assisted tele--
vision programming except to ensure that such programming does
not differ from that which was contained in a given proposal.

The 1975 Regulations also changed the designated content areas for

ESAA -TV programs. Three new National Series categories were established:

. "Improvement of written and oral expression by students
at the secondary level with linguistic and grammatical
deficiencies."

2. "Improvement of congi e skills of minority and non-minor-

, ity group elementarys ,00l age children in one or more

-areas, such as mathematics, science, social studies, or
language, iricluding language skills of -children from non-

English Aminant backgrounds."

3. "Fostering-of interracial and interethnid understanding

among elementary school'age children."

The RegionalSeries category was maintained as in 1974. The Regulations agailp

stated that not more than one program in each of the national categories and

four in the regional category were to be contracted in any given fisqal ,year.

In addition, a new set of proposal review criteria. and weights were

established by the 1975 Regulations, as follows:

a. 'Needs'aseesument 10 points

b. Statement of objectives 15 points

c. Activities 63 points
1 Program content & design 33

/ Staffing . 22

Supplementary materials ?
..r

Advisory committee
AaWcipation -t_ 6

d. Management '. 7 points

e. Formative evaluation 5 points

TOTAe 100 points
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This set of weights substantikly increased the emphasis placed upon program

content and design and upon staffing from what it had been in 1973-74,*while
1

slightly decreasing the emphasis placed upon other criteria. "Facilities
,

capability", which had appeared as an evaluation criterion in 1973 and 1974,

was made a condition for eligibility in 1975 and thus dropped from the above

list altogether.

The 1975 Regulat4pns remained in force for two years, until superceded

by the current 1977 version*. By and large, the 1977 Regulations (Federal

Register 42:127 at p. 33902) closely parallel those of 1975. This version,

however, established eight content\reas for proposal competition (F.R. 42 .

No. 127, 185.72(a):

1. Additional programs of a national series.(i.e., intended
for national distribution) areviously assisted under the
Act (other than a series described in paragraph (a)(6) of
this section);

2. A national series (i.e., intended for national distribu-
tion) other than a series described in paragraphs (a)(1)
and (a)(6) of this section to improve the cognitive skills
of minority and nonminority group elementary school'age
children in one or moee areas, such as mathematics,
science, social studies, or language.

3. A national series (i.e., intended for national distribu-
tion) other than a series described in paragraphs (a)(1)
and (a)(6) of this section, to improve the, cognitive skills
of minority and nonminority group secondary school age
schildren in one or more areas such as mathematics,
science, social studies, or language;

.Q*

4. A national series (i.e., intended for national distribu-
tion) other than

)
a series described in paragraphs (a)(1)

(a)(6) of this section, to foster interracial and inter-
*

ethnic understanding among elementary school age children.

5. A national, series (i.e., intended for national distribu-
tion) other than a series described in subparagraphs ((1)
and (a)(6) of this section to foster interracial and inter-.
ethnic understanding among secondary school age children;

6. A national (i.e., intended for national distributors)
children's bilingual series of cognitive and/or affec-
tive educational value. A bilingual series is a series -

consisting of programs which contain nb more than 60 per-_
cent of its content in one of the two languages it offers;

*

An intervening set of ESAA -TV Program Guidelines was submitted for
public comment on February 11, 1976 (F.R. 41:.29 at p. 611), but was withdrawn
before being adopted.
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7. pp to three new "region ser es, intended for less than

nationwide utilization meeting e speak needs Of
- subgroups of-minority groups as .efined in(185.02(f) which

may be unique to a particular g ographic region; or

8: Additiontl programs from up to 4.\"region4r\series
previously funded under the Act ntended for Tess than

,nationwide utilization meeting the special needs of
_subgroups of.minority groups as defined in 185.02(f) which
may be unique to a particular geographic region.

In addition, the 1977 Regaations contain another revision of the

proposal review criteria and their weights, as follows:

a. Needs assessment 10 point
b. Statement.of objectives 15 points -

c. Act..vities
.

66 points

Program content and design 40

Staffing 19

-1 Supplementary materials 2.

Advisory committee
participation 5

d. Scheduling 4 points

5 pointse. Formative evaluation
4.

This revision is distinguishe

TOTAL 100 points

e increased emphasis placed upon "Activi-

ties" and upon "Progrlm conten deSige'in particular.

4
The 1977 Regulations remained unchanged in 1978. However, in 1979 a

minor change in the subcategories of review criteria was made as a result of

controversy over thb fact that very few awards ha been made to minority'con-
,r

trolled flints and that none Thad been made to Black controlled firms. Program

officials had recommended, continuing a specific'point breakout for each of the

four criteria with this additional criterion receiving three out of the 19

points for staffing. After much-internal debate, a decision, was made to break

out the staffing component into four subparts instead of the three in the 1977

-Regulations (i.e., overall staffing and management plan, a plan giving reason-
.

able assurance that minority persons from thOse groups designated ervice

in ESAA legislation Will staff key creative, administrative, and executive

decisien-making project positions; and the extent to which provision is made
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for on-the-job training). Proposal reviewers were asked to consider the extent

to which minority group persons occupy administratiVe and executive decision-

making positions in'the proposing organizations, in addition to the other

three criteria.

This change in the proposal review criteria was published in April of

1979 in the'gf"Ps for ESAA-717 series. The total number of points to be awarded

for staffing remained 19. This would have aided minority controlled firms

because few:majorIty organizations have minorities in these positions.

3.2.2 PROPOSED 1980 REGULATIONS GOVERNING ESAA-TV AND RADIO

In April 1979, at the beginning of the transition period during which

the ESAA-TVPrigram moved from BEEO to the Division of Educational Technology,

the new administrators called a cdnference on ESAA -TV past and current;

ESAA-TV producers, public broadcasting rpresentatives, and congressional and

other policy makers concerned with educational television. The purpose of-

this meeting was to discuss possible changes in the regulations governing

administration of the ESAA-TV Program in view of the opportunities for change

provided by revisions to the ESAA-legislation in the 1978 Education Amendments 0

act (Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as'

amended; 20 U.S.C. 3191, et seq.).

/
A number.of changes in ESAA -TV administration and operations were

suggested by the conference participants. There appeared to be the most

consensus among producers that 4he existing regulations caused serious

conflicts between a number of regulatory requirements and administrative

practices. These resulted fn lower quality TV series, and hampered the

series' ability to fulfill legislative intent by securing wide viewing

audiences and extensive school use of the series._

The new proposed ESAA-T11 Reguldtions (announced in the June 29, 1979,

Federal Register) r

3
present a significant departure from the more complex and
L

detailed regulatio in effect previously. Subpart I, dealing with Television

and Radio Contracts, substantirly shortee 4allosimplifies the regulations

previously in effect and includes the production of radio'programming.
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According to the new proposed Regulations, the purposes of a contract

awarded under Subpart I, #185.130 are to (a) develop and produce a children's

television or radio program that (1) teaches academic skills or encourages

interracial and intercultural understanding, or both; and (2) appeals to

both minority and nonminority children; or (b) carry out ancillary activities

designed to make these programs available for transmission and utilization.

The major addition to this subpart of the Regulations is the inclu-

sion of provisiotns for carrying out ancillary activities designed to mak'e the

programs available for transmission and utilization. This latter provision

was not.explicitly a part of the legislation in tie 1978 Education Amendments

Act and has remained the subject of some controversy. Specifically,, Senator 14

James Perkins of the House Education and Labor Committee has argued that the

ancillary activities Sec. #185,130(b) are not specifically mentioned in the

legislation and, therefore, should not be.funded under the appropriation for

production. As this report is written, the final tions have not yet

been approved.

Eligibility for participating in the ZSAA-TV competition remains

limited to public or private nonprofit agencies, institutions or organizations

capable of providing expertise in activities authorized under this subpart

and as specified in Section 611(a)(1); and in 26 U.S.C. 3201(a)(1).

Section 185.1 2 describing authorized aceiVitieslof the proposed

rules haE; been consi erably'shortened and, in addition, authorizes specified

ancillary actly.itioe (Section I 185.132(bn including:

4

(1) duplication of tapes and other materials to meet broad-

caster and other needs;

(2) promotion of viewership or listenership;

(3) promotion of carriage by commercial broadcasters; and

(4) promotion of use-by sch6Ols and others.

Section 185.134 of the proposed ruleelists the requirements for the

selection of contractors responding to requests for proposals in specific

areas which will be announced by the program staff each year. These require-

ments are essentially theNaame as those in previous regulations and include
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restrictions on charges to users, talent union agreements and tryouts, and

the disclaimer. These requirements are stated in somewhat simpler language

than in previous regulatont but are the same in content.

Section 185.135 lists special requirements for offerers. These

requirements include prOitsions for usage rights and agreements with talent

unions, and disclaimers that should be carried with each radio and television

show produced.

These new regulations give the ESAA -TV Program considerably more

latitude in deciding which programmatic needs will be addressed, and further

remove from the contractors, except for local education agencies(LEAs), the

necessity of assembling the large project advisory committees.

The previous requirements for a Project Advisory Committee have been

changed considerably. Contractors are now required toform Program Review

Boats and consult with them as needed, iri contrastco the previous require-.

ments that the review board meet quarterly. In addition, the very rigid and

specific requirements governing the constitution'of the Project Advisory

Committee have been deleted.

The current Regulations and RFPs call for a Program Review Board that

is composed of known consultants, including but not limited to minority human

relations specialists, child development specialists, educators and film and

television professionals. The contractors must also insure that the board

will contain members whose ethnicity.or experiences are relevant to the cen-

tral theme under production. Contractors List convene the board at the begin-

ning of the contract and periodically, at their discretion, as needed during
=

the life of the project. The review board function is advisory and, will only

make judgements and recommendations about the technical quality content.
kj

LEAs (very few ofwhich applied for ESAA-TV grants and contracts)

must ill comply. with the requirements listed under Subpart B,.Section

185.10, of the Act which specifies the requirements for LEAs.* Contractors:'

Federal Regaer, Vol. 44, No. 127, Friday, June 29, 1979. Proposed
rules, p. 38367.
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who are Local Education Agencies with target audiences including secondary

school students, must meet a special requirement that is part of the overall

ESAA legislation: that the total committee be made up of one-half student

membership and the strident membership be Made up of equal numbers of non
.

minority group members and members from each minority group substantially

represented in'the target audience.

The proposed 1980 Regulations have also dropped the requirement that

bilingual series must have no one language used more than 60 percent of the

time. I 6

3.3 c PROCUREMENVOF ESAA-TV SERIES

3.3.1 DETERMINATION OF PROGRAM CONTENT AREAS

The selection of program content areas and the levels of'funding for

each year of ESAA-TV awards have been determined, in part, by the legislati6n

which specifies that the program procure, series of cognitive and affective'

educational value which will support the purpose of the ESAA legislation.

That is, series which "meet the special needs incident to the elimination

of minority group segregation and discrimination among students and faculty

in elementary and secondary. school," and "encourage the voluntary efimina-

tiOn, reduction or prevention of minority group isolation in elementary and

secondary schools with substantial proportions of minority group students."

Within the constraints of the legislative requirements, the decision

about specific categories in which programming will be solicited have been

1.. made by program staff and other administrators within the USOE. These deci-

sions were submitted to the Assigtant Secretary for Education for approval

and, upon receipt of approval, were announced in the Federal Register.

A
With four exceptions which occurred during the first three years of

the Program operation, Program administrators have attempted to define

categories.of series broadly. Four instances in the history of the Program

included specific targeting of content areas.* 'These were:
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In FY 1973, proposals were solicited for the production
of one-minute "spots" designed to reduce interracial or
interethnic tension and conflict; and for "Instruction
in family life related' acadeMic skills directed partibu-'
larly at secondary schbol age children." This solidita-
tion resulted in the production of the series GETTIN OVER.

In FY 1974, proposalsswere solicited for the production
of series designed specifidally to address "Interracial
and Interethnic tension and conflict (to clear up in
advance the misunderstandings which 4arious_groups comx
monly entertain about each other) in newly integrated
school situations" and for "Initial Reading Attack (to
provide youngsters entering first grade' with help in suc-
cessfully negotiating their initial instruction in read-
ing)." The first solicitation resulted in the production
of AS*WE*SEE*IT.. The second procurement was cancelled
because no acceptable proposals were_ submitted.

In FY 1975, proposals were solicited for the production
of series designed to address "Improvement of written
and oral expression by students at the secondary level
with linguistic and grammatical deficiencies." This
solicitation resulted in the prbductfon of WATCH, YOUR
MOUTH.

However, in recent years, ESAA-TV Program officials have attempted to
'make the series categories as broad as possible,thus allowing producers more
latitude in designing series. For example, the 1977 Regulations authorize
eight categories of new and continuing series which fall under four basic
series. This four-part breakdown includes series which are inteAded for
elemeptary and for secondary school students and are aimed at improving

cognitive, skills of minority and non-minority children or are intended to
address-affective needs, e.g., fostering interracial and inter- ethnic under-
standing.

After the first few years of the program's existence, examination of
the patterns of awards and of series already produced revealed some imbalances.

Imbalances occurred in the types of series being produced and (an unintended
circumstance) in trte fact that a few firms tended to be successful in subse-
quent competitions. The latter circumstance created an unintended "lock" on
ESAA funds, thereby restricting the devetopment of new ideas and talent.

Specifically, by 1975, ESAA-TV officials became aware that there was a di2
proportionately large amount of programming targeted Spanish-Bilin al
series and toward series for elemeAtary-school ages, in contrast to the
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etmount of programming in other content areas and for\older tarp pe audiences.

They attempted to correct this imbalance by creating categories which would
0

ensure the continued development of bilingual programming but preVent greater

imbalance, and by creating cognitive and affective categories under which

series must be targeted towards secondary schot0z1 age children.

Regarding the unintentional "lock" by a few consistently successful

firms, the ESAA-TV officials created "new" and "continuation" categories.

For a series to be considered under a continuation category, it must retain

the same title and format, e.g., single storyline dramatic series may.not

become series of vignettes or adopt a modular format or change major character

concepts; a situation comedy cannot change to a drmatic series and still be

considered under the continuation category. Similarly, a modular series
4%.

which changes the format of more than one-third of the modules substantially

. cannot be considered a continuation series. Regardless of format and content,

to be funded under the continuation category, a series must address essentially

the same target age audience, the same needs and objectives, and may not

change the length of the individual program. The one category where new and

o'llLi series could compete was national bilingual programming since bilingual

series were excluded from competing in any other category (including national

continuation series). This would assure that at least one, but not more than

one, bilingual series would be funded each year.

/?Criteria were also developed to assist Program staff in deciding

whether a proposal submitted for a new series is, in fact, a continuation of 1

Ps
a previously funded series. In summary, for a series to be considered "new",,,

there must be a substantial change in the age of the target 'audience which

is reflected by significant changes in educational content, needs, objec-

tives and format of the proposed new series.

FY 1980 Procurements

The ESAA-TV procurements for FY 1980 reflepted_thd changes in the new

proposed Regulations (as of July 198Q they had not been officially adopted).
iy

The procurements were issued in two parts. The first part (RFP-80-66A)

requested proposals for two new national series (intended for nationwide

distribution)t
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o A National Bilingual Chidren's series, where a bilingual
series is defined as one in which no one language is
dominant; and

One (1) national'multicultural series (intended for nation-
wide distribution to foster inter-racial and inter-ethnic
understanding among elementary school children.' The
series is to be designed to deal with real life contempo-

rary situations to which elementary school age children
can relatre Both national series are budgeted at forty
(40) persdfi-year efforts.

The second part of the RFP, 86-66B, requests proposals for production

of pilots for children's television shows in two categories--Elementary and

Secondary. Offerers are eligible to bid on more than one production, and a

dingle offerer could receive more than one award. Underhese procurements

the ESAA Broadcast Branch will make:

4

One to three (3) awards for the* prIoduction of a 15- to
20-minute pilot videotape that relates to a topic or situ-
ation that reduce / eliminates, or prevents minority group
isolation. Elementary school age children are the intended
target audience.

One ta.three (3) awards for the production of a 15- to 20-
minute.;pilot videotape that relates to a topic or situa-
tion that reduces, eliminates, or prevents minority group
isolation among secondary school age children.

Both the elementary and secondary school age group pilots are budgeted

at up to 1.25 person years for each up to 3 awards in each category:

The procurements for FY 1980 have been the subject of considerable

politijillcontroversy. In an attempt to make the program more responsive to

the needs expressed by the users (broadcasters, distributors, school systems),

the current ESAA Broadcast Branch manage. held a number of discussions ;and

meetings with producers, ITV users, officials at the Public Broadcasting

Service, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and others. Whereas prior

to the 1979 reorganization the ESAA-TV Program had been somewhat isolated

from the rest of the non-commercial television production and broadcast

communities, the current Program managers attempted to arrive at a coordinated

(but not formal) plan to meet assessed needs that were still unmet by current

,_programming.
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This attempt has been thwarted, to some extent, by political pressures

applied within and outside of the USOE. For example, money for broadcast car-

riage and audience promotion was pointed out by virtually everyone knowledge-

able about the ESAA -TV Program as the.most pressing need. The funding for the

Program remained at $6.45 million during the last four years in a time of

rapidly increasing inflation. Program managers made a decision to cut back on

production so that they could put more fiscal resources into promotion to

increase the likelihood that the series would reach their intended audiences.

The proposed spending plan for. the ESAA Broadcast Branch called for two one-

hour specials dealing with selected needs, chosen from among a long list of

needs suggested by broadcasters and educators. These programs were to be

designed for in-school4use as well as for national viewing and were to be

supplemented with teacher's guides. The original plan also called for the

production of one national elementary multicultural series, a national second-

ary series (funded at a lesser amount), targeted to spekific geeds such as the

contributions of and roles of Hispanics and Native Americans in Western Amer-

ica. In an attempt to be responsive to other needs and criticism that the

previous procurement process was weighted against smaller contractors or risk-

ier or more innovative projects (e.g., because of the larger amounts of money

that were irrevocably committed with each award),, the spending plan called for

the funding of a series of 15- to 20-minute pilot programs which would then be

eligible to compete for full funding in FY 1981. ,This plan was implemented.

In addition to continuing the funding of the commercial carriage pro-
.

motion campaign, officials had also planned to continue and perhaps increase

the funding for the home viewership promotion campaign. As a result of pres-

sures both external and internal to the USOE, a national elementary bilingual

series was added to the FY 1980 procurement list, and the two- hour -long spe-

cial topic programs and the viewership promotion effort were deleted. Also

planned in an attempt to secure wider distribution arild'availability to the

ht

target audience was a procurement which' would have called for a,contractor to
1

review the already produced ESAA -TV series and cons ways of combining some

of the short (regional) series with common themes i o longer series packages

which would be easier to syndicate. For example, se eral of the ESAA -TV

regional series dealing with Asian Americans (e.g., PACIFIC BRIDGES, PEARLS,

THE NATION BUILDERS) and dealing with Native Americans (PEOPLE OF THE FIRST

6 6'
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1
LIGHT, REAL PEOPLE) coun be syndicated as a combined package similar to

PBS's Masterpiece Theater, which serves as an umbrella for individual shows
and series of different lengths. Thus, combining short but related series

and marketing them so `that a programmer could fill a 13- or 26-week time slot

would increase the probability that the shorter series would be carried and

that they would receive better time slots. This plan was not-implemented

because of a lack of funds in FY 1980.

'et 3.3.2 PROPOSAL SOLICITATION

Once program content areas and numbers of series to be solicited in

each have been determined for a given fisCal year, potential bidders are

.notified about the solicitation. Over the past five years, the master mailing'
list (which has been computerized) has grown from 450 to ovqr 4;500 names. In

addition, announcements of all solicitations are placed in the Federal Regis-
ter to ensure full public knowledge of each solicitation.

The procurement "package" (now an RFP) which is sent out includes a

notice of, the closing date, a summary an4 explanation of the Regulations gov-

erning ESAA-TV. a copy of the actual Regulations, application forms, a copy of

the ESAA-TV legislation and a cover letter. Applicants are generally allowed

three to four months to prepa-e propdsals. As spefified-tm-the

only public and private non-profit organizations are eligible tocompete for
ESAA-TV funds.

As part of the procurement "Announcements" procedure, ESAA -TV Program
staff have offered extensive on-going technical assistance to potential bid-.

ders. This has been done in several ways:

e Sessions scheduled at the OE regional offices about two
weeks following the announcement mailings which were cons
ducted by Drs. Dave Berkman and Tom Fegan up through FY
1979.

Techniical assistance sessions at conventionsiattended by
. potential applicants, such as the NAEB Convention.

4
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o Briefing for producers on an individual basis at the OE
offices, by Dr. Dave Berkman, whenever a request for h

briefing was received.

o Group briefings for classes of potential proposers. For.

It- example, in ,cooperation with the Media Office of the NAACP,,
ESAA-TV officials have held two sessions in New York and

Chicago fox Black producers. More of these sessions are
planned and, in addition, plans are being made to conduct
technical .assistance briefings with representatives of

Black colleges in several cities.

The last category of technical assistance briefing was added in

response to a number of complaints that only three minority controlled pro-

ducers had been funded. Program officials hoped to increase the number of

proposals from, minority controlled firms and institutions and to help the

applicants prepare more acceptable competitive bids.

3.3.3 EVALUATION AND AWARD PROCEDURE

The evaluation and award procedure discussed here describes the gen-
t

eral process for ESAA-TV procurements up through fiscal year 1977 and 1978.*

Once the completed proposals were received in Washington, they were subject to

four separate types of revialet

o administrative review;

o panel rec.iew for quality;

fice of Civil Rights review; and

subsequent to final funding decisions, the highest-ranked
proposals will be subject to budgetary review by the Pro -
gram Officer and Contracting Officer prior to commencing
negotiations.

Administrative review involved checking the validity of the proposal

format and the eligibility of the offeror under the Regulations. This activ-

ity also included checking for missing and illegible data and communicating

Because the Program now resides in the Division 44 Educational

Technology, and because series were procured through RFPs for fiXed price

contracts, rather than contracts of assistance, the procedures have changed
ccnolderably in the past two years.
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w4h the offeror concerning any apparent 'problems discovered addition,

adminibtrative revielwas used to determine the-number"of points (out of four)

beawarled offerors for the ow.the-job training aspects of their stafing

plans. These points were allOcated such that one point (for a national

'series)' was awarded to each single position (or sequence of different posi-

tions) proposed for staffing throughout the length of the project by a trainee
who, as a result of filling this position,.will have gained experience s/he

might never hdl.re obtained, thereby becoming qualified to assume a new level

of responability. within the tele,ion-industry.

0 The second and most basic type of revte was carg70.ed out by the Review

Panel for Quality, and consisted of determining how m of the remaining 96-

evaluation points (after four hard been determined in a nistrative review) '':',
,.-

were to be aWartbdto. each proposal.

p

Until FY 1979, the panelists were selected by the Associate ComFis-

sioner, EEOP, subject to the qpproval of the Deputy Commissioner tor'Elemen-
ki ...

tary and Secondary Education. The guidelines also i(ndicated a variety of
,/,0 minority group organiiations with concern fot broad9asting and/or intergrbup
A. .

relations with which the Associate Commissioner as directed to consult in

_making his panel selectiOris. the FIWbgram adMinistrators foresaw that due to
1 , k

the relative scarcity of qualified reviewers meting the above criteria,

reviewer might possibly be assigned a proposal froman organization with

which s /he had a priOt professional connection. In such cases, reviewersi

were bound to disqualify themselves from reading those specific proposals,

although they could continue to serve on their respective panels regarding
other proposals.

The guidelines'specified a methodical prOcess for each panel'b reading

activity.ftincluding a randomized start point for each panel. Panelists read
and rated each prOposal independently. As each panelist comp'leted a standard

ring form, keyed to the evaluation criteria and their weights, a member of

the EEOP/SPB staff reviewed the form for consistency with the criteria

it is improperVor a reviewer to "dock an offerer under two separate criteria

for the same deficiency). If this review detected an error, the reviewer wls

so informed and asked to liras his/her rating appropriately.
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Once all rating'forms on a given proposal were completed by the panel,

they we delivered to a Program Officer of the SPB staff who, tdgether with
#

a repr sentativefrom the Grants and Procurement Management,Division (GPMD),

tabulated e points awarded each proposal. Final rankings for each proposal

were otablished by taking the means of the points scored on each criterion

and summing these to get an overall score.

Once all proposals were scored, the final ratings were arrayed from

.the highest to the lowest in each content area category and made part of a

"Concurrence Memorandum" which the Chief of the Special Prgjects Branch trans-

, mitted to the Associate Commissioner, along with his recommendation as to

which proposals merited' funding. -From 1973 through 1978 (the period of this
.1kk

review of-procurements), the recommendation always followed the panelists'

rank orderings. Once the Associate CommiSsioner concurred in this recommenda-

tion, final.concurreAte was sought from the Deputy Commissioner, BESE. (Dur-

ing the period from 1973 to 1978 the Deputy Commissioner concurred with

therecomtendations.) At th/s.point, the Office of Civil Rights was notified r

as to the identity of potential contractors and was allowed 10 days to clear

these offdrors.

Once concurrence of the Deputy Commisioner, BESE, was received, the

organization which submitted the highest-ranking proposal in each content

category was notified by the SPB to appear in Washington for a one-day negoti-
,

atip session. At the same time, unsuccessful offerors were notified by let-
,

ter of their non-funded status and offered an opportunity for a debriefing in

which they could get a copy of the panelists' comments with names removed and

_meet with Program arki Grants and Procurements Management Division staff.

According to the gl4delines,,negotiations with selected offerors

ordinarily invorved four participants: for HEW, a Project Officer designated

by the Chief of the Special Projects Branch-and the Contracting Officer, and

for the offeror, the proposed project director, accompanied by the business

or person with primary 4nancial responsibility for that organization.

Issues discussed in negotiations included bothkprogram and c6st

issues. The pertinent language from the 1977 Regulations reads as follows

(Section 185.74 (f)): .

%U
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In determining amounts to be awarded to proposers for funds
under this subpart (ESAA-TV),.thk.Assistant Secretary shall
consider the additional cost to each proposer of,effectively
developing and producing its proposed television proliamming,
in relation to the amount of funds available under this subs
part and other proposals for such funding pending before him.
The Assistant Secretary shall not be required to approve any
proposal which does not meet the requirements of the Act or
this part, or which sets forth proposed tele4ision program-
ming of such insufficient promise for achievingIhe purposes*
of the Act that its approval is not warranted, or which sets'
forth projected costs that are unreasonable in relation to
projeCted outcomes, or which is not supported by a record of
past activities engaged in by the proposer or its officers
or employees-indicating capability for implementing the
proposal.

Thus,

one major 'rea of negotiation consisted of efforts by the government to

get the offeror to modify the scope of his proposal in order to fit its total

cost within the budget previbusly set asitii)by USOE for the procurement.

Other areas for discussion might consist of program ortcontent estions

raised by the panelists during their quality review of the proposal, and the

reasonableness of the cost estimates for various its or functions connected

with the production process. In this connectdon, the Chief of the ESAA Spe- di---V
%

cial Projects Branch ("thin which the ESAA-TV PrograM resided) indicated that

it was very important that at least one person on the government's negoti ng est
team have intimate familarityliti-th-the mechanics and tedliriology of telev

.ton

production in order to make professional judgments regardingibthe reasonable;

ness of cost elements proposed. - 7

, If negotiations were successful (and all past negotiations except two

have ended(this way), an "assistance-pm contract" was 1igned between USOE

and the producing organization.

In addition to requiring a standard set of deliverables (as listed in

the-Regulations) from each contractor, the contract mandates the production
Ayr..

ofAfonthly financial and technical progress reports by each contractor, as.,

well as quarterly prog3s reports and a final narrative report concerning 0

ovetall achievements under the project. The finial report is to aggregate and

summarize information contained in the monthly narrative reports and contain
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the results of the contractor's final evaluation of the project (e.g., summer/-
0w" "

zation of contract Operations and products). In addition, the final report

provides an accounting of all monies expended under the project.

:Some of these negotiation pr o ures changed in 1979 as a result of the

procurement process changing from "con racts of assistance" to fed price contracts
,-

procured under Revest for Proposals (RFPs)., For example, although ranked proposals
i

were still by a panel of peers, negotiations were conducted with all fipalists

falling within a competitive range in each funding category, and all final
--:-.

technical recommendations for contract awards were made to GPMD by BESE staff":

3.3.4 ISSUES SURROUNDING THE PREVIOUS PROCUREMENT AND AWARD PROCESS

Despite the mailing list, the regional presentations to potential

applicants, and the open-door policy in Washington, submission bf proposals
4.

in ESAA-TV competitions appeared to be limited to a relatively small number

of aTfferent kinds of organizations. Applicants in the national series

competitions appeared to be predominately large established organizations

with considerable financial resources and experience in proposal writing and

production, such as large ilmber-supported public television lftensees and

well established independent production organizations. There has been more

variability in the kinds/6f organizations that appaied in the reg3Aal

competitions. Hv, the most consistently successful applicants in.hoth

competition cat dories (e.g., winnersoof multiple awards) tended to be the

public televisiOd licensees and well established independent production organi-

zations. There wer(, however,'more successful bids in the regional competitions

frog less experienced groups such asetate education agencies, university

broadcast licensees, )1( nd coalitions of community organizations and licensees.
.

.
.

itIn recent years .there have en complaints from representatives of

minority controlled production organizations that despite the minority
.

-orientation of
l'

the ESAA-TV Program, until,1979 only one minority controlled
--___

imporganization (BCTV) had been successful in a national series competition.

The experience and considerable expense involved in preparing competitive

proposals have been cited as major problems for independent minority controlled

firms. There have been two programmatic responses to these concerns. The

grst was an addition)to the proposal rating criteria specifying that full

points for project staffing can only be awarded if fibs have minority

persons occupying key administratiave positions in the organization.
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The second response was the scheduling of briefing sessNiO"n4 (in addition to

those regularly held in four or more of the HE4 regions) heid in locations

where minority prod4cers and other organizations aremoft likely to attend.

A number of C'r tics point out that organizations-can win if they

employ skillful proposal writers even if they have had little experience with

the kind of television production they propose to do for ESAA -TV. Awards are

based on panel ranking of written proposals (except in the continuation cate-

gories) which place 25 percent of the weight on academic needs assessments and

statements of objectives, 40 percent of the weight on written plans for con-

tent and design, and 23 percent of the weight on staffing and sctle4yling.

is has led in the past to the problem of an organization which has had seri-

ous prohiems delivering work of the desired quality on time and within budget

4. winning funding in succ s ve years without delivering a satisfactory product.

This particular problem was dealt with during the contract negotiations, once

review panel rank orderings were determined. However, this process tends to

delay negotiations with second-place applicants shou] negotiations fail to

conclude satisfactorily with those ranked first.

I

Although the former ESAA-TV program director argued that requiring

samples of work and allowing a,previous work record to be considered as part

of the official review process would put Smaller and minority organizations

at a disadvantage, there is no evidence that this would have bebn a strong

determining factor in the outcomes of, the rankings during the. early years.

In the national category competitions in particular, rankings of the top cam-

pet tors were extremely close and were usually between two large, well estab-
\

d organzations. In this kind of situation, it is possible that a system
w ch provided the review panel and USOE officials more latitude in taking

Itwinto account the track records of new applicants and the kind of work they

were likely to produce r uld better serve the interests of the ESAA-TV Pro,

gram. -(In the continuation categories, copies of shows from previous series
4 must be submitted0410.th proposals.)

IF

4
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3.4 ACCOUNTABILITY OF PRODUCING ORGANIZATIONS

3.4.1 PROJECT MONITORING

Until January 1p 79, the responsibility for monitoring the progressAX

ESAA-TV contracts rested with BEEO/Special Projects Branch and the Grants

Procurement Management Div tpion in Washington, D.C. In January 1919, r pon-

ebility-for all but two of the ongoing contracts were shifted to the Division

of Educational Technology. Currently, the monitoring process is conducted

according to the procedures outlined in the Administrative Guidelines issued

in January 1977.
0

Under these guidelines each contract was assigned a Program Officer by

the Chief of the Special Projects Branch of BEEO. It was the responsibility

ofeach.,Program Officer to:

'e Ensure that all contractor reports are received as sched-

uled;

e Review the monthly narrative and financial reports received

from the contractor;

44, Transmit copies of the monthly financial reports to the

Finance Officer and the Contracting Officer, together with

recommendations for payment of monthly contract costs;

e Recommend to the Contracting Officer a decision on post-

pilot continuation for a contract, after having reviewed

the pilot materials delivered by the contractor for this

purpose; and

eattake at least four on-site visits to the contractor dur-

ing each ract year,'in order to check the contractor's

performandrigainst the contract work statement.

Regarding site visits, the adNnistrative guidelines state that a plan

for these visits should be drawn up by the Program Officer assigned each

contract and approved by the Branch Chief, who may also assign other persons

to accompany the Program Officer on these visits. The guidelines state that

an actual on-site review should includes

-1

e Comparison of actual performance against scheduled and

repotted performance, with any variances to be reported

to the Contracting Officet;
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o Checking changes in programmatic performance which may
affect financial status, personnel, or over-extension of
facilities;

o Verifying that the number of employees charged to the
contract are acteally performing work under the contract
and that the number of personnel assigned are in fact
necessary to fulfill the contract.requireTents; end

o Verifying op]pliihCe with assurances, especially rela0.n8
to advisor} _).,ittee participation.

If satisfactory performance is found, this is to be confirmed with a follow-up
'letter to the project director after the site visit. "If contract modifica-

. tions_are necessary," the guidelines state, this step must await review and

approval by the Contracting Officer. In delinquency situations, the follow-up

letter will be handled jointly by the Program Officer and the Contnacting
Officer.*

If a contract modification
was desired by the contractor (for example,

to extend the deadlines for deliverables, or to change the nature of he prod-
ucts to be delivered), he was to advise the project officer of this in writing.
The project officer would then transmit the request to the Contracting Officer,
together with his recommendations as to whether the proposed change should be

incorporated into the contract. In addition to the required monthly reports
which were written for and to the project monitor, producers were require to
prepate quarterly reports for the Project Advisory Committees. The project (
officer's review of the quarterly.narrative-reports also included reviewing
comments on these reports which had been,prepared independently by the local

advisory committee associated with each project. That is, each contractor was
required to prepare a draft of each quarterly report and deliver it to its

alvisory committee at least five days before the next committee meeting.
visory committee members then had 10 days following the meeting to send

their comments on the report to the, contractor, who then appended these com-
ments to the report that was transmItted to Washington.
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3.4.2 PROJECT ADVISORY COMMITTEES

The Project Advisory Committees (PACs) played a potentially important
4

role in project monitoring, given the explicit desire of the Program and

statements in the Regulations that Program officials cannot make decisions

,affecting programming content. Chosen, as they were, to represent the interests

Of the constituencies served by the series, their presence constituted a

Potential check on the prOduction process. Although they served in a strictly

advisor capacity some played active and important roles in the actualpio-

duCtion process. These are discussed in detail in, Chapter 4, 'dealing with the

production of ESAA-TV series.

e'""

(1:

3.4.3 ISSUES SURROUNDING MONITORING

Prior to the ESAA-TV Program move to OLLR/DET, efficient monitoring

was hampered by the fact that the four ESAA-TV project officerd (other than

Dr. Berkman) had no media experience other than that acquired after they

became TV project,ponitors. Given that ESAA-TV project monitbring was only

one-quarter of their job responsibility, it was not surprising that tiMproj-

ect monitors, other than Dr. Berkman, were not very knowledgeable abo;ut the

technical aspects of television production and had to rely on Dr. Berkman for

advice about technical and cost issues.

4 *.

An additional problem, resulting from the ESAA-TV Programs' adminis-

trative locus within ESAA and BEEO, was that the project monitors were primer-
,

ily ESAA staff and the majority of their other responsibilities were in ESAA

activities which dealt directly with desegregation rather than with television.

This situation posed a potential double bind for the project monitors and for

the Program administration. All of the project monitors were carefully

briefed and instructed about the restrictions on their roles as monitors of

television projects; i.e., producers enjoy Fiist Amendment rights, and moni-

tors must refrain from commenting on content in their review of project activ-

ities. However, as staff whose primary allegiance was to ESAA, monitoring of

TV series may have posed some conflict ahe difficult decipions about whether

projects were actually furthering the intent of the ESAA legislation in their

content development or operation.
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Monitoring of progress in the production of series is one of the most/-

sensitive aspects of ESAA-TVProgram administration and requires a delicate

balance between ensuring that television series of acceptable quality are

being produced on schedule and that producers are not subject to conten

control. Both the offici51 administrative manual for educational tele/ ision

projects which prescribes the role of ESAA-TV project monitors, and ,fie.

Program Regulations state that the government will not engage in script

review or film _review or any other form of content control. ESAA-TV, like

Children's Television Workshop, has been specifically exempted from content

review by the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs. However,

even these very specific regulations and guidelines do not reassure critics
:..

of government involvement in television production who feel that all awards

should be'administered as grants with no government monitoring whatsoever.

ESAA-TV is extremely sensitive to the PBS demand that there be no content

control, and program officials have designe heir procurement and administra-

tive procedures to comply with PBS broadcast standards.

Since March 1971, PBS has been formally administering a policy on pro-

gram underwriting which was developed as a joint effort among CPB, PBS, and the

major producing stations. The policy was quite general in its terms but specified

that underwriting of programs would not be accepted from an organization having

a direct and immediate interest in the program. For example, underwriting of
a prograM about the benefits of gardening would not be accepted from a seed
company. The standards did, however, state that "what constituted sufficiently

direct and immediate interest to be disqualifying" would be judged according
Pto the facts presented in each case. The 1971 standards also stated "that

the control over content and scheduling must remain the exclusive province of
CPB, the program producing agency, PBS, NPR, and local licensees; and no

control over these matters could be exercised by any underwriter." Thus,

since the beginning of its distribution services in 1970, PBS closely monitored

thetandards in order to protect its image as an agency independent-from

commercial, private or government control. Although the,Office of the

Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs within the USOEhad.attempted to

exercise content control and script review over the first round of ESAA-TV

procurement, they were prevented from doing go by the Office of the General

Counsel at the USOE, and with the exception of some public service announcement

spots which directly promoted desegregation and were funded by.an agency
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with a direct interest in content, all ES4-TV series have passed the

stringent PBS standards and were "found acceptable for broadcast ialthough

some earlier series were rejected because of otter programming conic rations

which will be discussed laterT.

In 1976, PBS issued an updated and more thorough definition of its

standards and decisions,* taking into account the concept of perception of

editorial control which was of particular concern when the agencies of the

federal government were the underwriters. The standards remained. strict but

included, more provisions for consideration in making their decisions, such as

the agency regulations and'procurement processes (e.g., specifically stating

that there would be no content review, and the inclusion of intermediary

groups such as advisory panels in making selectio4L), and the monitoring and

accountability processes. No ESAA-TV series has been refused by PBS or any of

its member stations on the grounds of government interference or content con-

trol. Other Federal agencies have, ignored PBS and insisted on content control,

but have placed no restriction on advertising or carriage which might limit

tee distributk6n of their programs to PBS.

3.4.4 DELIVBRABLES

A
Contracts are required to deliver the following iLews.

One master two-inch color highband videotape of each pro-

duction in the series,

Two first-generation two-inch highband color videotape

dubs of each prOduction in a Regional series, or four

.
first-generation two-inch highband color videotape dubs

of each production in &National series,

One 3/4-inch cassette tape of each production in the series,

One 3/4-inch cassette tape of a pilot'program (except in

the case of continuation.series),-

*

National Programming Funding Standards and Practices, Public Broad-

casting Service, April 1976.
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o Three one-mi'nute'promotional spots, with second- lift -
out of each, to be delivered as a composi e tape of all
six spots on a two-inch highband color, mrter videotape;

'ive copie9of teachei-guide material consisting of one
typewritten page in fihal form for each program in a seriesp

* Five copies of pilot progrgm test results; and

* One set of final scripts (scripts are delivered only after
all production is completed.)

All of'the above must be delivered to the Assistant Secretary, except

that one set of first-generation two-inch highband color videotape dubs may

be retained by the producer to implement distribution.

Early in the project's history, there was concern expressed, espe-

cially by PBS, about script delivery and delivery of tapes because of a poten-

tial threat of government suppression. There was an early 'Attempt on the part

of OASPA to review, scripts, in order to ensure that nothing would be produced

which would embarrass'the governmeqt. The first ESAA-TV grants were under

existing HEW rules prescribing,that all audio-visual materials be reviewed

before release. However, with* one month after the grants were signed and

before any scripts were written, ESAA7TV series wer0exempted from this require-

ment. After much negotiation, it Igs" agreed and made part of the 1975 Regula-

tions that all ESAA1/2TV shows Aid Carry a disclaimer* stating that the

Assistant Secretary for Education "'does not intend to exercise control over

the content of assisted programming except to ensure that Such programming

does not differ from that which was contained in a given proposal (46 F.R.

25172)." These and all subsequent Regulations stipulate'that one set of com-

pleted scripts should be delivered to the government only after all productioh

is completed. Thus, USOE has never reviewed scripts. The stipulatio that .

the producer may retain'one set of first-generation two-inch highbanS tapes

protects against the possibility of government suppression of the

*
All ESAA-TV series (and individual shows) must carry the foll

disclaimer: "This program"was prbduced by (Name of Contractor) under a con7
tract from the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare Office'of Edu-
cation. The content of this program is the responsibility of the contractor
and no official endorsement by the Department, or the Office of Education, is
to be inferred.
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3.4.5 GO/NO-GO CHECK POINTS

When funds to produce an ESAA-TV seri are awarded, all of the money

needed to complete the entire series is put nto,place.' However,"-as 0 addi-

tional means of ensuring accountability, funds are actually awarded in two

stages. Producers are required to produce prototypical pilots, and there is

a go/no-go decision point based on review by USOE ESAA-TV Program admLinistrat-

ors. This decision is based on the production quality, adherence of the

pilot to the proposal, and the results of a formative evaluation of the pilots.
111

In the formative evaluation, pilots are tested primarily for attention

and appeal to the target audience, some ateliltion is given to viewers'

cognitive gains based on viewing the pilot. If the pilot and-test results

P are found to be acceptable, producers are authorized to proceed with production ,

of the remainder of the series. At times producers have been asked to make

and test a second pilot show or to make changes if the original material is

judged to be of marginal quality. This method of funding puts the burden of

proof on the government when the series refunding is withheld. To date, only

one series has been cancelled as a result of failure to deliver technically

acceptable material (AQUI Y AHORA produced by Young Film Makers Inc. of New

York).

-

The design of the forMAtive evaluationa,of the pilot and the costs

allocated to these evaluations are a matter of negotiation between USOE offi-
)

cials and the winning producers. As a general rule of thumb, national produc-

ers are advised to reserve about $75,000 for this activity and Regional pro-

ducers about $10,000. \Most producers do not spend these amounts. With regard

to the size. and composition of samples, selected Program officials suggest up

to 1,200 respondents for the national series and 400 for the Regional series.

They also suggest that the samples should be reasonably representative of the

series' target audiences. Producers have the option of conducting the evalh-
,

ations with in-house staff, or letting subcontracts to other organizations for

the r rch. This is discussed further in Chapter 4, which deals with the

produc ion of the ESAA-TV series..
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3.4.6 SCOPE REDUCTIONS AND "IMPLICIT OVERRUNS"

All ESAA-TV contracts or agreements are based on a-fixed price per

series. This was-true of the first year, when ESAA-TV series were procured

under grants, and subs06ent years when they have been procured under con-

tracts-of-assistance (through 1978). The fixed prices for regional series are

announced in the Regulations. The first regional series were funded at

$250,000 for six `shows and the laterones"(as of 1977) at $300,000 for six

shows. As described above, one of the major cost factors in production,

talent union fees and residuals, was handled administratively through talent

"buyout" regulations. That is, all rights are bought up front at the time of

production and are taken into account in the nevotiated budgets.

Despi he buyouts, however, unanticipated union rate increases or

strikes can have.a serious impact on the series budgets. Because no overruns

are allowed, when producers feel that there have been catastophic events

which significantly affect t4ir planned resource allocation, there is usually

a request for a scope reduction. These have been made in several cases and

are discussed more fully in Chapter 5, Financial Analysis.

IN-KIND FUNDING

There are two kinds of in-kind fUnding relevant to ESAA-TV series.

The first is planned in-kind funding. In this case; producers decide that

they are unable to produce the series they propose for the amount that the

government will spend, and guarantee during contract negotiation's that they

will find support elsewhere that will enable them to deliver the series

described in the contract. In other instances, producers may cut costs or

hold costs down by contributing to the costs of produdtion from other sources,

such as grants from foundations, or by soliciting services from volunteers,

etc. This latter type of in-kind funding is not part of the contractual

agreement. It is v luntary on the part of the producer and may allow greater

expenditures than o iginally budgeted in some areas, or make up for overruns

in others.
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The-second kind of in-kind funding is unintentional, or at least,

unplanned. In these instances, producers pay for or donate sevoices or,

facilities that would be considered legitimate budget items under the contracts.

This in-kind funding is less well documented than the former because the

producers often do not know that they are doing it. 'This is also treated in

Chapter 7, below.

3.5 SUMMARY

The purpose of this chapter was to present a review of USOE policy'

and practice. In this review, USOE policies and practices were examined to

assess the extent to which:

o administrative and regulatory actions were essentially
in agreement with legislative and statutory requirements;

o administrative decisions have expanded, limited, or
Otherwise deviated from the original thrust of 1: ESAA

legislation; and

o areas of significant disagreement or mismatch between
the mission interests of ESAA-TV and the interests of
production, distribution, and broadcasting organization

whose participation is sought.

The overall assessment of USOE Policy and Practices and their impact

on production, distribution, and broadcasting organization will be discussed

at greater length in Chapter 10. This chapter described the evolution of the

ESAA-TV Program, its internal regulations, guidelines, and operating procedures

which determiped the response of producer organizations, and the kinds of

products that were produced with ESAA-TV funding, and to some extent determined

the response that the Program's, products would receive from broadcast and

other distribution organizations.

1. Background and Oration of the Program

The ESAA-TV Program is one part of a larger program with a specific

mandate to assist with desegregation efforts. Thig ed to legislation that

deals only briefly upon operational issues that r critical in the television

6 9
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production and broadcast industries. Ipues that have been dealt 'With .suc -

cessfully through the administrative prorts include:

o jithe laCk of .a procedure for dealing wi payment for
residual rights (a standard educational buyout rate was
established with talent unions); %

e prp-prddection script reviedh through administrative
action, ESAA-TV and Radio series were exempted from
HEW/OE script review. None of the series were subjected
to%-g9vernment script review"'

o USOE AED) role in monitoring production. '

Issdesthtt remain a source of. difficulty or problem* in achieving

the Program's overall legislative n ndate and which must continue to be dealt

with administrativelyage:

as
o 'determination of content guidelines for procuring

programming;

e the stipulation, without further definition, that the
lorograMs be made-"rleasonably avai44ble for transxdiss.ion,
free of charge";.

e the lack of legislative authorization.and a4iropriations
for funding of promotion and distribution activities.

O

2. Administrative Locus

4 -

5'

of/3"
.k

The griginial location of the Program in BEEO/ESAA Special Pro cts

resulted An a number A organizational and logistical problems,-such as:..

,of
o the lack of adequate support staff for the Program;

the lack of professional staff wHo are knowledgeable
, about tele4ision; and

o Pposible conflicts of loyalties attendant
snaring of staff with the ESAA'Piogram.

upon the
,

)k

to
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.The'Program has resided in USOE Bureau of Elementary and Secondary
.es

Education.' Office of Libraries-and Learning Resources, Division f Educational

Technology, since January 190. The ESAA Broadcast Branch now has additional

full-time staffassignedtto it and has been consoligated into a DivisiOp that

has as its primary mission development of educational technology including
6

procurement and monitoring of other Department of Educatan television and

radio productions.

3. Admirilstrative Regulations and Guidelines
1_

Annual chanles in regulations and guidelines have reflected the need

, to respond to key issueserlot covered in the legislation establishing the Pro-

gram,

*.

as mentioned above. Among the chapgave been:

o soliciti propoSals through RFPs rather than announce-
.. ments and award of-fixed-prf& contracts rather than

grants or contracts-of-assistance;

o specification of provisions for "buying out" residual
rights of talent unions;

o provision for ari role in distribution of programs;

o acknowledgement of a First Amendment" issue in govern-

ment monitoring of production and an attempt to assure,

nonnterferencein program content; and

'e removal.of requirements for cumbersomeAdect Advisory
Committees (PACOuand replacement with advisoly.con-

sultant panels;

o addition.of radio production as of FY 1980;
lab

0 proposal of new 1979 ESAA-TV/Radio Regulations shorte
.

.ing and siotlifyingpreviouS RegUlations and author zing

duplication of materials to meet broadcasters' nee s;

promptiora carriage dby commercial broaddagers; pd pro-
motion of use by schools and Others.-
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4. 3,ocurement Of ESAAJTViferies
*.

43

The procurement process has given rise to the following major issues:

o a movement between the detailed specification of program
content areas Ind only-broad specifications;

o 'the need to change content targets because of "over-pro-
gramming" in some areas such as bilingual programming;

o the problem of successful firms getting a lock on the
program, which gave rise to the "continuation," award
category;

6 the ,need to increase technical assistance and to rethink
award criteria in order -to increase the participation of
minority group firms and , independent organizations
that find the proposal requ rements technically complex
and proposal preparation pr ibitively expensive; and

* io institution of a step-funding procurement process; appli-
cants compete fpr funding of half-hour pilot sows. This,

procurement category was instituted to reduce the govern-
ment's fiscal risk incurred by having to commit funding -

for the production of an entire series at one time; and
to allow smaller and less experienced production crgani- .

zatiol-is to complete.
t

5. Accountability-of Producing Organizations
.

r

Most of the issues in this area have reflected the sometimes con-

flicting demands of the need'ior accountability in the use of public funds

and the desire to avoid government intrusion into the content of television

production. This has resulted in:

o prior to FY 7t a heavy relianckon Project AdVisory
Committees that are s edto represent the public
constituencies servedby air) ticular ESAA-TV series;

o 4.nstitution of a two4hase funding process, whereby ,a

ago/no-go" decisiOn is madlebf8i a series only after the
production Of a prototypical pilot show,

co the addition of peer review for judgment o he pilots
in icull* cases, in order to deal with objections to ,

gov ent control; 1)

{ 0
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D contracts' based upon a fixed price fcc a specified.num-

ber of shows, with subsequent cosf'overruns handled in

an ad hoc manner, ranging from the use-of non-government
funding-4EO the negotiation of scope reductions; and

o thicurrent move by'Program administrators to move to a

111 variable number of (shows within a contract an to be more

flexible with regard, to scopjeductions in sies pro-.

cured prior to 1980.

6. Evaluation

'fhe single major ise in evaluation of ESA-TV series is the dis-

tinct nn tween legislative requirements andekhe actual evaluation require-

ments Program Regulations. The enabling legislation called for ongoing

forma iv evaluation and summative evaluation on edulational impacts. The

admin strative Regulations call for more modest pilot evaluation procedures.

(Eval ation of ESAA-TV/Radio series is discUssed in greater detail in Sec-,

tion .5.)

7. Minority Staffing

A

4

%lc

4'

The employment of minority staff members in senior positions for

ESAA-TV productions and within'the producing organizations has been fostered

through the awards process. Minority employment is examined in detail in

Chapter 5.0.
.

tat

1,

t,
8. Promotion end Distribution

>

Promotion and distribution isss have'revolvekaround a number of

blind spots and contradictions in the ESAA-TV legislation, namely the

requirement that 1SAA-TV series be reasonably available free of charge to

'broadcasters and schoOl systems and that no profit could be made from their

Oistribution, while failing to provide funding for such distribution. In

order to fill these gaps, ttIe Program Regulations have been changed to accom-

odate an increased government role in these activities. ESAA-TV promotion

and distribution activitill"to date are disciissed in detail in Chapdts-0:

/

:5 13
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CHAPTER FOUR )

PRODUCTION ANALYSIS.

The purpose.of this chapter is to provide an assessment of the extent'

to which the, implementation of the ESAA-TV Program resulted in the production

of television series which met the needs of the target audience and contrib-

ed to the overall mandate and intect orthe authorizing legislation. As
0

describedarlier, the specific objectives bf the production analysis.were to
,assess the impact of USOE policies and practices do the production and program

output (i.e., series) in terms of:

the target audience and needs addressed;
.4

the type and extent of minority participation in the pro-
duction activities and to _identify the degree to which
this participation contributed to therelevance of pro-
gramming for the target audiences; arid to

identify factors in the production process which affected
the'quality of the series, the distribution, and carriage
of the series and their potential impact on the, target

,audiences.

The information'reported in this chapter was obtained from two primary
sources:

N4L

data collected in the survey of key staff associated with
the production of ESAA-TV series; and

O`

k review of archival data in USOIE's files on each of the
series procured between fiscal years 1973 and 1979.

The Producer survey, as described earlier in Chapter Two, was designed to pro-.

Cvide information about the impact of USOE policies and procedures on the pro-
duct on process. In structured but open-ended interviews, producers were

queried about all aspects of the production of the ESAA -TV series, including:

4ti proposal piparation and submission,

contract negotiations,

fir.production staffidg (in particular, minority ataffinv
and roles) e
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problems' encountered during actual production,

identifying and responding to target audience needs,

e production ,gosts and allocation of resources, and

4
opinions about USOE/ESAA -TV policigs and practices.

.

a

In order to obtain 'information on all of the above topics and other

%..r ted topics, in-person and telephone interviews were conducted with key

staff of the ESAA-TV series funded between 1973 and 1979. The key staff

interviewed generally fell into one of four categories;

4 ,

Executive Producers/Project Directors - Executive Producers and/or

Project Directors were involved with the ESAA-TV projects from the time of

proposal submission through completion of the series and were able to providef-
information about the impact of the ESAA-* l'e'gislative and administrative

requirements and other factors on each of the critical stages of the project,

including development of series content, format, an4 objectives during the

proposal stage, and the implementation of the objectives during production.

9

Producing Organization Representatives - In those instances in which

e the executive producer o* project director wad not available or had not been

involved thioughout the entire life of theroject, interviews .were conducted
,

with sinter members of the producing oz anizations who were familiar wtih thee.

entire project.

iMpdt4tanagers or Other Knowledgeable Financial Officers - Unit mana-

gers or other knowledgeable project staff who were responsible for overseeing

the project budgets and other financial matters were interviewed about cost

factors associated with series production and about the allocation of finan-

ciai resources to various functional categories:

-

Project Advisory Comtittee Members Un\til 1979 (the period covered by,
,

Vas report, ESAA-fiV regulations mandated t t Proj ctivAdvisory Committees

(PACs), which
-
included members of the targe audien e populations, be involved

J

in n series production from the outset, includi preparing written'repiews of
---

.

the proposals which were eluded as part of the proposal submission. In

1
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addition, "the regXations required that the PAC meet with key production

staff al/ least four times a year, review progress reports prior to meetings,

and have the option Ce$ send written statements of their opinions about the

series progress and products to the USOE Project Officers. Project Advisory

Committee members were interviewed about the nature of their participation in

series production, their perceptions of the degree to which the needs of the

target audiences were adequately addressed by.the series, and their views

regarding factors that may have hampered or facilitated the production of a

series\hat was responsive'to target audience needs.

4.1 ORIGINS OF INVOLVEMENT: PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT

As noted in earlier sections, the RFPs issued by the ESAA-TV Program

reflected the program managers' perception and interpretations of the intent

of -the ESAA-TV legislation. The early regulations governing the procurement

of the ESAA-TV series were detailed and complex. Complying with the require-

ments of the RFPs and preparing the proposals required sophistication not only

about proposing to r ce a television series, but about the esoteric process

of responding to a government RFP. As discussed in Section 313.1; the cate-

gories of programming f4 which proposals were requested were specified in the

regulations and in the proposal solicitation announcements. In responding, t

producers were free to propose their own content and formats, within the con-

straints imposed by the overall purposes of the legislation and the regula7

tions and guidelines developed by the prisgram administrators.

For producers accustomed to generating their own ideas about suitable

topics and dSteloping a series based on their. own conceptions of appropriate

scope, content, and format of the series,, the ESAATI.T. prodUrement requirements

were aometimes perceived as,p4ing excessively restridtive and as detracting

from the quality of the ultimate product. In the following section:\w4 will

examine the ways in which the legislation and USOE policy and administrative

practice influenced t roduction process.

'ghe E4ii.A-TV Program procurements represented for most of the producers

and producing'roducing organizations involVed'a source of funds to do something that
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they considered personally relevant and necessary. Funds for television pro-

duction, particularly tp the noncommercial sector) are very limited and

fiercely coppetitive. Both minority and majority individuals who had some

Inherent interest in the subject matter of the ESAA-TV series, and organiza-

tions with a mission that included education (w)Kether or not that mission was

directly related to minorities) were attracted by the funding.

Some of those interviewed for this study reported that they had ToAmu-

lated the basic ideas that were incorporated into the ESAA-TV proposals before

the ESAA-TV announcements came out, but most reported that they developed the

ideassubmitted in their troposals specifically in response to.the ESAA-TV

anouncements. A few of the series (e.g., CARRASCOLENDAS) had actually been in

production before the ESAA-TV funding became available, and becauseV the exist-
,

ing series fit the specifications for ESAA-TV series, these Tunds provided a

means of continued support for programming.

In contrast to many other competitions for funding of television pro-

grams, and in contrast to the rather open-ended requirements of private and

government agencies which accepted and funded unsolicited proposals, the ESAA-

TV annouffde4ents and RFPs had very specific requirements, all of which'influ-
.

tenced the proposal development process and the final scope and quality of the

prOposals.

The RFPs and regulations specifically leave the format, scope, design,

and content of the series to the discietion of the producers, with the provi-

sion that they justify in their needs assessment, objectives, and articulation

of needs with objectives sections, what needs will be addressed, how these

needs were ascertained, what the objectives of the programming ake, and how

they will meet the stated needs. Although the exact wording an organ zation

of the proposal, solicitations changed from fear to year, the descriptions of

what'proposals were to contain and the point awards criteria were quite spe-

.

-dific in detailing how producers were to go about preparing proposals and flow

the work was to be conducted once contracts were *warded.

For example, the statement of work specifically advised the producers,

in sections describing distribution objectives, that the proposed ESAA-TV

s
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series should be designed "so as to prove suitable for transmission as,regu-'
A

larly scheduled, ongoing series by commercial and/or publiti, TV stations and/or

networks at times appropriate to rqach target audiences in intended places of

reception" (April 19'78 RFP) and that "ESAA-TV series are (to be) comprised of

programming which may be used as part of an in-school Aervice, or can be

viewed in a non-school'(ftkinly home) viewing context," Therefore, producers

were directed to design programming which could std by itself as effective

instruction withbut the necessity for teacher follow-up or other intervention.

Producers were also advised that all "shows" within a'series should.conform to

one of the following standard broadcast lengths: 14:38, 28:38, 58:38..

The number of individual programs necessary to accomplish the aims set
forth in the sections describing program aims 'stated and justified by appli-

cants was left to the producers. However, proposers were advised that the

quantity of programming, when judged on the basis of cost per unit of time as

a function of total project costs would be' a major concern in .the considera-

tion given to costing in the USOE .13 review to be made of the budget included
in the proposaiar- Aa an additibnal guide to applicants, either actual dollar
amounts available for a series (4.g., $300,000 for the regional series) or the
total dollar amounts available for a number of series (e.g., $4,90,000 for

the two national series to be funded in 1979) or the level,of effort in terms
of person-years )(e.g., 40 person-years for, the two nationil l series procured in

.--
AFY 1980) was specified. The fedeial person-year estimate in 1980 was about

$65, 949.
4,

tt IWith these guidelines, producers w re aware of a) the types of produc-

tion values that were expected, and b) the number fti.length of shows that
should be in a series. While the length of each show in the series was speci-
fied, the number of shows was not, so most producers proposing national series
used the standard public broadcasting lengths of 13 half-hours for a national
series. Although ehe9 is no absolute standard or rule. that series broadcast
on public or commerci\ television conform to these lengths, and in fact there
is currently a trend to produce mini-series such as ROOTS, series with numbers
of shows departing substantially from these rough standards pose scheduling
difficulties for broadcasters.

79
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Although producers were given a mandate to produce programming that

would be both educationally sound and competitive in attracting viewers at

home, there was during the early years a considerable difference betw4en the-

finions and perceptions of the producers and USOE administrators and contract

negotiations about what appropriate levels of funding should.be, and what the

pr-.-ction values adhered to Should be. This conflict and the differences of

opinio as to what an appropriate cost per minute of programming led to con-

siderable itterness and hOstility on the part of the producers who felt that

USOE was ing unreasonable demands, given the constraints.

461.1 TARGET AUDIENCE INVOLVEMENT

ESAA-TV regulations required target audience involvement in preparing

the proposals as well las in actual production of the series. Target audienc4

involvement in the proposal development was of three major types:

cial studies undertaken to perform the required needs

ssment;

.fa Employment of target audience staff'in producing the

prop9sal; and

e Participation by the Project Advisory Committee in review-

ing the proposal befOre it was submitted.

The needs assessment is discussed in Section 4.3 below, and themrole

of minority production staff is discussed in Section 4.6.1 below. We will

here discass the role of the Project Advisory Committee. The4following sec- ,

tion Olacusses the requirements fosProject Advisory Committees and their

roles in the proposal development And produption process from FY 1973 thrdugh

FY 1979.1979. The regulations governing the adv ory committee were changed con -

siderably in FY 1980. This section, however includes the process and proce-i

adares that were in effect for all series peocAred thrpgh FY 1979.

The role of the Project AdvE4y mmittee (PAC) in both the proposal

and production phase of tft4. ESAA-TV series procured through FY 1979 was
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specified in the Regulations governing the Program.* The Regulations required

(that a PAC be formed at.the beginning of the proposal development process and

// be retained throughout the life of the_ series._ During the proposal phase,

applicants were required to submit written reviews of the proposal by the PAC

members as part of the proposal submission to the USOE. Although the PAC had

no mandated authority over series content, the potential existed for them to

have an influential role in the development of the proposal and in the Moni-
toring of production. ESAA-TV regulations expressly prohibit USOE Program

Officials from participating in any activities which could influence program "

content, effectively eliminating any system of checks and balances on the

series content; hence, the PAC was informally ina position to take up this
role. The PAC is structured so as to have representation from the constitu-

ency to be served by the series, thereby becoming a pivotal body through which

.content, format, and Style could be influenced by a.strong committee.

Once a contract,was awarded, the PAC was required to meet with the

production staff a minimum of four times a year to review progress reports

prior-to meetings and to send, at their discretion, written comments o eir

opinions regarding the series' progress and products to the USOE Proje OM-
*.

cer. Ultimatelyhowever, the PAC was strictly an adVisory body, and no

direct authority over decisions regarding program content.

Until FY 1980, ESAA-TV regulations were also very specific regarding

the composition of the Proje4t Advisory Committee. Under the previous regu-
,

lay.ons, each committee was required to have equal representation from non-

4pninority persons as well as from all significant minority groups within the

target audience. Half the adult members of an advisory committee'had liko be

parents of children falling with± the targeted age group of the series,at

some point during the duration of the project.

*
The Project Advisory Committee requirements in the Regulations in

force from FY 1'93i to FY 1980 were incorporited from the overall. ESAA Program
requirements. When the ESAA-TV /Program moved ftom the Bureau of Equal Educa-
tional Opportunity/ESAA Special Pro cts Branch to 'the Division of Educational
Technology in the Bureau of Elemen and Secondary Education, it was possi-
bld to remove 'some of the ESAA rogram requirements from the Regulations.
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V
The regulations-also required applicants to ' /clue PAC members

,representing civic organizations. Each proposal was required to contact five

civic organizations representing five different national (for national

series) or regional (for regional series) civic organizations and request

that they appoint a representative to the Project Advisory Committee. This

organizational representation was required,to reflect the racial and ethnic

composition of the intended au.91ence, as well as the geographic region the

series will serve. The Regulations required that the representatives from

civic organizations be appointed to the committee before other members were

appointed, and that the remaining_ members should be selected to fulfill the

other ethnic, parea,1114and student/adult balance of the PAC.AC.

The requirements for membership on the PAC were somewhat different

depending-tipon whether or not the offeror was a Local Education Agency (LEA).,}

If the offeror was an LEA, the PAC was required to have one non-minority'

teacher and student, as,uiell as a teacher and student from each minority which

is represented in the target area. If the applicant was not an LEA, but if

served an area of secondary school students, the membership of the PAC must,_. e.

equal numbers of non-minority and dominant minority students.

Most offerors relied on "word of mouth" and recommendations from peo-
f

ple they knew in the field in locating the appropriate members fOr the PAC.

Several Project_ULLectors contacted agencies which deal with desegregation

issues as well as organizations which represent the interests of minority
---,-

groups. In one cases, the Project Directors felt that the Regulati ns gov-

erning the composition of the,PAC were restctive and ambiguous. F r example,

one regional series which, by definition, is targeted at a locally dominant

minority population, invited 12 people with the targeted ethnic background to

serve on the committee. They were all either personally.known to the Project

Director Or highly recommended by experts iathin the state as being people who

were cognizant and appreciative of the problems of this particular. minority

population The project staff was informed by their USOE Project Off!ycer,

however, that the composition of the PAC was unacceptable because of its lack

of representation of non-minority members and, as a result, some of the Com-

mittee had to be "uninvited" inlorder to establish the required balance.

An example of the ambiguity which existed in the ESAA-TV regulations

governing PAC membership is the situation which arose in one project over the
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requirements that non-minority members participate in a number equal to that
Of the target minority. The required minority representation had been met

appropriately; the pioblem occurred when the staff appointed an ESAA-desig-
nated minority other than that of the target minority to fulfill the non-

minority membership requirement. The Project Officer argued that even though
the person was not a minority person from the target group, he Ness in fact

N.
.x still a minority and should not be allowed t8i serve under the non-minority i-

.

category. A letter of complaint war'sent to Washington, and the dispute was
/resolved in favor of the project. These two examples illustrate what some

project people feel are the far too rigid procedures governing PAC membership.

The previous regulations also made it very difficult at/times to find
people who fit all the racial and ethnic requirements and who were knowledge-
able enough about television production to make a valid contribution, both

s+ technically and substantively, to the series. As one prodUcer put it, "The
PAC is a political group which doesn't understand the technical needs of pro-
duction." The EsAA-TV guidelines as they now stand "are stupid and force you
to work with people who hav no,unde7itanding of television.-You either talk
'way over p ople's heads, or you talk down to them, neither of which is good."

Most o e PAC dembers agreed to serve on the ComMittee because of
their personal Involvement with the targeted minority. They felt a strong

commitment to the goals of the ESAA-TV Program, and wanted a hand in the
development of the particular series to ensure that an accurate representation
of their minority was given. The concept of using the media as a way to edu-

cate young people while at the same time entertainingthem was an exciting
idea to many of those who agreed to serve on the PAC.

The kinds of tasks performed by the PAC during the proposal phase var-
ied from simple compliance to substantive contributions which many producers
thought were invaluable to the series. The previous regulations governing
PACs specified that at a minimum, PAC members must review the propoial ade
submit written comments which will be ir-luded with the submission. In addi-
tion to this function, the majority of PACs did participate in "brainstorming"
sessions and helped the proposal staff focus on the lean they wished to
address through the series. Some VACS, but by no means the majority, actually
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helped with the writing of the proposal, and-one Executive Producer said, he

"couldn't have written the proposal without the Advisory Coi6ttes."

For the Most part, the PAC add the series staff reported no major dis-

agreements among themselves while the proposal was being prepared. Differences

of opinion on how a subject should be approached did occur but, on the whole/

once a decision was reached, everyone involved stood behind that decision

In one instance., however, some PAC members felt the project staff was

not willing to involve them sufficiently in the proposal process and resigned

whereafter rather than continue to serve on the PAC for the proddction phase.

In only one case was there strong disagreement over a substantive issue. A

Project Director felt the entire submission, which had been written by a PAC

member, had to be redone because it was directed solely to the target minority.

Even though the reduction of minority group isolation was an appropriate

objective for the series, the Project Director felt the approach was incorrect.

It was his opinion that if you want to reduce the isolation of minorities, you
*

must target the series not only at that minority, but also at the larger com-'

munity. "Minorities already know themselves"; but a,non-minority does not

know the feelings and problems a minority must face as a member of the larger

society.

The recommendations made by the PAC dating the proposal phase of the

series were, for the most part, concerned with content issues. For a series

whose target audience was co ed of more than one ethnic group the PAC

wanted to be certain that all groups were portrayed accuratq1y. For exam-

ple, an Hispanic audience could be made up of Cubans, Puerto Ricans, and Mexi-

cans, with each group having variations in language and culture, all of which

should be iproperly represented. Other PAC recom dations revolved around

sensitive ca 1 issues which should or shouldt be addressed: how much

visibility a should receive and what the PAC could do to ensdre this
1.

visibility, and whether or At instructional terials shOuldsbe distributed

along with the series. One group,complaine1 that they were untOoi,_to make any

recommendations due to the large amount of materials they had to-Jest ina

short period of time.

-
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Because each ESAA-TV series is designed to addiess thelneeds of par-
,

'ticular minority groups, it important that the project keep in touch with

the needy of this target audience. When producers were asked how their staff

accomplished this task, the most common response was, "Through the Project

Advisory Committee." When asked to rate the effectiveness of the series in -

'meeting the needs of the target audience, PAC members overwhelmingly felt that

tfie. series met the needs of the target audience'very well. One member said

his series was, the "best program of its purpose on the air." tnother said his

program was "viewable, believable and of a professional nature."

A 'goal of, the ESAA-TV Program is to 'Involve binority group people in

all components of the proposal and production process for a series in an

`effort to increase the numbers of minorities employed in the media. Of par-

ticular interest are the occasions when minorities participated in the process '

at times other than those mandated by law. ThrOugh our interviews we have

found that, in addition to the PAC members, other minorities did participate,

but mostly as resource people for the.series'or as reviewers for the proposal.

In some cases minorities other than those on tRe PAC did become involvedFin

writing and curriculum development.

On the whole, most respondents felt that thesPAC had a valuable and

Important contribution to wake to the ESAA-TV Program. Abwever, the wish that

the PAC would- only involve itself ilksubstantive areas-and stay divorced from

the production process was express and time again. As one person put

it, "It is impractical to have production byIlommittee."

1
14.1.2 USOE INVOLVEMENT IN PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT

In our discussion of the ESAA1TV procuremen/process, we note a nu

ber of technical assistance activities that were undertaken to facilitate'

' response to the annOuncements by a wide array of bidders (Section 3.3.1). Our

interviews with produiltion personnel attempted to elicit information about

responses to these and othei sources of assistance. Several respondents said

they were familiar with USOE,prior to submitting a proposal, either as a

result of-past proposal submissions or work on other USOE projects. A small
1.
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number of people were personally acquainted with members of the ESAA-TV Pro-

gram staff.
,

Approximately half of the series producers said they had participated

in a USOE-sponsored Technical Assistance session prior to submitting their

propossal. Of these respondents, the majority spoke favorably of the Technical

Assistance sessions. For some of the producerV, it helped to clarify. the
14

USOE's priorities and, at the same time, helped to make them aware of poten-

tial problems and pitfalls which could arise during the proposa. process. The

guidance given by the ESAA-TV staff seemed to be very much appreciated, and

they felt that on some occasions this timely encouragement and support was the

necessary boost which helped proposers through some discouraging moments.

Beyond these scheduled proposal briefings, most respondents did not

receive additional technical assistance from USOE. gowever, some called the

ESAA-TV staff for clarification of relations and to request copies of wiA-

ning proposals.

In addition to pre-proposal briefings., USOE also makei a debriefing

available to anyone whose-proposal did not win. (f those responding, more

than half felt the debritAng was useful to them in writing future proposals.

Although some felt the panel's.comments were unreasonable, others felt that .

they were able to apply the criticism constructively to subsequent proposals.

4.2

7

SERaES DESIGN

(

In this section, we discuss the design of ESAA-TV series in terms of:

o the target audience,

o target audience needs their determinatiOn,

programming objectives to meet these needs, and

o program design and format.
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Each of these is summarized in Table 4-1 for each of the series. Our

discussion will touch on highlights and generalizations from this table'as

well as offer some interpretations based n our overall evaluation of the

ESAA-JI`V Program.

4.2.1 TARGET AUDIENCES

The ESAA -TV Program has produced two or more series for each of the "

following minorityftirget groups: Black, Hispanic, 'Native American, Asian

American, and Franco-American. Most of the series specified particular minor-

ity groups as the primary target audience, many specified all non-minorities

or "Angloem as the secondary target audience. In addition, several of the

national series were funded under a multicultural category, while several of

the national cognitive and affective series were also targeted at multicul-

tural audiences.

The expansiveness of producers' aims with respect to target audience

varies greatly from series to series. The "regional" series FOREST SPIRITS,

for example, cites Menominee County Native Americans las its only target audi-

ence, while PEARLS, a regional series concerned primarily with Asian Anqrican

history and cultures, ambitiously specifies "ill American children" as its

primary target audience. Such aims, <of course, have unknown outcomes at the

time the proposal is written. In the cases,-for example, PEARLS did reach

a national audience thrb4gh broadcast over PBS. FORE* SPIRITS, in contrast,

while having mainly local interest tri the Uni%ed States, was broadcast in

Germany, where there is great interest in American Indians.

The series targeted to Hibpanic audiences reflect two different

approachesto the issue of/ serving minority audience needa. On the one hand

are series
.

that.take the emon elements of Spanish language and bilingualism

Is the core issues and attempt to serve the needs of all Hispanic, viewers

within the target age groups. Such series are REVISTA, SONRISAS, and VILLA
4LEGRA. On the otter hand, there are series that highlight the distinctive

qualities of 'specific Hispanic-American cultures, such as QUE PASA, USA? .

(Cuban), I.A ESQUINA and CARRASCOLENDAS (Mexican), and (Puerto Rican).
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out of an understanding

and pied* In their own
unigsm cultaral litritage
end environment.
There 15 a need to portray
fan children the positive
aspects whichtho glob
diettslty at aaltutal

pluraliss brings to this
Mariam society.
there is a need to deem,
atrato and lincoucago

laurcultural commumics-
elan., coopefation and
friendshloo.

'Offer minority group
,

childcen models of pool- I
time interaction vith
abilArta of different
groups from position
of strong ethnic pride
and idantiflastion
Otter itoelti group
children example* at
'successful Interactions
with ainority group
chaidren who nave a
strong group identity.
beopen all abildrsn'a

rpprocirtloo and
undocatanding of coal, ,

not Imagined. cultural
differences and *lel-
larities.

Show how multicultural-
ism permaates and are

total lift

Encourage in all 0011'
drem poities regard
for *that Ohl/diva arid
.Iglu, belonging to
ethnic verve different

;

frortbmtr awn,
latend,the sphere of

commanicatiOns
et childiNtry preqldlnq
ht.bl. 411414ative to

talavislor

91V3.9.9.
Prompts alternative
coping stills for ill-

Les142:17::::=Ira.
Provide model* of ;nob-

ler-solving that can be
tower0titate4 by /Ater-
racial and inthr-othni0

icrlalization And In-
teraction,

A enemas of 11 one -hour dramatic
mg-octal*, tech revealing to. term-
Diem., Intrigue and ristlActive
features of cacially diffcelet chil-
dlen growing up in America today.
Each drama reasels oontralting
social at cultural hviconmenta.
One la the child's famIliar home

and community where the influ-
ence of ones own group culture
mberget stranger. Othare are ore,
larger, and differnt cultural and
social rvirans, 9., a newly in-
tgrated ...tonal, OthOC Maght01-
4.10111, this city-at-largo,.

10 1211111111 *Mae. and
1767027 *ponies
1 4 II child:ran

falling
62 half- : Odom me-
moirs tlanal
pr grams mrsq

7 *athe-
matic*

. achieve-
ment

s A/1

arbor

childeen
falling be-
low nation-
al average
in bath.-
meting
aohlerr-
wont

Area 8-12 Conventional elementary

sathematice curriculum is
arevid to eduoational
needs of many minority

childrenOW cannot
undartand ths Intrinsic
vales of mathematical

Kills im the, context of
Chair 1191*.

resd to provide strong
mathematioa boas et ale-

Improve golf-esteem by
bamstring [altar* 07010
In mathematic*.

facilitate 'octal ben. -
flu through uso of
multi-ethnic laseraction
Teach mathematical may
emoth, Idaas and uer?'
practical Willi..

Iwprov attitod r-
garding child'. ability

Magasine format, including Child-
ren, anisatIon, doer, documentary,

.,

Children uird in Snits what* paint*
at sada on 40219101110.0.. 01 SM..
Battu!. restivationr Plar9o01. in-volving mattematIca. provide strong
positive role models. Animation
used to handle mot* **Wee can-
mote in math, such as graphing.
Claes umed with continuing rettlArs

and tharveri, Hispania and *Laos.

3
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Table 4-1 (coot's)

0.

MIAdEf ADDIENCS IT
RACE/BIIIN/CrtY

PRIPP.K7 MCOMDAR7

21114137 AVOIMOI
B7 WM CI) COMM
LEVEL WAGE! AUDI:NCB IOWA PLOOLARY NOWA CfanicTivES itmmaRr

13. H7'1»
TIEN.

(con-

cluded)

3$ half:
boot

Programs

in

North-

' Oast

born children of, parents
born in rural Puerto Rico.
Lack of attitudinal and
linoulstit Ifink between

parents and schOole end

subsequent conflict be-
twee* school and home.

w eal understanding
ProvIdertoth tprget.and
general audience with an
weariness of difficul-
ties In the procaae of

assimilation, given
dlffefeny culture and
language.

'282.185 DESCX11,11CM8

fiddly with children frartarget
area grave as well as other char-
enigma typically found LA urban
setting Stoly lines present situ
ulnas and activities related to
needs.

14 PACIFIC
MIDGES

6 half-
hour

program

Aalan General
America* modi-
children) once
in 13

major

Evils
- *

nt.r,

Agee 4.12 Asian ARISLICWIA remain an
' invisible minority* in

terms of achlevemest and
contribution to Aaerican
culture

Stereotyped potitime
image of Mien Americans
Ake 'model miZorlte pre-
sents recconitidn of their
Inoblems
!reed for historical role
IsOdeis to help develop
culture.), 1,661 personal

identity

iQ

MOUS

6 heft-

hour

pre-

gra**

Ameri-
can

Oren-
ague

tS

All
other
teen -

avert

Aga* 15-19

16. PlOPLE
Of ?NE
PIRBT
2147,7

2 half -

hour

programs

Native

America
chil-
dren In
Nees
Conn
R.I.

Non -

Native
American

ObIldten
in Mass..

R.I.

e Agee 2-12

Asian Afar fans remain an
minority.

Disparaging stereotypes
result in perpetuation of
racial isolation
Been as 'model minority,'
problems ignored
Reed for historical role
models to help develop
cultural' and personal
identity

White Americans need to
Or educated regarding
myth that all Asian Sap,
icards.are foreign born
and live in Chinatown.

Lack of Native American
visibility In school*.

opack of visibility in re-
*watch.

Lack of adequate funding/
aid.

Lent of empDsyment oppor-
tunities.

Negative stereotyping
all media.

Increase positive aware-
ness of Allan Americen
history in context of
0.B. history.

increase awareness of
major differences and
sinilaritlea along Allan
Americans and other

groups
Provide yodel for tam of
educational materials on
thin topic.

4-

Provide personalized view of Amer-
, lc. history through letters.

dioxins, and rec011eCtion by liv-
ing Asian see and women of events
the} wItneased or stories their
parents told. An on-going cut
of sixth gild, children end their

teacher provide atructir and con-
tinuity among programs. Adult
story tellers are family pesters
of school children. Also in-
cludes *WI photographs, drawings.
paintings, and stylized reenact%
sents of historical events.

Inc ***** factual knowl-
edge of Asian American
history
inc lever
news of the role of
racism and anti -Asian
American blatOry.

10 5

Each program focuaes on One Aston
Afterican group. On the life of 0-C4

person, or significance of an his-
tosiOel eent. BkatofkCal inform,
Alon presented as biographies,

4

plebes and *yams of historical
teportance Use of still leave.
verity documentary, filmogrophs.

end stylised reenecteenta of KU,.
talcs' events

IncreaSe *wen's{ that
Native American popu-

lation exists in South-
ern New Englend.

Increase knowledge of
Native Asercican life
and culture and posl-

odes of Native
non -Nat ive Americana

tomezd that life and
culture.

Series depicts significant aspects
of Native American culture rely-
tlOnwhip of tradition* and culture
to contemporary life, spirieuality
and religion, reservation, rural,
and urban lifestyles, tribal and
family structure, role, and fele-
tAOnsniPa, folklore and logenda,
arts. crafts, food, clothing.
ceremonies. Each episode shows
children exploring their environ-
ment in a typical rural, mar n,

or reservation setting. WItbm
the setting, particular valves.
attitude., relatiooanierand
unique cultural Its.* are present
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Table 4-1 (cont'di

SERIES

tileiTZ? AUDIENCE SY

Rutitersticirt
?AWRY ADDIS=
MT AGE OE GRADE

LEVEL

, M

'

PARISAM 08JICTIVES MAMMY SERIES DESCRIPTIONS
PRIMARY GARY TAMS AUDIENCE MEW =WARY

17. IMISETO

RICAN

DRAM
(en,

. titled)

t

l.hle
Not
Available

hot
Available

t

Available
t

Asortable

.

.

lot

,
11

As.

IC. CDE
PASA
x, lx,

III, IV.
v

half-
hour

ncoming

*
Cuban
AMerICSn
Addeo-
cent.

f

S Cuban Amer-
loam ado-
Imboents'

parents.
Anglo peers

s teacher.

a Age ,12 s

>

Need to help Cohan ...doles-
cents Doswell. Cubanise
with dominant Anglo soot-
sty's &mad for &demi-
tion.

'Cultural Isolation wont-
fest attitudially and
structurally. within Cub"
and Anglo communities

Rainforceed in Cuban
adolescent by ethnocen-
trism, stressful fully
'relation.. lantuage dif-
floulties. mass media

To demostrate Inter-
ethnic pressure expert-

.enced by Cuban .doles-
cents brought upo_

.

Sitution,00medy set in 'tittle
Havana.. self - contained Cuban commu-

nity located mbar downtown Miami;
area is density. lover-middle
income neighborhood. almost all

Spaninh-speaking. Other locations
include schools. Perk*. vt01.4, ri,

creational facilities. S4,184 :o-
'musesmuses on typical Cohen extended
family with character* represent-
log three generation* with varying
beliefs, values. end sttitud4A
living under 004 roof.

.

by parent.. strints
and Cuban subcultures.
Depict areas of Vinson-
alley between Cuban and
Anglo crannies.

general
non-B1.-

panic
society

19. PEW
1 O II

12 half-
-hour pro-,
gran.

--....

0 All

hoorican
children
multi-
st.dltural-

multi-

motel

_

.

.

.

Age* 9-12
1

' ..

.

Need for respect and eve
pathy for people with
different cultural roots
in order to alleviate
owed institutionalised
discrimlnatioo M well an
nor. Subtle manifestation
of discrimination.
At early age both sinority

. and Anglo children learn
prejudice and suffer in
their personal development
:from its effect.,

S

1

Deepen children's under-,
standing and regard for
contribution of differ-
one cultures. proenting

constructive inter-glosp
relations. .

Reinforce a pond,e
sense of cultural heel-
tape .enn minority

group children.
Offer minority children
role models for pceitive
self-images.

.

4

____.

Each show includes three limos,
'mite portraits p(esented to re-
veal distinctive features of chile
dren growing up. in Merles Coil -

dren selected from real life
Child shown in contrasting social
environment* with main focus on
home and community Secondary
focus on child's encounter with
different social environmonX whsie
influences of minority or '30,410,

culture are felt.
'4 The format of,the Second 20 shows

is unchanged from Reb0il i except
that it focus.. to greater ex-

tent on tXperieneell which surround
inter-ethnic and inter- rectal Con-

t0Ct Ching,n shown irf situations

where they 4CO directly lovolved in
inter- rectal and inter - ethnic en-

Counters.
,

20. REV1SiA$

28 half .%

heat

Pro 9roos

Hispanic-, ES

Americen d nsjoc-
Youth ity .

culture

Shades 7-it The American school eye-
is and televieloo hare
felled to provide Hispshic
bole models in position.
of responsibility and

To enhance minority ado-
le.oent self-concept
through the provision
of reel-life role "Models

and an affirmation of

She series follows a nowpmagaaine.
style 1411ar to toe CAS rfea.
Sixty Minute.. Using insestigm-
dos type reporting. ASVISTA
spot - lights persons and event

O

106



Table 4-1 (cont'd)

MRCSS ADDIENC2 BY
abOTATEMICITY

*MISS PRIMARY

Takidir? MM S=
BY WE ea cane

LEVEL SARUM' ADDIESCS NEP= 97645tY PSOGRAM OBJECTIVES SUMMARY SERIES DIC.CRIPTIOWS

REVISTA

loon-
cluded

21. BONPIgAS Spanish- Non-
' 'peeking Riopelle

26 half- children children
hour , Mexican
programs f American,

Puerto

Rican
Cuivap

Amer lean

and bi-

lingual

children
1Spanieh fI

Engliehl

Ages 7-11

prestige. Both have'
ignore.) or denigrated

Hispanic-American lan-
guage. culture and
bistely

re Mere is q need to pre-

. sent realistic image. of
Hispanics to the majority
culture, which is prey to
racial and ethnic stereo-
typing There is a reed
for images of Young People
OL dillerent^teckground
both individually and as
Part of multi-cultural
society.

Role.modela are needed who
also serve to expend the

career awarengers of young
people. They can provide
inforsation about career
opportunities and about
the skills and training
needed to achieve such
goals. 1
Adolescent* need to see
life's difficult conflicts
and choices and suggested
methoda for owing with
them.

',Need to promote antine
acceptance of self and
other.

Need for Strategies and.

processes to control ore
environment and direct
one's life in positive
V4/6

44Md to experience shar-
ing of ?lingual, and Cul -

ture'and understand now II
language can facilivate
osemunicallon.

Need for influence, Vs. ,

offset negative oc
behaviors modeled

on television, position
role models

Hispanic Language. cul-
ture, history and people
To provide an eecucate
picture of Hispanico in
the D S. (their meccas,
culture, history, etc.)
in an effort to promote

understanding and encour-
age crash-cultural coop-
eration among a4slescents
To provide a larger view
of career choiceil

greater knowledge of job
prerequisites. espensi-
bilitles and chance. of
gaining a chosen career
To furnish to for

handling both difficult
Ucisions and conflicts
and day -to-dai conduct

Develop positive self-
image and undereteoding
of processes
in achieving a of
aortal integrati and
self-worth.

Contribute to an aware-
ness of own and other
cultural Maltegse and
w&ya in which multi-
cultural cooperation
can be mutually self -

Improve comiunication
akflls in English and
Spent** ani.ollarten-
terteining inatructlon
in other academic areas

4

User provide significant uvfor-
Nation .taut Hispanic culture
Each program it complete in it-
self. Bach regmett covers a dif-
ferent subject, but there nal con-
tinuity in the teener, hoots

Setting is a community center or
urban recreation center where view-
ers see microcosm of real world.

Stroup includes Mexican Americans.

Puerto licans, CVLAPA, hnglos and
Blacks of all ages. The everyday
events Of their private live. are
sired with public liOnge and sancta

The .honrlsas Center' provides
thrum for characters' work, play,
and living in different ways. fOr
learning through diversiti of ac-
ticitAss invoicing o.riety of
people.

22. StrYfil

BY

115RTR.

mIST
I s II

10 Mal-
heur
program.

:t11:11E1 AllOthers
Gents in in age
Pacific range
Worthwesti
Washing-
ton,

Oregon,

Idaho,

Montana

sacra 4'4 Negative stereotyping of
Black people end failure
el American sifool system
to aocurately describe
Black role in development
of country's blitdry.

Isoletion from Black cul-
ture has had negative
coneeguencee for Black
Child's self-sonsept and
self-sateen, causing
learning difficulties.

Increase slack and white
students' knowledge of
role of Blaqk person in,
Pacific Nexthweet
Increase, Black students'

pomatice sell-concept.
Increase teacher aware-
ness of Black hietOry.

* The series deals with the role of
Blacks in the development of the

.

Northwest.

Each program present. history
through direct human example using
drama, dramatic xonteftwnt, Voca-
tion production All programs pro-
doted in actual historical lhaa-
tiona, introduced by a program
host. Bach program broken fhto
separate stories that are real life
emperiences relating to the Cain
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Uhl* 4-1 Coont'd1

Mtge' AMIESKE
RACSAbliMIICITT

51Y.M4C''V Y

ISACZT JUlDlessca

ST IMS Q1 GRADE
USVEL TARGET ADDIERCE REEDS 87140.87 FROGMAN OBJECTIVES MOUES WRIES086,CJAMTIODS

22. 8007R

VT

SDRTR-
VERT

(oon-

eluded)

23..TRE
RATIO,

110IWERS

I 4 II

1ur::
ho
progr

nal ti -
cultural

Tesnapere
of Ohl-
nest.

Japan**,
and frbill-

pine.

maestri

1041
cedar
teen-
aglea

Grades 4-4 In the n',-urban Northeast,
child's Bikers are likely
by no white anIldran with
little or co OrsperAnot
with Slack persons. r

historical development prtsented
La each prograa. /

de
nigh Sollgol The problem of nacres is

. grades -''' often viewed in Black and
t Mita terms. Chicano and

Ratiye American concerns
els for considerably at-
tic*, but Asian Areericany

most Often aro.ntglected
ignored.

%.
is a lack of visual

Idols dealing with
Aserican7dalory In

_Venal curbicurs and
commercial and pub-

, .lic broadcast sedia.4 Reny
1 -of the materials that do

-osiyar. actually do -
retructive. distocting
Asian American history and
reinforcing stereotype.

e 'ha Asian American soarob
. for identity is Severely

ba,:pared by the lack Of SC -
oeas to knowledge Of one's

. von significant past

white Amerioons are de-
Kind of an opportunity
for an accurate view Of

'Asian Americana with which
to combat ignorance and ra-

otos.

TM SEW Indo--
heemICAMS shines.:

children
4 half- who hat.
hour acme
programs famili-

'city
with the
Englioh

language

The
American'

peers.
veachers.

S ocial

w oke 4
health-
Core per-
sonnel of

Indqv
Chat.*
children
Indo-

china*,
children
newly sr-
rived in
O.B. who
do not

En glish--

the 'BOK
Pawls'

Ages 6-12

I

14.000 Indoohl-
ogees entering the
month. perch of

tiara is conc.'s.-

trate.d.in poutheirn Calif

et Thera Ls-little ***** role

or published sources with
Information on Use
ohineser refuge. No coal-

munIty supported multi-
media programs aimed at
tile** issigfanta currently
exists. The refugee LS'
simply too new for ode-
toasty. documentation.

Indothiname children face
merinos acculturation pea-
lams. Sittings tension ex-

Lets Istbremen the cultural

traits valued by their

poems and those valved
In Mar anctoty.

.!bete is a lack of cos-
munioation and underotand*.

ing of the Indochina,* by

41 *lamer* will enemas,
theta factual bpi, of
snowLedga regarding
Wan American history.

s Stowers 4i11
of As

Americans as vital par-
tiolponts in American
history.

Vievvrt ill gain ame-
n.* of what radlea is.
and the roe* Asian Amer-
icana have had histOrl-
cony In struggling to
overcome it.
Viewers will Inctims*
positive evareneee and
respect for Aslan1Amer-
Icon peoples.

ins Indochlmeae children
who have some familiar-
ity with English, '
- Gain information an

Indochinsse ltrsdltional
and Amor cultures be
areas of family life. '

school life..and health-
care and,delivery sys-
te.11

- Gain in understanding
the differences she %pi-
'antis' between such of
their cultures, and bet
fweem Indlochinese and.n
AML. cultures,
- Experience decrease
in archety and increase
in ftelings of self-worth
insmnoountering Amer.

cultures,
- !nor. their 4eltural
coping skill

for As.. peers.ea.esch-
ors. *octal service and

LID

its series presents personalised

history, taking first hand accounts
of persome who he'd through and
participated in bletoric.er:ts.
It utilises letters. diaries,

footrY, oral history, and eyewit-
ness aCCOunta.

27.* series uttlives newsreels.
Rational Archive materials. name-
Mara; morkeOf art and original
drawings. Radio program recordings
of the era provide background rn-
formation and .an authentic atmos-
phere.

Dramatic ['creation shows Lmaigra-
tion pattern. in IkleriCa and COO-

, contrition's of oomeltt..a. It II.
iustrattro the network of railroads._
rooLamation of farmland aspersion
of fishing grounds established
through Asian American work

0

The aeries is based on the use of
oosmanl0itlofs skills for coping
with cultural leunderstending
Information sharing is preventod by
- simply offering cognitive info.,
tidn to the viewer,
- showing now an application of SOs
C.:Meanie-at tons Strategy sight sat ii
a specific real-life problem,
- presenting information in a
variety of engaging formate,
- manipulating information Op:spar-
ing. dioiecting. interpreting. ovals
elating, etc I so as tee enhance un-
derstanding
-.associating infOrnatiOn-Sheing
with positive recognitiOn, increased
control or sunsets* in Intarouiturol
.v,uuntors,
Each program is cospomd of several
lively segments, both docuaentori
and studio-based The ars:ants are
tied togethor by the presonce of
Ni Lao (Wise Old Dotson. in Inds,-
Obinesa). a content, elf-oonflteht
travelIr, visar3,
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Table 4.1 (cont'd)

man Ab5IISMC2 BY I laparr ABDIENCB
ANCE/ETINICLTT 6t BY ACE op GRADE

SERIES LEVEL TANGST AUTUMN NHS SUPAPYPRIMARY SECMARY

24. Talk MEN

AMBRICAPIS

iedn-

citadel> "-

THE aTik 's Ail ado-
VOICE /ascents

2b half-
hour

programa

Secondary
school

grades

.1164e. even amines those
wha'Brui.well-intontioned.

is The newest refugees have
even moue severe PtObleea
then the earlier ones,

wog which are Lack of
Eing101 language fcrlityt--

e Minority adolescents need
positive iLipport in their
development of self-con-

fe*Pt
el Majority edolescen S need

'51

to 011M4O4tO or p vent
racial Mad ethnic *roc--
typing owing to social and
physical isoletion.
Television needs to be
used in a way that will
counterect its own worst
effect ;of cultural leo-
tation

Adolescents need to be
, heard on issues of con-

,/ ofin to them.
Society needs S variety of
Contexts whioN araiton-
&cite to cross-cultural
commulication at the in-
terpersonal ay.'.

RIMUTRAM op.Tacilm SUMMARY szsua.se-itpTroms

health -care personnel

of Indochinese childen
- Gain information on
and increase .respect

for Indochinese cul-
tares.

- Gain understanding of
differences betwen Indo-

chinese cultures and be- I

Mellen Indochinese and
Amer cultures,

- Increase obil.ty to
relate positively to
the New AiOritAral they
encounter:
For new arrivals

- Gain positive overview
of the Indochligse come'
annity in AweIUMer
- Increaaa retanding
about relationships be-
tween Indochinese and
Amer. peoples.
- (wiesabetitled pro-
grams) See andrhear them-,
selves in Amer. contest
and increase familiarity
with English language.

* To provide minority ado-
lescents with a variety
Of accurate models with
which to formulate a
positive self-concept

, To encourage in adoles-
cents in general. and
majority &aka...Cents in
particular. a positive
regard for others
longing to different
ethnic and racial omen..
To -provide television
viewers with a variety
of realleitic situations,
sew roles, occupational.

ethnic. and racial por-
trayals which aCCoratelf
ref 1pt.the diversity
within this Society.

e To provide a reepectful
forum which will support
and encourage the ado-
lescent's

rl:Lo:nd
1:::Ing'Op Oh*.

el To encourage leacents
to seek croee ultural
collaboration intheir
own lives

109

,teenagers gather **CO week to pnitO
A regular moleicultutalcast of

ThedFew voice. In each program

list, their own achoki newspaper.

they encounter different problem
Or conflict in putting the paper
together Often It la an obstacle
to working together posed by .00
dafforence between two member* pf
the group or between one weber
and all the rest

In the Course of each week's drama
several 'articles' for the paper
are investigated. these conatituto
f.lt document avg-A The cast
also presents the .sly 'conic
strip' --an animated fila--and their,
weekly editogial." which ,n die-
cuseion of a salient topic
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sraLel!!

?AGET ADDIESCe BY TWAT AVOIEMCE
51 LE11rICfT7 BY MZE CM GARDE

TAKER ACIDIENCJI IrEB173 EXMOPEYPInEY fM03414AFrf
LIIYEL NOWA OBJECTIVES PAIHARY 1

26. TifE The All
REAL Plateau others
PEOPLE Indian I In age

reoPi range
9 half- tits in
hour Camteto
programs trashing-

ton.

Bortherdi
Idaho. ,

western

Montana

27. VEGE-
TABLE

SCCP
I 4 II

79 half -

7-nor
programs

11$

quarter -
hour
Programs

All ! All

minor- other
sty chil-

chll-
dren

dcan
in
U S.

Ages 7-12

s

Negative self t is
major factor In academie
failure of Native Ameri-
can children
Many teachers are igno-
rant or scornful of In-
dian cultrual values and
contributions, further
undermining !attempts at
wad/dile wore...
In-school materials are
biased.

Need for exploration of
difference. between

sesvatitn and urban
Wide* Americans and of
Struggle between sill-
tent and pacifist groups
Need for focus on struggle
with white salsa.

Hon -

Hispanic
children

Ages 4-18 Weed for pallierve ethnic
awareness and orientation.

promoting paeltiVe racial

idontiv and rejection of
negative fa:king! and
stereotype.
Need to recognise dif-
ferences betweee ethnic
groups.

Need to diminish resent-
ment among ethnicities.
particularly between
Urban BlaCke and Puerto
Ricans.

Poorly designed bilingual
programs promote [intent-
aent by teachers and et/-
dente. impeding the learn-
ing process.

Improve self-image,
level of positive self-

eatee.y.
1eQCOV4 i);SCISC9l s0-

Mvial and academic expe-
riences,
Change Anglo perceptions !

of Native American evi-
tore and value spites.

DEIPTICia5

Ole of docu/drama with anoOting in

natural surroundings for recreation
Of historical events Programs

-"deal with eala -
politics, recreation.on. 7'

nito ics. For o.ntinuity. use of
strong Native )a can, an Indlan

and non-Indian child--to introduce.
narrate. ask guestione and react to
antormatIon presented on a given
topic. ,

'reach positive accept-
WO* of individual and
group differences.

$. Teach children to reject :

negative stretegies fir,
await.g role stereotyp-
ing or racism) for deal- .

ing with conflict situ.-
'tions.

Present vide 1.4.10 of

role model options.

persons of Hispanic der ,

stmt need at an Carly age
to be exposed to and learn

;trot/qt.. for dealing
with their environment
Spanish-origin children
mist be exposed to experi-
ences which will comfit.

positive self
in order to break cycle
of educational failure. ,

These children mast be
competent in use of
both English and native

language.
Alternative teaching
etrategiee mist be toured

to meet spa ial need. of
Latino Children.

Expo. children to
strategic. for dealings
with environment.

Usiet Hispanic chil-
dren in maintaining
positive salt -conapt.
MO6Of for their culture
Expose Hispanic children'
to uses of both Spinier.
and English.
Provide non-Hispanic
children opportunity
to appreciate Spanish
and value of being bi-
lingual
Hake children aware of
ocmmunicItion elements
and tool., to stimulate
curiosity Jae cognitive

Magazine format. using documentary
real-life drama. full-cell anima-
tion, involving peOple.9f variws
ethnicitlee-mreVofessions. 'un-
sung. minority berd.es, children

asking gaestiona about race an
adventure serial. 'OutersCoPe,'
deals with many key objectives of
the series tacit adventure is
parable about wee fors of prep
dice. Characters are portrayed
via puppets Other segments in-
clude topic* about )064, crafts.
recipes. games. emretic.s. liters-
tore, art and sonic

Each program based on Sedating
format of abort. self - contained

segments linked by educational pur-
r..., Each magient introduces ano
reinforces 6 different aspect of

a vain - .stage Of trove many
migmentmtake placein a /Wage
with real characters who provide
role models and teach both cogni-
end affective skill. Cnildien
predoeinate Shov* theses built

6fOlO6 areas of Cameo relations,
natural environment. .n-sade ,*-
jecte, food. nutr it ion, and energy
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Which of these approaches is to be preferred appears to be =answer-

able from the data at hand. Even the gatekeepers interviewed disagree. The

,programming director of an Eastern public station felt that the series dealing

with Mexican-American subcultures were not relevant to his audience, while the

programming director of a West Coast Spanish 'language station felt that Span-

ish language programs per se held some interest for his audience. ')

4

This same tension between broad and narrow conceptions of the target

audience is ref.Yea0 in most of the other series. While specific minority

groups are, often mentienel.as among the target audience, there appears to be

"a reluctance to exclude anyone. Sometimes this is dealt/with by listing mul-

tiple target audiencesa(suCh as GETTING TO KNbW ME, which lists as the primary

target audience both "Black students in'the South" and "Non-Black

the South," or FROM JUMP STREET; which lists "Black and Non-Black

Others more directly reflect their faulticultural gals by listing

students in

Teenagers"4.-

the target

audience as "All American Children" (REBOP) or "All Adolescents" (THE NEW

VOICE). Even among regional series, as mentioned above, there is a reluctance

to be too exclusive, except'in the case of Native American and Franco -Ammer

series, which define their targep audienCanarrowly.

The age of target audiences is specified either in terms of chronolog-

ical age or school grade level.' Many proposals use the elementary vs. second-

ary school grade distinctions as the basis for their specification. Some of

the age deq.gnations span the junior high school years. With-respect to

chronolgical age, the series, in the aggregate, seek to attract viewers from

pre-school through age 19, with parents and other adults frequently designated

as secondary targets. Nineteen series Ore targeted principally to audiences

in the elemehtary school 'ears and nine at those in the secondary school years.

OneQUE PASA, USA?) specified an age range of 12 years And over.

4.3 TARGET AUDIENCE NEEbB,

One of the most striking aspects of proposals for ESAA-TV series is

the spirit and firmness with yhich target audiences needs were proclaimed. In

no case were needs assessments presented as merely reviews of the literature.

89,
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Each needs assesscent attempted to define needs unique to the target audience.

The assertions of needs were supported by scholarly documentation, personal

interviews, and Often by the first-hand experience of the 'writers. Each

series' needs assessment has a.character of its own and seems to reflect a

personal commitment on the part of the producing group.

The-bulk of the ESAA-TV series address target audience needNin both

the cognitive and affective domains. The cognitive needs addressed vary con-,

siderably,from series to series. INFINITY FACTORY seeks to ipprove mathemati-

cal literacy of 4anoritiett. GETTING OVER attempts to help minority adoles-

cents-develop skills. for coping with basic life management related to health

care, child-rearing, and money management. SOUTH BY NORTHWESTertesches the

historioLLBlacks in the Pacific Northwest. WATCH YOUR MOUTH offers cultural

pluralism in guiding viewers to the appropriate use of both nonstandard and

oonventiopal English. VILLA ALEGRE; CARRASCOLENDAS, MUNDO REAL, QUE PASA,

USA?, LA ESQUINA, and LA BONNE AVENiURE, FRANCO FILE, and NATION BUILDERS all

deal with bilingual and bicultural experiences. ti

Another theme frequently expressed throughout ESAA-TV need assessments

is the importance of enlightening the teachers and)chool administrators who

are responsible for the education of minority childrep. Proposal writers

argued that such-enlightenment will facilitate positive developments in the

appreciation and understanding of the cultural heritage of minority groups and

help to eliminate culturally biased behavior.

In sutmary, while' most series specify both cognitive and affective ,

needs, in every case the series producers operated on the assumption,that the:

acquisition and mastering of specific skills, attitudes, and behavior can be

accomplished successfully only when the needs for ipproyea-self-concept,

pride in minority heritage, and domihant culture acceptance of minorities have

been met.
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4.3.1 MEANS BY WHICH TARGET AUDIENCE NEEDS WERE DEFINED

Common to almost all series as a method by which.target audience needs .

were determined was a review of the literature, .although in only a few was it

the sole method. Some of these were continuing series which had ofWed lit-

erature reviews J., their earlier winning proposals and had turned to supple-

mental modes of needs assessment in their continuation proposals.

In most cases, producers net with and received input from profession-

als in pertinent fields (e.g., psychologists, educators, administrators, tech-,

nical experts ie linguistics or mathematics) and with community spokespersons
A

or groups representing target audience interests. In many instances, produc-

ers conducted formal interviews or surveys. Some of these surveys are worthy

of mention since their isipact was often significant.

N.

0 The producers f.FOREST SPIRITS, whose target audience is
Menominee County Native Americanat sent letters to 41 Wis-
consin secondary schocil principals asking them to complete'
a questionnaire to determine their anticipated use 'or non-
use of ilich a series in their school cureicula.

o LA ESQUINA, a. series targeted at Mexican-American children,

formed an ESAAProposal Committee consisting of Southwest

Educational Development Lsboratory.staff 4n the fields of
secondary ley1 teaching, curriculUm design and develop-
ment, media and television production. The committee
designed a 27-item needs assessment survey instrument the;
was administered to 99 Mexican American secondary school
students in five cities. A significant portion of LA
ESQUINA needs assessment 4s based on the results of this
survey.

In its third season, the VILLA ALEGRE producers conducted
27 sewate workshops across the country. In addition to
attending these workshops, the 500 participants, including

. teachers, educational'kdMinistrators, and parents, com-
pleted a questionnaire related to the series. The staff
also conducted a study of schoortuperintendents in 19
states:.

'e Producers of FRANCO FILE conducted an extensive mail sur-
vey of over 700 teachers, administrators; parents, and
members of New Hampshire's Franco-American community. In
addition, the,questionnaire,was mailed to the New Hamp-
shire Commission on Equal Educational Opportunity and the
New Hampphire Commission on Cultural Affairs.
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o Although not directly-related to an assessment of needs,,

the producers of LA BONNE AVE1TURE (Maine Public Broad-

casting Network) conducted a "feasibility study" by adapt-

ing a current events program targeted at Anglo--elementary

,level children. The adaptation, called "La Ma ine

Magique," was similar in format to the Angl version but

targeted to the Franco-American child. Machine

Magique" was the first program In the hist of Maine

prOduced specifically for Franco-American ch <lien. This

effort was intended primarily to' determine w ther Qr not

such a program would, in fact, attract viewers and be sup-

ported by educational atinistrators'in the state of Maine.

a For THE NEW VOICE,, WGBR's Multicultural Children's Program-

ming Unit conducted tape-recorded interviews with 14-17

year olds in nine locations across the United States.

r

In contrast to the variability and the series-specific nature of needs

addressed in the cognitive domain, affective needs of target audiences cited

by ESAA-TV series share s&veral major themes. The affective needs most fre-
,

quently cited and,Urn most cases, presented as directly related to each other,

are for increased self-esteem on the part of minority childrer, and increased

pride of minorities in their history culture, and achievements. Increased

self - esteem was cited as aprimary need of the target minority audience in

0 virillally every series, whether "cognitive" or "affective."

, Many authors of the needs assessments have explicitly remarked that

the degree to which individuals have access' to and opportunity for the kinds-
-

of experiences that contribute to tile enhancement of self-esteem varies con-
,

siderably. It is not only important to know and appreciate the history, val-

ueb, and culture of minorities, but in particular 710 understand their contri-

bution to the dominant society. Furthermore, mo uthors believe that it is

critical that the dominant society has this same ederstanding and apprecia-

tion. It is argued that the dominant, or'Anglo, society has ,no such problem

regarding its history and contribution. Minority history, culture, 4nd social

contributions are`often denied, ignored, or presented in a biased and destruc-

tive way. The most striking example is found in the case of Franco-Americans

in New England. The authors of the LA BONVE AVENTURE proposal claim that

there are no references whatsopver to Franco-Americans in any textbeoks for('
a

school ghildren and that it was not until recently that Franco-A4ericen chil-
.

dren were even permitted to speak French in Maine schools. In this case,'the
,. 1)

need was argued to be not only one of eliminating biasor of urging schoC1
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systems to use available maternal on minority gorups tut of creating the mate-

,rial.' Similar arguments have/been made regarding needs of Native American

children. In the case of the Indochinese minority targeted'in THE NEW AMERI-

CANS, the absence of materials reflects the recenoyqf their status as a

,numerically significant minority group.

Of consideraAle.valueto Continuing series in assessing needs were

formative evaluations of the initial series. The producers of CANRASCOLENDAS,

QUE.PASA, USA?, and VILLA 'ALEGRE explicitly stated that results from their

first year's formative evaluation facilitated changes and refinements of pro-

gram Wjectives in subsequent years. Ififfeed, the producers of VILLA ALEGRE

conduct continuous research at the national level among institutions and

school systems serving their primary target audience and cor1sider themselves
,or

to be a research org6diation in bilingual education as well as a production

nization.

In addition to the needs assessment that was part of each proposal,

rall series continued to attend to the assessment of target audietce needs

throughout the produdtion phase. In most cases this was an informal process

that was conducted through-the involvement of target audiende personnel both

in production anci-in the review of materialsby the PAC. In some instances,
A

the continued assessment of target audience needs'yae a more formal pro;cess

that involved structured interactions with members of the target audience dur-.

ing specifid tasks in the production process. Conceptually, these continuing

"needs assessments"' were often-an assessment c1f the extent to which program

objectives were being appropriately addressed, since the precise nature of a

"need" is often not clear until an attempt ip made to meet that need. Failure

to address a need successfully sometimes reflects.shortcomings inlits defini-

tic4 rather than shortcomings in the solution.

4.3.2 PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVES

As shown in:rable 4-1, the statements of series o jecti es usually

paralleled the stated target audience needs, although 'in s asep they were

broadly stated and rather vaguely defin4. The stateients of overall series
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objectives indicated that all of the producers intended to be responsive to

the ESAA-TV's legislative mandate to facilitate desegregation and to amelio-

rate cognitive and affective problems associated with racial isolation.

The broadest statements of objectives were found in the multicultural

affective series (e.g., REBOP,, VEGETABLE SOUP, and AS*WE*SEE*IT). Emphasis.

varies from series to series, but to some degree these series all proposed to:
.11

o einforce a positive sense of cultural heritage and to
improve self-esteem of minority group children,

. *
.

co Provide appreciation of the multiplicity of cultural her-
itages in the United States,

o Demonstrate positive multi-ethnic interactiw?ina, and
4..

o Provide positive role models for minority group youth.

Most of the series in categories oriented primarily to cognitive needs also

seek to achieve these affective goals in addition to their more specific cog-

nitive goals.- t

The primary objectives of ser es in the coghitive categorieis were

naturally more specific and concrete than those of the Multicultural affective

series, but even these were stated in rath9r general terms. For example,

' INFINITY FACTORY I's primary objectives were teaching mathematical concepts

and skills, improving attitudes about mathematics, and' demonstrating the use-

fulness of mathematics. More specific content objectives were developed after

contract award through ongoing use of curriculum development consultants. The

specific content oijectives of WATCH YOUR MOUTH, a cognitive series designed

to teach written and oral skills, were also developed with the assistance of

linguistic consultants after the contract award. Specific content objectives

for other cognitive series hove been developed in a similar manner.

" The objectives of the regional series, like those of the national

series, were consistent with the broA ad ESAA mandate, but these series were

even more strongly oriented toward raising the self-esteem of the primary

minority group to which they were targeted. For example, FOREST SPIRITS and

PEOPLE OP THE FIRST LIGHT were concerned with the affective needs of Native
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Americans in Wisconsin and New England, respectively, while the primary objec-

tive of LA dONNEAVENTURE was to have a positive impact on the self-esteem of

Franco-American children living in Maine. In contrast to the national bilin-

gual series,'such as CORASCOLENDAS, VILLA ALEGRE, SONRISAS, etc., which were

designed to meet both affective and cognitive needs of all Hispanic groups,

the bilingual regional series were much more narrowly targeted: LA ESQUINA

primarily addressed self-esteem of Mexican-American children; MUNDO REAL,/the
affective needs of Puerto Ricarrchildren; and QUE PASA, USA?, the affective

needs of CUban-Americanchildren. PEARLS, PACIFIC BRIDGES, and BEAN SPROUTS

were similarlly concerned with the affectiye needs of Asian children.

4.3.3 SERfES FORMATS

4

Descriptions of the formats used by ESKA-TV series are presented in

Table 4-1. "ESAA-TV series employ varialg combinations of four basic presenta-

tion formats: magazine (e.g., VEGETABLE SOUP, INFINITY FACTORY); situation

comedy (e.g., QUE PASA', USA?); cinema verite documentary (e.g., REBOP); and

dramatic documentary (e.g., SOUTH BY NORTHWEST).

Program format decisions are based on a number of different considera-

tions, among which are:

e Access to resources. This included both financial and
human fesources. For example, cinema verite is a compara-
tively cheaper production style than dramatic documentary.
On the other hand, serialized dramas demand a continuity
of performing staff.nOt required by documentaries. For
example, in 1976, REBOP wanted to switch from a cinema
verite to a dramatic approach, ,but funding limitations_,
precluded this option.

e Technical staff experience or preference. A particular
," directol may feel more comfortable using a format with

which (s)he has had prior experience ofuuccers. For
example, INFINITY FACTORY changed format three times due
to the particular predilections of'three different execu-
tive producers who guided the production at different times.
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er

e
I Age of the target audience. In general, the degmented/

vignette/magazine approach.is used to appeal to younger
Childien; serialized dramatic,, situation comedies and
dmntary formats tend to be used mainly in series tar-
gated at secondary school_audieaCes3. ESAA-TV series have
consiatently adhered to this princi le.

o Competitive Milieu. ESAA-TV series must compete with the
high budget, high production value commercial series which
do muCh to condition viewers:1' tastes. The necessity of
1-appealing to the target audience -in a co4etitive market
is clearly an important consideration,in produce
matting decisions. Initiations of ferbats of current
-*hits" is often an effective way for 4new seried.to ga
acceptance. The "Sit -tom" is clearly the commercia"
zat of choice these days.

--=mok-.41

Serralof the continuing series changed formats substantially in suc-

cessive contacts. Sometimes the changes in format reflected -a change in the
. .,

series' objectives or target agegrou1 ipa other instances the changes

reflected changes in the Executive ProdUcere.styles and the form of creative

expression with whic they felt'mos-abmfortable. In a few instaces,
42
signif-

icant dhangea were de as a resin of evaluation findings that a particular

approach was successful. .

4.4' FACTORS IN PRODUCTION AFFECTING MI QUALITY, CARRIAGE, AND
POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE SERIES /

4.4.1 CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

The period of contract negotiations after the top - ranked applicant had

been chosen marked the first stage where USOE had a sigdificant impact on the

production &ocean and ultimately on the quality of the seriespioduced. Pro-

ducers proposed series design° to meet th, audience needs at they had

deacriVed in their proposals. Thy budgeted adeordingly, keeping in mind the

,intendeaudiencea,and the cotpetititon that they had to meet to, obtain car-

te'riage,' given limited broadcast time and channels, and heavy competition fcit-
0

, viewership.

.v
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1

The negotiation process with USOE dealt primarily with money, with

decisions obtut technical quality having been made by the review panelists

when they-ranked the proposals. As mentioned above, the USOE solicitations

mentWed that cost per 4ninute of rogramming would be taken into considera-

tion in the government's budget re1iew and award process. However, in making

these cost per minute considerations, USOE apparently did not have any consis-

tent or formal guidelines for making its calculations, and althougfi the Con-
/

tracting negotiation process is supposed to involve negotiations, including

give-and-take on the part of the government and the contractors, this appar-

ently did not ocur in many cases. In a number of instances -(for example, THE
tZa

NEW VOICE, FROM JUMPSTREET, UP AND COMING, -and WATCH YOUR MOUTH, all of which
... were national series produced by the largest and most prominent public tele-

vision producing stations), producers proposed series with high production

values which were designed to compete for secondary school age and adult audi-

ences which are extremely discriminating about production and entertainment

values of the programs they choose to watch. KQED in San Francisco proposed

26 half-hour snows for $2.7 million for UP AND COMING and was awarded $2.25

milliah for the same scope; WGBH in Boston proposed 26 half-hour shows for

$2.9 million for production of THE NEW VOICE and was awarded $2.2 million for

the same scope; WETA in Washington, D.C., proposed 26 half-hour shows for $2.7

million and was awarded $1.6 million for the same number for production of

FROM JUMPSTREET; and WNET in New York proposed 26 half-hour shows for $2.3

million for the production of WATCH YOUR MOUTH in 1975 and was awarded $1.8

million for the same number of shows. Although the USOE negotiators recog-

nized in all of those instances that exactly what was proposed could not be

accomplished for the lessier amounts of money, producers were not given the

option of reducing the number of shows to be prdduced. Rather, they 'often had

to make extreme revisions in the content and format of the series and/or guar.*

antes that they would provide the additional funding required to complete a

series with the same design, content, and scope proposed. In addition, the

government did not allow a contingency fund, nor were they allowed to include

inflation factors. In commercial and other non-government production, contin-

gency funds of up to 30% are built into production budgets. This absence of

contingency funds and inflation factors built into the budget became a much

more serious factor in influencing the quality of the series-roduced as pro-

duction got Underway, given the sometimes drastic cuts in proposed budgets.

er
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These problems and how they were compounded will be dicussed in following

sections.

Budget cuts withAanchanged scope was one serious problem encountered

by some producers. However, other producers found that their scope of work

was increased beyond what had originally been proposed and budgeted. This

occurred more frequently with Series ftinded early in the Program's histoiy and

more often with regional series, where the-total amount of money for produc-

tion was Ii4d by the government egulations; i.e., $250,004 from 974 to 1976

and $w,000 from 1977 to the present.

Some series which had'the scope of work increased during contract

negotiattIns with either a minimal or no increase in the budget. Some drama-

tic instances of budget reductions without corresponding scope reductions

occurred when the series proposed had received the highest panel ratings And

were proposed by organizations with established reputations for producing'

material of high quality. These producing organizations were located in some

of the areas of the country where all costs are higher and where the organiza-

tions nett extremely high overhead rates which further reduced the amount of

-money that would actually go into production. SCCpe increases without corres-

ponding budget increases also occurred during negotiations, but these were

more likely to occur in the early yearsipf the program's. operation.

Producers of many of the series that had their funds, but noscope,

cut, oi had scope increased without an increase in funds, allege some devas-

tating effects on the series' ultimate quality and ability to attract-viewers.

Nearly all of theproducers and a number of a interviewees representing the

broadcast indISAry were extremely critical of the government's emphasis on

minutes cif programming per dollar without any apparent or overt acknowledge-

ment of the relationship among production format values, cost, and viewers per

dollar spent., The commercial television world and the public television world

clearly make cost and production budget allocations on the basis of the number

of viewers in an audience segment that a particular type of programming can be-

expected to attract.
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The extreme cost constraints and lack of a contingency budget exacer-

bated problems faced by the ESAA-TV producers who were often learning them-

selves. Many took seriously-the mandite to provide explicit training for

on-the-job trainees, and to provide mobility folinority staff at all levels

who had earlier been denied access to jobs in the brofdcast industry. in

addition, the ESAA -TV producers were producing programming that had explfcit

cognitive and instructional goals as well ers affective and entertainment goals.

As one can see by the example of the Children's Television Vorkshop

Children'sproductions, achieving _this dual mandate is extremely expensive. Children's

Television Workshop, which was the model for ESAA-TV, employed top management,

top produo0.on talent, and extensive evaluation throughout production. That

is, material which does not meet both entertainment and educational goals is

discarded and redone. The ESAA -TV budgets and contracts were fixed-price and,

although scope reductions have been obtained by some producers, particularlt4...,

in the most recent years of the Program's operation, they are difficult to

achieve under the operating constraints of the USOE contracting office.

In fiscal year 1979, the government took the initiative to renegotiate

three series, NEW VOICE, FROM JUMP STREET and UP AND COMING. The renegotia-

tions centered around reducing the scope of these series whie keeping the

government's fiscal investment the same as what had been originally contracted

' in order to increase the production values of the series. In this way, the

ESAA-TV Program administrators hoped to achieve better carriage and ultimately

a larger return on their investment in terms of viewers reached. In these

-negotiations?-the scope of NEW VOICE was reduced from 26 half-hour shows to 24

half-hour shows; the scope of FROM JUMP STREET was reduced from 26 shows try 20

shows, including 15 with all new material and five which were to consist of

recompilations,of the origina1,15; and the scope of UP AND COMING was reduced

,f;om 26 half-hour shows to 13, although they produced two additional shows

with funding from the Corporation for Public Braodcasting to bring the series

total to 15 half -hour shows. The producers reported that they were able to

satisfactorily complete their saes after these scope reductions.



4.4.2 PRODUCERS' EVALUATION OF THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS

Three out of every four producers asserted tillat the negotiation pro-
,

cess hadqtad a herald' efect on the quality of the series produced. Areas

that were cited as being herded most were lack of funds to hire the best writ-

ers, producers, talent, etc.., particularly in the case of the dramatic series;

fewer days on location and fewer days for rehearsal; fewer shooting dhys; and

no.continge:4 funds for redoing material whichpas unacceptable. Producers

said that this contributed to the uneven quality of many of the ESA-TV series,

particularly the early ones.

Otte rs stated that the-changes in fovat had changed the shows sub-
I/

* ,

stantia from what was proposed. Although most felt that they had Roduced

good telev aion series, they were aware of the flaws and the compromises and

felt that the contract negotiation process had undermined the panel rating and

selisaction process. what the panel selected was not what was actually con-

tracted eiro*r in a number of instances. Although sonitiStiecid4p; expressed the
-

opinion that negotiations had helped them, by forcing them to be more realis-

tic and more efficient, by and large, these were the smaller producers who had

limited experience wi

government review.

4

evision production and with preparing budgets for...,

jAj

Suggestions offered byproducers for improving the negotiation process

and its effects on the quality of 2sroduction included:
?"..7

r,

r

-7
e Employ essionale,involved in pr6ducing both commer-

cial and pu.J.ic television serve as advisors to govern-'
Eent contract negotiators in the bliaget review process ; -

e Take into account actual current costs in the industry.
reqdired to meet specified'production standards;

4

.49 Take into account the target audience and broadcast chan-
nag sought and production values and associated costs

ded,to be competitive; and

e Consider a viewer per, dollar imate in addition to do14.
4

-Lars per minute or other unit 'of programming when evalu-
ating proposals.
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4.5 FORMATIVE ILOT EVALUATIOkSF INDIVIDUAL SERIES

The legislative originators of the ESAA-TV Program intended the Pro-

gram to be modeled after SESAME STREET, and Section 711(6) of the enabling

legislition specifically calls for research to be integrated with production,

stating that applicants should "adopt effective procedures, for evaluating edu-,

cation and other change achieved by children viewing the program." Section

611 of the 1978 ESAA-TV legislation reiterated this stipulation. Concern for

the effectiveness of the series in producing cognitive and/or affective

'changes has been a recurring theme merioned by legislators and policymakers.

In .implementing this requirement, the Program's adminiotrative guide-

lines call for less extensive research than had'been desired by legislators

and other policymakers. Instead of ongoing formative evaluation and.summative

evaluation, the regulations limit evaluation activity to testing of a proto-

typical pilot program. The point award section of the proposal solicitation

elabo#ates on the kind oftpilot-testing needed vmd directs contractors to

design the evaluations prImarily to assess the appeal and attention hold of

the pilot(s). Data collection on cognitive gains or affective impact is

optional. A maximum of 5 points out of 100 in the proposal rating is given

for the proposed pilot evaluation design. Pointe are awarded for proposed

testing techniques which, can adequately measure the appeal and attention hold

and for the adequacy of the test sample4employed in terms of i size and of

its geographical and ethnic representativeness. The regal o se \tate that

the USOE will review the pilot show and the pilot, test results and

.within two weeks, make a go/no-go decision about further series production.

q

0In practice, the pilot evaluations do not constitute go/no-go decision
I,- .*

1P
points except in eme cases where the producer may fail to deliver a tech-

,

nioqlly acceptab lot film. When ESAA-TV awards are made, all funding

necessary to carry the series through to completion is put into place and it,

\

is assumed that the series will be completed. The burden of proof as to

whether a series will be cancelled rests with the government rather than with

the (;roducerP. In the opinion of the program director, the most positive

benefit of this approach is that it makes recruitment of high-quality project
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personnel easier since such people are more likely to make themselves avail-

able to work on a series when there is the eXpectatien that. the project will

be carried beyond the pilot to full series production.

The official limitation of formative evaluation to pilot testing on
.02

which a go/no-go decision will be made 'seems clearly to diverge from the

intent of the original legislation. 'Although the pilot evaluations may serve

a quasi-evaluative function .in that the production organizdtions receive feed-

back about the effectiveness of their appeal to the target, audience and their

ability to hold audience attention, the usefulness of the evaluations appears

to be severely restricted and their aims extreme' Y narrow,'given the broad

goals and objectives of ESAA and the ESAA-TV series.

The former program director cited programmatic and budgetary reasons

for this decision to conduct formative ealuatiOns only on series pilots. He

argued that the high cost of carrying out meaningful testing and revision, and

the inevitable delays that this process would entail, could result in consid-

erable overruns. He felt that given the limited a unt of money for ESAA-TV

series production, Pia the great number of needs to be served among the vari-

ous ethnic and cultural minority groups, it is bett r to bpend the available

money on a greater number of series rather than_a ew well researched series

that meet the needs of only a few.
4

The methodological diversity of the evaluations proposed and performed

reflects the latitude of USOE guidelines in the area. This is also reflected

in-the range of expenditures for evaluations: $5,000-10,000 for regional

series; $40,000-50,000 for most national series, with a high of $87,000 in -

one case.

This administrative decision is a highly controversial one. ..Several

producers expressed the view that cur ent pilots-testing procedures are a waste

of money and do not provide them wd.th ny useful information. This same opin-

ion has been expressed by several former HEW officials and broadcasters, who

charge that in addition to providing scanty information about the educational

value of the series, the Current evaluation practices, whereby production

organizations choose their own evaluators (either in-house or outside, have
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,-
prodhced a situation,which militates against finding negative pilot evalua-

tion results.

In contrast to these negative opinions of the.pilot evaluation pro-

cess, several producers and others who are knowledgeable about research felt

that some for of ongoihg formative evaluation which produces timely feedback

is quite useful. Several of the production organizations (e.g., New York

State Education Department on VEGETABLE SOUP, Educational Development Corpora-

tion on INFINITY FACTORY, and WGBH on BEBOP) have carried out prog*. of

ongoing formative evaluation in addition to the required pilot evaluati s.
c

4.5.1 OVERVIEW OF PILOT EVALUATION SAMPLES, DESIGN AND METHODOLOGIES

Our information about formative evaluations is deriV6d both from form-

ative evaluation reports and from series proposals. The following featuref of

the evaluations are summarized below and described in greater detail in Table

4.2.

6 age of respondents;

6 ethnicity /race of respondents;

e geographic regions of testing;

6 samplsize;

6 the organization conducting the evaluation;

,Ait methods f9r assessing interest and appeal;

methods for assessing cognitive impact; and

411 methods for assessing affective impact.

?,

Sample Sizes

Sample sizes ranged from 1,00 respondents to more than 5,000. In some

cases, subsets of samples were used for a particular purpose. For example,

the AS*WE*SEE*IT I evaluation involved a total sample of 1,200 students, of

whom 112 students were administered the distractor test for appeal of the

10.3
1

2
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SERIES PILOT EVALUATION SAMPLES,
DESIGNS AND METHODOLOGIES
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pilot. Iii the case of REBOP II, there were 2,426 students in the total sam-

ple; a subsample of 1,129 students was observed to assess interest and appeal

and individual interviews were conducted with i subsample of 449 students.

Age of Respondents

,Children as young as age four.and as old as age 19 were included in

pilot evaluations. In most cases, samples included a larger age range than

that specified as being the primary target audience for the series. Further-

more, parents, teachers, human relations specialists, and educational adminis-

trators were frequently included in the evaluation samples in order to obtain

their opinions regarding the interest, appeal, and impact of the pilot. For r

continuing series, the age range of the test sample often changes from year

to year. 4For example, in its first year, the CARRASCOLENDAS pilot evaluation

' included a test sample of "elementary school students." In its second year,

the formative evaluation was conducted with students in grades 2-5. In its

,third formative evaluation, students were tested in grades 1-5.

Ethnicity/Race of Respondents

In most cases, evaluikion samples included non-mnority, children as

well as children from the primary minority target groups. For example;APOIREST

SPIRIT tested Native American and non-minoritc children; SOUTH BY NORTHWEST

tested Black and non - minority children. When there-is-more than one minority

target group, each minority group was of'4en tested separately. For example,

PACIFIC BRIDGES and PEARLS tested children in separate groups of all Chinese, 1
s

all Japanese, all Korean, all Filipino, and all Vietnamese.

Just as some series, in their targeting, grouped minorities into broad

categories (e.g., Hispanic, Asian-American) while others distinguished among

subcultures within these groups, so did they make varying distinctions in

defining the sampled minorities for the evaluation. Among continuing series,

these distinctions were not necessarily consistent from one year to the next.

The evaluation_reports.do not necessarily reveal whether these changes were

due to specific evaluative goals or stemmed from idiosyncratic events in the

fieldwork activities.
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4.

Geographic Regions of Testing

As might be e$pected, the national series tended to perform the evalu-

ations across a broader. geographic expanse than did the regional series. But

even among the national series, there was substantial variation in the number

and variability of testing sites. In a few cases, the actual number of

regions and sites remained ambiguous.

Organization Conducting the Evaluation

Producing organizations were free to conduct their awn pilotevalua-

tions or subcontract the task to another organization. The choice tended to

4

favor external evaluators: Among the 34 awards for which information was

available, 20 were performed by external organizations or cndividuals, 12
ar

were performed internally to the producing organization, and 2 were performed

by both internal and external personnel. Continuing series often changed the

locus of ble -evaluation from year to year.

A

Methods for Assessing Interest and Appeal

The most co my used method for assessing interest or' "attention

hOld" of the ESAA7TV*pilot produCtions was "distractor testing." One fre-

quently used distractor test involved the showing of slides in one area of the

viewing room and the pilot in another. Viewers' attention to the pilot versus

attention to slides was documented by observers or with the use of a hidden

video camera. In another case, photos were taken of viewers every ten seconds

for "eye contact counts." In another version of distractor testing, a compet-

ing show was shown with the piltk, viewers' attention was directly observed'

and scored. These scores were compared with the scores of a Amilar group

watching only the pilot. A more common approach was to merely obseive and
, -

record, at regular short intervals (1/2 to 2 minutes), the apparent degree of

attention or inattention received by the pilot from children viewing the show

in a group context where only the naturally occurring, un4ontrived, distrac-

tions occur. In a majority of formative evaluations, observation or distrac-
,

tor teats were supplementdd with questionnaires and individual or group inter-
.

views to determine viewers reactions to characters, sets, storylines, and the

appeal of the pilot compared with other favorite television shows.
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, K: Methods for Astessin o itive I

Methods used to assess cognitive 4. ried from highly structured
t

pre- and post - viewing w tteittests toda-d structured interviews to

games. For ex:diple; GETTING OVER adminihter tests to measute practice or

application of learned Skills in such topics as'cohparative shopping and

selecting a doctor. INE.NITY FACTORY used pre- and post-viewing performance

at certain games to estimates gains in mathematical skills.

In some cases, comprehension was evaluated by examining the viewers'

ability to recall program content after viewing -0e pilot, compared to knowl-

edge on the same topic among a control group of children who did not view,the

pilot.

Methods for Assessing Aftective Impact

Most of the ESAA-117 series measured affective gains in the foi-mative

evaluations. The most common approach waa,to use esurvey instrument to meas-
.

,pretvinions of_and attitudes toward characters and issues in the-pilot or .."4

towards one's own subculture -or oneself.. Three areas are frequently mentione

when discussing affective=gaina;

Self-concept. A systematic assessment of the degree of
mprovement in minority children's self-concept

t

niMeli-
t onship to their minority-heritage and its Cent i4tion mel

to thethe dominant culture is a desired objective.
,a e l'

,

4 Character Identification. Responding-children were oftdn
asked to rate cj&aracters in the pilot show 40 tends of the
affinity they felt for them, and whether'they were "very
much," "somewhat," or "not at all" like themseles. __Pre-
sumably, failure-of children'to identiiy,with characteg?
indicates a loW4Opact potential for the show.

o Concept Retention and CohOtehension. Whether or not'chil-
drenoinderstand and remember the central messages a'show
ia aaehpting to collOvey isobviously a prime indicatog ofi---
its impact. Suchltffectiveness is measured by-question-
naires, individual and group interviews, and role-playing
situations.

Perceived Value of the Pilot Evaluation

Our interviews with executive"producere and project directors.perhit-
.

tdd them to express their views about the usefulness othe pilot evaluation
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requirement and the actua rocedures utilized. When rating the evatuation

en a five-point scale from "Very Useful" to "Not At All Useful," the response

ranged across the entire scale. The responses tended toward the\Tore "usefill

end bf the scale: approxipately.50 ercent gave a rating of four or five7

lcapproximately 25 percent were at the dpoint, and 25 percent g4ve a tOo or
. N

one rating. NevfheleSs, it is clear that the pilot evaluations were not
. . . ,

adjudged an out-and-out success.

40

The continents of the Respondents to our survey were most illuminating

about reservations about the pilot evaluations. Many asserted that the Prob-

lem was not the concept of an evaluation-itself, but the limitations to which

the Pilot test was subject. Many felt that an extensive evaluation of more

than just one pilot show was needed. However, not only were r s rces for

this test severely 14,mited, but there were few resources for ing extensive

changes in the production thatio.mSght have emerged from a more, thorough evalua-

tion such as an evaluation of the entire series. Such comments were made by a

number of prodpcers.

Invariably, the notion of getting feedback about the pilot show was

endorsed by the respondents. In some cases the feedback was Viewed ad con-

firming their views about the show, in other cases it caused them to rethink

their approach to characters, storylined. When reservations were expressed

about the particular pilot evaluation that was performed, they tended to focus

on a single approach to measuring interedt and appeal in particular: the

tractor test approach.

Criticisms of the distractor test ranged from statements that the con-

ditions under which the testing was done did not simulate "real" at-home view-
,.

ing to statements that movement of eyes away from the screen did not necessar-

ily indicate removal of attention or interest from the sh6w. Whether or not

these criticisms are true, it iskifeer that the persons who utilized these

methods adonot convince the producers of their validity.

withOur own reading of pilot evaluation proposals and reports, with their

4
nu rous ambiguities and, in some cases, apparent contradictions, leads us to

co lude that this portion of the production process was of low saliency to

. 1
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the producing organizations. This not to say that the principle of forma-

tive evaluation is unimportant to t m. Rather, it shows that the severe lim-

itations imposed upon the actual' evaluations, in.the ,context of a production

process beset by numerous other problems, often resulted in a process that was

perfunctory in execution and marginally useful its results. It was one of

many elements in'the production process that participants perceived as trying

to do too much with too few resources.

p
4.5.2 IMPACT EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL SERIES

A

A concern raised by several former FLEW officials, who are confronted

with competing demands from a number of programs, was whether the ESAA-TV

series are serving the purpose for which they were intended--having an impact

on children's.cognitive skills and knowledge and understanding of one another

--and assisting with furthering the overall ESAA Program goals. Beloadcasters

and ITV officials alsoexpre'ssed a desire for more research about the educa-

tional impact of the ESAA-TV series. Although the series are produced

ily for at-home use, and with emphasis on their entertainment vice, public

broadcasters and ITV groups view these series as educational. Public broad-
s

casting licensees report they are faced with an ever-increasing supply of

chi en's programming which must compete for limited air time in slots

reser ed fg educational and children's programming. They feel thatmore

extensive research results on both appeal and impact would aid them in choos-

ing among the series offered', and would help them sell the series to their

audiences. Instructional Television programmers report that they arb faced

nth a simile roblem in selecting matlarial for presentation in classroOms.

Although the ES -TV series were not designed to fit into a particular school

curriculum, ITV jremains a,potentially viable route through which these series

can reach and have maximum impact On their intendedaudiences. Corporation

for Public Broadcasting ITV Director Mr. Douglas Bodwell reports that school

districts and ITV systems are increasingly interested in meaningful research

results about the series' educational value.

A(

These latter questions about educational impact can only be answered

by carefully designed and expensive summative evaluLtion. However, as Keith
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Mielke, et al. (1975)* and others have pointed out, 'worthwhile goals may not

be easily measurable. This is pajticularly likely with many of the ESAA-TV

series, including the cognitive series which haste a number of Affective goals

such as raising s4f-esteem, instilling pride in one's own cultural heritage

and respect for others, and affecting positive interracial attitudes. The

state-of-the-art in measurement techniques is not adequate to provide defini-
,

tive answers about a TV series' impact in these areas. Results based on inad=s

equate measures could lead-to misinterpretation or misunderstanding about the

series' true impact. Further, because Of time, money, and response burden

constraints,,,as well as the lack of good measures, it does not appear possible

to measure all of the areas of impact that producers; funders, and users may

consider important for all of the ESAA-TV series. Despite these research

problems, given the demand for so .Infoimation about the series' impact aft.

liteducationa,lyalue, ESAA-TV Program a inistrators and Education Department

administratqlys cannot afford nore the criticisms of their current

evaluation jxocedures and the e nds for more information about the series'

educational value.

4.6 PROBLEMS OR Dkl TtCBLTIES IN eRODUCTION

I

The purpose of thispart,of0he investigation was to discover whether

there were,any particular difficulf:,es encountered in the actual pioduction'

of ESAA -T\ series once contractead been negotiated which producers felt had

had a significant impact on overall quality, carriage, and potential impact
1

. it

of the series. In addition; we sought to ascertain how difficulties were
,*

related tOt4y conditions and constraints imposed by the ESAA-TV legislation
,-- 4 .

and administrative guidelines, or other special conditions attached to

government funding.

Executive producers or project directors and other staff who had deci-

sion-making roles in the production of ESAA-TV series funded between 1973 and
P

1978 and which had completed production or were in production at the time of

this survey provided the information reported here. Three of the series

funded in.fiscal year 19,79 (MOVIE OF.THE WEEK, REVISTAS, and THE NEW AMER,LCANS)

had not statAed productbon at the time the survey was conducted, and informa-

tionoVasnot available for one series (LA ESQUINA).

*Mielke, K.W.,- et al. The Federal Role in Funding Children's Televi-
sion Programming, Institute for Communication Research, Bloomington, Indiana,

April 1975.
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Respondents were asked about particular stages-in the production proc- .

ess dutin4 which they encou tred problems or difficulties which had a.signif-

.icant impact on the cogent and quality of the series as it was produced.

Specifically athey,were asked about problems that had occurred with staffing,

content development, script developktent, casting, actual production (filming

or taping), post-production, or any overall administrative problems. The

stages most often mentioned as having had significant problems were staffing,

scripti1g, and content deelopment. Vi tually every producer encountered some

problems in these areas. Smaller gumbers f producers also reported having

encountered problems in planning, casting, and actual production (filming or

taping). These problems areNliscussed in detail below.

4

4:6.1 STAFFING

Producers of 24 of the 30 separate 'series reported that they had had
4)_ significant problems staffing the ESAA-TV beries. The series for which pro-

ducers reported staffing problems included those funded between 1973 and 1978

which had completed production and thoSe which were in the midst of production.

'These included both series funded under only one award and those which had

been funded in multiple years. AlI of the producers reporting problems with

staffing said that they had encountered difficulties in recruiting and hiring

the most appropriate or best possible minority group line Pioduction staff.to

meet produciton needs at the beginning ofithe contracts. Line production

.4ttaff include directors, line managers, producers, and assistant producers.

-Because the ESAA-TV regulations did not mention technical staff or crew (e.g.,

cameramen, engineers, sound technicians, editors), only a few producers men-

tioned this as a problem, and those were all independent producers who had the

P
freedom to hire their crews for the series. Producers in large established

organizAtions with union shops had no choice in the matte of crew. For exam-

ple,at major PBS stations with unions, decisions about technical staff are

no't under the control of project management. A number of producers, generally

but not excluslyely those at the large PBS stations that were heavily union-

ized, expressed, the opinion that ESAA was paying for the apprenticeship of

everyone on a station payroll. That is to say, they reported that the sta-

tions sometimes viewed the minority rojects as stigmatiz&I and often assigned

IS:f..
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their most junior and otherwise under-utilized technical staff to the ESAA

productions, reserving their senior staff for higher pri9rrity productions.

L1 f

Producers in organizations outside of New York and Los Ang es found

that although there existed Black and, to a lesser exteyt Hispanic,,line pro-

duction staff with superior credentials: and experience in production, it was

difficult to attract the& to work outside of the major production centers,

particularly because ESAA-TV productions paid lower salaries than the people

they sought to hire could receive in.the commercial production industry. In

Washington, D.C., San Francisco, Boston, and even in New York City, producers

reported difficulties attracting the best production management staff because

of their inability to offer salaries competitive with the major commercial

producers. Producers located outside Major cities had even more difficulty

persuading minorities of any race or ethnic group to relocate, and in most of

the production sites outside of major citie,there was virtually no existing

talent pool to draw upon.

Producers of Native American, Franco American, Asian, and series tar-

geted to Hispanic groups such.oss Puerto Ricans and Cubans found that they

faced even greater difficulties, because so few members of these ethdic groups

had experience in production, particularly production of educational and chil-

drens' series. Producers also cited problems finding Black and Hispanic pro-

duction management staff who had had experience producing educational and

Children's series, even though there was a larger pool of prospective staff

who had substantial production credits.
a

,

4.6.2 PROBLEMS WITH CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
N71,44.

ESAA-TV series are by legislati ndate designed to be educational

and purposive. Educational television st be designed to be used in homes

and in schools. ESAA-TV programming is also purposive programming. Pur-

posive television is programming Wilickis deigned to accomplish specified,

goals and objectives (which are usually measurable) fpr a previously speci-

fied or target audience. Purposive television programming usually involves

extensive pre-production research and od-going testing to ensure that the
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purposes are achieved and involves redesigning shows that do not achieve'.the

' goals. In designing and producing purposive television programming, the needs

that are to be met-are assessed at the start, goals and objectives are articu-
a

lated, and content is developed which thp producers have designed specifically

to convey the desired information to the selected target audience.

Producers of 25 of the 27 series which had completed production or

r
were in the midst of production repo ed 1 variety of content development

problems that varied tremendously ac ss series, depending upon the content"

that was developed and the purpose of the series. However, problems with con-

tent development fell into five different categories, as follows:

problems choosing content which was suitable for televi-
sion from among the ideas suggested by professional staff
and consultants, and by non-professionals;

,problems translating content developed by educators or
other consultants or community advisors not familiar with
television, scripted and adapted into a form that would
make entertaining and educationally effective television
for the specific age and ethnic groups in the target
audiences;

problems arising from competing goals and emphases among
staff an4 disagreement in determining what the mix of
content In a series should be. These problems varied from
dissention about whether cognitive or affective issues

''should be- given precedence, or competition among racial
and ethnic groups over whether their group was being
given adequate coverage;

problems due to budget deficits and rising corats, which
resulted in content which was costly to produce being
dropped or severely curtaileer and

particularly in the case of cognitive series, problems
arising from inadequate knowledge and pre-production
research indicating which concepts could and should be
taunt to the tar4et audience. For example, the produc-
ers of INFINITY FACTORY I_ had chos very ambitious
task of teaching mathematical con a o urban disadvan-
taged Black and Hispanic yo4.41,4without_adequate prepro-
duction research indicating the levels of pre-existing
information and misinformation, and without adequate time
to test and reject concepts before material was actually
produced.
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r
The specific nature of the problems within each of those general cate-

gories varied tremendously across series as a function of the purpose of the

series, their target age groups, and forthats. Some illustrative examples are

presented below.

Pro ems with content development were particularly troublesome for

series with..Primarily cognitive goals which also had a serious commitment to

affective goals. INFINITY FACTORY, which was first funded in 1973, was
I

designed to teach mathematical concepts to economically and educationally dis-
7

advantaged Black and Hispanic upper elementary grade students. A second and

equally important objective for-the staff was to influence their self-esteem

and combat racial Aereotypes about the mathematical abilities and skills of

minorities. This provides an example of the Ampeting and sometimes incom-

patible objectives that were built into early ESAA-TV series. Designing pro-

gramming which could successfully meet one set of these objectives was a for-

midable task. Attempting to meet all of these objectives in one series, and

competing for an at-home audience placed a considerable buiden on the staff,

all of whom were learning on the job. These problemt were not unique to

INFINITY FACTORY; rather, they were common to some extent across all of the

series which, once produced and broadcast are compared with series such as

Children's TelevisiOn Workshop's 3-2-1 CONTACT, ELECTRIC COMPANY, or SESAME

STREET, which had unified themes and substantially greater amounts of time and

money for research development and production. WATCH YOUR MOUTH, which was-

designed to teach language expression skills to Black and Hispanic secondarOt.._

school age youth, also illustrates the problem resulting from competing values

in content develOpment. In this particular series, the conflict was between

the goal of providing entertaining situation comedy which would attract and,

hold the audience and the goal of providing formal instructional content about

language usage and expression. Thus, the producer of this series had a man-

date to produce a series which would be cempetitive with commercial entertain-

ment programming for the same audience t)at was attracted to series such as

WELCOME BACK KOTTER, WHAT'S HAPPENING? or THE WHITE SHADOW, but with the addi-

tional challenge of including formal linguistic instru0.4on.

'National Bilingual Series such as CARRASCOLENDAS and VILLE ALEGRE had

the goal of teaching cognitive concepts in two languages while trying to
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include content relevant,to, and using the Spanish dialects of, several His-

panic groUps,(e.g., Mexican,, Cuban, Puerto Rican).

Many of the problems with content devel4iment arose out of competing

goels and differing opinions about what the series content should be. For

example, with PEOPLE OF THE FIRST LIGHT, the Native American community members

were heaviAg/fnvolved in determining what content should be included. Content
--

was decided by consensus of the Native American consultants and approved by -1

,

)

1 the Project Advisory Committee. one of the Native American Community Ion-
a

sultants had had prior in cent in television production. The producers

faced difficulties in getting content defined because of the group's desire trams

include everything that they felt was important to them and to the non-Native

American audience. Many of the important issues were not suitable for the

television medium, and often the producers were faced with not having enough

good material to fill the 30 minutes.

FOREST SPIRITS was originally designed to present information about

the culture of three tribeS in Wisconsin; however, one tribe withdrew because

of conflicts about the nature of the content.

The documentary series REPOP'and,AS*WE *SEE *IT, Which were shot on

location using real students in their own settings, faced problems of finding

children and youth who were appropriate. In AS*WE*SEE*IT, the producers began-

production w &th tile idea that the hih school students would be able to pro-

vide their own scripts and story lines. This proved to be unrealistic, and

.three unbudgeted professional script writers had to be hired.'
4

In summary, while all of the producers felt they had successfully

resolved these problems and produced series which met the overall goals and

objectives they had,set out in their proposals, delays caused by the kinds of

problems cited above sometimes resulted in project delays, budget deficits,

and uneven quality among the shows iri a series. Some producers,also reported

that while they were faithful to their overall goals and objectives, the

series as actually produced was sometimes drastically different from that

which had been proposed.
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script Development
; .

Problems with script develo ent often exacerbated'problems with con-
,

tent development. The most signifi ant problem and the one mentioned most

often was difficulty finding writers with the appropriate mix of skills and

experience for their particular series--that is; writers who were members of

the ethnic and racial groups of the target audience and who had had experience

translating curriculum goals and objectives into entertaining scripts which

were appropriate for the target age and ethnic groups.

Producers of 22 of the 27 series for which data were available

reported serious problems with either script development or content develop-

ment, or both. Producers of all but one of the national and regional bilin-

gual seriest_reported difficulties finding bilingual writers who could write

equally well in Spanish and English or French and English. This was particu-

larly difficult-in the case, of the national bilingual series which up until

FY 1980 his had a requirement that no one language could comprise more than

60 percent of the content. Producers of these series reported many delays

and hours of overtime sing their line production staff (including themaeves)

and content development staff to make drastic revisions of scripts which had

to have the apptopriate language mixes and be equally comprehensible to mono-

lingual Engliih and Spanish speakers. Income instances having a staff that

was completely bilingual caused problems because they could not tell when a

script would become unintelligible to monolingual speakers of either language.

The USOE Project Officer insisted that producers of at least one bilingual

4
-series have all scripts reviewed by monolingual speakers of both languages.

Producers of Native American series also had serious difficulties with

script writing and content development. None of the producers of the Native

American series were able to find professional script writers. These produc-

ers reported difficulties with the content development' because members of the

Native American tribes, who were heavily involved in providing content for the

series,` distrusted the Anglo writers who were Fared. Awise, they reported

that it was difficult for the Anglo production staff and writers to understand

the Native American ways of thought and feelings about therElives and the

ways that they were portrayed.
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_Producers of non-bilingual multicultural and cognitive series also

reported the same difficulties in finding minority and non-minority writers
with the appropriate combinations of skills and experience. Scripts which

had been commissioned often arrived very late and 41eeded drastic revisiona,

The delays and revisions often caused delays in production. Two of the

''national series produced in 1977 and 1978 by the large Public Broadcasting

Stations which were signatories of the Writers' Guild were particulary hard

hit by a Writers' Guild strike, which caused serious delays. WGBH, the pro-

ducer of THE NEW VOICE, settled with the union early, but KQED, producer of UP

AND COMING, was boycotted by Writers' Guild members for eight months. Because,
UP AND COMING was a totally scripted drama series, most production activities

with the exception of research and content development were halted utl the
*-1strike was settled.

All three series mentioned above incurred substantial budget'deficits

as a result of the increase in fees paid to the Writers' Guild members, in

addition to the extra expenses caused by the delays'in obtaining scripts.

4.6.4 CASTING

Producers of the 27 series which had completed produc ion or which

were in production at the time the interviews were completed reported some

problems with casting. Producers of four bilingual series reported casting
problems caused by difficulties finding talent, particularly children, who

were sufficiently bilingual, experienced, able to take direction,and work at

the pace required by the production schedule. Producers resolved this problem

by hiring drama coaches and developing an in -house talent pool. Those series

that received continuation funds and remained in production fOr several years
reported that developing their own in-house talent pools-had been very success-
ful and that the problem ceased after the first year or after the talent had

gained enough experience and familiarity with the job later in the series'.

These problems did contribu to some delays and unevenness across shoals.

With one exception, most other casting problems reported were due to
having to work around children's school schedules, vacations, and parents'
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schedules. REBOP I and II and AS WE SEE IT I and II did not involve the con-

tinuous use of actors and actresses, but tried to find real children and

existing situations which wIre shot on location. Their problem was finding

apprc*riate children and school situations around which an interesting stpry-

line could be developed. Their problems occurted when they arrived on loca-

tion and found that the featured child or children were really not appropriate

(in the case of REBOP), or that the schools and teachers were not cooperative

because of fears that negative content about their schools and staff would be

portrayed in the films. Although the problems were resolved, the fact that

producers attempted to work with real people and situations usually led to

sometimes unavoidable delays and budget overruns or content that was marginal

or unacceptable. Because time schedules and budgets did not permit extensive

reshooting or discarding material that the producers felt was marginal, some

individual shows were not up to the standard set for the overall series.

Finally, FROM JUMPSTREET, a series about the history of Black music,

letiutLed extensive use of existing footage, and planned for use of top musical

talent. They encountered difficulties obtaining rights to existing footage

and being able to pay high talent fees or schedule the talent they had built

the series plans around. Under their original contract to deliver 20 half-

hour shows, these problems seriously threatened the quality of the series.

Under their renegotiated contract to deliver 15 shows, they feel that they can
.

now deliver a series of the quality that they had originally planned.

4.6.5 PRODUCTION AND POST-PRODUCTION

Although all producers encountered some problems durihg actual produc-
e
tion, most reported that these were to be expected. Nothing ever goes as it

is planned. Examples of problems mentioned were: too many rainy days for

location shooting, sound recording being ruined, staff illness,film being

lost or ruined during post production, etc. Although problems of this kind

arA to be expected on any production, the ESAA-TV producers felt

series were hurt because they had no contingency funds. -In most

productions, contingency funds ranging from 15 to 30 percent are

The ESAA-TV producers were faced with difficult decisions as to
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include marginal work or cut corners somewhere else, with the knowledge that

in television production, the results always show up on the screen for mil-

lions to criticize.

4.6.6 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL INTERFACE PROBLEMS

/,
- Serio management, administrative, and organization interface prob-:

en.lems were reported by all of the 30 producers interviewed. These probl

fell into two categories:.

o Internal probleis between the production organization and
the ESAA-TV project;

o Problems occurring as a result of a mismatch or incompati-
bility between the production org

,'

nization's policies and
procedures and those of the USOE.

Six producers, four of whom were working in public television stations,

reported difficulties integrating their projects into the organizations. They

reported that the stations viewed the ESAA-TV series production as separate

from the ongoing and "more important" other production activities at the :Oa-
.

tions. They reported receiving the lowest priority in using station facili-

ties such as studios and post production facilities. These same producers

reported that the ESAA-TV staff were viewed as temporary outsiders who would

not be remaining after the series ended. It should be noted, however, that

these prdSlems* were reported as serious problems by a minority of the produc-

ers although a number of others did mention similar attitudes and friction

between the ESAA-TV proje d their organizations. The two remaining pro-

ducers who reported serious ntra-organization problems were producing the

ESAA-TV series under the auspices of independent, non- profit organizations

which had never produced television series at all in one instance, and in the

other, had never produced 'a series of the scope of a national ESAA-TV series.

. When the interviews were conducted, serious problems were defined as
problems which had a significant negative impact on the production process,
the budget, the time and/or quality of the- series. Routine or minor problems
and problems that did not have a measurable or significant impact on the
serthivwere not'included in this analysis.



These producers experienced a number of bureaucratic and management problems

. as the organizations learned how to cope with the television production proc-

ess sand develop thf appropriate corporate support systems.

There was much greater variability among the types of problems falling

into the second category--mismatch or incompatibility betw n the producing

organizations' preiCtices, policies, and procedures and thos of the ESAA7TV

Program and USOE, This category does not include problems mentioned earlier

such as on-the-job trainee requirements, cimbersome and costly Project Advis-

ory Committees, or evaluation requirements whidh are discussed in other sec-

tions. Significant problems mentioned _include:

o the USOE payment and reimbursement practices;

e incompatibilitils between' organization hiring and affirm-

ative action pilicies and ESAA-TV requirements and produc-

tion needs, and salary scales;

'9 incompatibility between government subcontracting proces-
ses and standard industry practice; and

o disagreements over talent es and residual rights, and

buyouts; and other standar requirements of talent unions.
eft."

I
The USOE payment and reimbursement process appe\rs to be very slow and

inconsistent. Producers of series located in small organizations with very

;small overhead budgets, and series produced by new independent production com-

panies experienced significant problems due to delays in receiving glances

from one month up to three or four months so that they could, begin contract

planning and start up on schedule. These delays_s61netimes had an impact that

affected later production activities, such as having talent that they had
r.

planned to use at a specific time according to their original schedules una-

vailable at later dates, or being unable to use studio. or editing facilities

on schedule. The reimbursement process also caused, serious delays for these
. -

same producers who sometimes were unable to paY staff for several weeks or

had to lay-off staff because of serious cash flow problems. The delays also
\

caused budget deficits when producers who were able to borrow sufficient money`
-.

to carry on had to pay high interest rates, which were unbudgeted and for

which there was no contingency budget. In response to these problems, in 1979.
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(41:1s
--

the ESA, -TV Program Manager waK/Able to negotiate a *an with the USOE Grants

and Procurements Management Department (the Contracting Office) fatr_Lregular

and consistent payment schedule. _pespite the efforts of ESAA-TV exogram

administrators,,these problems have continued and are likely to continue
.

because ESAA-TV staff have no control over Contracting Office procedures.

IA
. ,..,

,,,,, ,

The second category of aiministrative problems reported (incompatibil-

-ity between a producing organizatic4's,personnel policies and the ESAA-TV pol-

icies, and, in some instances, standard indubtry practice). was mentioned as

a serious problem by pfoducers of nearly al/ of the 30 series examined. These

--/iroblems were most serious when the prOduciii organization was a state or

local education agency. Eight series were produced under the auspices of

these types of organizations. (See Table 1-1 for a list of all series and

producing organizations.) These eight organizations included broadcasting

long licensed to local education agencies, four public television stations

1 ensed to state universities, and two State Education agencies,--one of which

produced two sepavete series. Resolution of these conflicts often required

intervention and negotiation with the organization and federal government

authorities.

Finally, the rates for. union buyoUtIi Ihich had been negotiated early,
t4

in the program's existence had been negotiated when ESAA-TV shows were consid- ---'-

erect purely educational and unlikely to get widespread distribution. During

the last two or three years,'it has become apparent that ESAA-TV series are
t

getting wider distribution a play on public ang commercial television and,

more recently, on cable. The union members are now complaining that the old
. .-

buyout rates are no longer adequate. Producers are now caught between talent
1

union nds and the negotia4td rates which cannot be changed without a

change n government policy and negotiation of new rates. This problem has
,

4".
'serious im ions for the costs of ESAA-TV productions.N.

- 'It
The final type of mismatch between federal policy and standard indus-

try practice co

#
cerns subcontracting. Although it is not mentioned as often

...

by producers o mow recent series, it caused arnumber of problems and dela s
...il

in ea er productions. 0Or example, several producers who wanted to subs n-

trac ajor components of series such as animation, documentary segments and

I

v

It
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evaluations, or special facilitiels, were required to follow standard govern-

ment contracting procedures such as issuing RFPs, obtaining bids from a

. number of bidders, waiting a *specified length Of time (e.g., 30 to 60 days).

for, responses, convening a review panel, and establishing technical review

criteria. These procedures were time-consuming and costly, particularly for

producers who were unfamiliar iVith govrnmeht contract administration pro-

cedures. These procedures were troublesoMe for all producers who encountered:

them, and provided additional difficulties for producers whey had to comply

with
s
t4te requirements.

4.6.7 UNION INVOLVEMENT

Ten of the thirty series funded between 1973 and 1979 reported that
7

craft union members were employed in technical positions (e.g., crew). The

craft unions mentioned were the International liotherhood of Electrical Work-

ers, The National Association of Broadcast Engineers and Fechnicians (Video),
4

li

The nternational Alliance of Technicians, Theat;ical and Stage Employees

(F ltm), and local broadcast licenSee in-house craft anions. Ten of the series

also employed talent union members undevnion contracts. The major talent

J
unions involved with production of ESAA-TV series were the American Federation

of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA), the Screen Actors Guild (SAG), the

American Federation of Musicians (AFM), the Directors Guild of America, and

,ta the Writers Guild of America.

'Two other series' included talent who belonged to tlk unions but did

not have formal union contracts,'although they did pay the basic feaS required

by the unions (e.g., they worked for scale). In several instances, the acting

talent, which included a number of actors and actresses who were well known

and command high fees for their appearances in television; movies, and musics

agreed to Irk "for scale 'because of strong commitment to minority program-

ming (that'is, programmi produced by and for mfnOrities). In several

instances, talent union me ers who recognized the severe budget constraints

of some of the smaller regional projects waived e'tre their basic union fees

and worked under "pen names" because of theii strong commitment to the goals

of the/projects and the ESAA-TV Program.
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Several of the series with magazine formats (e.g., INFINITY FACTORY,

VEGETABLE SOUP) subcontracted to other production organizations to produce

major segments or to provide the crew and other technical support. Producers

of both series were conscientious about awarding this work to firms owned by

or employing minorities in responsible positions, and which had already

negotiated their own contracts with the talent and craft unions.

In general, all of the producers who had planned to use craft and

union staff budgeted salaries ta
e

ng into account the standard union rate

scales, and they calculated the automatic"yearly increases negotiated by the

unions, particularly the craft unions., However, the budget plans were always

based on the rules and rates current at the time the budgets were prepared.

69 A problem occurred for several projects produced in the major PBS producing
0

stations (e.g., WNET in New York, WGBH,in Rostony KQED in San Francisco) when,

during the period of production, several of the craft unions negotiated new

contracts which affected ail PBS stations. During the period of negotiations,

some craft union members struck against the stations, halting all filming,

set-building, post- production work, etc., which caused scheduling delays and

later budget deficits. When new contracts were negotiated, the new rates had

increased as much as 13 to 20 percent (depending on the station and the par- '

ticular guild) and were made retroactive for as many as eightlmonths. With

one exception, the deficits caused by the rate increases hadqo be absorbed by

the individual series budgets. Because producers could not recover these

costs from the stations or the federal government, adjustments had to be made

in a variety of ways such as shooting less film, reducing or dropping anima-

tion, using fewer actors,' cutting rehearsal time, and reducing final taping

and stridio _time orliusing more repeat minutes. In general, these adjustments

affected negatively the technical quality and production values of the series.

In most instances, the stations delivered the number of series required by-the

bontracts, although they were of lesser quality than expected. Overruns

occurred often, and ultimately had to be absorbed by the stations' overhead

budgets.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, some series which were in production

between 1978 and 1980 were affected by the Writers Guild Strike against all

PBS stations and which affected all producers using Writers Guild members
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under contract. The strike and the negotiations WhickAontinued for

mately ei0ht months caused serious delays and dramatic increases in the costs

of obtainir scripts.- These delays compounded by overall inflation forced

several sates which were dependent on writers (e.g., the dramatic and situa-

tion comedy series) to seek additional corporate or foundation4wondsv which

were inadequate or unavailable, or face defaulting on the contracts.

At leask-four producers' budgets and schedules were so damaged that

,the usual methods of compensating for budget deficits were not adequate.' At
-r

this time, the focus of theESAA-TV Program administrators was changing in the

direction of recognizing that quality and production value are directly (but

not totally) related to costs, and that the series threatened by default prom-

ised to be of high quality, thus having a greater chance of being broadcast

and reaching intended audiences. The program panagers instituted a practice

of reviewing work completed, its quality, and the number of shows of high

quality that could be delivered with the fixed-fee budget constraints. If '

this review indicated that a series could be saved and technical standards and'

production values maintained, pro ect administrators negotiated scope reddd-
.

tions. This policy appets to be sound one because important measures of

the value of a television show or cilm are its acceptability to broadcast dis-

tributors (e.g., licensees and network13)., which is measured in terms of its

carriage, and the levels of viewershi

4.7

ed (measured in terms of ratings).

a
PROJECT ADVISORY COMMITTEE PARTICIPATION

The princip'al invo4vem4nt df the PACs was at the proposal stage, as

discussed in Section 4.1.1, above. After the contract Wit awarded and produc-
%

tion began, the PAC continued, for the most part, in a review capacity. Some

PACs participated in reviewing scripts and some committees reviewed material

it was filmed or taped prior to final",,editing. One committee, which was

ing a Native American series, acted as mediator when problems arose

between Indians and non-Indians over content and cultural issues.

.

-

The PAC members were much more modest aboUt their role during pr ue4

tion than-they were perceived to be by the Executive Producers. Over 75 per
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cent of the Executive Producers or Project Directors interviewed said that the

PAC's role involved much more than attending meetings and reviewing materials.

For most of the series, they acted as resource people in providing background

information for the particular target minority. Approximately one-third of

thoseExecutive Producers/Project Directors who said the PAC's role extended

beyond review functions also said that their committee actually chose the

scripts which would be used in the series. Some PACs were involved in fund-

raising for the series and acted as a liaison between the project staff and

various community grOps. %ne,PAC actually went on location to observe pro-

duction first-hand so they would have a better understanding of, the problems

which arise during production.

Executive Producers were asked to rate the usefulness of the PAC's

_participation during production on a scale of one to five, where five is Very

Useful, and one is Not at all Useful. Approximately two-thirds of the

responses fell in th9 three-to-five range/While the remainder fell bebw
three. One. Executive Producer who was experienct4 production difficulties

stated that the PAC "helped to defend the integrity of th.e show by taking

their complaints to the General Manager when the show was in jeopardy--they

were a walking-hoard." Another producer. commented on the students who served

on his Board: "They were all excellent, and understood what the series was

trying to accomplish." Still another comment from a Project Director was that

the PAC was "one of the most important groups for input."

/-

PAC members were asked the same rating question, and all responses

fell within the three-to-five range. One committee member felt that the PAC

provides a good system of, internal check and balances and can contribute to

the marketing of the aeries. Local people were contacted by another group to

ensure that the series was addressing the appropriate needs. In the words of

one member, "There should always be a Project Advisory Committee."

For the most part, during production there were no major difficulties
.

,between the PAC and the production staff: Whatiproblems there were came about

as a resultof the inexperience of the PAC in working with television. Many

of their suggestions for changes in the series were not feasible and showed a

lack of understanding and appreciation or what catitSnlipannot realistically
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be done when producing a television series such as these for the ESAA-TV

Program.

Even though the production crews found it frustrating to work with a

committee naive in the ways of television production, the Committee itself

felt the crew was responsive to their suggestions. One crew came to Advisory

Committee meetings and, in general, all produCgon staff treated comments and

Suggestions made by the PAC seriously'.

PAC members were asked if, there was strong disagreement on any issues

withip the committee. The consensus was that even though the groups did have

areas of contention, conflicts were effectively resolved through discussion

and votes. Most of the resp6ndents felt, however, that strong disagreement

among themselves was something that should pot be inter eted as dysfunctional.

An exchange of ideas can have a positive effeCIT a esired outcome and,

before any bhanges were made in the series, a vote of the ttee was taken.

After-the-fact analyses revealed -ways in which some might' have func-

tioned more effectively. In many instances, they performed more than the for-

mally required activities. They were never an impediment to the achievement

of project goals. Had they not existed, some analog would have had to be

invented. As described earlier, the 1980 proposed regulations and RPPs have

dropped the earlier regulations regarding the composition of the PACs. Pro-

ducers may now choose advisory consultant panels who will be chosen to meet

the needs identified by the producers themselves. The regulations no longer

specify the demographic and civic make-up of the panels, a requirement which

many producers found burdensome.

4.8 , SUPPLEMENTARY NONBROADCAST MATERIALS

As part of the contacedelive'rebles to ESAA-TV, producers were

required to develop supplementary teachers' guides to accompany the series for

classroom use. However, because the,ESAA-TV Program Managers believed that

the most effective way to obtain wide distribution arid target audience expo-

sure to the materials was through at-home viewing, rather than in-school
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viewing, the ESAA-TV procurements called only for the most rudimentary materi-

als to provide teachers with information about the series for use in a formal,

in-school context. Producers were instructed to develop a brief teachers'

guide with materials of at least one page in length to cover each program in

the series. Illustrations, if any, were to consist of cheaply reproducible

line drawings. Producers also hadithe option under the 1980 RFP of producing

brief parents' guides or student workbooks.

If we assume that the assignment of points for each set of require-

ments in the RFP represents the oelative importance of contract activities, it

appears that these materials had rather low priority for the program adminis-

trators. Until 1980, producers were awarded up to two points for their plans

to produce these materials (out of a possible 100) , and in 1980, plans for

this activity were awarded up to 5 points. The procurement annpuncements and

RFPs (up through 1979) stated that high points would be awarded for plans that

demonstrated "awareness of what constitutes varied, realistic and effective

ancillary cl&ssrDom activity." Thus, the reguiremehts for developing thse
ilaterlals were quite vague, and once the awards had been made, little further

management attention was given to monitoring their content or quality. As a

result, the quality and actual availability of these materials varied tremen-
dously across series. In a few instances, no money was left for developing

and producing guides by the time the series ended, and none were roduced.

Several producers reported that their original plans called for elab-
0orate materials that would be useful in classrooms, but that they were advised

in negotiations to reduce the original amounts.planned. In other instances,

the funds allotted for supplementary teachers' guideetbecame the contingency

fund that helped to make up for deficits in other areas of production, and

production staff such as the executive producer or project director or on-the-
jdb trainees developed them during unpaid overtime so that the minimal con-

tractual requirement could be met. This occurred on about 10 of the 27
series that were completed or nearing completion. In a small number of these

instances wherelkey production staff wrote the guides, these staff either, had
P.

some teaching experience themselves and/or collaborated with otherslon the

project who had this experience. For 13 of the series, supplementary teachers'

guides were written by cohsultaINts who were educators, curriculum development
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specialists, or specialists in content areas addressed in the series, or by

the project's content or curriculum development specialist. The content

development and curriculum development director on projects that had them

(primarily the national cognitive and bilingual series and a few of the

regional series) were professional educators and content developbent special-

ists. Organizations which specialized in educational research and development

or production of educational programming and materials had their suplementary

teachers' guides developed by the departments in the organizations which spe-

cialized In materials development and, in a few instances, the organizations

handled promotion an91 distributhon-of the materials. The producers of at

least three of the series made contractual agreements with educational mate-

rials publishing firms to produce the materials and arrange for distribution.

Under these areements as required by federal law, 50 percent of the royalties

go to the federal government, and,the producer and publisher negotiate a split

of the remaining 50 percent.

As indicated above, original contract funds allotted to the develop-

'ment of materials were inadeguate*to produce materials that would serve their

intended purposes. Eleven producers reported that they had sought additional

funding for the development, productiOn, and distribution of the teachers'

guides. Five producers received addition'al support in the form of in-kind

services from their organizations. These contributions ranged from $1,000

from the school services division of a series produced at a public television

station licensed to a state university to $20,000 contributed by WNET-TV (a

large public television station which is a community licensee) for the devel-

lent, promotion, and distribution of materials rich were produced by WNET's

Educational gervices Division Three other series produced by independent

nonprofit companies whose primary business was research, development, and pro-

duction of educational materials supported the production of the teachers'

guides out of their own corporate budgets. (The actual value of these in-kind'

contributions is not available because the work was done out of separate cor-

porate budgets, and breakouts were not available for specific prcitips.) Four

producers reported that they had sought and received funding from corporations

orifoundations to support the development and production fo the teachers"

0 guides. Amounts of these donations ranged from $12,000 to approximately

$20,000.
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Thus, for most of the series produced, only minimal contractual

regairementswere net (that is, the single-page- descriptions and suggested

activities for each show in a series were delivered). .The small minority. ofof

other series for which additional funding or corporate support was obtained

were more elaborate and more carefully designed. But in all of the above

cases, no money was available for promotion or distribution of the guides, and

available funds permitted only 4mited printing of materials which were never

used or which were not reprinted when the original supply of guiSes had been

distributed.

Some organizations with an ongoing mission of developing and distrib-

uting materials have and will continue to produce and distribute the materials.

Examples of.these organizations are Massachusetts Educational Television (pro-

ducer of PEbPLE OF THE FIRST LIGHT), Childrents Television International (pro-

ducer of GETTING TO KNOW ME), and Visual Communications, Inc. (producer of THE

NATION BUILDERS) .

The lack of good readil available supplementary mterials for class-

room use has hindered use of the ESAA-TV series in schools. The impact of

this low priority on the development of materials to support in-school use of

the E5AA-TV series is discussed at length in Section 8.3.

4.9 SUMMARY

This section describes the impact of legislative and statutory

requirements on the production process. Primary sources of information for

this analysis included in7dapth interviews with government ESAA-TV Program

administrators, interviews with key personnel involved with the production of

ESAA-TVIseries, program case files, and other, documents pertaining to the pro -

ductio)'of the series.



1. Origins of Involvement: Proposal Development'

The process of competing for ESAA -TV funds is very complex and very

-ft expensive. Early requirements for proposals required considerable skill at

putting togethef proposal teams, and had somewhat academtwrequirements for

statements of needs, objectives, and articulation of needs with objectives.

Differences of opinion between producing organizations and,USOE as to

appropriate levels of funding and production values led to, hostility on the

part of producers who felt that USOE was making unreasonable demands.

ESAA-TV regulations required extensive target audience involvement at

the proposal stage. Representatives of target audiences were involved in

proposal preparation in three ways: through special studies or surveys done

to aseqrtain needs; employment of target audience staff in producing the pro-

posal; and Project Advisory Committee (PAC) review of proposals before sub-

mission.

414-

PAC requirements were viewed by producers as cumbersome and expensive,

although.a majority of the producers felt that they had received useful:feed-.

back from producers. 3

gSAA -TV Program administrators offered technical adsistance to inter-

ested bidders to facilitate response to announcements by a wider number of

applicants including those who had not had prior experience competing for

government grants and contracts. This technical assistance was perceived as /

useful by many applicants who took advantage of it.

2. Series Design

Thirty different series` have been produced under the auspices of the

ESAA -TV Program. These series differ in terms of:

e format (magazine, dramatic, documentary);

o demographic characteristics of the target audience (e.g.,

-age, ethnicity, geographic region of the country);
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o size and diversity of the target audience (national vs.
regional);

goals and objectiveS (e.g.,:cognitive, affective, or
bifth);

o mount of funding;

o mission and organizational style of the producing
organizations; 1/41

o time of funding (early vs. late in the PIogram's
operation);

o length of time in piOduction (e.g., funded once or
several times); and

award category (cognitive, bilingual, multicultural).

3. Target Audience !deeds

As required by the regulations; needs assessments for ESAA-TV series

were supported by scholarly documentation, personal interviews, and often by

the first-hand experience of the writers. Series' needs assessments were

distinctive in character and' Seemed to reflect personal commitment on the

part,V of producing groups.

The bulk of the ESAA-TV series addressed target audience needs in

both cognitive and affective domains.

4. Factors in Production Affecting the Quality, Carriage, and
Potenel Impact of the Series

The majority of the ESAA-TV series producer& felt that the contract

negotiation process had a detrimental effect on the final qual ty, carriage,

and potential impact of the series.

Negotiations with USOE dealt primarily with money, with decisions

about technical quality having been made by review panelists when.proposals

were ranked.



V

In the past, producers report that there Was very littl, give,-and -take

on the part of the government in making cost-per-minute calculations. For'

example, applicants who had prepared and justified their propo ed costs found

that the amount 'of the final award was considerably less than' roposed, while

the scope of the series (number of minutes required) remainedithe same or was

only reduced slightly, and withoixt corresponding adjustments in format or

production values at the time of the negotiation.

Producers felt that an unrealistic, negotiation prOcess resulted in

later scope changes, redltions, or unallowable overruns (e.g., those that

would' not be absorbed by the govetnment).

Producers reported that problems attributed to the negotiation pro-

cess were exacerbated by governMent requirements for on-the-job training, and

difficulties encountered in producing programming with cognitive, affective,

and' entertainment goals.

5. Formative and Pilot Evaluation of Individual Series

The authorizing legislation for the ESAA-TV Program specified that

research should be integrated with production. It states that applicants

shou],d adopt effective procedures for evaluating educational and other

changes achieved bx children' viewing the series. Legis],ators and other

government policymakers have repeatedly expressed concern that these effects

are not adequately monitored by the ESAA-TV Program administrators and series

producers.

TheESAA-TV Program's administrative guidelines call for testing of a

prototypical pilot show, the results of which will be used,along with USOE

review of the pilot as the basis for a go/noggo decision about further series

production.

In practice, the evaluations do not constitute go/no-go decision

points except in extreme cases where the producer may fail to deliver a tech-

nically acceptable pilot.
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The majority of executive producers and project directors interviewed

expressed strong reservations about the usefulness of the pilot evaluations.

Generally, they felt that an extensive evaluation of more than just one pilot

show was needed. In particulak, respondents were critical of the use of

distractord, Which had been strongly encouraged by WOE program officials as

the primary measure of audience interest and appeal in the pilot evaluations.

Despite their criticisms of the pilot evaluation procedure required

by USOE,Iall of the respondents endorsed the notion of getting feedback on

pilots ttd expressed a desire to obtain feedback throughout series develop-7

cent and production.'

Policymakers with overall responsibility for resource allocation in

the former Department of Health, Education and Welfare repeatedly expressed

concern that there was no evidence that the ESAA-TV series are serving the

purposes for which they were intended--having an impact on children's cogni-

tive skills and knowledge and understanding of one another--and assisting

with furthering the overall ESAA Program desegregation goals.

6. Problems or Difficulties in Production

Exetutive Producers, project directors, and other key staff involved

with the production of 30 separate ESAA-TV series were queried about particu-

lar stages in the production process during which they encountered problems

or difficulties which had a significant impact on the content and quality of

the series. Specifically, they were asked about problems that had occurred

with staffing, content development, script development, Casting, actual

prodUction.(filming or taping), post-production, or any overall administra-

tive problems. Stages most often mentioned, as having had significant prob-

lems were staffing, scripting, and content development. Smaller numbers of

producers also reported having encountered problems in planning, casting, and

actual production. Significant problems encountered in each stagere sum-

marized below.

V
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Staffing

Producers of 24 of -the 30 series examined reported that they encoun-

tered significan problems staffing ESA -TV series. Problems included:

recruiting and hiring experienced minority group line
production staff (e.g., directors, line managers, pro -
ducers,' and assistant producers)' because of their scar-
citi and, in'somejrcases, because the series could not

4r pay salaries competitive with those offered by major

commercialproducers; and

e difficulties finding minority group production manage-

ment staff who had experience producing educational and

children's series, even though there was alarger pool

of prospective staff with substantial production credits.

Content Development

Producers of 25 of the 27 series which had completed production or

were in-the midst of production reported avariety of content development
/

problems that varied tremendously across series, depending upon the content

that was developed and the purpose of the series. In glieral, content

deN4lopment problems fell into five different categories:

r
e problems choosing content which was suitable for tele-

vision from among the ideas suggested by professional
staff and consultants, 'and by non-professionals;

problems translating content developed by educators or

other consultants or community advisors not familiar

with television, scripted and adapted into a form that

would make entertaining and ed ationally effective

television for the specific ae-and ethnic groups in

the target audiences;

problems arising from competing goals and emphases among

staff and disagreement in determining what the mix of.

content in a series should be. These problems varied

from dissention about whether cognitive or affective

issues should be given precedence, or competition among
'racial and ethnic groups over whether their group was

being given adequate coverage;

o problems due to- budget deficits and rising coats, Which I

resulted in content which was costly to produce being

dropped or severely curtailed; and
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e particularly in the case of cognitive.series, probleMs
1411/1" arising from inadequate knowledge and pre-production e

research indicatIrAl which concepts could anoshoUld be
taught to the target audience., For example, the producers

cvP of'INFIRITY FACTORY I had Chosen a very ambitious task
of teaching mathematical Concepts to urban disadvantaged
Bla6k and Hispanic. youth without adequate pre-production
research indicating the levels pfpe-existing informa-
tion and misinformation, and without adequate. time to
test. and reject concepts before material was actually

4' produced.
ti

All producers felt that they had successfully resolved their problems
CP _

and prOaxcld series which met their original goals and objective6; hoWever,

many repo t that these problems resulted in project sc Lyle de2eys,,budget

deficits, and uneven quality in series.

./-
2$ .

Script Development

4trs 4

Producers of 22 ot,the 27 series for which data were available

reported serious problems with_scripe!development. Prebliig-with script
1

development -often exacerbated problems with content develo . The most
0

frequently mentioned problem was difficulty finding write .xwith the appro-

priate mix of skills and aiperillice

who "were members of the same ethnic racial

a pa-rticular rieS; Oat is, writers

fd
,/

gial greups the target dAenee .

and who had experience translating curriculum goals.a0 objectives into ,,,,

t

entertaining scripts which were appropriate for the target age and ethnic

racial groups.

Casting

44.

Producers of 27 of the 30 series incIAded in this survey reported

problems with casting, although the specific nature of the problems varied

from series to series. In general, casting difficulties fell into three
,

istegorie"

e In bilingual series, difficulty finding talent articu-
lady children, who were sufficiently bilingual, xperr-
enced, able to take direction, and work at tie pace
required by the schedule;
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iy

,o When working with real Children on location, difficult
'findi appropriate subjects and/or locations; and

e In ried,,,,using union talent (e.g., actors and musicians,},

difficulties oBtainApg right's to existing filtfstock and

paying talent fees.

Production and Postproduction

All producers encountered some problems during actual production.

Most reported that the problems encountered were not out of the ordinary for

production. They included rainy days interfering with location shaibting,

staff dlness, lost or ruined film, etc. ESAA-TV producers felt that ordinary

problems had greater impact on their series than on other series because of

the lack of a contingency fund. ESAATTV producers are met allowed a specific

contingency fund in contrast with Commercial series production, Where contin-

gency funds ranging from 15 to 30 percent are the norm.

Management, Administrative, and Organizational Interface Problems

Serious management, administrative, and organizational interface

problems were reported-by producers of all 30 series exadlned r; this survey.

The probleBes fell into E00 major categories:

e Internal problems between the production organization
and the tSAA-TV project; and

e Problems occurring as a-result of a mismatch or incdm-
patibilitybetween the production organization's policies
and procedures an those or USOE.

Significant problems under the second category -- mismatch or incompatibility

between the producing organizatIon's practides, policies, and procedures and

thosegtif ESAA-TV-Pfogram and USOE

e the USOE payment and reimburseTent practices;

e ,incompatibilities between organization hiring and affirm-
ative action policies and ESAA-TV requirements and ro-

duction

**

needs,,and salary scales;

N.
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o incompatibility between governmdnt subcontracting pro-.
cesses and standard industry pcactice;,and

ID disagreements over talent fees and residual rights, and
,buyouts; and other standard requirements of talent unions.

Union Involvement

'Eleven of the thirty series funded between 1973 and 1979 employed

craft union members and ten of tle series funded during that same period

,employed 'talent union members under union contracts. Craft union rate

increases had a serious impact on nearly all of the series employing such

technical crew, sometimes causing serious 1401Wet deficits and overruns. In

1978 through 1980, increased fees for writers who belonged to-the Writers

Guild of America caused serious delays for at least one series and substan-

tial budget deficits for four series. Program stafflrecognized that preduc-
4f;

tion values and overall quality ofthe series Were so jeopardized and the

/series' acceptability to broadcasters threatened by the budget lieficits which

could not be absorbed or compensated for by any other means...

Partly in response to this kind of problem, the ESAA-TV Program man-

agers .instituted a practice of rAdewing the work competed, its quality, and

the number of shows that could be delivered within fixed-fee budget con-

straints, and negotiated scope reductions that would permit prodfcion values

to be maintained.
4r

7. Project Advisory Committee (PAC) Participation

. it

Until FY 1980, all series were - required by the regulations govellang

the ESAA-TV Program to have PACs. PAC members reviewed proposals for ESAA-TV

series and after contracts were awardedformayy continued in a review
1

capacity. Informally, however, nearly all of the PACs had more extensive

involvemeneKtith series production. For example, PAC members served as

resource people for content deVeIopment. Producers on the whole -found .

involvement of the PACs useful as a Adans of keeping in touch with the needs

of the target audience; however., nearly all felt that the regulations govern-

ing their com ition and formal pole were burdensome and expensive. The

.1P°13
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1980 regulations abolistrthePACs and instead requireAadvisory consultant

panels chosen to meet specific project needs identified by the producers
, . .

themselves.

8. Supplementary Non-broadcast Materials

I

The ESAA-TV regulations require the development of-supplementary

teacher guides to accompany series for classroom use. However, development

of these materials has had low priority for ESAA-TV Program administrators

agoi low saliency for the majority of the producers. Because Ike ESAA-TV Pro-'

gram administrator("intended that the series be produced for primarily at-home

audiences, extensile in-school materials were seen as unnecessary. With a

few notable exceptions, only minimal contractual obligations for the produc-

tion of non-broadcast materials were met (e.g., single-page descriptions' and

suggested activities for each show in a series). Finally, in-school use of

print materais and of the ESA -TV series was hindered because no money was

made available for promotion, or distributiOn of, the teacher guides, and avail-

able funds permitted only limited printing of materials which were not

reprinted when the original supplies (Si guides for the series are exhauAed.

*,

8
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CEIAPTER FIVE

MINORITY GROUP EMPLOYMENT IN PRODUCTION OF ESAA-TV SERI

511 THE LEGISLATIVE MANDAtE AND ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS CONCERNING
MINORITY GROUP EMPLOYMENT AND PARTICIPATION

The legislation authorizing the ESAA-TV Program mandates that produc-

ing organizations must employ members of minority groups in responsible posi-
t

tions on development, production, and administrative staffs. This legislative

temAsznt has been incorporated into the regulations and guidelines govern-

inging the Obcurement process and contractual requirements for ESAA TV series.

The initial regulations in 1973 awarded 12 points for the staffing plans.

Spegifically, applicants' proposals were.vvaluated according to the extent to

which they:

e set out adequate staffing plans which included provisions
for making maximum use of present staff capabilities:

ND provided for continuing trainingl of staff in order to
"increase the effectiveness of the proposed television pro-
gramming; and

* demonstrated that minority group personnel would be
employed in responsible positions.on the development, pro-
duction, and administrative staffs.

Points were not broken out separately for each requirement.

;141

th,e 1974 procurement guide, the points 4alloted for "staffing" 41'

were broke t, t, and up to two points were given for staffing patterns that

emp on-the-job training as it related to the ESAA-TV initiative, and "up
.

,to fb ints were allowed" wheme minority group personnel were employed in

key positions such as writers, talent, producers, directors, project managers,

4 and administrators." In*, the regulatiOns were changed substantially
'44aovolall, and

q
requirlents for minority profess4onal

.

staff and on -the -job train-.

ing were made more explicit. The total number of'pol.nts allotted to staffing

was 22, Of these'22 points, up to p were allotted to the overall staffing

plan, and a mdximum of 9 points were allotted to the extent to which minority

1
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group persons occupied key creative, administrative, and executive decision-

making project po4tions. Up to lou ints were allotted to the extent to

which provisions were made for on-the-j b training for minority group persons

to enable them to become qualifiedto as positions of technical and pro-

fessional responsibility.

\N.

That1976 procurement guidelines retained the same point allotment

structure, but were even more specific regarding miabrity staffing and on-the-

'job training requirements. Applicants were advised that "high points would be
0

given where a plan is presented which gives reasonable assurance that minority

group persons will staff key creative, administrative, and executive decision-

making project positions," and that "where a specific person is proposed to

staff a specific slot, vitas and letters of intent would be included and that

plans for recruiting minority staff not identified shoUld be addressed,specif-

ically in proposals." The on-the-j61) training requirements were described at

length in the 1976 guidelines. Two*points (up to the maximum of four) for

regional proposals, or one point (up to the maximum of four)for the national

category proposals, were awarded to each position identified for staffing

th roughout the length of the project by a trainee who as the result of filling

such a position or positions will have gained experience he or she might never

have obtained otherwise, and thereby become qualified for assuming a position

of technical or professional responsibilty within the TV industry upon comple-

tion of the project. Clerical positions were not allowed as on-the job-train-

ing positions. The o:Ehe-job trainee point award criterion also became the

only one which was reviewed not bthe panel but by government administrative

review. The requirements for minority .professional staff and on-the-job

trainees remained the same for 1977 and 1978 prOxrements.

In 1979, however, the Rriteria were modified. The fou factors con-

sidered in proposal reviews were the extent to which:

O overall staffing plans realistically maximized staff 4-IP
bility and clearly delineated positions and responsibilities;

O plans gave reasonable assurance that minority persons from

thpse §roups designated for service in the ESAA legislation

would staff key creative, administrative, and executive

decision-making project positions. Where such a person
4
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was not already on the proposer's staff, a letter from
t the person'indicating his or` her intent to join the proj-

ect, if awarded, was required. Specific recruitment
plans for minority group personnel not identified were
also required;

e provisions were Made for, on-the-lob training, in full-
, time positions over the entire project period, to enable

such trainees to become qualified to assume positions of
technical and professional responsibility; and

o the proposing organization employs minority members in
key non-project positions within its overall structure.

In 1979, the total number of points to be awarded for staff plans

remained 19. However, an additional category was added which asked reviewe&s,

to consider the extent to which the proposing organization employed minority

group members in key non-project positions within its overall structure. The

purpose of this category was to give independent minority firms a competitive

boost when in competition with the large White-controlled firms such as large4

public broadcasting stations: The inclusion of this factor in the staffing

criteria came about as the result of intense- lobbying by minority group inde-

pendent firms. Its inclusion in previous years was the subject of consider-

able controversy within USOE. The internal compromise was to add the fourth

criterion but not to break out the points that would be assigned to each of

the four criteria. In addition, the administrative review of.the on-the-job

litrainee section was deleted, and the advisory review panel was instructed to

assLgn up to 19 points for the overall/staffing plans.

In 1980, the regulations and the procurement review criteria for

minority i yolvement changed substantially. The requirement for minority per-

sonnel in olvement was broken out as a totally separate section rather than as

a subsection of the overall staffing plan. _The 1980 regulations state that up
'':,*

to 20 points will be awarded for overall management staffing and scheduling,

and that up to 15..points would be awarded for the degree to which personnel
v

assignments, reflect the affirmative action plans of the company and the sensi-

tive nature of the tasks to be performed. Thus, the specific requirements

that minority persbnnel occupy key creative, administrative, and executive

deciSion-making positions,eand the specific requirements for on-the-job trajp-

ing which"wytin be reviewed administratively rather than by the advisory

p
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review panels were dropped. In 1980, the advisory panel could award up to 15

points s(out ofb 100) based on a comprehensive review of the overall minority

involvement plan. These changes came about as a result of administrative

response to complaints from applicants for ESAA-TV awards that the previous

sy8tems, although very specific, did not necessarily ensure compliance With the

intent,of the legislation. For example, some major contracts were awarded to

organizations which had virtually no minority staff management and decision-

making roles 41thin the organizations except for those hired only for the

duration of an ESAA-TV project.

5.2 MINORITY STAFFING ON ESAA-TV SERIES PRODUCTION

Early in 1979, at the request of the Deputy Commissioner of BESE, Dr.

Thomas Minter, the ESAA-TV program manager, conducted a survey of past and

current ESAA-TV producers in order to determine the extent to which the legis-

lative mandate had been met in actual production. Each series producer was

'asked to report the race ethnicity of the person occupying each'full -time pry

fessional staff position. On-the-job trainees (who are 100 percent non-Anglo)

and clerical personnel were not included. For series which were funded

through several awards (e.g., VILLA ALEGRE I, II, III, IV, and V), data were

reported for the most recent funding (e.g., for VILLA ALEGRE y)4 Table 5-1

presents a surratary of the racial composition of the professional staffs f&

the ESAA-TV series funded through FY 1978. The survey showed that 74 percent

(155 of 209) of the full -time' professional staff positions were held by minor-

ity persons.

5.3 THE IMPACT OF ESAA-TV EMPLOYMENT ON SUBSEQUENT CAREER ADVANCEMENT

As a method of assessing the impact of ESAA-TV on employment of minor-

ities in key administrative and decision-making roles, and on the mobility of

persons who had been hired in these key positioujexecutive producers or proj-*

ect directors were asked to identify key administrative and creative staff on

the projects, irecluding sex and ethnicity, and then to describe:
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. PROFESSIONAL STAFF

SERIES

Ttple 5-1

RACIAL/ETHNIC COMPOSITION

MINORITY ANGLO
1

AS*WE*SEE*IT
8 3

BEAN SPROUTS
4 0

CARRASCOLENDAS
8 5

FOREST SPIRITS
4 1 ; 0

, FRANCO FILE
3 1

.L

FROM JUMPSTREET
4 3

GETTIN OVER
13 4

INFINITY FACTORY
14 4

LA BONNE AVENTURE
3 1

LA ESQUINA
2 0

MUNDO REAL t,, 8 2

THE NEW VOICE
8 .4

PACIFIC BRIDGES / 6 3

,PATCHES
3 2

PEARLS
4 1

PEOPLE OF THE FIRST LIGHT 2 0

OE PASA, USA? 2 1

REAL PEOPLE:
1 1

- ' REBOP 10 2

SONRISAS
11 , 5

SQUTH BY NORTHWEST
2 0

UP FEND COMING
8 0

VILLA ALLEGREALLEGRE 9 4

VEGETABLE SOUP
, ..

7' 2

) WATCH YOUR MOUTH 6 6

UNTITLED PAO RICAN DRAMA SERIES 2 0

ThE NATION BUILDERS 6 . 0

o TOTAL 155 54

,

. 0 rCe: Memorandum from Dr. David Berkman, ESAA-TV Program Manager, to Thomas
Minter, Deputy Commissioner, BESE, March 3, 1979.
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the kind of jobs the persons had held )bore joining the
ESAA-TV staff;

their original positions on ESAA-TV projectsA

' what their-final positions had been;

their current jobs (if production had concluded); and

whether their experience on the ESAA-TV projects had

helped their careers:

The responses of the producers do not include all staff who worked on

ESAA-TV productions, or who made substantia4_,gontributions to the series.

This is because it was left to individual respondents to define Xey staff, and

their definitions and the positions named varied from serils to series, and

because respondents could not remember all of the key staff, particularly when

series had ended several, years prior to the interviews. For these reasons,

the data reported are subject to a number of biases. HOwever, they will serve

to indicate how ESAA-TV regulations influenced the career development of a

number of the key produ tion staff involved. The respondents were also asked

about the on-the-job rainees, how they were recruited, what jobs the?filled,

and how this experience ,impacted their careers after the prodAtion of the

ESAA-TV servies ended.

Producers of 27 series that had been funded up through FY 1979 were

questioned about their past and current staffing patterns.* The respondents

identified 227 key staff members (not including those classified as on-the-job

trainees), and generally not including temporary or free-lance staff such as

Writers who produced only a few scripts, or crew and other technical staff who

were not part of the creative and management staff throughout the life of the

project. Of the 227 staff identified, 158 were males and 69 were females.

The respondents were able to report the race or ethnicity of 222 of the key

staff mentioned. Of those mentioned, 67'were identified as White or Anglo, 68

Black,.47 Hispanic, 24 Asian Americans,,, 10 Native Americans, and 6 Franco

Americans.

Three new series funded in FY 1979 had not yet completed

144.
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Opinions as to whether experience gained while working on an ESAA=

TV project was helpful'in obtaining subsequent jobs was prOVided for 139 of

the 227 key Staff. Either the respondents did not know what career paths the

remaining 88 staff members had taken,' or seies were still in production and

the staff were still with the project. Our respondents reported that the

ESAA-TV expeeience had been valuable in furthering the careers of 93 of the

139 for wild= information about career paths taken after they left the series

was known, and that it had definitely not been helpful for 46.

4

Table 5-2

IMPACT OF ESAA-TV EMPLOYMENT ON SUBSEQUENT EMPLOYMENT

Anglo Minority Total

Helped 17 76 93
Not Helped 19 27 46

TOTAL 36 103 139

As Table 5-2 shows, 36 of those for whom information was available

were identified as being Anglo or White, and 103 were identified as members of,

minority groups. Of the 93 key staf identified whom respondents thought had

been helped by, their experience on ESAA-TV projects, 76 were minority group

members and 17 were Anglos. Of the 46 respondents that reported they had not

been helped by their ESAA-TV experience, 19 were Anglos and 27 were minorities.

These data can only suggest trends; however, they clearly indicate that the

.experience provided by EBAA-TV productions was rdgarded as valuable to most

minority group members who occupied key staff positions.

Responses to questions about what kinds of positions the key staf

had held before joining the ESAA-TV staff, their positions on the staffs,

their career development after leaving the series, provide a clearer indica-
,

tion of the positive impact of the, series. Examples of these career paths and

some of the variations in the patterns for WhiteS and minditities and within

groups are,discuSsed below. Two variables account for most of the differences

in the kindS,of impact the ESAA-TV experience had. The first is the size and

scope of the project; thAt is, whether it was a large.nati na1 series ,produced
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by a lgige, well-established production organization/ or whether it was a

Smaller regional series. The second factor is the ki)ad of prior experience

that the majority and minority staff brought to the roject.

Staff on smaller regional series had less experience and fewer creden-
,

tials than staff on larger projects. However, the staffs were Small because

budgets were small, and people with less experience were hired to do key pro-

duction tasks such as writing, directing, managing, and serving as assistant

producers, while on the larger national series in the major production centers,

some of the same people would have been considered on-the-job trainees and

given less responsibilty.
46

432\ Key staff on the national series had at least some prior relevant

experience in production or management, and were given an opportunity to'

expand and diversify these skills, or were brought in, to do jobs that they had

.
_already done on smaller productions. They were given the opportunity to take

on more responsibility for larger productions. For example, several producers
*

had produced a few segments for some small or local TV productions or had pro-

duced small films, but had never produced documentaries or dramas on the scale

of the national E8AA-TV series.

For those with already established reputations, tlik.zriting or produc-

tion for an ESAA-TV series was just'nother job similar to many they had held

before and that they would continue when the series ended. Most of the White

or Anglo staff fell into these categories, and many of the minority group mem-

bers for whom the ESAA-TV experience was not particularly beneficial also fell

into these categories. The,pategory of staff lor whom little or no impact was

reported also included those who joined the projects as managers, administrat-

ors or researchers, or content development specialists, and who returned to

their original career paths when the projects were completed. A small number

of the staff in this category were reported to have made the decision that

television production was not the correct' career choice for them and either

returned to ool or sought jobs in totally different fields. A few who had

been involved in management roles decided to remain in the entertainment

industry, but chosd Careers such as actor, actress, or news reporter.

A.



In general, the information regarding the positive impact that the -

ESAA-TV production experience had on,sode staff members luggests.that it was

successful in providing minorities with the experience and training that they
.

\' needed to enter the television production industry. For example, some who had
been writers or production assatants elsewhere became producers on the ESAA-

TV project.and went on to produce for other non-ESAA projects. At least two

executive producers went on to higher-level programming management jobs within
o

their organizations, (WGBH, WNET). Several ESAArTV producers who had worked

only on local productions (in large and small markets) went to work for Holly-
.

wood production films or larger broadcast stations, assbming much.greater

responsibility than they had had before.

The ESAA-TV experience did have a dramatic impact on the careers of

some of the producti staff such as executive'producers and project directors

who wrote a number o uccessful proposals, developed a track record, were

promoted within their organizations, and went on'to form their own production
companies. Although a few were majority staff members with experience which

helped them remain in television production and get better jobs, ESAA-TV

1ped to generate some minority owned or controlled independent production

companies. This latter contribution of ESAA-TV may have a more lasting and

important impact on the industry and the kinds of programming produced than

that of providing job opportunities and experience alone.

tl

One Anent made by several respondents was that ESAA-TV experience

was most useful to those who went from one ESAA-TV production to another. In

fact, a number of ESAA-TV creative and top production staff (e.g.-, writers,

producers, managers) have worked on several ESAA-TV projects. But, in almost

every case, the person moved on to handle more responsibility and continued'

to develop a track record. Although there are many examples of former ESAA-TV

staff not being hired into the positions of career advancement that they would

have like and deserved in the industry at large, there are contrary examples.

Further, ESAA-TV did, as the legislation intended, provide access to training

and experience. The Frog am cannot be faulted for not breaking down discrimi- -

natory and racist barrio s prevalent in the industry at large. Unfortunately,

and unfairly, discrimination against minorities, even those with experience,

still exists.
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5.4 ROLES AND MOBILITY OF THE ON- THE -JOB TRAINEES

Our respondents_ were able to provide information about 95 on-the=job

trainees working on projects funded between 1973 and 1978. Ninety-two of the

trainees were minority group memberis and three were Anglo or White. The major-

ity of thoie named were Black (36), 28 were Hispanic, 12 were Asian, 12 were .

Native American, and 4 were Franco Amendcans. On-the-job trainees filled a

variety of jobs, but the most common formal job designation was production

assistant. The production assistants were generally assigned to work with one

or more of the professional staff and performed a variety of jobs such as pro-

duction secretary, scenery and prop manager, assistant sound recordist, cos-

tume manager, assistant unit manager. The level of the jobs assigned depended

on the trainee's previous experience and education. Those who had had college

education were more likely to assist with scripting research and finer5ial,

aspects of the productions. At least two who started as production secretar-

ies, with no college education, became assistant unit managers, and eventually

returned to Sbhool for more training in finance and accounting and now hold

jobs as unit managers in large producing organizations.

For a number of others, the experience provided them with incentive

to return to school to learn more about broadcasting or productiOn or to seek

other careers after realizing that they were nit interested in or suited for

careers in production or broadcasting. The on-the-job training program

appeared to be most successful for trainees hired by large producing' organiza-

tions such as Public Broadcasting stations (e.g., WNET, WGBH, and WTTW) or

other large organizations which had national series contracts and which had

/continuing series. The project managers at large stations all expressed a

strong commitment to training them, and although the projects were subject to

the same constraints (and had overruns or scope reductions) th stations,

albeit reluctantly, were able to absorb some of the costs and delays attribut-

able to training. Trainees who worked for projects in those large organiia-

tions, particularly in the case of WGBH, were able to work on more than one

ESAA-TV project and were-given increased responsibilities if they had been

successful'in their first projects. Some were hired on non-ESAA projects at

1481-Th
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the, same organizations or had been able to make tter contacts in the indus-

try which provided them'with opportunities to pete for tter industry jobs

when the ESAA projects were over.

Although the prodUcers of the smaller 'regional series had taken the0

on he-job training (OJT) mandate seriously and prOv4ded a variety of experi-,* .

ences and sometimes gteater responsibilities fat the OJTs on the project, our

results seem to indicate that, with a few notable exceptions, the OJTs for

reg1onal seriestaye rot continued in broadcast industry jobs. Finally, it

lust-be noted that Our sam ple does not include all of the OJTs.who ever worked

On ESAA -TV series, and bur results are based on what our respondents could
4

remember about the career paths of OJTs who had sometimes left the projects

' several years before the interviews were conducted.

5.5

ad

44%

BRODUGERS' OPINIONSABOUT THE ON-THE-JOB TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

All of th14. ESAA-TV producers expressed positive apini.rs about the

on-the-job training concept and were COmmitted to providing opportunities. for
":/

trainees and tcAgiving them the best training that their time and resourcesd
would permit. Producers responses to a question about the extent to which., ..

W.T.s contributed to the needs of the production varied primarily as a function ,

4of g ii.ze of the project and budgdk constraints. 4Producers of the regional_ip
.

l.set es outside of areas where large, experienced talent pools existed were

, More likely to eggwtthat the OJTs met project needs and made valuable con-

tributions. The trainees on these projects filled necepary staff roles and:6 d

were seen-
/
as* an inexpensive source of labor without which the projects could

riot have met the scope and b udget'requirements. e

441.P.
';0

Sjoine producer-s,thowever, reported serious Problems with soMe of the
400,0.

trainee4s,'Ileapecially those who had not had tany college education nd werov)ery

0:Young and without pr.evIods'worR experience. Although' the regulations and
- .

guidelines never'speci4call;said the the OJTs could not have'had any pr evi-
i

0 .ous experience ino4ndustry or forIrmal education, some producers perceived that

to be the pro' ct administrators. While only a few of theintent of the USOE

*,1 do*4roducers reported -tvhese problems, those who had ?Istfid ithecess y to use
..-

.

1
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OJTs without any previous experience,

reported problems which'in their vie

projects.. Mistakes made by trainees

cost time and money that came out of

in technical or key production rol t

illdepressed the overall quality of their

who did not have enough supervision later_

other budget categories.

Q

Producers representing large organizations that had received national.

grants and contracts' felt that the overall quality of the series had suffered

to somi degree;.because, as in the case.di the smaller organizations, their

budgets and time schedules
O

were inadequate for conducting a serioul_training

program. The costs attribu ble to training were not allocated in original

budgets and time lines, an television production is not organized so as to

permit/large amounts of staff time to be spent on training, nor did budgets

take into account contingencies for trainees to make mistakes and do it over.

Thu's, producers felt that the key professional staffs had to take on two
1

jobs instead of one. All of the producers repoA,ped that if training wereto

be taken seriously, more monies should be allotted specifically for that

purpose.

Nearly all the producers reported that the requirements for on-the-job

training, while well-intentioned, actually c eated serious problems fbr the

projects. Many of the kgy-professional staff were themselves receiving OJT

because many were in jobs that required them to develop new4kills, particu-

larly in the area of producing educatiOnal and,entertainingchildren's pro-
.

gramming. That is, even Majority and minority! staff who had worked,in the

, - 7ft
tilevision.indus.try prior to joining ESA& staff had done adult entertainm

informational,,public affairs or educational programming. These skil

experience did not automatically br.easpily translate into tW ability to pro-

duce good children's prO4raAing. Thus, producers felt-that with tight

gets, time constraints, and key staff themselves in training, the require

to take people with no previous production experience and provide them with

meaningful training which would lead to 7a responsible industry job"fwas Oner-

ous and &reasonable. Many prbducers felt that the OJT comAnent as it was

defined by uso administrators,(particularly in the early years) had a detri-

mental effect on the overall quality of the project, and did not_unhally lead

61),;

to the trdinee's remaining in production jobs, Unless they were aIle to move

into new jobs in other ESAATV projects or on to other ESAA-TV prgje6ts. More
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recent administrators decided to leave plans for training to the producers who* °

would best know how to allocate their resources and who would decide for them-

selves 4e, best to implement training and upward mobility into their projects.

In summary,, it appears that the on-the-job training program has met

with mixed success. The requirement tosprovide such training without adequate

provision for the time an&cost required to properly implement meaningful OJT

programs has caused some difficulty on a number of projects. Mode recent pro-

gram administratois decided to leave plans for training to the discretion of

the producers and ha.Ve removed the specific .requirementg for on-the-job train-
i----

\ing from the regulations and contract specific itons in the 1980 RFPs.

5.6 SUMMARY

The.legislatiOn authorizing the ESAA-TV Program mandates that produc-
F

ing organizations must employ member's df minority groups in responsible staff

positions in series development, production, and management. This legislative

requirement is incorporated into the ilegulations and guidelines governing the

procurement process and contractual' terms for production of ESAA-TV series.
Nk

Speaefic requirements for minority group employment have been modified

throughout he years, generally becdming more.-prescriptive during the period

between 1911 and 1978. In 1979, the'tpebific requirements became less

prepriptetve. That is, the total number of paints allotted to minority group

employment plans remained approximately the same (e.g., 19 vs. 22 out of 100 itt

in earlier years), but applicants were given more discretion in how their

plans were constructed and in thereview process, pAints were awarded for the

'overall staffing plan. This point system contests with the previous system
. , t

in which ' s were awarded separately for the overall plan, the professional
4

..and manageT rt staffing plans, aria the.,..on-theillob training nE. In addition,
.

0,

_in 1979, as a result of considerable political pressure, a c ry was added

w asked reviewers to cons'idtr ,the extent to which the applicants employel4
. ,

Mt
mlirity group members key non-project Ositions within its overall

N.

structure.

.417,In 19 0, the proposal' evaluation criteria specify awards of up to 20

points for ov i 1 manag4Skrit, staffing, and scheduling plans, anci,4dp tb 15

V\
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additionai points for'the degree to which personnel assignments reflect the

,
affirmative action plans ofd the company and the, sensitive nature of tasks to

3

be performed.
V

In this study, we attempted tb assess the extent to which the legisla-

tion and the regulations had an impact on minority(oployment and on the sub-

sequent careers of minority group members occupying key-administrative and

creative positions and on-the-job trainee Rositions.

go

ti

The results of a USOE/ESAA-TAT survey - indicated that 74 percent (155 of

209) of the f

sons. In. our

staff members

gwvolt erally not

duced only a f

tne creative a

professional staff positions webarheld by minority per-

vey of ESAA-TV producers, respondents identified 227 key

including those classified as on-the-job,trainees), and

ncluding temporary orfree-lance staff such as writers who pro-

w scripts or crer,:r or other technical staff who were not part of

d management staff throughout the of the project. Of

vhose identified, 67, were White or Anglo and 155 were minority group members.

Our respondents indicated that the experience provided by ESAA-TV productions

was valuable to most minority group members who occupied-key stpff positions

(82%) in helping them,obtain subsequent jobs In the television production
A

industry. Further, thetESAA-TV experience had a dramatic impact on the careers

of some top production 'staff who were promoted to higher -level management

positions within their organizations and who went on to successfully establish

'their own production complies.

Cit

Despite tne generally positive finding about the ' act of ESAA-TV

experience, there are a.number bf contrary examples, indicat ng that disortmi-

V
riation and low, lob levels for minority group mehbers are stil a problem. our

repondents provided information about -95 on-thejob trainees working on proj-

ect's funded between 1973 And 1978. Ninety -two trainees were minority group

members and three were An to 6r White. The most common job designation for

on-the-job trainees was production assistant, although they filled a variety

of'posittt'ns. fe

The on-tne-job training program seemed to be ti.e most'successful for-

f 4

41

trainees hired by_large roducifig stations and other large organizations,

v



where project managers and the organization could afford to absorb the extra

expense incurred because of training.
43P

All producers expressed strong positive opinions about on-the-job

training and were committed to providing it. ..Tbe extent to which on-the-job*

trainingwOsitions contributed to the needs of the project varied primarily....___

. ,

*-1as a function of
41

project size and budget constraints. Regional
,

series drawing

on small talent pools were more likely to report that on-the-job trainees

filled important roles meeting project needs.

Nearly all'the producers reported that the requirements for on-the-job

training, while well-intentioned, created problem; for the projects. Problems

arose because many,Senior staff were learning themselves while working with

tight timeand budget constraints, and felt'overextended by the training

requirements.

In summary, it appears that the on-the-job training program has met

with mixed success The requirement to.provide such training without fdequate

provision for the time and cost required to properly implement meaningful

on-the-job training programs hAs caused some difficulty for a number of proj-

ects. Are recent pram administrators decided to leave plans for training

to the discretion of the producers and have remov d the specific requirements
--

for on-the-job training from the regulations and ontract specifications in

the 1980 RFPs.

4
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CHAPTER SIX%

VftWERSHIP

4". 0

a

While the direct output of the ESAA -TV program is television program-

ming, the ultimate benefits from the expenditure of ESAA-TV fund% depend upon

the degree to which the shows produced reach the target audience. In this
It

context, the ESAA-TV program can be viewed broadly as a three-step process:

(1) production of services; (2) distribution, or making available, of services;
*

and (3) consumption, or actual viewing, by some target audience. The links

among these three .steps and their relevance for ESAA-TV 0.1icy are summarized

in Figure 6-1,below.a. -Initially, ESAA-TV funds are expended tooproduce a

number of,television series, each of which can be described in terms of the

minutes (quantity) of programming produced and certain characteristics (e.g.-;

format, content, target audience) of those minutes. These shows are then

carried by various television stations across the country. The extent of

this cariiage ig in large part, a product of the availability of the ESAA-TV

ser".(either videotapes from program libraries or reote feed from PBS or

commerFial networks) -and the awareness of this avaklability by broadcasters.

The amount of broldcast carriage may be measured in terms, of *the. number ofIS

stations carrying the series and the thquency of their broadcasts. The

-extent to which the; carriage occurrences represent "opp9rtunity" for both
k

target audiences a others to view the series is, in turn, dependent upon

the coverage of the broadcasts, measured in terms of the number of households

(target and other) able to receive the broadcaster's signal. This "coverage"

can be.- measured' either as the total,unduplicated number of households

reached by a given broadcast signal (a measure of the share of the population
.

'reached by ESAA-TV series) or as the cumilative number of Such households (a
\

measure of tbit, amount cA potential "services" provided b the ES -TV series).

Both measures must take into account the fact that many broadca t signals
.

-01

overlap. How'er,,it should be added that this presents an additional

problem Only if two overlappingstatiqnt are carlying,a show simultaneously--

155
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Figure 6-1

STE?S IN TN1LDELIVERY OF ESAA-TV SERVICESite..../.......marre
Production

minutes characteristics
(Content,
Target Audience)

Availabilty
(library tape,
remote feed)

Promotion

. .CARRIAGE

Stations ,

(Lbcation,
Public/
Commercial }

Frequency

COVERAGE'
Cumulative Unduplicated

.

competition Promotion

(Other ESSA
shows, _

Other TV)

.

..?.---.---.---.
VIEW -E R NS H I PN'.

Identity - Cumulative or

(target/ Unduplicated

non-tar. -.-_- . Total-g-A
A
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:**a very infrequent occurrgnce. Finally, transforming this oppportunity .into

actual viewership (measured interms of the number of petohs -- target and

other--who see a particulan series) is in part dependent upon the broadcast

Ilternatives available to viewers and the degree to which the particular

series has been promoted.

This chapter examines the available evidence on the broadcast

.carriage and audience viewership of the ESAA-TV series awarded.prior to

1978. The 1978 and k979 awards are either still in production or have been

available too short a time for carriage and viewership data on them to be

meaningful. analysis center-54'0n three concepts: carriage, coverage

and viewership (see Figure 6-1). Primary attention is actually given to

the first two of these concepts, in part because more complete data are,

available on carriage and coverage and in part because, for,pany'purposes,

these two can serve as useful proxies for viewership. The chapter is intended

to describe .the patterns reflected in the available data, to suggest some

possible interpretations of those patterns, and to present the data in such a

way that they can easily be related to other sections of th4.5 report.

vkTo accomplish these tasks, the balance o the chapter is comprised

of four sections. Section 6.1 presents a description of the data on which

this chapter is based, and the steps taken to merge those data into a sing ]4e

analytical file. Section 6.2 then presents data on the magnitude and dis-

tribution of the broadcast carriage of ESAA-TV series, including data on

the resulting brciadcast coverage for th!e various series. Next, Section 6.3

assesses the available evidence on actual audience iiewership and identifies
,

its links to ESAA-TV policy (both direct and via broadcast carriage).

Finally, Section 6.4 summarizes the findings of the preceding analyses an
0
suggests some possible policy implications.

6.1 DEVELOPMENT F AN ANALYTICAL FILE-FOR BROADCAST CARRIAGE

Development of a data file ,to analyze the byoadcast

carriage of BsAA-TV series required the amalgamation of four distinct

types of data:



data on the ESAA-TV series themselves, including the
date each series was available, the number of half -

hour shows in the series, where the series was
produced, and the target audience of the series;

data on carriage occurrences, including starting
date, number of shows carried, frequency of carria
and source from whichlipr grams were obtained;

4

data on
A
licensed telev si.on stations, including name,

location (city, state, letropolitan area), owl. rship,
and households covered by each; ,and

*

data on the population aged 5-17 years and its ethnic
composition for selected states and metropolitan
areas.

Merging these various data bases into a.single analytical file required.

transforming the various data sets to make them compatib'e with one another.

The data on the ESAA-TV series themselves were all obtained from program

documents described elsewhere in this repoert. The resulting file consisted

cif a single record for each series.

sources:

Data on carriage occurrences we're obtained"from the following

Bookings
*

bV the Public Television Library

Bookings Wfour regional televisions libraries:

-Great Plains National Instructional Televisio
Library

- Central Educational Network

-Eastern Educational Network *.

- Southern Educational Communications Association

Note that "Bookings "-refers to orders for a series Ly a given station and

is not necessarily a record of its actual airintj. However, our interviews

# with broadcasters suggest that, in fact, when series are ordered and paid

for; they are nearly always aired.

>

9



-Occasions of pick up by stations of PBS National
remote feeds of ESAA-TV series from the annual PBS
viewership survey

Data from NBC and TVAC on yhich member stations
carried the NBC network feed of Vegetable Soup..

For the booking lta from the various television ,libraries, each record

.involved the reque by some individual stations for videotapes of one

ESAA-TV series. The Lumber of half-hour shows involved ip these orders

ranged from one to 65. The data included 100 percent of ESAA-TV bookings by

these libraries for the period mid-197'6 to mid-1980. The data on the NBC

.feed of Vegetable. Soup was alsoa 100 percent sample, and.with the individual

station as the record unit. The number of half -hour shows associated with

each record was 39. In contrast, the dtta on PBS feeds of ESAA-TV shows has

carriage'by station of each indivitfual,half-hour show, as the record unit.

Moreover, the data represents only a partial sample of pickups of network
*

feeds by PBS stations.

All of this ca? > ge data was transformed to make carriage By an

individual station of any-part of a given ESAA-TV series in a given year

the record unit. This involved no changesto the NBC data and only minimal

changes to the television library booking data (in all, there were 14 occa=

Mons of a station ordering a given series ttcxe than once in a single year.)

However, for the PBS data, two mayor transformationff were necessary. First,

the data had to be transformed into the equivalent of a 100 percent sample.

If ESAA-TV series were broadcast uniformly throughout a year and if stations

carrying series were iniformly distributed across cities and states, then *he

data could simplyibelmultiplied by the inverse the sling factor (i.e.,

a one-eighth sample would be multiplied by eight). However, neither of these

requirements- was ever met. Our alternative was to use t e sample data

*Specifically, the PBS Viewership Survey-covetsonly ten eeks oirach,year;
moreover, our data wefe a one-eighth sample of this surly.

**That is, if a given station ordered the same-seexps t, or more times
during one year, these prders Were combined into single record. Similarly,
for PBS data, all carriage occuranceblby a given station of a particular
serieb during one year wer combined Into a. Single record.

.
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together with a list of PBS stations to simulate the unrecorded data. The

second transformation involved combining all of. the records in this "complete"

PBS fil which involved a given station and given series in a given year.

The number of records'cogibined into each record was then recorded as the

number of half-hour shows represented by the combined record. The various

files on carriage occurrences were then concatenated, with the station-series-
*

year as the record unit. The number of records from each source, both in

the raw data and in the final analytical file are presented in Table 6-1.

The next step in the development of the analytical file was to add

to each record in the carriage file the data on series' characteristics

described earlier, as well as the data on station characteristics. All of

the station data were taken from the 1979 Television Factbook, except the

' "number of households covered" for public stations, which was obtained from

an earlier study of the ESAA-TV program conducted by Urban Systems, Inc.

The final step in the development of this-file involved merging

onto a subset of the recordb the name of the metropolitan area in which it

xs located and the size and ethnic composition of the population aged 5-17'

in that area. Selection was keyed to station; and stations sOlected,included4

thOse in the 20 major TV markets (as identified in the 1980 Broadcast Year-*

book), those in areas where series were produced and those with high carriage

rates. Figure -6-2 presents a list of the specific variables which are on the

inal merged data file.

4This an ytical file represents a "lower bound" on the broadca'St

carriage of ESAA-TV series. It does not include transmissions by other

_than licensed broadcasters--e.g., cable bystems sor educational agencies

which broadcast into schools. Equally important, it does not include data

on repeat broadcasts of shows, asvery common practicelamong public television

stlations. Finally, the data eported here rei4esent one 4-year period (mid-

/

In the case of booking da a, all of the shows represeQted by a given

order were attributed to he year in which the order was placed.

16.1J



Table 6-1

Amount of Data on Broadcast Carrie e b Source of Data

Source
Number of Raw
Data Records

"lumber of Records
in Merged File**

Number of Half-hour

Broadcasts Represented

public Television 562 542 16,283
Library Bookings

Regional Television 491 385 6,996
"Library* Bookings

PBS Survey of 4,683 2,282 66,724
Stations picking
up Feed

NBC/TVAC Data on 51 47 '2,223
NBC Feed

TOTAL` 5,787 3,256 4 91,836

(d.

*Includes Great Plains National Television Library, Eastern Educational Network, 4.
` Sou ern Eduoational'Network and Central EducationaltNetwork.

The difference between the_Aumber of raw data records and the number of
cords in the merged data file represents, in part, the deletion of extraneous

or duplicate records and, in part, a combining ok records involving the same
series in one-year for 'a giveh station.

4
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Figure 6-2

LIST OF. VARIABLES ON THE MERGED DATA FILE
FOR ESAA-TV BROADCAST CARRIAGE

I. Station Characteristics:

1. Call Letters 0

2. Name of City

3.

{I,
Name of State,

4. Name of Metropolitan Area

5. Rank of Metropojtan Area (on ba'sis of population)

S. Census Region (NE, S, NC, W)

7. Ownership (Public or Commercial)

II. Characteristics of Carriage Occurance:

8. Year

9. Name of Series

10. Type of Series (National or Regional)

11. Ethnic Identifipation ofTarget Audience

12. Source from whi. series was obtained (NBC, PBS feed, PTV, SECA,

EEN/egg, Gip]. 14br ies)

13. Ntimbr of 'half our shows aired by the series

III. Audience Characteristi

14. Number of households overed

15.. Dummy variable: = 1 if ed population has a,high proportion

of taret group; 0 otherwise

162
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1976 to mid 1980). Some series were available only part of the time. This
difference should be taken into account w comparing the relative popularity
of the various series. In, addition to-the varia On in starting dates, many

series mA, haie'd "life" (i.e., number of years i which series is sought

by stations for airing) greater than fpur years.' To the extent that this

is true, the four years of data represent only part of the total viewership
of a series--alter-_atively, this consideration sugge,sts that the data

presented year may be most usefully viewed as a rate (i.e., viewers per
some period of time).

4P

6.2 CARRIAGE AND. COVERAGE OF ESAA-TV SERIES

As noted, broadcast of ESAA-TV series may be viewed as the amount

of "opportunity" given to target and other audiences to receive the services

(benefits) of ESAA-TV programming. In this context, data on broadcast

carriage may be examined from three distinct, but related, perspectives:

the overall incidence of broadcast carriage;

the diffusion of broadcast carriage; and

the coverage* of target and other audiences by the
given' carriage.

Each of these is discussed, in tiAL, below.

ti

6.2.1 Incidence of Broadcast Carriage

Sinde 1976, there have been nearly 100,0094 half-houfbroadcasts of
-,,

ESAA-TV aeries by licerise public and commercial televisionations., Table
6-2 shows the distributio of these broadcasti by individual series and year.

Two points in particular stand out in Alis table:

The total number Of br adcasts is ddminated by national series;'
they account for 92 pe cent ofthe total.



Table 6-2

Broadcast `Carriage* of ESAA-TV Series bv Year, 1976-1980

Series

Year

1976** 1977 1978 1979 c

NATIONAL SERIES

As*We*See*It - I 4,004

As*We*See*It- II

Carrascolenda's - r 1,111 684

Carrascolendas - II 156 1,769

Carrascolendas - III 5,274

Getting Over . .' i 156 171

Infinity Factory - I -4 10,168
,

Infinity' Factory - II

. --

Rebop - I 26, 4,680

RebOp -- II

'Sonrisas . ! --

.

Vegetable Soup - I -- 161i

'

Vegetable Soup, - I
.4 /

\s..

viirb Allegre - I 845 4 1,402

4

Ville Allegre - II ,6,324

1.

Ville Allegre 1 III 5,575

Ville Allegre - IV

26Watch Your

TOTAL National
Series

4

2,294 40,238

600 215

735 273

273 351

520 416

357t 113

2,450 833

1,470 )1,249

. 4

1,896 1,881

.^..

26 2,184

40

862 733

2,250 1,020

1,111 910

2,570 3,020

3,210 1,465

429 3,140

.758 138

19,507 17,981

Total1980

7 4,826

845 845

-- 2,803

39 2,588

195 6,405

i

797

1 .13,452

190 2,909

8,473
,

104 . 2,314"0,

1168 208

182 1,938

394 3,665
.

65 4,333

750 12,664
-

170 '10,420

1,505 5,074°

922

4,615 84,636

(continued)

*Table Entries are the number of half-hour airings Of the given series in the
given. year.

* *Reader 1.1..neminded'rhar 1976 and 1980 data are for only part of a year.

A 1o4
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' Table 6-2
(continued)

Series

Year

Total
1976 1977. 1978 1979 1.80

REGIONAL SERIES

-F9rest Spirits 52 59 18 129
4

Franco File
10 10

La Bonne Aventure
20 ,20

La Esquina
1 21 40 62

Mundo Real - I 10 104 150 50 314
r'

Mundo Real.- II 5644 . 112 . 78 10 256

Mundo Real - III or r- 77 37 8 122

Mundo Real - IV 48
1 48

Pacific Bridges 123 84 2 209

Pearls S.- 168 360 528

People of the First
70 7 77

Light

Que Pasa USA? - I - - 20 895 . 431 289 1',635

Que-Pasa USA? - II 1.- 48 1,404 -410 1,862

Que Pasa USA? - III -
9 36 100 ,1 45

Que Pasa USA? - IV 145 ,121 46.64

Real People 27 192 59 i 287
40

South by NW - 102 130 Si) 282

-4;
South by NW - II 160 10 170

TOTAL - Regional 10 309 1,789 2,920 1,594 6,622
Series

165
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a Comparing the three years whe
(1977-1979), there were nearl
'in 1977 as there were in 1978

The dominance of national series is

national series typically contain a

fact, adjusting for this difference

e complete data were available
twice as many half-hour broadcasts,

or 1979.

partially explained by the fact that

much larger number,of half -bows. In

(i.e., treating the broadcast of a given

series by a given Atation as one observation, no matter how many individual

show? are shown), regional series were about half as likely to lot airedas

national series. The signifitantly laiger number of airings in 1977 is due

entirely /to the large number of series fed by PBS to.its-meniber, stations that

year. Moreover, a face not show4 by the table is, that while totaaairings

nearly "doubled in 1977, the total households reached by those brAdcasts

was only about 15 percent higher than in 1978 or 19794
.44*

Table 6-3 shows the distribution of ESAA -'TV broadcasts by type of

station. As one might expect, publicly operated stations had four times as

many half-hour airings as did commercially grated stations.* ,Moreover,

this distribution was true for both national and regional series. Only a few

of the national series had carriage bytcommercial stations that were signifi-

cant both in absolute terms and relative to that series' carriage over public

stations. However, the 20 percent of total broadcasts ai \d by commercial

stations account for nearly 40 percent of the total households reached by

ESAA-TV broadcasts (this point is discussed further below). Finally, one

point not shown by the table is the fact that there were significantly
.

more airings of ESA. -TV series by comme0a1 stations in 1978 and 1979 than

there were in 1977, suggesting that TVAC's promotion campaign may have had a

positive effect,

4

6.2.2 . Distributionot ESAA-TV Broadcasts

Paralleling the variation in the total number of airings among ESAA-

TV series is a similar variation in the distribution of broadcasts. The

*In all, 244 public stations and 23 commercial stations aired one 9r more

ESAA.,TV series during the period.
*
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Tle 6-3

Distribution of ESAA-TV Broadcasts and Households Covered,
By Type'of Station, 1976z-1980

Commercially Operated Stations Publicly Operated Stations

Number of Cumulative Number of CumUlative
Half-Hour Households Reached Half-Hour Households Reached

Series Airings (millions) Airings (millions)
,

As*We*See*It -

As*We*See*It -

I 496

II 13

1,990Carrascolendas - I

Carrasco 1 II 8 7

Carrascolendas III

Getting Over 476

Infinity Factory - I 1,536

Infinity Factory II 296

-I 754

II 234

52

I r1,476

LI 2,434

I .3,781

II 439

III 588

Vile. Allege - IV 165
.,

Watch Your Mouth 312

Rebop

Rebop 7

Sonrisas%,

Vegetable Soup -

Vegetable Soup -

Ville Allegre -

Ville Allegre

Ville Allegre,-

TOTAL - National
Series

17,151

-2,555 _ 1.;691 1,380

2 2,065 5,193 2,861

983 321 242

21',22 66,875

NATIONAL, SERIES

A

645 4,330 2,885

15 832 471

2,911 813 '559

2,557-/ 11,916 7,755

654 2,613 2,003

1,053 7,719 5,643

484 2,080 1,421

10 t 156 111
4

2,042 462 . 373

2,619 1,2'31 804

....

5,640 552 560

426 12,225 9,59

1,417 9,832 4,947

.

,468 4,909 5,002
.

j688 , 610 820

47,438

(continued)
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Table 6-3
(continued)

/

6

Series

Forest Spirits

Commercially Operat StabionS

'Cumulative Number of Cumulative ,
Households Reached, Half -Hour Households'Reached

(millions) ; Airings (millions)

Numberlof
Half-Hour
Airings

60 101

Publi&ly,Operited Stations

Franca. File

La '6ohne Aventure 20 101

La Esguing 40 110

Mundo Real - I 114 271

Mundo Real - II 107 310

Mundo Real - III 40 77

Mundo Real - IV 34 94

...

Pacific Bridges 129 248

Pearls 24 14

People of the FirstLightS
* .1%

Que Pasa USA? - I 219 288

Que Pasa. USA? - II 65 120

Que-Pasa USA? - III 35 19

Que Pasa USA? - IV 63 52

Real People 202 A
.4

.

South by NW - I r t50

. . .

South by NW - II 45 ,
78

(-1TOTAL Regional
Series

1,322 2,330

REGIONAL SERIES'

69

4 *4

10

ij
-7

22

200

149

82

14

<

80

504

77

1,416

1,97

110,

403

..- 85

157

)

125

5,300

62

3

26

297

250

49

r

- 106

303-

53

1,324 .

595

I
62

258

87

102

113

yr

4,286



'distribution of broadcasts is of interest to' the extent that it relates to

tie amountoOt,flopportunity'L provided by these broadcasts. Table 6-4 presents

data for -each series on the number of separate stations which carried the

series and the number-orseparate states wain each census region in wIlich,

it was aired. Two pattertis in particular ould b4 noted. '

e There is a widei.distribution of broadcasts for national series
than for regional series.

The geographic distribuiipn'of broadcasts for a series is more
closely related to the number of commercial stations airing that
series than to the number of public stations.

'Table
t-5 Shows,the geographic distribution of ESAA-TV broadcasts

from a,soTewhat different perspective. 4 T,he first two -columns show t4 number

of separate series and the total number of half -hours aired in each state

during the study period. The third column adjusts the number of .broadcasts-
.

to account for differences both in the populations. of states antf,in the

number,of stations within a state.* AS the table shows, e/ery state except

Wyoming ** had one or more broadtests of an ESAA-TV series. The table also 15

showse tnat four states tad considerably more broadcasts than 'the rest:

California, New Yol-k, Texas and Florida. Together they account for over

one-fourth of the total broadcast

4

Table 6-6 shows what the distributions presented in two previous

tables mean for the relative concentration of)broadcasts f individual '

series. As noted agove, the significance of these distributions depends

partially on the population of a given geographic area., Moreover, while

census region

industry's mos

the ctuntry ca

and state have significance for social policy, the television
4 A

t widely used geographic division is "market area." Thatis,

n be di vided into a number of television market areas. Of the

15 Largest such areas, 10 have significant minority populations and hence are

*This column is actually calculated as follows: (Total number of half-
hours X antra -state coverage for each half-hour)/total number of households.

**Note that Hawaii 'and Alaska were not included at all in this analysis.

19
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Table 6-4
,

Total Number of Stations Airing ESAA-TV Series
and Number of.States in Whith S ries Was Carried,

By Series 197e 1 80

'T Number' of Stations Number of States- in

''Seiies Publid Commercial
North-

South
North'

central West

As*We*See*/t - I

As*We*See*It - II'

Carrascolendas - I
, ..

Carrascolendas - II

Carrascolendas .-, III

betting Over

Infinity Factory = I

Infinity F\actori- II

i
Rebop - I

Bebop - II

Sonrisas

Vegetable Soup - I

Vegetable,Soup - II

r

Ville Allegre - . I

-Villle Allegre - II

Ville Allegre - III

Ville,Allegre IV

Watch Your Mouth

4

158

55

7

5

213

14

220

102

235
0 +

59,

4

13

31

6

251

188

117

20

.*

NATIONAL SERIES *

17

7

5-

3

17

6

17

15

17

11

1

104

16

5

17

16

16

7

.

-

r

4

10

10

5'

3

. 11

3

11

6

11

6

7

8

4

11

11

11

5

.

7,

6

2 .

9

5

9

8

9'

2

4

5

7

9

9

15

, 1

37

17

24

11

33

9

25

9

2

37

62'

41

9

10

7

11

,

-

,.'

,

'

.

10

5

5

3

9

3

10

7

4
.

5

4

10

10

9

3

.

TOTAL* -

National. Sdries
240 252

%ft. ,^
10 17 12 a

(continued)
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Talq.e 6-4

,(continued)

I

Number of Stations Numberlof States' in...1
Series Commercial

North-
east South

North
Central West

t
REGIONAL SERIES

Forest Spirits 9 8 0 5 6 2

*Franco File
....-

1 0 0 1 0 0

La Bonne Aventure 3 1 0 0 0 1

La Esquina 4 3 0 2 3 2

Mundo Real - I 19 11 4 8 3 2

MundoReal , II 15 9 3 6 2 1

Mundo Real - III 9 5 2 . 4 1 1

Mundo Real - IV 2 ). 2' 1 2 1 1

Pacific Bridges 13 17 1 7 3 3

Pearls 21 1 3 6 4
$

People'of the First
Light 11 - 1 4 1

Que Pasa USA? - I 94 16 6 14 10 7

Que Pasa USA? - II 40 6 4 10 7

Que,Pasa USA? - III 31' 6 5 8 6 1
, .

%

Que Pasa USA? IV 11 2 1 8 6 , / 1

,

Real People 11 20
.

1 . 5 6 5

Sot til by NW - I 19 22 4 13 4 3

South by NW - II 24
,

9 2 g 3 2

TOTAL -
180 110 10 17 11 8Regional Series
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Tablet 6 -5

Extent of Broadcast Carria e of ESAA-TV Series

By State, 1976-1980

State .

Total (unduplicated)
Number of Series ,

Total Number
of Half-Hours

NumbeF of Half -Hours

Per Household

ConnectiCut

Delaware

Maine

14

6

.12

NORTHEAST'

627

274

210

1,299

280

1,313

Massachusetts 240 2,196 840.

New Hampshire 11 1,069 180

New-Jersly 12 1,441 577
..,

New York 23 3,957 1,049

tpnnsylvania 20'
0.

2,049
. a

4 320

Rhode Island 10
I 4

386 5365 ''

Vermont 8 ,646 156

All'OTAL -:northeast 34 14,6.38

SOUTH

Alabama 14 2,023 210,,

Arkansas 1,2 10293 260

District of Columbia 22 1,394 1,394

Florida Z7 4,600 64

Georgia 18 2,312 380

Kentucky 13 3,051 310

Louisiapa 15 1,021 224

Maryland 10 755 216

Mississippi 10 1,839 410

North Carolina 13 1,933 278

Oklahoma 16 114,031 266

South Carolina 14 1,683 354

Tennessee 18,1 1,605 377-

Texas 34 7,015 1,011

Virginia 21- 2,403 588

est Vi inia i 12 1°003 215

TOTAL - South 36 134,781

(continued)
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TAble 6-5.

(cOntinued)

..-

State
Total (unduplicated)

Number of Series

, .

Total Number
of half -Hours

Number of Half-Hours
Per Capita

NORTH CENTRAL" .

.

Illinois
,

.

23 , 1,880
)

'670

Indiana, ,22 3,254 718

Iowa , . 13 1,806- 368

Kansas
.

19
-,. 911 310

Michigan 28 3,953 958 e

Minnesota 15 1,499 .

617

Missouri 21 1,347 218

Nebraska 14 2,403 277

North Dakota 6 -473'
.

88 _

k- Ohio 19 3,032 486

South-bak bta 1 1 1,058 310 '
.

WisconsiA 18 1,809 460

TOTAL - North Central 3'3 23,425 --

1$' WEST
.

Arizona ,13 1,164 /281

California : 32 8,036 1811

Colorado . 12 ' 689 263
$

Idaho 12 869 194

Montana'. 3 , 53 11
,Nevada --

,..

8

de

494 1410

New Mexico 16 ' 1,668 366

Oregon( . 21 . 2,077 471

Utah 17 1,019
. .

267

Washin on 20 2 215 478
. .

TOTAL 4 West
$ 35 18,284
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Table *6-6

Geographic Concentration of ESAA-TV Broadcasts
1976-1980

Number of Total Half- ours

Total Numbers In Tenjiargest

of Half-Hour Television In One In One
4t.

Series Broadcasts Markets Cei1sus Region Stated'

NATIONAL SERIES

As*We*See*It - I 4,826- 685 2,160 364

As*We*See*It II ,845 104 325 65

Carrascolendas - I 2,803 1,110 1,120 546

.-Carrascolendas - II 2,588 A 1,344 847 273

Carrascolendas - III 6,405 1,142 2,410 615

Getting Over 797 284 462 152

Infinity FactOry - I 13,452 1,669 5,286 858

Infinity Factory - II 2,909 443 1,342 255

gebop 8,473 1,274 3,861 611

-

Rebop II 2,314 390 1,144 260

Sonrisas 208 39 r 117 45

Vegetple'Soup - I 1,938 565 ,799 160

Vegetable Soup II 3,665 407 2,021 309

Ville Allegre - I 4,333 1,329 1,822 945

Ville,Allegre - II 12,664 1,775 4,489' 1,180

1
Ville Allegre III 19,420 1,982 3,888 855

Ville Allegre IV 5,074 988 1,976 477

Watch Your Mouth 922 368 267 104

TOTAL-National Series" 84,636 15,898 33,62- 7,110

ipentinued)
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Table 6-6
(continued)

1 .

Series

1'
Number of Total Half-Hours

Total Number In Ten Largest
of Half1Hour Television In One In One
Broadcasts . Markets ' Census Region -0:r statelk

s.

Forest Spirits

Frahco File

La Bonne Aventure

La Esquina

Mundo Real - 4 I

Mundo Real - II

Mundo III

Mundo Real - IV

'Pacific Bridges

129

40

A2

314

256.

122

Pearls 528

People of the
First Light 77

Que Pasa USA? - I 1,6,35

Que Pasa USA? -, II- 1,862

Que. Pasa USA? - III . 145

Que Pasa USA? - IV 466

Real People

Sodth by NW - , I

South by NW
A

TOTAL-Regional Series. 6,622

287

282

17-0

REGIONAL SERIES

42

0

20,

58

10

20

24

10

20

30 30 20
i

,

92 112 60

. 105. 65

15' 59 24

28 16 .11

66 105 ,75

48 168 72

14 56 28

'371 568 192

148 647 164

S.
24 82

88 122 42

82 131 77

a
65 135 47

30 95 25

1.,263 2,560 991

AFNumber listed is the far number of of broadcasts for every individual
. half-hour broadcasts in an one census series:

. region or any one stake. Colunuis do
not sum tototal because no one census
region or state had the largest numbed

f
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likely 'tO'be of interest here.* Table 6-6 also presents the number of

broadcasts by stations located in these market areas for each EAA-TV series,

as well als the largest numbe, of broadcasts of each series ,in anysini$e

_cenius'region and any single'state.

The patterns in Tables 6-4,'6-5'and 6-6 reflect the average patterns
,

()yd the four years studied. As Table 6-7 shows, there are significant

differences among.tkese patterns for the individual years. Specifically,
4 .

broadcasts of ESAA -TV series in general, and national series in particular,

have become more dispersed across theicountry.

6.2.3 Coverage of Target and Other Audiences

an.

As noted-at the beginning of this chapter, the purpose of the ESAA-TVr ,

Program is to provide educational aervicePto certain tapoe-15(-5pulations. In
;,

T

general, those "services" are meant to facilitate the process of racial inte-

gration. Its "success" in making those services available to these Mpulations,

then, is partially a function how well the broadcaPts of ESAA -TV series

reach these target audiences. That iS, the significance of the geographic

distributions described above depends largely n how well they parallel the

°graphic distribution of potential target ai iences. As a context for

... co idering this issue, four points should be noted:

.16

Nationally, thee are approximately 14 million children aged 5-17
years of Black, Hispanic, Asian or American Indian descent.**
Together they represent about 15 percent of the national total
population aged 5-17.

co These minority children are not uniformly distributed geographi7
cally, but are concentrated in particular areas,. More specifically,

10 of the nation's 15 largest metropolitan areas account for
almost 50 percent of these children.

,

*The ten are: New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit,
San Francisco, Washington, D.C., St. Louis, yuston, and Miami.

**While. "French speaking" is recognized as a minority by ESAA-TV Program, the Y,

Census Bureau does not maintain data on this group. Also, none of the
,,,

ESAA-TV series analyzed here were offically targeted to Black audiences.

\si:However,

some of the "multicultural" series had a strong orientation to i
BlaCk audiences and were treated as such here. It might be added that, n.

all 'areas of the cpuntry.except the Southwest, the number of total minority
children (the assumed target of multicultural series) is dominated 1?}, the

number of Black children in a given area.



_J

Distribution of Broadcasts of ESAA-T'VSer es
Across States and Stations, By Year 1476-1980

YEAR

Number of States Having NuMber of Stations
Broadcasts of N Airing U S.aliarate
Separate Serigs During Year - Series During Year

N =1 N-2-3 N=4-5 N=6 or more N=1* N=2-3 .N=4-5 N=6 or more

NATIONALSERIES

1976* 10 8.
,

32 8

1977 6 f, 41** 37 36 65 58

,
1978 5 5. . 17 22 185 128 . 22 3

1979 2 12 14 18 1,a_0 117 16 4

1980* 15 18 3 4 90 34 1

REGIONAL SERIES

1976* 1

1977 8 6 3 21 9

1978, 10 ,15 5' 87 32 3 1

1979 10 15 8 8 -76 51 7 1

1980* 13 16 4 56 18

*Reader is re ndd that data for 1976 and 1980 are fox parts of those years only.

**This entry breaks down as follows: 6=25 states; 7=10 states; 8=2 states; 79=3 states,
10=1 state (California).

r
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e In general, the different ethnic groups are concentrated in
.different parts of the country. However, there are four states
with significant numbers of ibth Black and Hispanic children:
California, New'York, Texas and Florida. Together the account

for 45 percent of minority child4en.

o In addition to these areas- with large minority populations, one
.should also give consideration to areas with smaller total popu-
lations, but with,high concentrations of specific tlinorities. For

example, in many medium-sized communities in the'South, B14tks
mike up 50 percent or more of the population. In the Southet,
some major cities, such as Albeguergue.and San Attonio,yhave

populations which are more than one-third Hispanic,. Moreover,

with the exception of Oklahoma City, American Indian populations
are all concentrated in non-metropolitan areas.

Tables 6 -8 and 6-9 present data on the tribution of ESAA-TV broadcasts and

potential audiences as they relate to the' distribution of target populations.

The columns in these tables reflect the points made above regarding the

geographic distribution of target audiences. Three points standout in these

tables:

13

Overall, there is a considerable 'latch between the location\of

ESAA-TV broadcasts and the location of their target audience.
This is tarticularly evident in looking at the households covered

by the broadcasts.

There are some partially systematic differences among series. In

/ particular, Asian series appear especially well-targeted, although
this may simply reflect the fact that broadcasts of regional
series appear more concentrated on their target audiences (and
there are no national Asian shows). Among the national series,
Hispanic series appear to be somewhat better targeted than the

others.*

o The less well-carried series seem to be especially concentrated in

areas with large target audienceg, suggesting', that the initial
viewers of a series are those for whom it was intended.

6. VIEWERSHIP

Comprehensive data of the sort used to identify and analyze the

.broadcast carriage of ESAA-TV programs were not available to identify the
0

*Asian series include Pearls, Pacific Bridges and Peoples of the First Light;
National Hispanic Series included Carrascolendas I - III, Sonrisas and Ville

Allegre I IV.

207, 178
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Series

Table 80.8

Concentration of ESAA-TV Broad-cafes in States and
Areas with Large Target Populations, 1976-1980

.4

Number of Half - Flours Broadcasts

In 4 States with In States with In Local Areas with
Largest Minority High Cqpcentration High Concentration
Popultions of Target Population of Target Population

NATIONAL SERIES

As*We*See*It - .40' 1,049 1,218 1,311

As*We*See*It - II 143
/

161 111

Carrascolendas - I 1,710 1,460 ' 1,611

Carrascolendas - II
.-

1,841 1,210 1,421
s-

Carrascolendas - III <11,431 1,330 11.880

Getting Over ,278 312 291

InfinitylFactory I 2,6,28 3,668 2,848

Infinity Factory -II 528 768 624

Rebop I 1,976 2,120 1,984:-
I

Rebop - II ,, 572 624 588

Sonrisas 117 130 121

Vegetable Soup - I 524 582 k68
4

Vegetable Soup - II 657 727 731

2,180 2,145 2,114

4ille Allegre . II 3,179 2,074 2,181

Ville Allegre III 2 488 1,920 2,046

,

Ville Allegre IV 2,210 1,710 1,801

Ville Allegre -

Watch Your Mouth 130 178

TOTAL - National Series 21,586 22,289 22,469

1

)

(continued)
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Table 6-8

(cOntinued)

Re-

Number of Half-Hours Broadcasts

In 4 States with In States with Inocal Areas with
Largest Minority High Concentration High Concentration

Series Population of Target Population of Target Population

REGIONAL SERIES

Foiept Spirits 42 15 45

'Franco File 0
*

La Bonne Aventure 20 0 .0

14E4quina 30 40 31

Mundo Real - 152 82 102

MunciO Real - II 146 72 9

Mundo Real - III 76 60 68

Mundo Real - IN7 15 19 16

Pacific Bridges 99 105 101

Pearls 120.
I

96 88

People of the First
21 0

Light

Que Pasa USA? - I .477 399 410

Que Pasa USA? - II 354 272 324

Que Pasa USA? - III 30' 32 28

Que Rasa uSA?'-- IV 105 120 110

Real People 113 r 54 ---- 91

South by NW- I 97 80 86
X

South by NNH Tr sb 50 59

TOTAL - Regional Series 1,834 1,496 1,656

9
*The one airing of the Franco File Series (10 shows) occured in Louisiana, a

state with a large French- speaking population.

.
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,
. Table 6-9

Geographic Distribution of Cutaulative Households f,

Reached bzESAA.-TV Broadcasts, 1976-1980

Series

'Number of Cumd1ative Households (m).lions)
A

Total
Cumulative 10 Large'

Households Minority
(millions) Markets

In 4

States with
Largest,

Minority
PopUlations

-1States with
High Concen-
tration of
Target Audience

In Loca4,ties
with High
Con8entration
of Target
Audience

As*WeSee*It -

As*We*See*It -

/tarrascOlendas -

(

I 3,529

491 305

3,469 3,010

4,610

3,051

1;845

Carrascolendas - II 3,935
4 4.4. 4

Carrascolendas - I I. 4,926

Getting Over . 1,225

Infinity Factory I

Infinity Factory -,II

Rebop 6,696

Rebop - II 1,905

Sonrisas

Vegetable Soup -

Vegetable Soup -
(

11e AIlegrefAl.

ille Allegre -

Ville Allegre - III

Ville Allegre IV

Watch Your Mouth

10,312

,661

120

I 2,415

II 3,422

I 6,199

II 10,023

7,738

4,086

1,508

TOTAL - National'
IP 4

Series-

.672

4,702 .

1,440

2,465

39

1,369

366

3,778

4,789

3,820

1,945

1,217

74,660

NATIONAL SERIES

1,779

91

2,002

4,228

2,634

670

4,171

1,152

,. 0,071

905

54

4 813

55

3,201

4,776

2,884

1,610

877

1,944

A
98

1,320

1,622

1,342

743

2,018

470%

3;292

966

58

868

271

2,931

880

205

2,382

1,510

41,5i5 35,173

2,120

1,310
-

2,318

3,820

3,411

699

5,1241

1,482

3,518

71

1,110

688

3, 114

4,886

4,014

2,210

788

72,920 /40,727

(continued)
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Table 6-9
. (continued)

Series

Total
Cumulative
Households
(millions)

Number of Cumulative HouseholdsimIlions) in;

In 4
States with

10 Large Largest

Minority Minority
'Markets Populations

N---N7Localitief
In States-with with High
High Cohcen- Conceafration
tration of of Target
Target Audience AudienCe

REGIONAL SERIES

1Forest Spirits

Franco(File

163

3

108

9

101

0

La Bonne Aventure 101 101 101

La Esquina 136 118 107

Mundo Real - I 568 404 356

Mundo Real - II 560 433 380

Mundo Real III 126 59 67

Mundo Real - IV 110 97 58

Pacific bridges 354 235 259

'Pearls 317 177 198

People of the First_,

Light
53
4

16 18

ue Pasa USA? I 1,E12 96 1,%, 740

Que Pasa-USA? 'II 715 187 166

Que Pasa USA? a 41 24.

Que Pasa USA? IV 310 131 78

,

Real eople 0399 285 286

South NW I 252 110 61

South by II 192 67 92

XOTAL - Regional
Series

6,616 3,2d5 3 , 1 f2

5 17

122

343

0

110

95

78 382 1

55 88

58 84

229 294

198 ' 210

0 0

430 ' 880

4
/28 210

28 51

91 181

48

122

104

3,181

11

1,649

1
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I,

/7

actual number of viewers of ESAA-TV Programs. However, there are, some ,

limited, data available from which conclusions can be drawn regarding likely

numbers of viewers and the significance ofkiriewership /r4,4ps for ESAR-TV

Policy in partictolai-4i PBS provided information -$n the periodic audience

surveys condutd by A.C. NeilsCh. In addi*ion, we also used the earlier

ESAA-TV study done by Applied Management 'Scrences. Together, thes ata

iprovded some information' on eight of the ESA4-TV series. In'revi g these

data, the follow \ng patterns emerge:

The most popular ESAA.-TV series are watched by 2-3 percent of the

potential audience's. Many series fall below measuiable standard

e ';by Neilson typically

(0.5-percent). This imp recision in is compounded by
the fact that surveys Inch as thefone conduqtR
junderrepresent minorities. Thus, -elle better targeted a series
is, the more likely it. is for the audience to be undercounted.

).
Overall, a good estir9te for the 'average number of viewers is

1.0 percent of total (cumulative) boy Beholds. *

There is a strong sitiVe correlation betAen the share of the
potential audience ho actually watch series and the number of
times a series is aired (i.e., thermos aired series_are the most
popular with target audiences). Thus, otal, airings for total
households can usefully be employed'as a proXy 'for the relative

viewership of a series.

.

When compared to major phildren's shows carried by,PBS, such as
SESAME STREET, T. ROGERS or THE ELECTRIC COMPANY,,,, ESAA-TV series

are not carried nearly as oftenz_Or are they carried by.as.many.
stations: In,fact, the most popular.ESAA-TV series (VILLE ALLEGRE)
was aired only about half as often by PBS affiliates as wasAESAMEI
STREET or MR ROGERS. But more ignificantly, its actual,vewership 1-
was only one-eighth that of the two major shows. TliisfrSugges6

that promotion campaigpp,oimed a broadcasters, to increase the,
number of airings are nit completely sufficient. There clearly"?
remains considerable room for pr6mOtionS directed toward 'consumers
to increase actual viewership. rates.

*A prt);.able lower bound for viewership rates is 0.5 percent of the vexed
households and a 15robabre upper bound is 2:0 percent. Because of
tentativeness of these'*imates, as fvell as their direct corresp.ndance to
the coverage estimates presented in the previous section, rho specific
viewership estimates are pr rented here. The reader can easily calculate
such estimates by multiplyies the first column of Table 6-9'by the desirdd 0
viewership rate. For example, with a. rate of 1.0 percent, ,the estimated
cumulative total number of households watching As We See rt-I between
1976Wd 1980 would be .01 X 3,530,000,000.= 35000,000:'

he

A
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4

6.4 SUMMARY

This chapter analyzed a variety ofdata related to the airing of

ESAir.TV programs 14 licensed television stationeand the extent to which

they wire actua4y:lelewed by target audiences., The purpose oft this analysis
4

was to assess the de§ree to which these ptograms were actually reaching their

target audiences and whether suchviewership was, or could be, affected by

ESAA pol,41;;./ Given the many factors which might impact on viewership rates

and the limited control ESAA officials,have over many of these factors, as

well as the limitation of available data, the presentation and statistics are
7

essentially descriptive. The chapter does not attempt to offer a comprehen-
..---.

slave or definitive analyis of ESAA-TV viewhip, but rather to identify

what appears to be systematic differenc4among shows and over time to

suggest the possible implications of these patterns for ESAA-TV policy.

The analysis produced the following principal results:

Since 1976, there have been nearly 100,000 half-hour
airings of ESAA-TV shows (apart from repeat broadcasts,
broadcasts by cable TV systems, and broadcasts over
closed-circuit instructional TV systems). About-three-
fourths of these airings have been by publicly operated
stations and *about one-fourth by commercially operated

stations.

The total annual number of airings'qncreased in 1977 but
otherwise has remained relatively constant. However, the

distribution of these airings has become more dispersed--
in 1976 and 1977, a larger portion of the. total was

concentrated in a few series.

9/Commercial stations agcounted'for a significantly larger
share 6f total-airingt in 1978-80 than in 1976:-77, sug-
gesting-that TVAC 1110. had an impact.

The.geograhic dispersion of ESAA-TV hroaddasts is co

siderable. Stations in 49-,eates have broadcast ESAA

shows. Moreover, only 20 percent of total airings have
been in'the 20 larget television markets. This 20

pereent, however, accounts for 60 percent of the total
potential pldience of the ESAA broadcasts. The share of

broadcasts in the major markets has increased slightly
over the period (largely a result of increased commercial

carriage); however, airings have become morp dispersed

among the states.
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4\1o The geographic broadcast patterns correlate, ell with Op
geographic distribution of target audiences; broadcasts
are concentrated in those states and localities where
tiarget populations are concentrated.

ea Data on carriage are a useful proxy for the relative
incidence of viewerstft Among ESAA shows; that is, the
most aired series have the highest viewership ratings.
However, none of the ESAA series compared falkwably/4ith
other federally sponsored children's television programming,
such as SESAME STREET cii--THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. Moreover,
the differences with respect to viewership are considerably
more than with respect to carriage (for e)4mple, in-1979,
VILLE ALLEGRE had half the carriage but only one- eighth
the viewership of SESAME STREET). This difference suqgeets
that there may be benefits from promotional efforts aimed-
at viewers.

o Series which represent continuations'of previously produced
series lappear to be carried considerably less than their
predecessors. Even in years when both are available, the
initial series is more often. aired. This suggests that
there may be benefits to encouraging diyersity.

Regional series appear to serve a definite_orpose. Their
total carriage is considerably less than that of national
series. However, 'if one adjusts for differences in the
number of shows awailgle.for a given series, thdy have
comparable carriage in'those areas where eTb target popu-
lation is concentrated.,

185 21
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INTRODUCTION

' CHAPTER SEVEN

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

J

~1.4,71

.
During the period 1973 to.1979, USOE awarded 50* grants and contracts,4

p(totalling $58 million, under the ESAA -TV Program. These awards Apresent a

substantial "investment" on the part of the 'federal governm4ht. The purpose

of this chapter is to identify che1racteristiCs of this iniestment which alight

relate to its "efficiency" or "Nulty." .Particular attention isgiven to

those characteristics which are, or might be, affected'by federal policy\

7.1.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

0.-
This analysis is not intended to be a cost-effectiveness study which

'develops a detailed structural model of the ESAA-TV Program and then uses that

model to make normative judgments about the "optimality" of investments. Such .,

a study is well beyond the scope of this,dtract--and, in fact, may net be

feasible.or meaningful. Instkad, the analysis is more descriptive in nature.

It identifies relationships amopg characteristics of the individual awards and

suggests their implications for federal policy. The limited available infor-
..

- omation and uniqueness, in many roppects, of the individual series make it

impossible to draw any conclusions froma systematictatistical analysis,

yet, analysis can provide useful information to ESAA-TV Program officials con--

1%.cerning factors which have affected the efficiency or equity of investments.

The analysis 6 f?cused excrisively on the 41timate'dkitcomes of the

ESAA-TV investment proc --that is, on the awards actually made. It must be.

kept in mind that these outcomes are the product of several factors, some of

which are fully controllable by ESAA-TV officials, others only partially

*oontrollable, and still atiners not at all.' In general, these factor's fall

into, one of, four groups.

I.

A 51st award was actually made but was subsequently cancelled.
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e ESAA-TV administrative practices (including award criteria),

o characteristics of the proposals actually received by the
government in response to its announcement of the ESAA-TV
compep.tion, .

o ascriptive and behavioral characteristics of those who are
successful in the ESAA-TV competition, and

e demographic characteristics of the ESAA -TV target audiences:

The various,24-controllable factors, in effect, operate as constraints on the

choices made by federal officials. Thus, while certain patterns and trends
iZa

%a

with respect to these a rds are identifieU, it may be impossible to establish

whethet the identified re tionships are coincidental or by-products of

ESAA-TV policies. a

The framework within which this financial analysis was conducted may,

be represented by the following diagram:

PRODUCERS

Census Region
Local Market Size
Organization

Type/Size
Unionization
Experience

1

t.
L

fa,

PROGRAMS

Competition
Content
Level
Audience
Format

PRRpOSED OUTPUT-
'

$, Total Budget
$ Total ESAA Award
Total Minutes- -

Original/Repeat

ACTUAL OUTPUT

$ Total Cost
Total ESAA Cost
Total Minutes-
Original/Repeat

4
1

KEY:

COSTS/BENEFITS

$ Total ESAA Cost per Minute }Produced
$ Total ESAA Cost (Minutes) per Member

of Target AUdience
Total ESO Cost per Viewer Minute-
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Initially, USOE announces competition the production of specific

teleOision series. In ipecifying what typ of se ies it wants, the government4
selects a set of characteristics. These progr variables (which, in effect,

are the government's piicy instruments) include:

o type of competition (national or regional, new or con,'
tinuing);

o program content (cognitive, affective, bilingual); and

o the program -revel (elementary, intermediate, or secondary)

Two additional program characteristics

responses to the ESAA-TV competition:

ethnic minority or age group,* and (2)

mentary, dramatic, or a combination of

,may also be considered in evaluating

(1) the proposed audience (particular

the proposed format (magazine, docu-

these).

These characteristics vary considerably-in their relative importance

(with respect to ESAA-TV policy) and in the degree to which they can be ,

defined precisely. For example, while, the format of a series may signifi-

cantly affect the cost of producing that series, format has never been used to

define formally a specific competition--perhaps in part because even informed

observers may disagree as to whether a given series should be classed as "mag-

azine" or as "dramatic." SedOndly, the priority attached to these various

characteristics And -their explicit role in the award process changed over

Producers of various types respond to these announcements. These pro-

ducers maybe characterized in various ways. In terms of possible impact on

thutcome of ESAA-TV investment, five seem particularly important:

o the census region in which the producer is located;

o the total population of the local area;

o the type of organization (educational television station;
independent producer, or public agency);

*

That is, different groups within the competition categories estab-
lished by federal officials.

18 9
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o the Size of the organlzation; and

o the union status of the producer's employees and any
preVious-experience with ESAA-TV productions.

The first two of these charactristics may be related'to the nature and size

,of the potential target audience which might be nerved by a given series.*

In addition, the total population of the local area as well as employee union

status may difectthe relati'Ve costs of production for a given series. For

example, both appear to be related,6 labor costs. Diffe4ent types of organi-

zations may also incur different relatiVe costs in producing a series, pos-
.

sibly as a result of differences in the management of series production or in

the marketing of a series. For example, organizations with full-time adminis-

trative staffs experienced in television production may provide better fiscal

management; and Public-Television Licensees may do better in marketing a given

production.* Similarly, previous experience in producing an ESAA-funded

series might be expected to help in both of these areas. Finally, the size of
0

.the producing orginization may also affect the final product of a'given proj-

ect; in addition to the greater likelihood that larger,'well-established

organizations will have the appropriate administrative structures, such orivr

izations may also be better able to provide 'additional funds to cover produc-

tion cost overruns, should they occur. * * *.

The various ethnic minorities clearly are not distributed uniformly

across this country. Moreover, there may be significant regional differences

within minority groups. For example, the culture of the Indians of the North-
east may differ substantially from the cultge of Indians in the Southwest.
Similarly, the interests and needs of Hispanics in'the East may differ consid-

erably from those of Hi6panics in the West.

It should be pointed out that administrative problems, such a&
those discussed earlier in this report (e.g., difficultielyntegrating the
production of a series into the organization) usually do not carry over into

the fiscal area. 1F

***'
It should be pointed out that such funds must always cane from

other sources, as ESAA-TV havp,to date, refused to consider

tional funding for a given series.

a
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Following a detailed review of the various proposals, USOE selected a ,

subset of these proposals and negotiated contracts with the winning producep.*

In accepting a given proposal, or-set of proposals, the government thus allo-

i cates resources to, or "invests in," some amount of television programming of

a given type% That amount may be meaiOured either in program minutes (reflect-

ing the quality .of the output to be produced) or in dollars (reflecting the,

quality bf the output to be produced) or in dollars (reflecting the quantity

cfresources to be used as inputs fai those minutes.**. With respect to the
40"

latter measure, it should be noted that USOE was not asked to fund all of the

production cost of a series. In some cases, producers may propose to par-

tially fund the production of a series with, 'hon-ESAA funds or through in-kind

kntributyns by thA. producing or*ization, puch as free use of a studio or

not charging for general overhead costs.*** With respect t the former mea-

ure, particularly as it relates to inputs required, it should be pointed out

that some portion of the minutes produced for a series may be used/more than
)

.

once in the final product. Such "repeat" minutes clearly should be signifi-

cantly less expensive than "original" minutes since they largely involveJonly

post-production costs.****
6

-de

*

Both this selection process and accompanying negotiation process
---4--azoetheir respective relationships to fiscal considerations are discussed in

detail elsewhere in the report. Also, it should be noted that for clarity,
all awes re referred to here as "contracts" although the 1973 awards were
actually -gr nts.

** /--,
In terms of the "expected value" of the initial' investment, this

quantity of inputs may be viewed, in part, as a measure of the "quality". of
the minutes produced with ,them, that is, presumabli ESAA-TV officials expZct
"better" output when they award more dollars for a given amount of programming.

***
In some cases, these contributions appear to be unintentional and,

ilogome, even unrecognized. One potentially, important policy Issue Concerns
whether, proposed non-ESAA-TV fu*ling should be counted favorably in the awards
process. The potential problem is that ESAA officials have no control over
those funds and, if they are w hd4awn, the contractor may be unable to deliver.

****,
Clearly, some repeat minutes may involve royalty rights. It should

also be added that each contract specifies the mix of original and repeat min-
utes to be produced.
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These contracted prodtAgiVmay be viewed as the ".pxpected" outputs of

w
the goveipment's investment. The pext step in the process involves going from

these expected outputs to actual final productS. Actual output often differs

from contracted output. These differences may take a number of forms. First,

producers can overrun their budgets and then attempt to find sources of add!-

ition51 funding (presumably, the likely availability of such funding wil,1

affect the degree to which a producer attempts to avoid such overruns).* A

major proillem in identifying such overruns is that t!iey may not be reflected

in the program's budget. As noted earlier, producers often make in-kind con-
.

tributions to a4'2oject, suchliontributions may increase if projects start to

overrun their budgets.

One alternative to using additional inputs is to modify what is pro-

duced. The most subtle form of modification is to alter prodgction methods

(e.g., use less expensive talent, do less animation, or shoot less kootagy.**

These subtle changes could probably be detected and asured with very

detai4ed account4vg data. such data were unavaila or this study. In fact,

the expense of collecting such data is probably not j ified by the potential

benefits it mitiht produce. Those benefits might be limited by the uniqueness

of the various series, as well as by the fact that some of these changes may

have no effect on the "quality" of fin product, as measured by viewership.

Much more visible modifications of output invo e changes in the num-

Joier of minutes produced. USOE did not allow es contract awards, but

it did allow reductions in scope to be.ne tiated.*** That is, producers are

permitted to providethe government wit "smaller" product for the same

amount of money. Given the frequency with which requests for such changes

0 occur and the appaint difficulty of the government in refusing them, itseems

With regard to the earlier observation that overruns are often
unanticipated, it might be added that funding availability may affect the fis-

cal vigilance of producers ,

**
All of these examples reflect actual changes in ESAA-TV series.

***
It seems, at least potentially, useful to distinguish reductions in

scope (fewer total minutes) from changes in scope (substituting repeat minutes

for original minutes).- '7)
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desirable to consider whether such requests can be anticipated. Initially, it

seems plausible that some producer and program characteristics play at least a

secondary role in determining the incidence of these differences between

expected and actual output.

Determining the resulting efficiency or equity of ESAA-TV investments

requires translating the final products of those Investments into some measure

of benefits and compiring those benefits to the-4esources required to produce

them. The output, or "benefits," of the various ESAA-TV series may be viewed

from several perspectives. Actual program minutes produced represeAt the

vdirect product of the investment, as Toeffr as some measure of the "opportunity,"

or potential benefits. But this measure of output is essentially an interme-

diate one, given the "public," or collective, of TV programs, the final out-

put, or benefits, may be better measured in terms of "viewer-minutes," the

measure of value most often used in the television industry. Looking at the

resources allocated to partic2ar target populations (or at the program min-

utes produced for those populations) offers a useful point of departure for

considering the equity of ESAA-TV investments. Finally, it should be noted,

with regal to the comparison of series' costs over time, that prices for most

factors have risen substantially over the period covered by the analysis.

Hence, it is necessary to adjust expenditures in different years if awards are

to reflect comparable purchasing power.

The relationships pictured in Figure 7-1, including changes in those

relationships over time and the factors which affect them, are, the focus of

the remainder of this chapter. This research task is essentially three-fold:

1) to identify patterns and trends, both explicit and implicit, in USOE's

investment decisions, 2) to rwilate'these, together with any patterns re-

lated to the antra- series allocation -of resources, to alternative measures

of efficiency, and 3) to assess the policy implications of these various rela-

tionships. Each of these dimensions is addressed, in turn, in the three

remaining sections of th).s chapter. In general, the underlying purpose of

such of the three sections is to provide information to ESAA-TV Program offi-

cials concerning the outcomes (both intended and unintended) of their past

Investments, particularly as those outcomes bear on, possible future choices.

Particular attention Is given to the second of the three dvensions, in large
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part because this is the area where statistical analysis is likely.to make its

largest contribution. Final*, it should be noted that as usp,d here the term

efficiency has two principal dimensions. (1) to refer tpt the relationship

between inputs and outputs (technical efficiency), and (2) to refer to the

relationship between input and output benefits (allocative efficiency). Cost

tier minute produced is most closely related to the former concept, cost per

viewer minute to the latter. In addition, changes in output or cost overruns

can significantly affect both cqncepts, as well as the relationships between

them, and thus, given their importance in many ESAA-TV praNctions, they might

actually be viewed as a third dimension of ESAA-TV investment efficiency.

7.1.2 DATA SOURCES AND METHODOLOGY

All of the analyses in this chapter use th'e individual ESAA-TV series

(i.e., award) as, unit of analysis--even the most aggregated numbers area

simply combinations of thse individual awards. Data on these series were

collected from a number of different sources, including both ESAA-TV Program

officials And the producer and financial officer of each series.* Appendix)

E provides a list of the specific data items collected on each series--it

should be added that in many cases the variables actually used in the analyses

are combinations of these data items.

'..'TOree types of statistical analyses were performed on these various

data itemp. The first involved simply aggregating values of certain variables

for all series of a given type to get the total (or mean amount) for series

of that type. For example, to determine the total amount of awards for

national series targeted to Hispanic populations during the early time period,

one would sum the awards for the two series which fell into this category

(..e., CARASCOLENDAS I and VILLA ALEGRE I), producing a total for this group

of $4,768,730.

1
The second type of analysis involved cross-tabulating series by dif-

ferent characteristics (including calculating statistics such as chi-squares

The specific source for elpl to item is described in Appendix E.
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for these.,tables) and computing partial correlation coefficients for various

characteristics by thesized to be associated with one another. It should be

added thit frequen ly these cross-tabulations or correlations, were actually

done ,2n aggregated data--for example, Table 7-$ presents a cross-tabulation of

the cost per minute of producing a given series and the estimated number of

viewers per dollar expend for that series, iihere the values of these two

variables for each series have been aggregated to high, average and low. .

Hence, the three series in the upper left-hand cell (low-low) are not neces-

sarily identical; rather, they each simply have "below average" values for

both of these variables. The values separating high and average and low and

average were chosen so that three series would fall into each group--that is,

they do not represent any objective measure of "average" or above/belowaveDage.

.11

A third type of statistical analysis .involved the use ofltiple

regression techniques to identify the significance and the magnitude of the

effort that various producer and program characteristics have on the outcome

of ESAA-TV investments; in particular, unit cost and the incidence'of cost

overruns, scope reductions, and scope changes. This approach enables one to

measure such effects while controlling for other factors which might be inter-

related. Fr the most part, these analyses were done using dummy variables

(i.e., variables which take on values of 0 or 1). With such variables, the

measured effects can be interpreted as the increase in the .probability Ehat

the result being measured (i.e., the specific Outcome included in any given

analysis) will occur, given that a particulai producer or program character-

istic is present.

All of the measures used Dere were carefully edited. Even so, some

.errors, or-misleading values, are likely still present Th our data base, For

example, defining a given series as having a "dramatic" versus a "documentary".

or "magazine" format is, in some cases, arbitrary--that is,Lit is quite possi-

ble that knowledgeable persons would disagree about the appropriate definition.

Much more significant were potential problems with ludget and expenditure

classification (problems which actually led us to limit our use of certain

items). In particular, our comparisons of budget data witniactual expenditdre

data, and our interviews with financial officers of the various series suggest

'the following: 1) Some individual budget categories 'ate defined for utilized)
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very ferently by different producers, and may even be defined differentll
4

by VI same producer for different series, 2) some producing organizations

are not required to, and okten do not, keep careful accounting records (this

is most likely to our in organizitions without a stable, permanent adminis-

trative workforce), and 3) distinctions among budget categories become moot

when there are in-kind contributions or non-ESAA funding sources involved.

One potential policy implication is that if-being able to identify andievalu-

ate antra- series resource allocations in any detail is viewed as desirable,'*

USOE must require standardized accounting and reporting practices which are

geared specifically to television production. In addition, these findings

suggest, for the-analyses here, that only broad budget categories are likely

to be useful.

Three fins' points should be noted as part of the introduction to this

'financial analysis. First., an attempt is made to report the empirical find-

ings of this analysis in as clear and straightforward a manfer as possible.

hence, measures of various characteristics are aggregated as much as possible

and data on individual series are largely confined to appendices. Second,

while some analyies are,based upon all 50 awards, those related to actual

cots and to viewership are limited to the 36 awards made between 1973 and

1977. These data were unavailable/for later series (largely because produc-

tion had not been completed at the time the data were collected). Also, when-

ever cost comparisons are madelamong individual series produced in afferent

years, they are made in terps Of real costs. For this purpose, all yearshave

been adjusted to 1977 (assuming an annual inflation rate of 7 percent and that

expenses were incurred, for each series, uniformly over the period of the con-

tract funaing that series). Thus, for example, $1,000 actually expended in

1975 would be reported as $1,000 x (1.07 x 1.Q7) = $1,145 in 1977 dollars.

Further detail on all data'and data sources, as well as definitions of

ti'le specific measures used in this chapter, are contained in Appendix Cat the

eRd of the report.

.

This point is discussed further in Section 7.3. It migt be useful

to add here that standardization may tare a variety of forms, ranging from

requirements.regarding reporting practices (e.g., inclusion of cumulative

expenditures to date and unspent balances on all monthly invoices submitted to

tlit government) to required adoption .of a single accounting system.
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7.2 PATTERNS OF INVESTMENT ESAA/TV SERIEb

As 'noted earlier, USOE's awarding and negotiating cf'ESAA-TV contracts

may be viewelas its initial investment decision. Differences ?etween con -
t_

output aactual output are relevant to that decision, to the extent et:->)
that such->differences can be anticipted.' Hence, it is useful to consider here

what significant pattern emerge both from the awards proceis and Erf?final

outputs with respect to program and producer characteristics. pl light of the

cost/benefit measures discussed earlier; it ses, useful to focus on three

types ofirelatioislaps:

'

Allocation of funds bo Various target audiences;

o Variations in unit costs o oduction and factors - related
to those variations; and

I

o The incidence of cost overruns and output modifications.
Moreover,.each type should be considered both cross-sec-
tionally and over time.

7.2.1 DISTRIBUTION OF ESAA-TV AWARDS
--/

Tabl-es 7-1 and 7-2 summarize the ; investment in audiences
ethnij backgrounds and age levels, bolt: overall and at different points in

time--in the interests of clarity, the seven' program years have been combined

into three groups: early (1973-1974); middle (1975-1977); and recent (1978-

1979).* Cross-sectionally, these tables clearly reflect thq5reratively large

share awards which have been made to series aimed at Hispanic populations.

should be noted that, to some extent, the table Understates the.numbe

awards made to series targeted to131a0 audiences; many of the "multicultural"

series are oriented primarily'to this subpopulation. However, even if all of

these series were treated as "Black," they still would not equal the relative

*The reader,` s also reminded that all dollar amounts are-in-expressed
real (1977) terms. Thus, f9gy example, the first entry in the table (1.89) was
computed as follows: Total Amount of Awards for National Series Targeted to
Hispanic Poplations and Awarded in 973 or 1974, multiplied by the appropriate
adjustment for inflation, and the divided by the number of Hispanic children
aged 5-17 (i.e., 3.5 million).
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4"-Table 7-1

ALLOCATION OF ESAA-TV AWARDS BY ETHNIC GROUP AND TIME PERIOD, 1973-1979

Amounts per Group Member
Ethnic Group/

Time Period
National
Dollars*

.
National

Minutes**
Regional
Dollars*

Regional
Minutes**

Hispanic:
Early 1.89 1.14 0.14 0.18

Middle 2.75 1.50 ' .0.47 ,
0.47

Recent 1.14 = 0.42 0.26 0.15

Total 5.78 3.06 0.87 0.80

Black
Early 0.50 0.23 0.03 0.02

Middle 0.73 0.29
-

-- --

Recent -- -- 0,04 0.02

Total 1.23 0.52 , 0.07 '0.04

Asian ,

Early -- -- -- --

Middle y
.__ 1.70 ,0,11)140M

Recent' -- -- 1.80 0.73

Total 3.50 1.74

American Indian
Early -- -- 0.30 0.46

Middle -- -- 0.63 0.60'

Recent -- -- --

Total
.

0.93
.

1.06
1

French 4

Early -- -- ,. 0.31 0.35

Middle
.

Recent

--

--

--

AZ_
0.38

tK
--

0.35 .

Total , 0.69 0.70

Multicultural
Early 0.27 -- --

Middle 0.65 0.25 -- --

Recent 0.52 0.14 0.05 0.02

Total 1.56 0.66 0.05 0.02

*
Numbers in this column = $ Total Awards to Series [of given type)/

Total Target, Population.

* *Numbers in this column = Total Minutes of Series (of given type)/
Total Target Population (i.e., values are expressed as "minutes per 1000
audience members.).

Note: Dollars and minutes.are contracted amounts for each of the 50 series;
for identification of target audienoe, time period and competition of

each series, see Appendix C.
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Table 7-2

ALLOCATION OP ESAA-TV AWARDS, BY AGE LEVEL AND TIME PERIOD, 1973-1979

Total Amount* for Grou
Age Level/**

Time Period
National
Sollars***

National
Minutes

Regional .

Dollars***
Regional
Minutes

4
Elementary

Earl 6,620,808 4,004 249,402 280
Midd 7,514,870 4,14.5 250,000 280
Recent 1,750,000 728 -- --

Total 15,885,678 8,877 499,402 560

Intermediate .

Early '5,523,037 2,912 734,692 866 -

Middle . 10,202,270 4,480 1,650,000 1,456
Recent 2,240,631 728 1,499,532 700

Total 17,965,938 '8,120 3,884,224 3,024

Secondary
.

Early 3,535,089 2,363 249,999 280
Middle 6,147,000 2,184 1,400,000 1,176
.Recent 6,737,046 1,848 1,198,269 6-16

Total 16,419,135 6,395 2,848,266 2,072 ,

Por explanation of table entries, see Table 7-1.
**

*Elementary' includes grades 1-5; *Intermediate* includes grades
61.9; and *Secondary* includes grades 10-12.

***

Dollars are actual (nominal) amounts of awards (i.e., they have
notIbeen adjusted for inflation).

ote: Por identification of age level and time period for each series, see
Appendix C.

I
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amount of Hispanic programming. The table also makes clear the importance of

the regional series for the smaller ethnic groups. Given the relative size

of those groups, it is unlikely that a single national series would have been

targeted to them. Finally, the table also es clear that in terms of unit

(per minute) costs, Hispanic series are les costly.(i.e., have fewer

resources allocated to them for a given amount of programnang) than those pro-

duced for Black or multi-cultural audiences.

k

Looking at changeS in patterps over time, the following significant

shifts appear to have occurred.

Relatively more series are being targeted to older audi-

ences,

o Fewer awards e being given to series targetld to Black

,audiences, while relatively more saWards are"for series
targeted to Asiap populations (although all at4he tegional
level), and

Multi=tultural series are receiving a relatively larger
share of the total funding at both the national and
regional levels.

It must be kept in mind, in interpreting these patterns, that they partly

reflect ESAA-TV policies (or review procedures) and partly reflect other,

uncontrollable factors--the patterns with respect to the ethnicity of regional

series, for example-, may simply reflect the number or quality of proposalS.

received.

7.2.2 PATTERNS OF INVESTMENT "EFFICIENCY"

)1,

As noted earlier, the technical efficiency of these awards is, i

part, related to the unit costs of production for the various series (in one

.sense, unit cost may be viewed as the "price" the USOE must pay for one,

'minute of programming). The measurement of these unit'costs, however, may

to a number of forms. For example, using the general definition of "cost

per minute produced," one could include all costs or only those incurred by

ESAJ, similarly, one could include all minates or only original minutes." In



addition, there may be disagreement about whether or how to correct for infla-
.

tion. And finally, it may be argued that the government should be able to

anticipate most of the output modifications which occur'and that, therefore,

one should look<at actual rather than contracted minutes. Table 7-3 presents

these ,four alternative measures of the unit cost of national series of various

types and time periods. Perhaps the most significant fact eme ging from this

dttable 'is the amount of variation in unit cost among the diffe ent types of

programs, suggesting that understanding this variation is important for the

efficiency of ESAA-TV policy. It should also be pointed out that the relative

costliness of different types of series changes under the different measures,*

suggesting that the particular choice of measure for evaluating the perform-

ance of the ESAA-TV Program may indeed be important (this point is discussed
. ,

further in the next section). ,Again, interpreting the specific patterns here

requires a recognition of what is and is not a direct result of ESAA-TV policy.

For. example, while as noted earlier,. more awards have been made for series

targeted to Hispanic audiences, series targeted to other audiences have been

funded at relatively higher unit costs. Similarly, while the nominal unit

costs for all types of series have been steadily rising, real costs (i.e.,

adjusted for inflation) have risen only in the last two years (see measure 4).

This increase, moreover, is a result of a reduction in the combined total min-

utes of the winning series,-as even the total nominal value of the ESAA-TV

awards has been reducectip,the last two years. Finally, to make clear which

series are represented,-by a given row of both Table 7-3 and Table 7-4, table
0

7-3(a) represents the characteristics for each of the nationaLESAA-TV awards.

As noted in the introduction, it might also be expected that varia-

tions in unit costs will be related to some producer characteristics. Table

7-4 presents the same four measures (as in Table 7-3) for a number of producer

r

*

Note that the four Measures have very definite relationships to one
mother. Differences between the first and second reflect differences in the
use of reporteginutes; differences between the first and third reflect differ-
ences in the incidence of scope reductions; and differences between the third
and ;ourth reflect the time pattern of awards (series types with high real
cost 6 compared to nominal costsare pees concentrated in the earlier years of
the provam). It should be added that while these relationships change, there
is only one ingtance of a change in rank order: adjusting for inflation
results in actual costs per minute for documentary series becoming greater,
than for dramatic series.

2.11
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able 7-3

THE UNIT COST OF NATIONAL* ESAA-TV SERIES UNDER ALTERNATIVE MEASURES,

BY SERIES CHARACTERISTICS, 1973-1979

Series

.

,
Measures orDnit Cost

$ Total ESAA
Award/Total
Contracted
Minutes

$ Total ESAA
Award/Original
Contracted
Minutes .

$ Total ESAA
Actual **
Contracted
Minutes

$ Total
Adjusted ESAA
ESAA Award/ '

Total Actual**
Minutes

Characteristic*.** (1) (2) (3) (4)

Audience**** .

Hispanic 2,021 2,150 2,003 2,395

lack 2,471 2,609 2,609 3,306

Multicultural 1 2,649 2,755 2,948 3,403

Level
Elementary 1,902 2,062 1,879 2,355

Intermediate 2,295 2,364 2,389 2,966

Secondary 2,877 3,010 3,225 3,580

Format --

Magazine .

,
1,838 1,988 1,897 2,476

Documentary. 2,618 2,856 3,202 3,651

Dramatic 3,175 3,175 3,211 3,488

Time Period
Early 1,692 1,970 1,851, , 2,702

Middle 2,345 2,345 2,316 2,749

Recent 3,321 3,512 3,839 3,860

Competition
.

National 2,358 2,478 2,498 2,967

Regional 1,482 1,491 1,696
..._

1,954

*
All data are for national series only except the last row. Table

At\ entries represent mean values for given type of series; in general they were

calculated as follows: amount of award (for each notional series falling into,

a given category) divided by number of minutes (for each of these same .series):

**
For series still,in production, actual minutes were taken as

equal to contracted minutes, except where a scope reduction had already been

negotiated.

***
For definitions and characteriltics for individual series, see

Table 7-3(a).

Note that there have been no national series targeted to Asian,

American Indian, or French populations.
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Table' 7 -4

1HE UNW"COST OF NATIONAL* ESAA-TV SERIES UNDER ALTERNATIVE MEASURES,
BY PRORUCER CHARACTERISTIC, 1973-1979

Producer
Characteristic**

Measures of Unit Cost*

4 Total ESAA
Award/Total
Contracted
Minutes

$ Total BSA
Award/Original
Contracted ,

Minutes

$ Total
$ Total ESAA Adjusted
Total Award/ ESAA Award/
Total Actual Total Actual
Minutes Minutes

Organization Type

Public TV Licensee
Early 1,542 1,564 1,623 r 2,338
Middle 2,457 2,457 . 2,414 2,856
Recent 2,940 3,416 4,234 4,391

Independent--Large
Early 2,210 2,763 2,763 4,118
Middle .1,976 1,976 1,976 ,2,54'S
Recent -- -- -- --

Independent--Small
Early -- -- --
Middle 2,168 2,168 2,168 2,532
Recent 3,575 3,575

.
3,575 3,506

Location 4
.-- -

,

Major City
Early 1,896 2,382 2,123 3,101
Middle .

2,513 4413 2,513 2,982
Recdnt 3,382 3,620 4,0,29 A,083

P
Other

Early 1,421 1,421 1,488 12,170
Middle 1,841 . _1,841 1,726 2,051
Recent 3,078 3,078 3,078 2,968 \,,

A

Employee Unionization L
Unionized
Early 2,179 2,820 2,259 3,240
Middle , 2,580 2,580 2,580 3,037
Recent 3,575 3,575 3,575 3,506

_

Non-union .

/
Early 1,498 1,630 1,688 2,487

'Middle 1,875 1,875 1,789 2,175
Recent 2,940 3,416 4',234 4,391

*

Foe'explanation of entries in this table, see.Table 7 -3, note 1
(-- indicates that no series fell into' .his category).

**
For definitions ofcliaracteristics and values for individual series,

see Table 7-3(a).
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Table 7 -3,(a)

PRODUCER AND 14tOGRAk CHARACTERISTICS OF

INDIVIDUAL ESAA-74TV (National) SERIES

Series Time Audience Level Format Organliaiion
Producer

Location Union

AS Ml SEE IT - I Early Multicultural Secondary Dramatic Public TV Major City ..ref

AS WE SEX IT - II )(Ladle Multicultural Secondary Dramatic Public TV Major City Yes

.CAPASICOLIDDAS - I Early Hispanic Elementary Magazine Public TV Other No

CARASCOLENDAS - II Kiddie Hispanic Elementary .4 Magazine Public TV Other No

CARASCOLENDAS - III Middle Hispanic Elementary Magazine Public TV Other No

PACE JUMP ETTEET Recent Multicultural Secondary Magazine Public TV Major City Yee

GETTING OVER Early Multicultural Secondary Magazine Public TV Major City Yes

HOUR LONG MOVIES Recent Wilt !cultural Secondary Magazine Independent(S) major City Yes

INFINITY FACT*4 - I Early Black Intermediate Magazine Independent IL) Major City Yes

INFINITY FACTORY - II Middle Black Intermediate Magazine Independent IL) MajOr City Yes

PEROP - I Middle Multicultural Intermediate Docusentory Public TV Major City Yes

PI:BOP - II Middle Multicultural Intermediate Documentary Public TV Major City Yes

REV1STA Recent Hispanic Intermediate MaliAtiC Independent(S) Other Yes

SONRISAS .<41.trldi etepanic Intermediate Dramatic Public TV Other \ ho
_

THE NEW VOICE Recent Multicultural Secondary Dramatic Public TV Major City Yee,

UP AND COMING Middle Multicultural Secondary Dramatic Public TV Major City Yes

...

VEGETABLE soup - I Early e. Multicultural Intermediate Magazine Public TV* Other No

VEGETABLE SOUP - II Middle Multicultural Intermediate Magazine Public TV* Other No

VILLA ALEGRE - I Early Hispanic Elementary Magazine Independent1S) Major City les

VILLA ALEGRE - II Middle Hispanic Elementary Magazine Independent(S) Major City Yes

VILLA MADRE - III Middle Hispanic Elementary Magazine Independent1S) Major City Yes
,r
VILLA A1.74RE - IV Middle Hispanic Elementary Magazine Independent LS) Major City Yes*
VILLA ALEGRE - V Recent Hispanic Elementary # Magazine Independent1S) Major City Om

XATCH TOUR MOUTH Middle Slack Dramatic lic TV Major City Yes

Definitions

Time: Early*ewarded 1 73-1974, Kiddleeawarded in 1975-19771 Recent*awarded in 1979-1990 14....44

Audience: pjimary target audience lam defined by ESAA competition and/or stated in PCOP0801)1

1.04014 jmaaryePt target audience glades A-5# Intermediateeprimary target audience glades 5-9, secondary
grades 9=17 (as stated in proposal)

a_
Format: See Table 4-1

primary target exile:EV*

organization, Public TV incibdes public television licensees and other public agencies (*producers of Vegetable soup were
organized vary such like the production unit of a Public TV station).
Independent,S, includes independent producers and community groups for what series represents 50t or sore of their pork
(1.0.. Seeman).
Independent.L, includes independent producers and community groups for rhos states represents ices than 501 of their work
(1.o., Lelarge).

Location, .Major City includes all cities with metropolitan areas over 1.5 million population (here includes Los Angeles, New York,
Chicago, Boston, San Francisco, mashington, D.C.).

Union, Yes, if station had either talent se craft unions (note, all national series had either both or neither type of unions.
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W.

characterietics;these characteris
t

because of the significant diffe

isticsi at diffsrentipointsTs,

*. ,

*:,
4 .

-
0

ups'are subdivided by time period

the incidence of various character-

d

A

Again; the amount of variation` among the various categories an across
measures is significant. With,regard to specific differences, the lalges

(end most explAinable) are between series produced in major cities Versus

those not and series produced by unionized staffs versus those not.-.The pat-
,

terns awing, organization types may'very.Well reflect random chance--it might
fbe noted that many qA, the cells under wganizationtype represent only one or

two series.

One problem in analyzing variation in unit costs is the extent to

which measured unit costs are f xed: If the government predetermines the con-
.

tract amount and the-number of shows it wants for the various competitions,

then to some extent this inte -series analysis is not meaningful. However,.

deviations from contract spedifidetions must all'be stochastic (notPlully

controllable) events. To the extent that they ,impact on the U$OE's investment
decisions, it isimporp/ant foreolicy to understa e factors causing ilhese

differences. Tabld.-7:-.5 below shows that the inci of cost overruns, or

scope reductions, is highly significant. One or more of these changes
.ccurred inAlearly two-thirds of the series The1significance of

- *-.4%th $e patterns and the factors underlying them ar dlScuss900Wthe next

sectiofi. e
-

Finally, it should be pointed out that the relevant data on individual

eries are contained in Appendix C. These data also imcl s ifiThrmation on

rogram and produgff characteristics which were discuss 'n the introduction/
.

but which were not found tokehow .'any significant relationship to cost varia-

tions.t4
40

IP

13.

.40

It might be added Oat scope reductions have. been much rarer than
cost overruns of scope changes (at the national level), although this appears
tobe changing over time. e)

It
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Table '7-5

INCIDENCE OF CHANGES IN OUTPUT BY YEAR AND COMPETITION, 1973-1978*

;..
Year of
Award

. Percent** of Series Raving:
1

Cost Overrun Scope Reduction Scope Change . No Change***

1973

1974

1975

.1976

1977

1978

1973
.. 1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

,

ilk

50% '

50 .

40 ,

100

20

50

#

20

67

75

60

100

(National Series)

40 40% 80%

0 50 061

0 . 60

0 sd
20 40

67 67'

(Regi &al' Series)

# :#

40 41,40

,0 0

50 50

40 40

40 60
....)

)

20%.

50

20

- 0

40

33

#

. 40

33

25

20

0

*
1979 Awards were excluded because all series are still in prodtion.

**
Note ttat entries for a given year may total to more than 100%

because some series had mc$re than one type,of output change.

***
Series with none of the three oUtputchanges.

# There were no regional awards in 1973.

Key: Cost Overrun = Total Actual Expenditures > Total Budgeted Expenditures
Scope Reduction = Total Actual Minutes < Total Contracted Minutes
Scope Change = Total Actual Original Minutes/Total Actual Repeat

Minutes < Total Contracted Original Minutes/Total Con-
tracted Repeat Minutes

note: For values for individual series, see Appendig C.
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7.3 FACTORS AFFECTING THE EFFICIENCY OF ESAA-TV INVESTMENTS

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the efficiency of

ESAA-TV investments has three dist ct dimensions. In a purely technical

sense; efficiency may be underst as the ratio of outputs to inputs (i.e.,

unitecost). The previous section po nted out the significant variation in

unit cost across the various ESAA-TV series, where "output" was measured Om-
.

ply as the number (quantity) of program minutes.

p
\,-

Two distinct interpretations may be given to these differences. On

the one hand, they may be seen as simply reflecting differences in production

efficiency among the various reties. Some series produced a given amount of

output at substantially lower costs than did other series. On the other hand,

the more costly series may be viewed as producing higher "quality" outputs

(i.e., putting more resources into a given amount of output). The most likely

situtation is that observed differences reflect some dbmbination of these com-

peting views. Determining What,share of these actual differences is attribut--

able to each may, conceptually, be viewed as translating meagures I:technical

efficiency into measures of allocative efficiency (e., going frog input/out-

put into measures,of costs/benefits). This task requires an independeht

assessment of the relative value (benefits) of each unit of ESAA-TV program-

ming. As noted earlier, the most appropriate measure of these benefits would

:seem to be the -number of persons ,who actually view a given` series.

This section seeks to determine the relationship between these alter-
,

native measures of ERA-TV investment efficiency. As a first step, it consid-

the second major fact itinted out by the previous section, that frequently

the e are significant differences between expected output and actual output.

Dif erences which.may significantly affect the technical and the allocative

efficiency of the govDn!nent's investment.

7.3.1 (PRODUCTION COSTS AND OUTPUT CHANGES

-1(

Differences in budgeted unit costs as well as differences between con-

tracted and actual output are, to a large extent, the result of decisions by

4
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series proddcers. ESAA-TV officials may constrain their options, but produc-

ers certainly have a ,primary role here. The ultimate policy issue to which

these decisions relate is whether the greater costs for a given amount of pro-

grammAg are offset by comparably greater viewership. In seeking to identify

what relationship, if any, existed between specific producer decisions and the

efficiency of ESAA-TV investments, we focused on twc dimensions of this issue;

Possible relationships between the intra-series distribu-
tion of expenditures and unit costs, and

Possible relationships between these distributions, as
well as non-fiscal program and producer characteristics,
and the incidence of cost overruns and output changes.

Al*The various se
i

differed considerably in the share of their respec-

tive proposed budgets (and actual expenditures) which were allocated to dif-

ferent categorieeipOgxpense. Thus, it seemed reasonable to consider whether
ivi

there was any s4fteTatic-pattern in these differences with respect to the mag-

nitude of unit cost (and, in turn, to the incidence cost overruns or output

changes). This inquiry into the relationship between budget allocations (or
1/4

expenditure-dist4ibution24,and unit costs.took the form of .assessing whether

relatively higher
-g4

expenditures (budgeted or actual) for a giyen type of input*

were systematically absdpiated (correlated) with higher total unit coste.

This analysis was dope both for all series combined and separately for each

type of seris..** As a reference point, Table 7-6 presents the median distri-

bution of expenditures bfitype of expenditure for the national and regional

ESAA-TV peries respectively.***
. 4

*Amounts in each budget category (or reported expenditures. in each .

of these categoriesi were expressed as a percent of the total bpdget (or total

actual expenditures).

**
The relatitely few number of cases in many of the classes mad

this anaWsis difficult, it also meant that only very significant relation-

ships were 1 rely to be identified.'

***
That is, for each of the budget categories listed in Table 7-6,

half of theNQational series and half of the regional series, 'respectively

'spent less than the proportion listed and half spent.mare.

236
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Table 7-6

COMPOSITE DISTRIBUTION OF ESAA -TV EXPENDITURES BY BUDGET CATEGORY, 1974171978*

--------

Budget Category

..

a

Median Percent of Total Funds

National Series Legional Series

$

Production

Personnel
/

Content (writers,
subcontracted film and
animation, music and scripts)

Facilities, equipment, and
film stock

Travel 4- ' .

Overhead
Post-production
Supplementary

(Advisory panel, evaluation,
and promotion

,

39

,21

13

4

10

1 5

8

,

6
17

. .

-',
12

4

9

6

3

*

1979 series are excluded becauseLthey were still in production.

Note: For definitions and data sources, see Afpendix C.

The combined analysis produced one statistically significant result.

Higher unit costs are associated with a relatively higher share of the budget

(or expenditures) allOcated to personnel (i.e., for salaries and fringe for

production crew, talent, and production general and administrative staff).
o

Specifically, national series where personnel costs were around 50 percent, of

total (e.g., AS*WE*SEE*IT) or regional series around 60 percent (e.g., PACIFIC

BRIDGES) had total unit costs about 10 percent above average while national\

series where personnel costs accounted for only 25=30 percent ,(e.g. SONRISAS)

or,regional series,with personnel costs about one-third of total (e.g., LA

BONNE AVENTURE) had total unit costs about 1g! percent below average. This

\\,
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4
relationship implies some degree of complementarity among inputs, but with

personnel as the more independent factor. ?Lnsyzing the different types of

series separately produced
0

n9 statistically significant results, even the

effect of personnel, described above, was washed' out. Th4s result is consis-

tent with the hypothesis that all systematicrhariation in /unit costs. are asso-

ciated with program or producer non-fiscal characteristics.

It should be kept

are several factors which

expenditure allocations.

by the federal government

tures will be reported so

it can be inferred from a

in mind in interpreting these findings that there

might complicate any analysis of intra-series

One type noted earlier era the constraints imposed

Closely related is the possibility that expendi-

as to conform to the approved budget. Similarly,

review of the interviews by project staff with the

financial officers for the various series'that there are real differences in

accounting practices among serie, although mostly with respect to smaller

budget categories. Of perhaps greater ipportaace is the variation among
.40

series in both the recognition of, and the treatment tlftan-kincYcontribu-

tions. The 00,aled audit necessary'to sort out these diAferendes is well

beyond the scope'of this study, it shOuld be added, however/that more_uniform

----ZZ-countang practices would greatly simplify such an audit:

One fapt which our analysis of intra-series budget and expenditure

allocation a.,4 make- clear was the large number of factors which affect the

fiscal characteristics of any given series.' In recognition of this complex-

ity, our analysis of the relationship between producer decisions and the inci-

dence of cost overruns and output modificlions took a somewhat different form

from the correlation approach used above. A priori, one can identify a number

of reasons why somerogram or produper characteristics might be related to

the incidence of cost-overruns, scope reductions, or scope changes. Similar

hypotheses could also be offered regarding the effect of various budget allo-

cations. In general, all of these "explanations" are likely to reflect either:

40,

the experience, or management skill

anticipate and plan for problems in
typically' associated with thedaffer

tion),

of the producer,to

production (problems
produc-

the extent to which the producer can avoid extra costs

as the result of these problems (e.g., not having to'pay

21r)
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staff during delay periods, or being' able to use the in
other ways or on other projects), or can absorb such costs
(either in-kind or through surpluses built into the series
budget); or '

o the opportunities` actually avitiable to a producer (e.g.,
toobtafh.other funds* to substitute repeat minutes).

To simultaneously account for all of these factors, our analysis of

output changes employed multiple regression techniques to identify the effect

that various factors had on the probability that each type of Abange might

occur.* This analysis found, again,'that with the exception of personnel,

sub-categories of series' budgets or actual expenditures (expressed both as

percents oftotal and as above/below average) werenot significant. Person-

nel, on the other hand, was significant in two separate ways. First, while

not related to the probability of a scope change or reduction occuring, the

share of the series budget allocated to personnel did have an effect on the

likelihood of a cost overrun; specifically, a one percent increase in person-

nel's share increased the probability of a coat overrun occurring by 0.5 per-

cent. Moreover, While the share of actual expenditures allocated to personnel

by itself was much less important, each one percent'increate in the share

(i.e., excess of actual share over budgeted share) increased the probability

of an siverrun occurring by 11 percent. That is, where cost overruns occur,

they seem to be almost totally due to higher personnel costs, with other types

of expenditures remaining close to their budgeted amounts. 'Tie REBOP series

are typical of .this pattern bong national series; and BEAN SPROQTS and FOREST

SPIRITS are typical regional series.

The relationship b4tWeen the three measures of output change and the

various non-budget program and producer characteristics areairmmarized in

Specifically, each program characteristic was converts q tQ a dummy
variable (or left continuous where appropriate) and then 0 singe regression
model was developed, regressing these program, producer, and budget character-
istics on a dummy variable indicating the presence or absence of each type of
change. Regressors were entered both a$ a complete set and in stepwise fash-
ion. This methodology permits onefi3iee the effect (or association) -with
each factor while "controlling" fot,the effect of all others.
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Tables 7-7 (a), (b), and (c) below. The tables show whether a given charac-
,

teiistic is associated with a relatively higher or lower probability that the

given type of output change occurred. (The details of these relationships,

including'the magnitudes of the various effects and.anexplanation of the

interpretations discussed here, are contained in Appendix v.) Three points

stud out in these tables:

Cost overruns appear to be a substitute for scope reduc-
tions or scope ch.anges) This relationship holds for all-
characteristics except producer type. Here,

television stations appear less likely to have any of
the three types of change. (This pattern may be of sig-
nificance-in the light of the fact that private producers

* have won relatively more of the recent competitions,
while publid television ycensees have won fewer than
they did in earlier years.)

The absence of any consistently better pattern for "time"
on any of the change measures implies that whatever
*lenges USOE may have made ig selection of monitoring
procedures have had no effect on the likelihood of an
output change.

Although a similar number of factors appears to be system-
atically related to cost overruns, scope reductions, and
scope changes, overall (adjusting for degrees of freedom),
these factors explain 85 percent of the occurrence of
cost overruns, 52 percent of the occurrence of scope
reductions, and 65 percent of the occurrence of scope
reductions (one factor not accounted for by this model
is the government's discretion in permitting the second
and third types of changes).

7.3.2 VIEWERSHIP AND EFFICIENCY

While occurrences of output changes are most directly related to the

technical efficiency of ESAA-TV investments, their policy significance may be

greater with regard to the allocative efficiency 9f those investments. As

noted earlier, one measure of allocative efficiency (i.e., the benefits gener-

ated by a given resource expenditure) is the ni.144er of people who actually Gee

a given series (or parts of that series). This viewership may be quantified

212 r,
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Table 7-1 (a)

EFFECTS** OF PROGRAM AND PRODUCER CHARACTERISTICS ON THE PROBABILITY OF A
COST OVERRUN OCCURRING IN ESAA -TV SERIES, 1973-1978

4 I

Type of

Characteristic

Characteristics
Associated with Highs
Probability of Cost
Overrun Occurring

Characteristic's

Associated with Lower
Probability. of Cost
Overrun Occurring

',."--

Program Characteristics
..--

Competition (National * *

or Regional) y
i

4 .
.

Audience Grade Level
1

Intermediate
f Secondary

Elementary

Audience EthnicityEthnicity Asian Hispanic

Program Format * Dramatic

Progiam Content * *

Year of Award

. .

Producer.Characteristics

Type of Organization Large Independent Public TV Licensee
Producer Small Independent

Producer

Location * *

Unionization of Staff * *

...__

**
Effects determined' by using multiple regression analysis to ."explain"

the occurrence of a cost overrun (or scope redu ion scope change). Spe-
cific characteristics listed are those which had positive or negative...edffi-
cients which were statistically significant at the 0.1 level.

Key. "*" indicates that nonspecific value of the characteristic was asso-
ciated with a higher (or lower) Probability of a cost overrun occurring (e.g.,
there was no specific program format, or particular year of award, associated
with a significantly Higher incidence of cost overruns).

5

Note. For definitions and sources of data, see Appendix C.
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table 7-7 (b)

FECTS** OF PROGRAM AND PRODUCER CHARACTERISTICS ON THE PROBABILITY OF A
SCOPE REDUCTION OCCURRING IN ESAATV.SERIES, 1973-1978

Type of
Characteristic

Characteristics .

Associated with Higher
Probability of Scope
Reduction Occurring

Characteristics
Associated with Lower
Probability of Scope
Reduction Occurring

Pro4rZo: Characteristics

Competition (National * *

or Regional) , .

Audience Grade Level Elementary -

,-
Intermediate
Secondary

Audience Ethnicity
...------ * 4*. *

Program Format Dramatic Magazine

Program Content k * *

Year of Award'
.

1975-1977 .1978-1979

roduce Characteristics
.

.

,e"

Type of Organization * Public TV Licensee

Location * *

Unionization of Staff Union Non-union

**
Effects determinedly using multiple regression analysis to . "explain"

the occurrence of a cost overrun (or,scope reduction or scope change). Spe-

cific characteristics listed are those which had positive or negative coeffi-
cients which were statistically significant at the 0.1 level.

,

Key: "*" indicates that no specific value of the characteristic was asso-

ciated with a higher (or lower) probability of a cost overrun occurring (e.g.,
there was no specific program format, or particular year of award, associated

with a significantly higher incidence of costs =tins).

Note: For definitions an4 sources of data, see Appendix C,

t,
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Table 7-7 (c)

EFFECTS** OF PROGRAMJWARODUCER CHARACTERISTICS ON TdE PROBABILITY OF A
SCOPE CHANGE OCCURRING IN ESAA-17 SERIES, 1973-1978

r.

Type of

Characteristic

r .

Chakacteristics
Associate, with Higher
Probability of Scope
Change Occurring

Characteristics
Associated with Lower
Probability of Scope
Change Occurring

Program Characteristics
.

Competition (National
or Regional)

Nonal Regidnal\
/

Audience Grade Level *
.

.C,.. a

*Audience Ethnicity . Hispanic Asian
Program Format Dramatic Magazine
Program Content * *

Year of Award 1975-1977 1978-1979

oducer Characteristics '

. .

v. .

.

Type of Organization
Public TV Licensee

Location * *
I

Unionization of Staff . *

* *
grEffects determined by using multiple regression analysis to "explain"

the occurrence of a cost overrun (or scope reduction or scope change). Spe-
cific characteristics listed are those which had positive or negative .qoeffi-
cients which were statistically significant at the 0.1 level.

Key. "*" indicates that no specific value of-the characteristic was asso-
ciated with a higher (or lower) probability of a cost overrun occurring (e.g.,
there was no specific program format, or particular year of award, associated
with a significantly higher incidence of cost overruns);'

r."
Note; For defiditions and sources of data, see Appendix C.
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in terms of total viewer-minutes for each series.* The corresponding measure

of efficiency then beccoes "total viewer-minutes per'dollar." Given that

viewership relates,to shows actually produced, the appropriate corresponding

41; measure of unit oast (technical efficiency) is "dollars per tots). actual min-

utes." In both cases, the =punt of the ESAA -TV award seems thq dollar meas-

ure most relevant for federal policy. However, to make the value of awards

made at different points in time comparable, it is necessary to adjust eaflier

awards to account for inflation.

Viewership Data on broadcast carriage and estimated viewership were

available only for thti'se series awarded between 1973 and 1977.** During this

period there were 18 national awards and 18'regional awards. Table 7-8 arrays

these two groups' awards by unit cost of Koduction and viewership per dollar

of award. The table clearly shows that for both groups, there is a signifi-

cant relationship between unit cost of production and viewership. Indeed, in

most cases, the high cost series have sufficiently more viewers they/lower

cost series to make them actually appear inexpensive on a dollars/ter viewer-

minute basis.***

*
The issue of carriage and viewershkp is discussed more fully in the

previous chapter. In addition, the specific measures used here are discussed

in Appendix?E.

**
The most detailed data relate to the frequency of broadcasts of

ESAA-TV'shows by both commercial and public stations. Given the relationship,
between carriage and viewership described in the previous chapter, the analy-
sis here'uses carsiage.data as equivalent to viewership data.

***
Note that the viewership measure here does not measure simtay view-

ership, but rather viewership relative to cost. Thus, for example, while

AS*WE*SEE*IT I has been one of the most watched series, its costs of produc-
tion were go high that the series still appears "expensive" in terms of view-
ers per dollar.

To provide some perspective on the patterns here, it might beinoted
that if all series generated an equal number of viewers per dollar expended,
the series would all be in one of the three cells of the middle row. 'Alter-
natively, if all series had the same number of total viewers, regardless of
cost, the series would be distributed 'along the diagonal (i.e., the lower
left cell, the middle cell and the upper right cell).
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Table 7-8

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COSTS OF PRODUCTION AND VIEWERSHIP
$OR ESAA-TV AWARDS, 1973-1977*

ESAA-TV Cost** per Minute Produced
(NATIONAL SERIES)

L
O

w

Estimated
Viewers A
per Dollar V
of ESAA-TV G
Award**

H
I

G

H

LOW AVG -HIGH

SOr. SAS AS*WE*SEE*IT-/I
IN' OVER , WATCH YOUR MOUTH
COLENDAS -II

CARRASCOLENDAS-I INFINITY FACTORY-II AS*WE*SEE*IT-I
'VILLE ALEGRE-III- VEGETABLE SOUP-I

VILLE ALEGRE-I

CARRAStOLENDAS-III VILLE ALEGRE-II INFINITY FACTORY I
REBOP -I

VEGETABLE SOUP-I
4VILLE ALEGRE-Zs/

L
0
w

Estimated
Viewers A
per-Dollar V
of ESAA -TV' G

Award**

H

I

G

H

ESAA-TV Cpst**.per Minute Produced
(REGIONAL SERIES)

Lad AVG HIGH

FRANCO FILE
LA BONNE AVENTURE
LA ESQUINA
MUNDO REAL III

CY.AL PEOPLE.

WNW REAL IV
PEOPLE OF THE
FIRST LIGHT

FOREST SPIRITS
QUE .PASA USA-III

PACIFIC BRIDGES
SOUTH BY N.WEST-I
QUE PASA USA-IV

QUE PASA USA-I MUNDO REAL-I
MNDO REAL-II

PEARLS

QUE PASA USA-II
SOUTH BY N.WEST-II

Year of award; viewership estimates based on data for 1977-1980.
**
ESAA awards are valued in constant (1977) dollars.
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In attempting to identify wheth4r any producer or program-jcharac.0:,ter-

if

istics are sociated the patterns in Table 7-8, it is useful'to re=use

pthis cost K, minu ost per viewer framework. To simplify the presentation,

however, we collapred Table 7-8 to a 2x2 array, grouping series by whether
4

they were above 4 below the median on each dimension. With two series serv-

ing as the Mbdian\lleference, the resulting tables each then add eight series

in any row or column (thus, for example if there were no relationship betweenN

cost per minute produced and viewers per dollar of award for a given factor,

there would be four series in each cell of the table). Table 7-9.shOws the

distribution of series produced by unionized staffs (note that through 1977

there were no regional series with unionized staffs). One-half of these .

national series were unionized productions so that, for example, if no rela-

tionship existed between unionization and either dimension of the table, there

would be two serie§,in each cell (i.e., one-half the total for each cell).

Two points stand out in this table. (1) unionized staffs are associated with

higher cost productions, but (2) union and non-union productions are indistift-.

guishable from a viewership perspective--that is, if cost per viewer minute is

taken as the final outcome of ESAA-TV investments, whether or not a series is

unionized has not affected the overall effectiveness of that investment.*

Table 7-9

UNIONIZATION OF PRODUCTION STAFF OF NATIONAL ESAA-TV SERIES,

j DISTRIBUTED BY PRODUCTION COSTS AND VIEWERSHIP, 1973-1979

Estimated Viewers - ESAA-TV Cost per Minute Produced

Per Dollar of ESAA-
TV Award Below Average

Below

Average

Above

Average

Above Average

4

Note: Table entries are the number of series which fall into each cell.

For identification of the union status of individual series, see

Table 7-3 (a).
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Among progra6characteristics, per aps the most interesting patterns

are those related to the age of the target audience. If those audiences are

divided into two groupafr.Opoung (ages 5-10) and.old (ageP11-17), somewhat

different patterns emerge for natippal and -regional series respectively

(Table 7-10). Specifically, series targeted to 'ounger audiences teed to

hav%.acwer unit costs of production, for both.hationS1 and regional series.

However, while for regional series this pattern corresponds to significantly

lower viewership rates, for tche national series it corresponds to signifi-

cantly higher viewership rates. Clearly the greater success, among the

national series, of programs targeted to younger audiences may be due to a

number of factors (some of which ay be unrelated to the age of the target

- audience). However, the relationship is certainly 'of interest in light of

the fact, noted'earlier, that in recent years an increasing share of the

awards are going to series targeted to older audiences.

Table 7-1G

ESAA -TV TARGETED Tb YOUNGER AUDIENCES, DISTRIBUTED BY
PRODUCTION. COSTS AND VIEWERSHIP, 1973-1979

Estimated Below
Viewers , Average
Per Dollar
of ESAA-TV Abover-
Award Average

Om,

NEAA=TV Cost per Minute Produced

(NATIONAL SERIES)

Below Average Above Average

1

4
*,

- 2

Estimated
View s

Per
of ESAA
Award

Below
Ayerage

Above
Average

r/

ESAA -TV cost per Minute Produced

(REGIONAL SERIES)

Below Average Above Average.

2

0 4
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This same two- dimensional array may also be used to consider whether

the various types of differences between contracted and actual output have,an_

impact on the aDlocative efficienCy of ESAA-TV inve stments, or,,on its rela-

tionshiptionship bo, techpical efficiency. Tables 7-11 (a), (b), and (c),show the

occurrences of,cost overruns, -scope reductions, and scope of changes for the

national series awarded Wore'1978, with those series arrayed t5 apove/b4iow

average production costs and viewership rates, For the national,series, two,

patterns seem to emerge: (1) in general, high cost (of production) series are

more likely to have a change of some type: and (2) series with
A

viewership are more likely to have reduced scope, while series

low viewership are more likely to ha4overrun their bUdgets.

relat vely high

with relatively

The same pat-

tern, with respect to production costs, holds true for the regional series as

well (Table 7-12). However, the pattern for regional series with respect to

viewership 4s completely reversed and even more pronounced. In the absence of

any a priori theory to explain them; these mixed results suggest that the

occurrehce of overruns and modifiSitions of scope have little'effect on the

relative success o4 any given series.' Moreover, while they clearly raise. the

overall unit cost of
4
ESAA-TV investments, it is unclear whether they generate

a-corresponding increase in the overall benefits (viewership) of those invedt-L

ments.-
4

7.4 POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The two preceding sections have identified a number of patterns
.

related to'the allocation of resources under ite--ESAA-TV Pripram. Drawing

policy implicationi or recommendations from those finplfigs depends-upon three

types of consideratioA. The first is the ability to provide a theory which

explains the relationships. This is particularly important since, in most

cases, 4ere is no real control here (in an experimental sense)--most series

are unique undbrtakings. Moreover, as noted in the beginning, the analysis

hereabstracts from the likely limitations on the in/estment choices open to

the go'vernment.*

*
Such limitations may be a result both of policy (e.g., fixed alloca-

tions to national versus regional programming) and of available supply (e.g.,

only certain individuals respond to the government competition.
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--Table 7-11 /

OCCURRENCES OF COST OVERRUNS, SCOPE REDUCTION k, AND SCOPE CHANGES
FOR NATIONAL,ESAA-Ilir SERIES, DISTROUTED BY"
PRODUCTION COSTS AND VIEWERSHIP, 103-1977

ESAA-TV Cost per Minute Produced

(a) COST OVERRUNS

Estimated
Viewers
Per Dollar

of ESAA-TV
Award

Below Average Above Average

Below
4.47

Average

Above
Average

1 1

2

Estimated
Viewers
Per Dollar
of ESAA-TV
Award

Below
Average

Above
Average

ESAAOW-Cost Apr Minute Produced

(b) SCOPE REDUCTIONS

Below Average( Above Average

1

I
0 '

0

U.

ti

Estimated

Viewer'
Per Dollar

, of ESAA-TV
Award

ESAA-TV Cost per Minute Produced

-.10k (c) SCOPE CHANGES

Below
Averagb

Above
Average

Below Average Above Average

2

2 1

Note; Table entries are numbers of series in each cell having a given type of
output change. For identification of output changes for individual
series, see Appendix C.
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Table 7-12

OCCURRENCES OF COST OVERRUNS, SCOPE REDUCTION?, AND SCOPE CHA-1)0-...,...

FOR REGIONAL ESAA-TV SERIES, DISTRIBUTED BY

PRODUCTION COSTS AND VIEWERSHIP, 19/3-1977

BejOW
Average

Above'
Average

ESAA -TV Cost per Minute Produced
---

(a) COST OVERRUNS

Below Average Above Average

1

3

Below
Average

Above
Average

(b) SCOPE, REDUCTIONS

Below Ave Above Avera e

Estimated
Viewers per
Dollar of
EgAA -TV

Award

Estimated
Viewers. per

Dollar of

:ESAA-TV.
Award

Bel?,
Average

Above.

Average

4

Below

SCOPE CHANGES

xe .Above Average
-,.

2 1

t

_,,,

Estimated
Viewers per
Dollar of
ESAA-TV
Award

Note: Table entries are number of series in each cell havinga given type of

output change. For identification of output changes for individual

series, see Appendix C.
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The second type of consideration is the extent to which the various

factors are actually objects of policy. This matters for two .reasons. First,

factors which are direct objects of poliCy-may more easily serve as means for

changing policy, if change is desired. Given our focus here on the extent to

- which program objectives are being met by current procedures and allocation

decisions, such knowledge would be useful both to help clarify how actual
grade -offs' among various policy objectives may differ from the anticipated

'trade -offs implied by award decisions, and to make clear what constraints

exist on:policnoptions.

The third consideration is the need to understand the limitations of

the data themselves, and-that frequently the data are consistent with more

'than one explanation. This need refers to more than simply concerns about

data quality, it also involves recognizing that problems may be of very dif-

ferent types), or ,have multiple dIMenBailaS. For example, the high likelihood

that a series with a magazine format will ultimately,necessitate,a scope

reduction may involve informational ploblems that a better accounting system

could rectify, or it may be inherent in the nature of the format, or (like

many of the other factors) it may be partly a function of the competitive
.

nature of the awards process. (Certainly the past leniency in granting scope

reductions must produce some expectations on the part of, producer.) It

might be added that, in a sense, these are "data quality" prob/ems.*.

Within the above context, three observations seem relevant to future

' policy. The first is that questions about program quality (which, from a

financial perspective, revolve around the measurement of unit cost) are

largely unrelated to the patkterns of output change identified. Hence, the

view that leniency in output change is synonymous with a concern for artistic

quality, 4s not supported by the data. Moreover, the changes made by USOE in

award priorities and procedures have had no effect on the incidence of output

change.

AN

1

Some may be inclined to argue (consistent with the view that all
'series are uniquq tlet all outcome changes can be explained by series-spe-
cific factors. Such views are not ruled out by the analysis_here, in fact,
one way to interpret our resAlts is that these series-specific factors are
more likely to occur in cerain types lir sirs.

44.
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These facts, together with our inability to relate the incidence of

output change to specific budget categories (despite a priori theoretical

reasons for expectting ouch relationships) suggests that problems associated

with output change are largely managerial. That is, if ESAA-TV Program offi-

cials are concerned about, these output changes, then more attention should bj

given to managerial concerns, including the weight given these concerns in the

awards process and the emphasis given Inch concerns in the contract monitoring

process. This task would be simplified by a.requirement for more detailed

standardized accounting. procedures (including specific instructions regarding

the identification of various types of personnel) These prdcedures should

also be incorporated into the pioposal process. It would also be helpful at

the proposal stage, particularly for groups without Iafge management staffs,

to have a "composite budget" showing all of the different types of costs pre-

vious series had incurred. (This qtep should help to reduce the amount of

unanticipated in-kind contributions whiCh are made.) The type of analysis

done here, which can easily be updated, can indicagmbich types of proposals,

or awarded contracts, merit particular scrutiny. By focusing the attention of

Program administrators on the high probability series, the additional costs of

such ;monitoring efforts can be minimized.

44,

This view, that the problems identified here are largely managerial,

Is also supported by evidence from our interviews with the financial officers

of each of the series. Analysis of those interviews suggests the following

four patterns:

productions involving output changes were more likely to

have had "involuntary" in-kind contributions,

productions involving output changes were less likely to
have had a separate' budget for pr9paring their proposal
to USOE (suggesting that certain types of costs were not

always well-accounted fOr_,

financial officers froin productions involving output
changes were more'likely'to respond "I don't know" to
questions such as "what was the source of any non-ESAA-TV
funding?" or "What has been the primary cause for the

project overrunn ;ng its budget?", and
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expenditure data tended to be less detailed and less
readily available for series involving output Changes.*

As noted earlier, the patterns identified are largely cons-istent with

the hypothesis that a series' fiscal performance is related to the options

av fable to it. Thallpis, for example, organizations with alternative sources

of funds are more likely to incur cost overruns than to ask for scope reduc-

tions. Similarly, the above-average performance of public television stations

may reflect strong management, or it may reflect the flexibility of these pro-

ducers in scheduling staff to minimize personnel cost overruns. This fact is-

important because it suggests a behavioral element to the "problems" of output

change.

That is, if ESAA-TV officials wish to alter the actual distribution of

prOgram funds, or wish to seek a greater actual quantity of output for a give

expenditure (changes which one might expect to be preferred since current

dal output clearly differs,both in a:mount and-distribution from contracted

output), they must take into account that the effects of policy changes may be

partially offset by induced changes in producer behavior. In this context, it

is important to better understand the differences, both with respect to unit ,

costs and to the likelihood of an output change among producers grouped by

primary target audience. Moreover, given the apparent substitutability of

cost overruns and scope reductions or changes, it is equally important for

ESAA-TV officials to review their policies regarding contract add-ons as an

alternative to simply permitting scope reductions or ianges. Frequently, the

additional dollars necessary to secure all of the program minutes contracted

for are extremely small in comparison %%the costs of making a totally new

award for an equal amount of programming. The major drawback to such an

option is thd incentive it would create to encourage cost overruns, While

such an incentive might be substantially reduced if such add-ons were made

*

It should be noted here that these factors were not included in the
,f4mal analysis described in the previous section, because their largely sub-
jective nature made it essentially impcIsible to statistically validate the
patterns identified. This does notlean,* however, that the above statements ,Jr

are invalid.
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, In s tu considerable variation does exist across ESAA-TV series, both

with respect to unit cost and with respect to the allocative efficiency of the

output. Moreover, this variation can be largely, but not completely,,

explained. And the implications of those explanations relate lar"gely to mana-

gerial factOrs. In a sense, we are left with two distinct "data" problems.

The firit involves the need for better information systems (e.g: accounting

methods) in many of the series. The second is a need for further analysis

(beyond this current project) which utilizes the additional data to better

explain pome of the4obderved patterns.

7.5 SUMMARY

The purpose of this chapter was to identify characteristics of the

government's "inve§tpent" in ESAA-TV series which relate to its "efficiency"

or "equity." This process involved three research tasks.

The identification of patterns and trends, both explicit

and implicit, in USOE's "investment" decisions,

Relating these, together"With patterns inn the intra-series

allocation of resources, to alternative measures of "effi-

ciency",' and

o Assessing the policy implications of these various rela-

tionships.

;he chapter utilized data from previouschapters on characteristics of the

individual series and on broadcast carriage of those series awarded between

1973 and 1977, as well as data on proposed and actual expenditures by expense

category) drawn from series proposals, expense reports, our own interviews,

and other related documents. -These,data were analyzed in a variety of ways,

including correlation and cross - tabulation analysis, multiple regression anal-

ysis,

.1.

ysis, and visual inspection of tables reporting simple equency distributions

for various types of series. The principal findings of these analyses include

the following:,
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Both in absolute numbers and relative to the size of the
target population, ESAA-TV series have been concentrated
ion Hispanic audiences, a pattern which has persisted over
time. The most significant change in the character.istics
of the target audiences of those winning ESAA -TV awitrdS
is an increased concentration on secondary school audiences.

a The unit cost (total expense mor minute produced) has var-
ied considerably across ESAA-1N series, ranging from as
little as $800 per minute to as much as $4,000 per minute.
Cost per minute, in real terms, remained relatively con-.
stant between 1973 and 1977, but has increased signifi-
cantly in the last two years. Other factors associated
with above-average unit costs include series which are
national, series which have a dramatic format, and series
which are produced in major cities by unionized staff.

A significant portion of the ESAA-TV series have incurred
cost overruns or scope modifications. In general, series
produced by public television licensees were less likely
to have incurred either of these 'changes. Where such
changes did occur, cost overruns appear to be a substitute
for scope reductions, with the choice at least partially
dependent upon the availability of other funding.

While a number of series and producer characteristics seem
to have some relationship to-the likelihood of an output
change, a significant part of this problem" appears to
be a management one. Series with poor accounting systems,
and those without professional fiscal administrators were(
much more likely to require some change.

With respect to intra-series budget and expense alloca-
tions, there appeared to be .considerable variation but few
systematic patterns, this funding gives some support to
the view that each series is essentially unique. However,
together with the previous funding, it also strongly sug-
gests that ESAA -TV officials might significantly improve
their control over the expenditure of ESAATV funds, by
requiring Uniform accounting and more frequent'reporting
of expenses.

When viewershipl(neasured by broadcast carriage) istak n
into,account, the relative "costliness" of series chans
significantly. In particular, for both national and

'

regional series, shows which had abOve-average production
costs typically had sufficiently greater viewership to make
them below average in terms of "cost per viewer-minute."
Also, while unionized productions had significantly higher
unit production costs, in terms of cost per viewer-minute,
they were indistinguishablt.from non-union productions.
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CHAPTER EIGHT.

PROMOTION AND DISTRIBUTION.

The ESAA-TV legislation specified that the ESAA-TV series be made

reasonably ,available "free of charge" to broadcasters and school systems that
.

desired to use them, and that no profit can be made from the distribution or

broadcast of the ESAA-TV series. In this respect,. the legislation was faulty

because no money was's*t aside for duplicating tapes or for making them Avail-

(11 le to potential broadcasters and other users. These restrictions on profit

making and the prescription that the series must be Made available free of

charge.are in general conflict with the practices of the television produc-

tion and broadcast irustries, and with the additional mandate and intent of

the legislation that the series be made widely available.

These legislative gaps have had a serious negative impact on the

accomplishment of the overall legislative mission. .Specific implications will

be dipcussed in detail in later sections. What ultimately becamA_a more seri-

ous problem, and one which continues to plague the program, is the lack of any

Mention of funding for promotion of the series.
a

Once a critical number of series had been produced and were ready foA

broadcast, USQE officials recogrrized a need to take more aggressive action)n

distribution and promotion activities in order,to ensure that the series had

a reasonable chance of being mare available to their intended target a,diences.

When the first series were available, there was no Money specificallyallo-

cated to promotion of the series to broadcasters or to viewers.

Under the original gulations, promotion was entirely the responsi-

bility of the producing organizations. However, in designing the regulations

)/and procurement process, producers were not allowed to allocate more than

nominal funds to promotion; that is, from one to ten percent of their .budgets

at most. Given the production scope demands and other costly requirements

suctras large advisory boards and regular meetings, training, etc., producers

of regional series planned minimal promotion budgets, of about one percent of

the total budget, and the producers of national serires who had promotion



budgets of about one percent of the total budget, and the producers of

national series who had promotion budgets of, for example, one or two percent

of a $1-3 million contract were often forced to reallocate even these minimal

amounts to cover other budget deficits. Until FY 1980, Ap only consideration
%

given to promotion was the requirement that producers deliver three one - minute

promotional spots, with a 30-second liftout of each to be delivered as: a

composite.of all sipots on a two-inch high band color, master video tape;

and four composite tapes of all six spots. At their own initiative, producers

did reserve.small amounts of money from their budgets to produce some press

kits and, in a few Jnstances, the producing organizations provided minimal

amounts of money to produce a'small number of announcements (e.g., a few hun-

dred to a thousand dollars). Most producers expressed extreme criticism of

the ESAA-TV Program's lack of recognition of the necessity for promotion, or

even for them to develop the prototypical promotional materials. Virtdally

all producers attempted to obtain additional support for promotIon from their

organizations (if they were large enough) and from outside ,funding sources.

This was particularly true for series funded through 1977 (when the commercial

broadcast promotional campaign was instituted).

Series located inNerganizations such as educational materials develop-
.-

ment, and prodt4tiOn companies such as Children's Television International,

Visual CommuniCations Inc., and thPaSsachusetts State Education Department

plan to devote corporate or organizational resources to promoting their seri3
in addition 'to the promotion now done by TvAC. Under their organiption char-

ters, these expenses are allowable because development and promotion of ITV

materials is their primary business. Other organizations such as Educational

Develdapnt Corporation were unable to support the project'beyond assistance

with meeting specified contract deliverables because the overruns that had

occurred during production depleted thej5 additional resources.

Some public television stations provided with minimal funds for promo7,

tion to their ESAA-TV series (e.g., about $5,000-7,000 solicited by the sta-

tions' promotion and development departments). A few other producers were

extremely successful in acquiring funds from corporations and agencies on

their own: initiative. For example; General Mills donated $200,000 to REBOP II,

and the producers of FROM JUMPSTREET have raised about $9,000 through the
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efforts of their station (WETA) promotion department. BC /TV, the producer of

VILLP ALEGRE, was able to raise substantial amounts of corporate and founda-

tion support and allocated at least $15,000 one year for promotion of the

series. AS*WE*SEE*IT I and INFINITY FACTORY I were the only series actually

awarded significant amounts of money by USOE specifically for promotion from

the ESAA-TV Program. WTTW,in Chicago received $50,000 ($25,000 for each'

series) to promote the two series.

With,the few exceptions mentioned above, none of the ESAA-TV series

were able to obtain additional money foi promotion, and 'according to current

commercial industry standards, none of the ESAA-TV.producers wer able to
Al

obtain adequate funding for promotion. host producers of the a t onal series

felt that a minimum of 20 to 30 percent of the total project dget would have

to be allocated to promotion in order for the series to gain adequate carriage,

and viewership just on a series first run. These promotion funds would permit

the production of promotional,materials to be developedfbr broadcasters and

viewers, and allow the paid space advertising in print media, such as maga-

zines, newspapers, and trade journals. Obviously, the funding of promotion of

individual series at these levels is prohibitively expensive.

The ESAA-TV Program ope'rates on a budget which is fixed by Congress.

As Dr. Detre Berkman, the former ESAA-TV Program manager, has pointed out

expensive promotion efforts for individual series are not cost-effective

except when toordinated with a national network feed, which with one exception

`(NBC's feed of VEGETABLE SOUP) means a PBS feed. As Dr. Berkman further

pointed out, national promotion of PBS-fed programming must deal with problems

stemming from the fact that PBS member stations exercise greater scheduling

flexibility than commercial network affiliates. Large numbers of these sta-

tions sometimes refuse to carry network feeds, or choose to broadcast them at

other than fe'ed times. Further, as Dr. Berkman pointed out, high impact audi-

ence promotion campaigns with sufficient ad space4purchas4 in major newspap-

ers and TV Guide cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, and one is still faced

with the question of how to sustain the effort h the network run, aid

subsequently how to promote post-network station carriage.
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In the early. years of the Program's operation, promotion was almost

entirely the responsibility of the producing organizations, and at that time

almost the only broadcast channels available were the Public Broadcasting

Service and the public regional networks. Some producers did, however, pro-

mote their own series to individual television stations as well. In the 1980

procurementsLprogram administrators,
recognizing the increasing need to sup-

port the nationally coordinated promotional efforts, included the production

of public awareness materials as part of the ESAA-TV production contract deliv-

erables. For all series, contractors are now required to prepare and render a

public awareness program not to exceed 10% of the total level of effort for

the contract, The programs are to include, but not be limited to:

-1

o promotional posters for libraries, schools, or other

appropriate public places.

promotional print material>suitable for newspapers and

magazines, including school publications.

o press kits for television stations and other professional

groups.

o a fact sheet describing the :aeries' objectives and content.

Considering the size of USOE's investment in the production of the

series, these early fragmented attempts to get the series broadcast were not

sufficient. In addition, it has been well. documented by PBS carriage reports,

and individual station's reports to the Corporation for Public Broadcast

that carriage of the series was low and that they were broadcast at other than

optimal times' for attracting the desired t arget audiences. Most series car-

ried on PBS and public stations were below minimal standards in ratings amend

those series attracting enough viewers to he counted:in ratings obtained at

most a three or four percent share of the ntarket.

A

Because of these dismal carriage and viewership data, ESAA-TV-grogram

officials decided that it was necessary to findertake a federal initiative in

the promotion and distribution of the ESAA-'('V series. After a period of

internal debate and consideration of the lestal'iAttes surrounding governmegt

.assumption of major responsibilities-for distribution,
the ESAA-TV regulations

regardindistribution were modified in 19.77,, allowing the
Assistant Secretary

4
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to assume responsibility for making the arrangements to have the series dis,

tributed if such action was deemed appropriate (Federal Register, Vol. 42, No.

127, Friday, July 1, 1977). The rationale for this change in the rules was

that the USOE efforts in distribution involved attempts to Coordinate distri-

bution, of programs prodUced,by more than one producer. Because funding ceases$.

when production is'completed, producers might not be financially able to con-

tinue their distribution efforts and the USOE would have to assume this

responsibility. It was further argued that joint efforts by the USOE and the

producers would result in wider distribution and airing than if just one party

concerned itself with such efforts, and that such-joint efforts would further

the legislative mandate which encouraged maximum distribution of ESAA-TV pro-

gramming.

This change in the regulations made possible the funding and develop-

ment of a number of promotion and distribution activities designed to obtain

wider carriage of ESAA-TV series, and to promote viewership. These activities

are discussed below.

8.1 COMMERCIAL CARRIAGE PROMOTION

During the*early years of the program, it was assumed (as we diacussed,

above) that the ESAA-TV'5ograms would be carried by public broadcasting sta-

tions. For this reason and because of the legislative prohibition against

commercial sponsorship of the SAA-TV series, no sdrious consideration had

been given to obtathing commercial carriage of the ESAA-TV series, although a

few individual producers through their own efforts had promoted their own

series. One proiducer was able" get her series (VEGETABLE SOUP I) carried by

the National Broadcasting Company (NBC), and another was able to obtain some

commercial carriage of his series (SOUTH BY NORTHWEST) by individual broad-

casters. Encouraged by this success, the ESAA-TV Program administrators

funded a pilot project to promote the carriage of EgAA-TV programs by commer-

cial stations.

8.1.1 Ta TELEVISION FOR ALL CHILDREN PROMOTION CAMPAIGN (TvAC)

In 1977, during the fifth year /of the 55AA-TV Pkogram, a contract was

let for the promotion of commercial station carriage of the EAA-TV series.
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Amqpg the major asks called for in this contract were '(1) visits to each Of

the 260-plus stations in the 60 largest Arbitron televisi tkets (Areas of

Dom inant Influence, or ADIs); (2) intensive phone and fai ontact with the

500. additional commercial stations in ADIs ranked 61-200; (3) preparation of

promotional print and videotape materials; (4) preparation and placement of

trade journal advertising; and (5) presentations and displays at state,

regional, and national broadcaster trade association meetings.

Bqrause the funding for this contract came from an appr9priation whidh

limiteepending to public agencies (e.g., state universities, and state and

local education agencies), the range of possible competitors was extremely
.. ,.

0 limited and, in fact, Only .two organizations -- Washington State UniVersity (WSU)
---...,,,, a I. %

in Pullman, Washington, and Great Plains Nati 1 Instructional Television

Library, which qualifies as a public agency because t is "wholly owned bx the
i .

University Nebraskaexpressed interest in bidding. Washington StatejUni-
.

versity's public station, KWSU-TV, had produced the EEAA-TV series SOUTH BY

4rNORTHWEST, and had some limited success in promoting that series to501i6 and

commercial TV outlets.
A

- I

E1
The contract was awarded to WSU .n Pullman.- Becauie of its distance

from most of the astivity'and talent in the fteia of promotion, at USOE's

request, the project was tvelpfrom Pullmen,toHollywood, and a subcontratt

was let to,ICPR, a Los Angeles public relations firm, to produce prOMotional

materials. They reasoned that transferang thee headquarters to Los Angeles

would provide the project with immediate access to various top profe sionel

personnel and resources, as these might be required, and that the Ho lywood

area offered adequate office space at relatively low rental cost.

In July 1977, Washington State University signed asubcontract with

ICPR to provide certain services to TvAC. ICPR represents numerous nationally

know individual television personalities and major production companies.

4 t4

The subcontract with ICPR was viewed as appropliete and essential to

the success of the project, because although the promotion campaign was a

government contract, it was for promotion in-th private sector; that iA, pio-
4

rooting privately produced shows to commercial television stations. ICPR has

A
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provided'Ongoing consu4atioh to TVAC since July 1977 (and subsequently to the

viewership promotion campaign). ICPR provided the following kind'Sof services
o04

to the promotion campaign:

0 assistance in choosing the project name, thyme, slogan,
and logo concept. #

o designing a master broChure,dealing with all of the ESAA
series available and Copy for the brochure describing all
of'the series and incorporating photographs from individ-
ual series and general information about all the series.-

o providing copy for the individual series brochures.

o providing script material for the composite promotional ,

tape which was designed to be shown to individual station
managers and program directors. The promotional tape,
which is approximately 15-20 minutes long, highlights some
of the best scenes in all of the series.

providing ad copy and publicity release material, includ-1 ing information about the promotional campaign effort and
the series that would be sent to all of the major broad-
casters, publications, newspapers, and trade journals, etc.

o providing 10-minute presentation scripts to be delivered
'to most of the national and state brogIca4 conventions,
in a form which is adaptable for promotion campaign staff
at these presentations.

o constructing,the initial contract letters for both the
top 60 and the 61-200 other commercial markets. The let-
ters were designed to 'accompany the overall ESAA-TV (TvAC)

. brochure and introduce the projece(to managers and direc-

tors with a note to the effect that they would be contacted
by a regional representative. A second letter was drafted
which presented essentially the same information and

advised station managers that they could meet TvAC repre-
sentatives at localState Broadcasters Association meet-
ings and provided them with the tollTfree number of TVAC
headquarters.

provided TvAd,staff with marketing strategies to be used
rin visiting the station Officials in the top 60 markets.

4
.

TvAC has been in operation since October 1977. Their latest sales

figures indicate thht during the-Period between October 1977 and July 15,

1980 they have "sold" (i.e.; received orders for) 990 series, which includes
A .

15,733 individual shows td commercial stations around the country. As

reported in Chapter 6, there is some independent validation of these sales

41.
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reports-from distributors' booking data which have about a 90 percent overlap

with the TvAC reports. (More detail about the numbers of indivipial series

sold and the stations carrying them is presented in Chapter 6. Despite early

skepticism among'mah'y observers, the TvAC promotion ctmpaigh appears to haVe

been reasonably successfUl at obtaining commercial licensee carriage of the

ESAA-TV series despite the considerable handicap that the'series must be car-
.

ried on a sustaining (without advertiser support) basis.

8.1.2 FUTURE OF COMMERCIAL IAGE PROMOTION

In'FY 1980, the Program administrators issued a new Request for Pro-
s ad
posals to continue the operatioWbf the commercial station carriage promotion

campaign. Although the Provam officials expressed general satisfaction with

the performance of the current promotion campaign which has been operated

under a contract'with Washington State40iversity, Pullman, Washington, Bev-
Nu;

eral factors occurring during the past two years have led to the openiFg-td a

new competition. The original funding for the commercial promotion campaign

restricted eligible offerors to public agencies. Public agencies are those

which are legally constituted organization3 of government, other than agencies

of the federal government. These include, but are not limited to, state tTV

commissions, state universities, local education agencies, and broadcas sta-

tions licensed to such organizations. In FY 1979 or 9.80, the restri ons
/--

limiting eligible offerbiS to the public agencies.desdribed above wer emoved,

'thus opening the competition to any-public or private'no#profit agency,

institution, or organization capable of providing expertise in the areas

required for performance of the work., In addition, a number of potentially

eligibly offerors have expressed iutterest in competing for the work, 'and the

USOE Grants and Procurement Office has insisted that4the contract for commer-

cial carriage promotion be'awarded competitively rather than as sole-source

awards, as in the past.

The USOE recognized in 1979 that..the transfer of operations from the

current TvAC group to a new contractor could potentially cause some disruption

And therefore included as a task (should new organizations win)* that the

transfer of ongoing activities from the current contractor be conduCted in a

manner which would cause minimum disruption of the Program activities.
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The commercial promotion campaign (TvAC) operating under the auspices

of WashingeOn State has, in the three years of its existence, become identi-

fied as a syndication and promotion organization, which to its clients is

basically no different than any ,of the commercial syndicators and promOtors

'from whom they purchase non-network broadcast programming. The name (Televi-

sion for All Children--TvAC) by which the promotion campaign Oas known has

been registeied by a private firm in the state of California, and thus cannot

be transferred to another organization. Should another contractoroin, how-

ever, it is likely that there will be some disruption, and it is likely that
--=..

the 'contractor will lose valuable time reestablishing the program under a new

organizational title with a new staff. The ESAA-Ty:Branch staff had no choice,

but to.,issue a new procurement for the promotion campaign. However, this

stands d practice by the federal government is substantially at variance with

indus ry practice, and is likely to cause serious disruption of promotional

activities.

8.2 HOME AUDIENCE PROMOTION

ESAA-TV has funded series to be carried primarily bytpublic and coia-

mercial broadcasters for viewers at home. However, as mentioned earlier, one

of the problems the series has continually faced is low home vi ership. In

part,'this lov/ home viewership can be attributed to lack of vieweareness,

as well as lack of optima/ scheduling. The ESAA-TV viewership survey,* oon-
'0

ducted in 1973, indicated very low awareness of the series, when. they were

broadcast. Availability of'the series also may have been a problem. Before

the TvAC campaign, ESAA-TV series were carried primarily by public television
4.,,.. .

stations, which in many areas utilize UHF frequencies sometimes having poor
P

reception. In addition', PBS sta ions have very low viewership among both the

minority and majority group chilEren and adolescents,who constitute the target

audiences.
.0

* . .

Hebbeler, K,A., and Cosgrove, M. A Survey of Viewership of Televi-
sion Series'Sponsored by ESAA Legislation: Final Report. Applied Management
Sciences, Silver Spr,ing, Maryland, June 1978.

...
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The TvAC campaign has increased carriage by'commercial stations and

will probably continue to do so. However, viewershfOmay not increase as a

result of availability alone if awareness continues to Ohe low. One of the

primary recommendations of the viewership study was that there should be a

great deal more viewership promotion of the series.

In 1978, USOE officials decided to set aside FY 1979 Special Projects

funds for promotional efforts to increase viewership. A contract was awarded

to Washington State University to carry out home viewership promotion activi-

ties in 1979 and the early mortths of 1980. Viewership promotion took two

forms: (1) editorial promotion, for the purpose of garnering coverage of

series in feature stories and/or critical reviews; and (27 paid advertising-

space in various periodicals (such as local newspaper TV pages, local minority

newliapers, and in TV Guide). Promotion also involved various non-media,

efforts as opportunities arse.

Of the approximately $700,000 that was set aside from the Special

Project funds for 1979, at least 75% was to be spent directly on the purchase

of paid periodical advertising space. The ads were to appear during the first

one to three weeks a series bgins a run on a local commercial of public sta-

tion. The remaining money was to be spent on the preparation of editorial

l\t

promotion materials, on the associated public relations efforts necessar to

get stories and/or reviews about a series in various periodicals, to createe or

take advantage of any non-press related promotional activities, and to pay the
k.....

costs of production and other activities necessary.eo coordinate the placement

of paid ads.

An RFP combining both the commercial broadcaster and ho4 viewership

promotign
1
campaigns was planned for FY 1980; however, because of a shift in
-

program priorities (to produce another bilingual television series), these

plans were, dropped:' Only commercial carriage promotion will b4 continued. As

we indicated earlier in this chapter, and in Chapter 6, low viewership levels

continue to,0 a problem for ESAA -TV series. The decision to cancel audience

promotion, in favor of developingvnew programming is a seriou management error

and one Which is likely to subvert ehe,overall intention 3f the legislation,'

which watt to have ah impact on viewers. Without promotion, viewership will



remlin low, and without viewers, the series produced with ESAA-TV funding can-

not have an impact, and the government's return on investment in programming

will remain low.

4

8.3 PROMOTION OF IN- SCHOOL USE OF ESAA-TV SERIES

Until 1979, the priority of ESAA-TV had been broadcast dissemination 4,

of the series to viewers at home. ORelatively little attention was given to

classroom use of ESAA-TV programs, although the procurement guidelines called

for production of series appropriate for use in classrooms as well as at home

viewing.

From the beginning ofIthe Program's operation, there have been a sig-

nificant number of people within and outside the USOE who felt that making the

series available in schools would greatly enhance the series' ability to have

the desired impact, and would more effectively meet tHe Program's legislative

mandate to supplement other ESAA projects related to desegregation.

In response to th.ese suggestions, in 1979, USOE/Special Projects

Branch awarded a contract for $600,000 to the New York State Education Depart-

ment to set up an 18-month pilot demonstration of promotion and servicing of

in-school use of ESAA-TV series in school districts receiving ESAA grants for

assistar with desegregation activities. (Although this project.is adminis-

tered by the DivtsP,Pcf Educational Technology and ESAA-TV Program staff, the

funding comes from the separate ESAA Special Projects Branch and not frOm the

ESAA-TV set-aside.) Operating under the aegis of the Bureau of Mass Communi-

cations, Office pt, Cultural Education of the New York State Educat4pn Depart.-

ment, the demonstration project has been named the4 Television Linking Cultures

Project and is known by the acronym TLC-TV Project. During the 18 -month pilot

phase, the TLC-TV promotion and servicing efforts,arellOrected toward ESAA-

funded schools in the,Northeast,(Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New

York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,

and Washington, D.C.I.

4

s
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. School sydtems to be served were restricted to a selection from among

those which are or have been recipients of an. Emergency School Aid Act grant
4

'which funds aativities within that school district related to desegregation

or minority group isolation. These school districts include those receiving

"Pilot" grants which are awarded to schools with concentrated enrollments of

minority children, districts that are recipients of "Basic" grants which are

awarded to schools in the process of desegregation, and schools which are

recipients of ESAA 'Special Projects" grants.

Acquisition and other costs associated with the use of ITV have served

as major barriers to the adoption of ITV. An ,important irtivity of the Tele-
.

vision Linking Cultures project has therefore been to inform school adminis-

trators that school districts applying for ESAA grants or grant continuations

may include the coats for obtainihg necessary tapes (and/or discs) and play-

back equipment, as well as any other utilization costs associatt with the

incdrporation of ESAA-TV series into their currUula., in their ESAA basic

pilot, and other grant proposals.

During the pilot stage, the promotion and servicing of ITV use has

focused primarily on programming for students of elementary school age. These

series include: VEGETABLE SOUP; CARRASCOLENDAS; BEBOP; INFINITY FACTORYC; SON-

RISAS; MUNDO REAL; REAL,PEOPLE; FOREST SPIRITS; PACIFIC BRIDGES; VILLA ALEGRE;

LA.BONNE AVENTURE; BEAN SPROUTS; SOUTH BY NORTHWEST; FRANCO FILE; PEOPLE OF

THE FIRST LIGHT; and FROM JUMP STRTEET.

As part of the implementation of the in-school promotion campaign, the

contractor is to identify barriers to use and indicate how these may be over=

come. Some of the traditionAl barriers bp in-school use of television in gen-

eral are:

o clauses in collective bargaining agreements between teach-

ers and school systems which would restrict its (ITV) use;

ft Perceptions by teachers that ITV is economically threaten-

, ing and/or represents a threat to professionalisme

o lack of a decision - malting structurej,governing optional or

mandated use of ITV (e.g., toes the authority rest with

one or more of the following: teactlers, an audio-visual
(c;
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b or 'Tv specialist based at a school system headquarters,
a subject area department chairperson, or at some other
point(s) in the line of authority between superintendent
and teacher);

o limited, or logistibally unsound, availability of TV-
reception and/or playback equipment;

co scheduling problems when broadcast television is the
Medium of dissemination;

cost problem, where materials are deliveied in pre-
recorded format ($50 to $85 per half-hour 3/4" cassette);
and

a

4 availability of teachers' guides.

Program officials encouraged the potential contractors to give serious consid-

eration to making or dubbing its own 3/4-inch cassettes which school systems

can borrow for dubbing purposes. Potential contractors were also urged to

keep abreast of technological breakthroughs durin§ the period of the contract

that would retult in significant price reductions. An example gilion was the

video disc technology, which could reduce the cost of programming to as little

as $2 or $3 per show.
.

o 8.3.1 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN IMPLEMENTING THE IN-SCHOOL USE OF
ESAA -TV SERIES

The pilot project was still in progress at the time this report was

prepared and conclusions about its success are premature. However, there is

some interim information available about the problems the staff have encoun-

tered, and some tentative suggestions can be made about facilitattng attain-

ment of project goals in the future. Some of the basic obstacles encountered.

are discussed in this section.

In implementing the project, the TLC-1V staff faced three major kinds

of diffic ulties;s

co lack of interface between the project staff and other ESAA
Special Projects staff and activities;

o lackd1 appropriate video and print materials for class-
room use; and 26"i ' ,

241 . ,
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7.

e insufficient staff support and logistical difficulties.

TLC -TV staff reported that ESAA Special Programs and Protects staff

with whom they must coordinate their activities are not familiar with ESAA-TV

materials and are unprepared to a3vocate and explain the use of these materi-

als with local school district staff who qaust request funds to support the use

of these materials during technical assistance sessions. It is at this point

(when the desegregation assistance money is requested) that ESAA

ors could involve or inform commissioners, superintendents, principals, and

teachers in local education agencies.

TLC-TV staff report that ESAA -staff do not see the use of the

ESAA-TV series in the classroom as having high priority. Rather, their empha-

sis is returning to basic skills. 'TLC-TV staff report that many of the, ESAA-TV

staff view the use of the ESAA-TV series which deal more with social and affec-
t

tive themei as frills. The TLC-TV staff recommend that senior ESAA-TV Special

Projects staff should take more initiative in promoting the use of ESAA-TV

materials to their in technical assistance staff who, in turn, would be more

comfortable in encouraging administrators in local school districts-to include

them in their proposals for ESAA desegregation funds.

TLC-TV staff reported that a problem often mentioned by local school

district staff is that most of the ESAA-TV series Currently available are too

long. Particularly for eleMentary grades, ITV staff prefer programming that

can be used in modules of 15 minutes or less. At present, only two of the

series, VEGETABLE SOUP and LA BONNE AVENTURE,,are available in 15-minute ver-

sions. Several of the other series such as VILLE ALEGRE, INFINITY FACTORY,

daatd REBOP, which have a magazine format, can be'used or reedited _into modules

of 15 minutes or less Without great difficulty. Other series that"hat Must be

shAn in their entirety present more scheduling problems for ITV users.

The lack of suitable teachers' guides and other supplementary materi-

als for classroom use has been cited as a serious impediment to the use of

the ESAA-TV series in classrooms. One of the primary tasks of the TLC-TV

project has been rewriting the existing teachers' guides, or writing new

242 .2 69
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guides, or writing new ones if none existed. The project staff were also

respdeible for getting the guides printed and making them available for dis-

tribution, at a reasonable cost, to school districts deciding to use the

ESAA-TV series in classrooms."

-The contractor, Nei; York State Education Department,

negotiated a subcontract with the Great Plains Insbructional

Library for reproduction and distribution of the ESAA-TV ser

teachers' guides ordered by. the school districts.

8.4 Distribution

has recently

T evision

is and ancillary'

Producers of national series are required to deliver five sets of two-

inch tapes at the completion of production, antregional producers'are

required to deliver three sets of two-inch tapes. With one exception, these

tapes are placed in one a two national non profit distribution libraries, the

Public Television Librark (PM), and Great Plains National Instructional Tele-

vision Library (GPNITL).* Both of these agencies distribute tapes via 'bicy-

cling' to .pcsith public and commercial broadcast stations fot a fee of $15 (PTL)

or $24 (GPNITL) which copra their storage and dieemibution costs.

ESAA-TV distributors are also obligated to make 3 /4k videotape cas-
.

ftttes available to schools and othereinstitutional users. (PTL charges $85

for each half-hour cassette; GPNITL, $50). Some of the Regional Public Broad-

casting Networks have distributed ESAA-TV series to member stations on a bicy-

cling basis.

4

*
The exception is Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, the

producer of LA ESQUINA, which exercised the option of handling their own dis-
tribution of the series. Alq ESAA-TV producers have this option, but to date
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory is the only organization that has
opted to do so.
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Because of the greater numberlof ESAA-TV series,_and,a wider demand

than was originally anticipated, administrative decisions were made to allo-

cate a portion of the ESAA-TV appropriations for ;tape duplication.

During the past four years, a series of 18-mont contracts for dupli-%,,

cation hale been awarded in alternate years to KUED-TV niversity of Utah*and

Great Plains National Instructional Televisio ibrary. For example, a

$400,000 "On Demand Tape Duplication" contract (to provide additional copies

to meet TvAC initiated demand) was awarded to Great Plains National ITV

Library in the Fall of 1977, A second contract was awarded in the Fall

1978 to KUED-TV/University of Utah to duplicate sets of tapes of t eight

series available during FY 1979 for each Regional Public Ne which

requests them, and to duplicate 300 sets of ten oethe ESAA-TV public service

announcements ("Spots") for distribution in waves of two spots/ to 300 com-

mercial stations.

8.5 SUMMARY

10

This Chapter de /cribes the ESAA-TV Program ancillary activities of

series promotion and d tribution. Promotion activities include planning and

obtaining editotial space paid advertising space in local newspapers,

national and local period kale, and trade journals. Distribution refers to

the processes involved&in making the actual series available to users in the

form of hard copy (through rental or sale of cassettes) or through over-the-

air or cable feeds. This chapter includes descriptions of an discussions

about the efficacy of promotion activities directed towards commercial broad-
-

cast carriage, home audience viewers, and in-school use.

1. Legislative Requirements and Issues

ESAA-TV legislation'specified that the ESAA-TV series b made reason-

ably available "free of charge" and that no profit can be made'fr the dis-

tribution or broadcast of ESAA-TV series. These restrictions'were in general

conflict with the practices of the te/evision pcooduction and broadcast indus-

tries, and with the additional legislative mandate that the series should be

mMde reasonably available. As a result, the Program has been plagued by the
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lack of any mention of funding for promotion of the series. Under the origi-

nal regulations, promotion was the responsi ility of the individual producing

organizations. However, producers were n allowed to allocate more than

nominal funds,to promotion, and these f ds were often depleted by the time

,production was completed as a result of the necessity'to cover 'other Iludget

deficits.

4
All producers attempted to obtain funding for promotion from sources

other than USOE7 however, only a few were successful. For even those

ful producers, the amounts donated for promotion were inadequate.

Considering the size of USOE's ovestment in the production of the

series, fragmented attempts at promotion were clearly insufficient. In 1977,
the ESAA -TV regulations were modified to allow the Assistant Secretary to

assume responsibility for making arrangements to have series distributed and

promoted.

In 1977, during the fifth year of the ESAA-TV Program, a contract for

the promotion of commercial station carriage of ESAA-TV series was signed

with Washington State University in Pullman, Washington. The pioject located

in Los Angeles and became known as TvAC (TeleVision for All Children). With

the assistance of ICPR (a public relation firm), TVAC began to function as a

syndicator, promoting carrive df ESAA-TV series to commercial broadcast

licensees.

/
TvAC appearsto have been reasonably successful given the numerous

constraints around broadcaster use of the shows, and the internal constraints

imposed by their liAited funding and regulations governing government contrac-
tors. As of Jul 15, 19130, they-r-eport having "sold" (Otceived orders for)

990 series, whit includes 15,733 individual shows to commercial stations

around the country. As-we reported in Chapter 6, there is some independdnt

validation of these sales reportp, from distributors booking data which have

90 percent overlap with TvAC Reports.
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2. Home Audience Promotion

ESAA-/V has funded series to be carried primarily by public and com-

mercial broadcasteraOr viewers at home. However, as mentioned earlier, the

series have consistently attracted small home-viewing audiences as indicated
1

by available data from PBS arid the USOE viewership survey (estimated viewer-
.

ship of ESAA-TV series is discussed at length in Chapter 7).

In 1979, USOE funded a promotional effort to increase viewership.

Viewership promotiOn took the forms of editorial promotion (for the purpose

of garnering coverage of series in feature stories and/or critical reviews);

and of pai -advertising space in various periodicals, such as newspapers and

magazines 'his effort was not renewed in 1980. Given the previous and cur-

rent low levels of viewership, the decision to discontinue viewership promo-

tion ensures that low viewership/levels will continue in the future, thus

subverting the primary legislative intent to have.an impact on educational

and affective outcomes for great number of viewers.

OW
Department to set up.an 18-month demonstration project to promote and service

,in-school use of ESAA-TV series.

3. Promotion of In-school Use of ESAA-TV Series

In 1979, USOE awarded a contract to the New York State Education

The interim information available from this pilot project reveals sev-

eral kinds of difficulties and impediments to be overcome before-ESAA-TV pro- r

gramming can achieve widespread use in schools. These were:

lack-of interface between in-school promotion and service
staff and other ESAA Special Projects staff who were the
link between ESAA-TV and local school district staff;

the lack of availability of ESAA-TV video and print mate-
rials for classroom use;

insufficient support staff and logistical aifficulties;
and

inappropriate length of most ESAA -TV materials; i.e., 30
minutes, as opposed to 15 minutes, making it difficult to
include them in the classroom schedule.
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4. Distribution

The original ESAA-TV legislation and guidelines did not make provi-

sions for duplicating television series in quptities sufficient to meet

demand and to make series widely available. This was remedied by administra-

tive actions resulting in changes in regulations. Contracts were awarded over
the years of the Program's existence to Great Plains National Instructional

Library and RUED -TV /University of Utah to provide additional copies. The Pub--

-lic Television Library in Washington, D.C., ana Great Plains ional InstrUc-
tional Library also have contracted to serve as-distributors of ESAA-TV series,

handling rental of materials.

41'
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*CHAPTICNINE

BROADCASTER SURVEY,

to

-Program managers at local broadcast stations make the decisions as to
/".

which programs will be chosen from tOose made available to them from a Wide

variety of sources and broadcasts. Thus they serve As gatekeepers who decide

made available to their intended target

prognammtlq practices and their general ,

whether ESAA-TV series will be

audiences. Kftqwledge of their

opinions about ESAA-TV series ovides useful information aboutOhow series

that are currently.available might be promoted sp as to attain wider coverage

of their intended'Earget audiences. We thereforloonducted structured but open

,ended interviews with a small sample of prograbming managers.

A.

Respondents in this survey Included prograiming or station managers at 18

local broadcast stationsin 9 cities. Because of the small sample sizes and

the putposive selection of respondents the regults'*esented here are not

generalizable to all btoadcast2rs and can be viewed only''As suggesting trends

and directions that are worthy of further inquiry.

Eighteen4elevisilen.licensges arf representeq in the sample. -Four

fare public television licensees, and fourteen are commercial licenes Nine

of the. 14 commeitl.di licensees in the sample are affiliates of NBC, ABC, or
*ow,

CBS. The remaining five are commercial independent stations. The following

table (A -1) shows the distribution of the stations by market-city.*
.

Liz* responses of respondents represe tinq the three types of,broadcast

. = licensaes,(commercial affiliate; commercial
1

independent- and public) are . .

--,
-2211/Ctypically similar. Where any significaht variatiPn occurs betigeen groups,

results have been broken out by group. The actual respondents are managers

or ditectorsc5f broadcasting,, programming, operations and, ingone case,
. i .

sales.: -Ir
41,.. 0

.
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Table 9-1

,Broadcast LiG4Asees' Repredented in the Sample By
Licensee Type, Market City and Mkrket Size

Rank ADI Market*

1,
Q

License Type 4nd Network Affiliatron
Commercial 'Public

NBC ABC -C"BS Independent PBS
New York WN13C WCBS WNET

.4, 31' Chicagoqq
tl

Boston_

f

-6 San Francisco

15 Miami

b7 Green Bay

KRON

WMUR

86 'Springtield WWLP WHYN

WBAY

98 Austin Krry

146 Bangor WABI

*A01 Markets are Ziefineid as follows. The Area of DoMinant
Influence (A01) is a geo?jraphic:market design that defins
each television market exctusive of the others b4sed'on
measurable viewing patterns.. Each markAts' ADI consists
of all counties in which the home mark4rstution receive
a preponderence of.,,viewing, and every county in the U.S.
,(excluding Hawail'and part of Alaska) is allocated,exclu-
civ'oly to only one ADI--toere is no overlap. The esti ted

-television households:-re theretore additive, and t ota1).
ot all'AOI's iepresehts the total television househo is in

WSBK
WSMW

KDTV

WCIX

WCTV

the

Sour CA.

twits, A\

Affa
,BIoadcasting Yearbook, 1978. Broadcastily Publica-
ne., W.eshilgton, D.C.

' is listed in San Antonio Market

WTTV

WGI311

41..4

KLRN**

Respondents weto asked'how they learned abouf available programming
e

. 101.,;..10.1d,,p. 'Flt teen 011t ot the 18 iesendents (83 *) named ono or more of

thea4cellowing sources which ate listed in oidei if the frequency with which

they were mentioned (Atom highest to lOwest). -The toltowing is a complete

I t !.t tit .11 1 Aolt I coz: thimed 111 ot .ie I o 1 t 1 0.11101it'y

--1
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e trade journals and other periodicals,

o the network, whatever comes over the feed,

contracts with production company, conventions, and syndicators,

agents, community spokespersons, wordrof-mouth,

, critical reviews, TvAC

a

The first two sources listed,were mentioned far more frequently, than

any others. Newslette' and broadcast journals were'named as sources by 83% "

of the respondents, ark the network feed 'by 76% of the respondents. Contacts

from production compares, conventions, and byndicatoes were each cited by

47% of the respondents. ommunity spokespersons/advocacy groups, agents,

andword7of-mouth were each cited a sources of information about children's

7 programming by 40 percent of the respondents. Critical reviews and TvAC

were each mentioned by %only 20 percent of the respond4hts. Generally tr
respondents representing the three types of licensees (public, independent

and netwox'k affiliate) named the same programming information sources. ,

However, the Public and i'nd'ependent station groups together, account for" 83%

of the respondents who said 'that word-of-mouth was one, ,,fay of learning about
dr.

the availability 0 chircirbn's.programming.

RespOndents were alio :Ned how they learned about the availability

'a programmingfor minorities. Twelve out of 18 respondents named one or mor

&sources of information abbUt'the availability of programming for minorities.

. Six respondents did not answer this question. Three.of these six declined

to answer necause the stations they represented did mot carry any programming
.. .

specifically designated for minorities. The, results show that respondents

-learn about: the avaifbil4y of progran$ing for minorities in much the same

way as they learn about children ogramming availability. The ranking by
i

equency oe'the sources mentioned is lso quite similar. The following is
105 i0
-a list of all sourcesurentioned, 20po'rder of fr

Nncy

(from highest to

lowest):

the netwirk,

journali and

4
er periodicals, and,,word-of-mouth,,

contacts' with'production company. conventions:

coffimunity spokespersons, advocacy groups, and syndicators,
rf

agents,'

criOicdt reviews,

TvAC, -sponsor., church and school districts

251 2("7
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Sixty-seven percent of the respondents reported receiving information

about the availability of minority programming from their networks. Trade

journals andflword7of-mouth were both mentioned as sources of programming by

58 percent of the respondents. Contacts with producti companies and

conventions were cited as sources by 50 percent of the respondents. Community

spdkespersons or Advocacy groups and syndicatorl-were the next most frequently

mentioned sources, each cited by 5o perga of the respondents, and were

.followed by agents and critical reviews mentioned by 25 percent and 17
ti

percent of the respondents,,respectively. TvAC a d other sources including

sponsorp, churches, and sOool districts each me ioned by one respondent,

were clearly not signficiant sources of information about programming
CI

for ng4ities. The fact that TvAC was mentioned by only two of the commer-
.

i

is

oadcaster representatives is surprising and laay indicate that TvAC

only as a source of children's programming by station progrb

man gers.

In summary, comparison of the sobrces of information cited for

children's and minority programming reveals that broadcasters tend to draw

uponthe)same sources of information for both. Word-of-mouth appears to be

a more significant source of information for public Aid indepeildent stations

thah\network affilialteditbmmercial stations. In general, however, public, *

commercial, independent, and network affiliated stations do not differ sub-

stantially in terms of their information sources fo4 children's programming.

Given that trade journals and other periodicals, are important sources of

information for%program managers, purchasing paid advertising space, in such

journals and periodicals appears to be an important meansopf announcing the

availability of -ESAA-TV series. Thetginding that
4

as,a source of information about the availability

indicates that perhaps some ESAA-TV series which

TvAC was so seldom Optioned

f minority programming

are not for young children

10V might be more effectively prOmoted as minority prograAing.

Respondents were queried as to how they made decisiOns on selecting

childrens' and minorities' propgrains. Specifically, they were asked to

I describe the primary factors influencing decisions about childrens''programs,

and then to desoribe the primary factors influencing their decisions about

I
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minorities'! programs. Fiftreen out of eighteen respondents answered these

open-endedluestions. Eleven different factors were mentioned as influencing

children's programming decisions. These are )
listed below in rank order of

.h© frequency with whith they were mentionedt

i

o attractiveness to target audience;

o general program content;

o program quality;

o entertainment value; wh.il is competition tffering;

oprogram availability; informative/educational
value;,

o political factors and/or licensing requirements; time-slot
availability; program cost; andcoftmanity need.

.Programmers' estimates of the attractiveness of the programming to

the target'audience was most frequently mentioned as a factor in selecting

children's programming; This was. followed by their evaluation of general
/-

program content which was cited by 40 percent of the respondents. Evalua-

tions of the quality of the programming and previous rating were each cited

as factors in program selection by 38 percent of the respondents. Entertain-

ment value- and reaction t6 competing stations were each mentio

III

ed by 31

percent of the respondents. -Informative/educational value and program

availability were each cited by three respondents. Factors which appeared to

be least imposAnt to the respondenAts were licensing and other political

factors; time slot availability, program st and community need, each of

viiiich was mentioned by two respondents.

Eleven of the 18 respondents (61 percent) in the sample provided

information about factors influencing their selections of programming for

minorities. (Three of thexespondents who did not provide information

.reported that they did not broadcast any programming targeted speqfically to

minorities.)

Programmers' responses to pis 9pen-ended huestioh are listed

below in Onk order 54 thee frequency with which they were, cited (highest to

low46t).:
)

20 279
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o attractiveness to target audience;

O general program content and community need;

o prograA availability and entertainment value;

o what the competition is offering, political factors
and/or lOrcensing Tequirements, time-slot availability;

O program cost; edudational-inforpative value; and

a ratings.

Forty-five percent of the eleven respondents cited evaluation of aO

show's attractiveness to the target audience as an important factor in their

decision making. Community needs and genera! program content, each cited by

36 percent of the respondents, ranked second as factors in decision-making.

The remaining fadtors were each cited by three or fewer of the respondents.

. Availability of programming and entertainment value were cited as factors in

decision making by 27 percent of the respondents. These factors were folloWed by

response to the competition, licensing requirements and other political

factors, and time slot availability, each cited by two respondents. Program

cost, educational value, and ratings were-each mentioned by only one respon-

dent. When responses to this question were examined by type of licensee, one

.noteworthy difference appeared. Neither-public licensees nor independent

commercial licensees mentioned community need, but this factor was mentioned

frequently enough by Icommercial network affiliates to be ranked second along

with geperal program content. Several striking ditierences are apparent when

comparing factors influencing progreeldi choices of children'b and minorp

prigramming. First, community need was never specifically mentioned 4n

considering children's programming but received the second highest rank among

factors considered when considering programming for minority groups. Second,

entoetirmtent value is.a moderately strong factor in selecting. children's

programming but not mentioned as a factor in selecting minority group program-

ming. Third, ratings, which are-mentioned modeiately ofteri.as factors in

.selecting children's programming are not mentioned at all as a consideration

in selecting minority programming. Finally, program quality, the factor

which ranked third in septing children's 'program, is not mentioned as an' 11.

ctimportant factor in selecting programming r minorities.

J
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9.1' PROGRAMMERS' FAMILIARITY WITH TvAC

1/ The second part of the interview with programming manage `\s focused

specifically on ESAArTV programming and prOiilotion activities conddcted by

TvAC. Respondents were queried as to their familiarity with TvAC, its

'brochures, its pranotional'advertising ands any in-person contacts they may

have had at contacts or .from visits by TvAC sales representatives, even

trough TvAC's 'mandate was to promote ESAA-TV.series only to commercial.

broadcasters.%

All respondents were made familbar with the ESAA-TV teries brochure

prepared by TvAC. Respondents were then asked whether they received similar

materials for other television programming available to the station.

Seventy-twa percent of the 18 respondents had received simliar materials,

while 28% had not. The 13 respondents who were familiar with both ESAA-TV

and similar kinds of non-ESAA-TV materials were asked to compare the two
4

groups of brochures. One respondent Offered no comparison comments.

Sixty-two percent of the twelve remaining respondents felt that the ESAA-TV

series brochure was well done and compared favorably with similar materials

from other. sources. Twenty-five percent felt the brochure was of just-average

quality. One respondent was critical and pointed out that 59 ratings for

the series were incluak. "(Inclusion of ratings is a common practice of com-

mercial syndicators). . 4

Respondents were then asked.whether a TvAC representative had ever

met with them, in person, regarding ESAA-TV programs. there was an even

split among the 16 respondents who answered. Fifty percent had been

met by such a representative and fifty percent had not. Of those who met

with TUC representativet,
.

all but two of those meetingS took place at the

televisioh'station. The remaining contacts were made at'a convention.

Respondents were then asked whether or not they had seen IAC'ads in

any trade journals. Seventy one percent of the seventeen respondents

answering had seen TvAC ads in a ,trade journal.

jtReswndents were queried as to whether they had seen TvAC materials

at any broadcaster' conferences or Meetings. Only four of the seventeen

respondents had seen4TvAC materials in these settings,

255-,
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- 9.2 PROGRAMMERS' AWARENESS 'OF ESAA.JTV SERIet"

Res6ndents were asked whether they had been aware of any of the

ESAA -TV series before receiving the brochure sent out by this study's team.

Sixteen of the 18 respondents indicayd some familiarity with oneor more of

the ESAA-TV series although most respondents lied never heard of ESAA -TV and

t% were unaware that the programs with which they were familiar were funded by

the same government source. Broadcasters who were least familiaT with the

series tended to assume that they had been produced by PBS.

Respondents were asked,to name all of the ESAA-TV series with which

they were familiar prior to receiving the brochure. Each of the 22 programs

listed in the TVAC brochures was named by at least one respondent. The

series listed in rank order of the frequency with -which they were mentioned,

along with the acutal frequencies and percentages of respondents naming

them, are presented in Table 9-2.

As indicated in Tab's se' en of the-ESAA-TV series were familiar

to 50 percent or more of the respondents. Four of the series were recognized

by only one respondnet. These were UP-AND COMING,, LA. BONNE ADVE11JRE,

PACIFIC BRIDGES and FRANCO FILE. UP AND COMING had not completed production
1/

at the time of the interview. Two of the remaining-three series were

regional series addressing French-Canadian audiences in 'New England (LA

BONNE ADVENTURE, and FRANCO FILE and the third-addressed Asian American

audiences (P4aIFIC BpIDGES)., In general, program managers representilepublic

television licensees showed greater awareness of ESAA-TV series than those

representing commercial stations. PrOgramners representing network affilia-

ted licensees, in turn, evidence greater awareness tha9 programmers representing

independent commeTcial licensees.

4
0

Respondents were then asked to explain how they first became
0
aware 9f these programs. Public television licensed representatives cited

PBS (mentioned by two respondents), the olucation Department and person

contacts (each mentioned by one respondent). 'One-third of the 9 respondents

representing commercial network affiliates mentiondd TvAC as a source, and
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Table 9-2 \,

Respondents Familiarity with ESAA -TV Series

' Sf

Rank

,,,Order Series

A

1

Percentage of Percentage' of

Respondents Respondents

Freq. Familiar with Rank Freq. Familiar with

f t -eries

1 'Vegetable

Soup 12 75

2 Mundo Real 11 69

3 Que Pasa

USA?

3 Ville

10 62

Alegre 10 62

43 Carras-

colendas 10 62
a

4 Rebop .\ 9 56

5-- Infinity

Factory 8

6 As*We*,

See*It

6 Watch Your

Mouth

5

People of the

First Light 5

Bean

,e Sprouts

50

31

31

31

3 19

der Serie Series

La Esqana 3 19

Forest

Spirits. 19

Gettin'

Over 3 19

Pearls 3 1§

. Real

People 2 12

Sonrisas z 2 12

South b

Northwest 2 12

La8onne

Aventure 1 6

Pacific-

,Bridges 1 6

Up and

\\C`omi 1 6

Franco File 1 6
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another third referred to Network Associates. Of the remaining third, two

.respondents cited personal contacts as sources, and the third became aware

watching a different teleyision station. The respondents representing

independent stations ranked lowest in their overall familiarity with ESAA-TV

Series, and cited PBS and Network Associates as their primary information

sour

The respo ents were asked whether they had actually'seen any of

the ESAA-TV series, i e. yatched at least one whole half hour or more of "a

series. Thirteen of the 18 respondents (72 percent) indicated that they

had seen shows from one or4more of the ESAA-TV series. The programs that

were mentioned by at least one respondent are listed below in tank order of
ti

the frequency with which they were mentioned. Actual frequencies are also

.given `for each serietk

MUNDO REAL (8),

VILLA ALEGRE (7),

CARRASCOLENDAS (6), QUE PASA USA? (6), and REBOP (6),

VEGETABLE SOUP (5), WATCH YOUR MOUTH (5),

AS*WE*SEE*IT (44, INFINITY FACTORY (4),

GETTIN' OVER (2), LA ESQUINA (2), PEARLS (2), SOUTH'BY NORTHWEST

( 2 ),

REAL PEOPLE (1), SONRISAS* (1), BEAN SPROUTS (1), and PEOPLE OF

THE FIRST LIGHT (1).

iI

Five of the series, FOREST SPIRITS, LABONNE AVENTURE, PACIFIC

BRIDGES, UP AND COMING, and FRANCO FILE, were not mentionedIty any of the

respondents and 8 of the remaining 17 series had been seen by only one' or tvio'

of the respondents. Representatives of p liotelevision stations repotted

_having seen more of the series than repres ntatives of commercial stations.

Fifty-tour percent,of the affirmative respo ses.were reported by the four

public television llcensees.

A



Respondents were next queried as to whether they had ever seriouslYa"

considered carrying any of the ESAA-TV series. Ten of the 18 respondents

reported that they had seriously considered using ESAA-TV shows in their

program line-ups. All of the four public station representativessaid that

th had considered carrying at least one of the ESAA-TV series and of the

fining six respondInts who had considered carrying ESAA-TV series, 5

represented commercial network affiliates. Nine of the s tion representa-

tives reported that they had actually carried one or more of the programs.

The series which were considered by half or more of the 10 respondents were:

AS*WE*SEE*IT (5), CARRASCOLENDAS (6), SONRISAS (6), 'ILLE ALEGRE (6), and

VEGETABLE SOUP (6). The series which were actually carried, (in rank order)

and the frequency with which they were carried are:

e VEGETABLE SOUP (6);

O INFINITY FACTORY (5);

o CARRASCOLENDAS (5);

o VILLE ALEGRE.(5);

0 AS*WE*SEE*IT (4);

O muNpo REAL (3) 4

o QUE PASA USA? (3);

O REBOP (3);

o PEARLS (2);

o WATCH YOUR MOUTH (2);

O GETTIN' OVER (1);

O LA,ESQUINA (1);

6 PEOPLE OF THE FIRST LIGHT (1);

o REAL PEOPLE (1);

A e SOUTH Bt NORTHWE

o BEAN SPROUTS (1).

I

A series o follow-up questions elicited respondents reasons for

deciding to car or reject the considered.., -The non-response rate for these

questions w extremely high. Programmers respdnses to these questions were

vague and sporadic. Available responses have been collapsed into general

positive and negative series by series evaluations for th4Ae series where

enough information was provided to enable evaluations.

%, 255
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VEGETABLE SOUP: The most positive asp cts seen were that it

Was relatively new material and dealt with good issues. Criticisms of

inconsistent age-ori4ntation and only poor-to-good quality were mixed with

comments that it,had attractive elements for its target audience.

CARRRSCOLENDAS: Was seen as fulfilling a specific Spanish-language

child's programming need., Respondents felt that the concepts were good and

the shows'well-produced but that it, perhaps, was not reaching its target

Or'audience.

VILLA-ATRE: This was another case of &program which fulfilled

the need for Spanish-language child's, programming. Respondents agree that

it lost the non-Spanish-speaking audience it wa6 trying-to target s)iith the

way it handled its bilingual format. There was disagreement on the progrkam's

quality.

4INFINITY FACTORY: Was liked for its subject matter. It was felt

to be educational and have more than just minority-group appeal.

AS*WE*SEE*IT: Was not considered well done. It was judged to be

of inconsistent quality which has been poor, at best. It was sexed by the

fact that it was seen as fulfilling a community need and addressing important

issues.

,

MUNDO REAL: Again, the only strong point was iat it atisfied a

need for minority, Spanish-language pr ,ramming. It was fe\t to be amateurtph

and of poor quality in all aspects by five respondents.

QUEPASA USA?: This was felt to be a good, high-quality,'well-

produced show with attraction for both-bhe Spanish-speaking and general

audiences. The most important criticism was that there werellotienough shows

in the series to suit ongoing programming needs.

REBOP: This was felt to be a good, high-quality show, but'with

often inappropriate language. Respondents disagree on whether or not it

reached its target audience.
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WATCH YOUR MOUTH: Respondents were evenly divided as to whether

the shows were good or poor. They agreed that it filled a programming need

for Black teens, but that it didn't really reach its target audience.

9.3 PROGRAMMERS' REACTIONS TO GOVERNMENT -PROHIBITION AND RESTRICTIONS ON
ESAA -TV SERIES USAGE b1

The legislation authorizing the ESAA-TV Program prohibits commercial

sponsorship of ESAA'TV,geries, however, the administrative Regulations do

peiiit stations or networks carrying ESAA-TV series to approach commercial

firms or other organizations asking them to pay for air time to cover the

cost of broadcasting an ESAA-TV series. In return, these firms or organiza-

tions would receive a "funder" credit, reading "time for this broadcast was

paid for by the X Company." In this sense, the series would be underwritten

--- by a business or foundation in return for a credit.

The 14 respondents representing the commercial licensees were asked

about their awareness of the proh tion against commercial sponsorship and

of the prOvision r obtaining uncle rating for the series. Twelve of these

fourteen responden indi d th they were aware of the prohibition

against commercial sponsorship. Five of the respondents felt that it caused

a problem for them, while seven did not feel that it was an insurmountable

problem. All of the respondents felt that the prohibition against commercial

sponsorship made it impossible for them to schedule the series in prime

time. Consequently, all of the respondents reported 'that the series would

have to be scheduled in fringe time during which their advertising rates were

lowest, so that their revenue losses would be minimized. All of the respon-

dents agreed that the prohibition on commercial sponsorship served to reduce

the number-of times that the series would be shown.because of the revenue

losses. These two factors serve to reduce the likelihood that the series will

be able to reach their target audiences in the numbers that some of the '''4E

series might attract if they were sohP-Ruled in more desirable timeslots.

Six of the thirteen program managers responding hadbeen aware of the

'provision for corporate underwriting of ESAA-TV series prior to the interviews.
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Twelve of the thirteen reported that they would not take advantage of it. All

riforted that business was their source of revenue and that they would rather

have sponsors than underwriters.

9.4 OP1JIONS ABOUT GOVERNMENT FUNDING OF-TELEVISION PROGRAMMING i

41k

All of the 18 respondent's were queried about their general feelings

cartcerning the role of the government in funding television programming.
..%

Fifty-seven percent of the respondents reported that the federal government is

a good and necessary source of funds for programming which would otherwise not

be produced. Thirtyisix per -cent of the respondents felt that too much govern-

ment money was being spent on television programming, with too little account-

ability. Forty- -three percent of the respondents felt that there was too much

intrusion and too many restrictions involved with the receipt of government

funds. However, 79 pdrcent of the respondentsincludIng some of those

opposed to the principle of government funding of television programming- -saw

government funding as the only or most-accessible avenue for funding eduba-

tional and special-interest television programming.

'9.5 SUMMARY

...

Interviews were conducte with a small sample of programming and

AAstation managers at 18 local broa ast stations, with the intention of
1

discovering some of the elements involved'in program selection. The focus of
,...

concern was how informational sources, promotional pr entation, program type

aer(children or minorities), program descriptive char eristics of programs, and

individual tro-adcaster awareness and familiarity wiiiii programs, interact to

influence progr ing decisions. r.

Commercial network affiliates conside community needs very important

when choosing programs for minority audiences. Neither of the other 416o liceesee

types rely on this characteristic. Further,' community need was not mentioned at

all in relation to childrenss*programming. Entertainment ;ralue, ratings and
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I

program quality are all Evaluated in decision-making process concerning childrens

shows. These characteristics play, at most, a minimal role in minorities

programming decisions. This holds true across broadcaster licensee types.

Attractiveness to the target audience and general program content are the most

strongly considered traits, regardless of program type.

Level of familiarity had a very strong correlation to rate of ESAA-TV

series' actually considered Aand carried, as did type of licensee. Program

managers representing public television stations had both the highest level

of series awareness and, by and far, the strongest carriage rate among

respondents. Network affiliated licensees were more aware of ESAA-TV series

than were independent commercial licensees,.had considered more ESAA-TV

programs and had higher carriage rates than the independent licensees, as

well. There were no corresponding differences between stations in how they

first became aware,\ of the ESAA-TV series with which they were familiar.

Evaluations of the various ESAA-TV programs with which broadcasters

were familiar emphasize the stress placed on community needs for minority,

programming, and the lack of importance riven to, the perceived inconsistency

of quality in minority programming. Community need is modified by program

availability and competitive reaction.

Reactions to govern r qulat4ons concerning ESAA-TV series usage

and opinions about government funding 96elevision programming are not major

,obstacles to broadcasting ESAATTV series. jrhe major difficulty here is in

the effect that the prohibition on commercial sponsorship has on time slot

availability. ESAA -TV series'carriage and thus viewer exposure are limited by

the need for commercial licensees to reserve prime time slots for commercially

sponsored programming.

4
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CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAIONS

la

This chapter summarizes the conclusions reached in this st dy and

Makes recommendations for future improvements in the ESAA-TV Ptogr .
.

The purpose of this study was to assess the Emergency School Assistance

Act (ESAA) Television Program through an examination of its administration,

production, distribution, and financing. The conclusions and recommendations

presented in this chapter are 1?ased on quantitative and qualitative analyses

of data obtained from a variety of sources including:

interviews with DSOE/ESAA-TV administrators and other federal
government officials involved 'ith the implementation and admini-
stration of the Program from its inception through April 1980; and
examination of oficial documents concerning overall program
operations;,

archival review of documentation andcdse files on USOE's'
inventory of ESAA-TV series;

k
aNsurvey of key personnel involved in the production of the indiviT
dual ESAA-TV series;

surveys of Local and national gatekeepers representing organizations

that control or influence national, regional, or local channels of
distribution through which ESAA-TV series must pass in order to
reach their target audiencep; and

11.

reanAlysis and integraiion of existing data bases which provide
information about carriage of ESAA-TV series.

This section presents major conclusions and recommendations.from each

of the following areas of inquiry which were discussed at length in the

preceding chapters:

Al the review of SOE administrative policies and practices governing
the ESAA-TV program;
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a review of the processed leading to the actual development of

ESAA-TV series, including procurement and actual production.

e a review and assessment of minority employment requirements and

practices;

e estimates of coverage and viewership attained through distribution
. 1

and broadcast of.the ESAA-TV series;

,e analysis and assessment of fiscal resource allocation,in,the
procurement and production of ESAA-TV series; ,

(review and assessment of distribution and promotion practices;

which:

assessment, of the programs, products, and promotion practices by

'a sample of program managers representing local' broadcast

licenses.

REVIEW OF USOE POLICY AND PRACTICE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

USOE policies and practices were examined to assess the extent to

administrative and regulatory actions were essentially in agree-

ment with legislative and statutdky requirements;

o administrative deciAons have expanded, limited or Rtherwise
deviated'from the original thrust of the ESAA legislation; and

areas of significant disagieement or mismatch between the

interests of distribution, and broadcasting organizations whose
participation is sought.

In general we found that USOE's administrative and regulatory actions

were essentially consistent with legislative and statutory requirements with

Some notable exceptions which are discussed in this chapter alpng with recom4

mendation. As indicated throughout the previous chapters in the report,

aaministratime decisions have expanded the original thrust of the legislatiore-

in some instances, particularly those where the legislation itself was vague,

incOplete, 6r logically inconsistent. Instances in which administrative

actions appear, to have dealt with problems sufficiently and successfully have

L
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IF/
been discusded in the previous chapters and are not repeated here. Rather, this

'chapter focuses on those areas of administrative action which have substan-
.

tially.dev4ated from the original legislative intent and those areas in which

future administrative action will enhance overall program compliance.

This chapter further focuses on discussions of areas of significant

disagrement or mismatch between the interests and policies of distribution

and broadcast organizations whose participation is sought, and makes recom-
.

mendations as to administrative actions which could reduce some major areas

of disagreement and facilitate attainment of legislative goals.

A number of issues have arisen as a result of requirements of the

early legislation, which was vague and passed without the input of the produces -"

tion and industries whose cooperation necessary if therProgram

is to be successful. Issues that were ,treated successfully through the

administrative procesa_include:

development of a procedure for dealiTr with payment for
residual rights (a standard educational buyout rate was
establiihed with talent unions); 4

pre-production script review; through administrative action,
ESAA-TV and Radio series were exempted from HEW/OE script
review. None of the series were subjected to government
script review.

USOE's role in monitoring production.

Issues that continue to be dealt with through administrative regula-
.

tions'and procedures, but which continue to be'a source of difficulty in

achieving the Program's:overall legislative mandate are:

development of guidelines for procuring programming;

* the stipulation, without further definition, that the
series be made "reasonably available for transmission
free of charge;" and

the lack of legislative authorizationeand appropriations
for funding of promotion.and distribution activities.
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Recommendations

, .

Although UEOE/ESAA-TV program officials have attemped in recent /v:-

years to coordinate their produrements-with the needs of users, this remains

an area of considerable disjuncture and on which has been subject to pdlitical

influence.

The current and past practices followed in determining content

guidelines for procurelent have resulted in am oversupply of programming

addressed to some ethnic/racial groups and age groups; and content categories,
. C i

and continued shortages of programming in other areas.

Implementation of more formal needs assessment procedures would help

to ensure that programming produced in the future, would meet actual projected

needs, and that materials produced with ESAA-TV fuhts would be widely used.

In particular, the needs of users in schoolstshould be considered because if
V

they are appropriately designed, the series are likely to have longer shelf

lives in schools than in over the air broadcast by public and commercial,

licenses.

f

(1)* We recommend that USOE/ESAA-TV officials and other Department of

Education officials make an effort to procure the production of television

programming that is based on a more formal needs assessment process'. We

recommend that the opinions of producers, educators, broadcasters, and

children's and minority advocacy group representatives be inclided in these

assessments of programming needs.'

In FY1980, in an attempt to sediire wider series distribution and

availability to the target audience, ESAA-TW,administrators planned a procure-

ment which'would have called for a'contractor to review the already produced

ESAA-TV series and consider ways of combining Fome of the short (regional)

series with common themes into lohger series packages which,would be easier to

*Our ten recommendations have been sequentially numbered in parentheses

throughout this chapter.
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syndicate. For example, several of the lESAA -TV regional series dealing with q
-Asian American)s (e.g., PACIFIC BRIDGES, PEARLS, THE NATION BUILDERS) and,

dealing with Native Americans (PEOPLE OP THE IRST LIGHT, THE REAL PEOPLE)
)

could by syndicated as a combined package which could serve as an umbrella

for individual shows and series of different lengths. Thugcombining short

but related series and marketing them so that-a programmer could fill a 13-26

eek time slot would increases the probability that the shorter series would

be carried and that they would receive better time slots. This plan was not

implemented becauseof a lack of funds in FY1980. As indicated above, we,

are in a time when funds available for ESAA-TV production remain at the same
.

* .level and are being eroded by inflation. Thus, it seems prudent to discover
)

Ways of increase utilization of already produced programming.N

44
(2) We recommend that USOE/ESAA-TV greatly reduce its procurement of

new television series for at least two years and devote the majority of

available funds to broadcaster and viewershi romotion and romotion of

in-school use of series We Further recommend that USOE resume laps (which

%4ere abandoned in 1980) to repackage -some of the ESAA-TV series with small.

numbers of shows so that they can be scheduled more easily by broadcasters.

Given that the E,9AA -TV programs funding has been limited to $6.45

million the past twt0 years and will probably conOnue to be limited to this
.

amount, it is sensible to limit the number of commitments to total funding

of new series, and in particular to limit the

commitments

of t new national
0
series. The step funding process will allow new'unproven applicants to

compete for funding as the risk to the government is'reduced. This process

will also allow USOE/ESAA TV to commit needed funds to the promption and

repackaging efforts rcommended elsewhere this section and later in this

ctlaptei.

(3) Wereco,endthatUSOE/ESAvTVienewste-fundin
rocessinstituted in FY1980 whereb rosali for 15-20 minute clots

compete for funding In one fiscal year, and in _the next fiscal year,. the

lots are entered into a com etition for full series fundi



0.2 'PRODUCTION PROCESSES: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A second objective. of this` study was to `assess the imRact,of USOE

policies and practices on the pioduction of series and program overall out tut

in terms of:

.target audience needs addressed;
1 .

e factors in the production process which affected the
quality of the series,' the distrubitop, and carriageirof

the series and their potential.impabt-on the target
audiences; and

the type and extent of minority participation in the
' production activities and the degree to which this parti-

cipation contributed to the relevance of programming for
the target audiences.

Overall, the ESAA-TV Program has funded a series addressing the

diverse needs of five major minority raciallethnic groups. The Program has

:funded two or more series for each of the following target groups: Black,

Hispanic, Native American, Asian American, and FranCo American.

Contract Negotiations

The majority of the ESAA-TV producers felt that the contract negotia-

tion process had a detrimental effect on the final quality, carriage and

potential impact of the ESAA-TV series. _Negotiations with,USOE have dealt

primarily with money, with decisions about technical quality having been-made

by review panelists-when proposals were tanked. In the.patt there has been.

very little give and take on the part of the government in making cost-per-

minutercalculations. for example, applicants who had prepared and justified

their proposed cdts found that the amount of the final award was considerbly

less than proposed/ while the scope of the series (number of minutes required)
-

remained the same orwas only slightly reduced, and without corresponding

adjustments,in format or production values at.the time of negotiation. The
. .

results of the financial` analysis reported in Chapter 7 support the producers!

assessments that the sometimes unrealistic contacts negotiated without
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contingency funds have-resulted in the need for,scope reductions later, andt.

sometimes in the production of serie's of lower quality than the producers

desired because of requirements to deliver a fixed number of programming

minutes per dollar.

(4) We recommend that the ESAA-TV program administrators and the

Departmenigof Education Contract negotiators employ consultants who are'

knowledgeable about current production standards and costs to assist with

the review of proposal budgets. Employment of consultants repre enting the

television production industry and who are knowledgeable about current pro-

duction standards and costs would serve to make the budgets agreed upon in

negotiations more realistic: Implementing this practice would reduce the

likelihood of the government and ESAA-TV producers having to resort to the

cumbersome and time consuming process of requesting later scope reductions

except in cases of clearly unforeseen problems which seriously threaten the

delivery of final product of quality sufficient to attain widespread availa-

bility to the target audience through widespread broadcast carriage.

Formative and Pilot Evaluation of Individual Series

. ,

The legislative originators of the ESAA-TV program intended the

program to be modeled after SESAME STREET. Section 711(6) of the enabling

legisl-ation specifically calls for research to be integrated with production,

stating that appliCants should adopt effective.procedures for evaluating

educational and other changes achieved by children viewing the programs.

Section 611 of the 1978 ESAA-TV legislation reiterated this stipulation.

Concern for the effectiveness of the series in producing-cognitive and

affective changes has been a recurring theme mentioned by legislators and

policymakers.

In implementing this Iegidlative requirement, the Program's adminis-

trative guidelines all for less extensive research than had been desired by

the legislators. Instead of ongoing formative evaluation and summative

evaluation, the regulations limit the evaluation activity to the testing of a

prototypical pilot program. The point award section of the proposal solicita-
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tion elaboratep on the kind of pilot-testing needed and directs the contractors

to design the' evaluations primarily to assess the appeal and attention holding

power'of the pilot(s).

Data collection on cognitive gains or affective, impact is optiOnal.

A maximum of 5 points out of 100 in the prOposal is givOn for the Proposed

pilot evaluation design. The results-are to be used in making go/no-go

decisions about series funding after the pilot. In fact they do not serve

this purpose except in a few extreme cases where pilots receiving bad tests

results have to be redone.

The ESAA-TV program administrators have argued that real ongoing for-

mativel6valuation and summative evaluations similar to those conducted by the

Childrens Television Worskhop are time consuming and expensive, and given the

climited amount of money available for all Program activities they have decided
es 9

to spend resources on4more programming and ancillary support activities.

A

'These decisions are highly controversial. Producer4 rnd other

government officials responsible for allocating 'resources to the ESAA-TV

Program have expressedxpressed skepticism that the pilot evaluations serve a truly
0

useful function. Our review of the-pilot evaluation reports and interviews

with producers about the impact of the evaluations on actual series produc-
-,

tion supports this skepticism. Given that the legislation intended for
ti

entire series to have educational, cognitive and affective impacts on viewers,

reliance on pilot testing results alone J.early:sidesteps the intention of

the legislation and'is at variance with what have become standard procedures

In developing quality educational and purposive television--that is, ongoing

testing of material throughout the production process, even if on a limited

scale.

/
y''

Nearly all of the producers expressed a need for feedback,throughout

the production of the series in order to ensure that they were achieving

their educational goals and objectives. Many in fact conducted such testing
%

on a limited scale for little or no money.
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I

Thus, ,the current formal pilot testing: procedures must be given a

ftegative assessment. They appear neither to serve a truly evaluativie role in

the go'vernment's decision to continue or discontinue funding of series, nor
1(

to serve the function of formative `evaluation, i.e. providing feedback for

producers.

(5) We recommend thattpilot testing be conductA on a much more limited

scale, e.g., with fewer children in fewer sites, and that at least a limited

form of on-going testing, with small samples be conducted throughout the

asofAst452121aataa.

Impact or,Eummative Evaluation

Arguments that impact or summative evaluation of ESAA-TV series can

not be cheaply or easily condUcted given the variety of series target audi-

ences, goals and objectives are well taken. However, despite the expense

and'methodological problems which will be encountered, given that the legisla-

tive intent'was to produce a series that would produce cognitive and affective

chgnges in viewers the demand for information about the effects of series

funded by the ESAA-TV Program cannot be ignored.

(6) We recommend that the Education Department conduct studies on the

feasibili ' of future evaluations of%the im adt of viewin ESAA-TV series.

$M ority Employment

The legislation authorizing the ESAA-TV program mandates that producing

organizations must emp4oy members of minority groups in responsible staff

pipitions in series development production and management. .This legislative

requirement is incorporated into the regulations and guidelines governing the

procurement process and contractual terms for production of ESAA-TV series.

It appears that this mandate has been successfully addressed by the Program.

The results of a USOE/ESAA-TV gprvey conducted in 1979 indicated that 74

percent (155 of 209) of the full time professional staff positions on

ESAA-TV series were held by minority persons. In our survey of ESAA-TV
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producers, respondents identified'22 full time members, (not including those

classified a's on-the-job-trainees). 'Of those identified, 70 percent were

minority group members. Respondents indicated that the experience pre:Si/idea

by ESAA-TV productions was valuable to most minority group members who

occupied key staff positions and helped them in obtaining subsequent jobs.

Further, the ESAA-TV experience had a dramatic impact on the careers of some

top production staff who were promoted to higher level management positions
a

within their oganizations and who went on to successfully establish their Own

production companies.
1

Thus the ESAA-TV program adminlitrators appear to have successfully

achieveg the goal of minority involvement in key, management, creative and

other decision-making roles.

A secondary goal of the ESAA-TV program was to provide on-the-job

train n in'entry level positions in television production. Minority group

meiibers occupied a majority of these positions. Information available on the

on-the-job training prograk indicates that on the whole it was only marginally

successful. The requirement 'to provide such training without adequate provi-

sion for the time and colt required to properly implement meaningful training

has caused some difficulty for a number of projects, -and was only moderately

successful at providing the trainees with skills that could be used to obtain

subsequent employment. In FY1980, the ESAA-TV program administrators dropped

formal requirements for on the job training and other specific requirements

for minority group staffing. It is too early to tell what impact the new

less prescriptive contracts will have-on minority group participation in the

production of ESAA-TV series.

(7) We reco end that the minorit staff in atterns of series funded

in FY1980 and subsequent years be carefully monitored in order-to' assesS

whether more specific requirements are needed in order to insure contractor'

compliance with the legislative intent.
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10:3 PROMOTION AND DISTRIBUTION

The SSAA-TV legislation 'specified that

reasoriabl) avail4Ole "free of charge" and that

distribution Or broadcast of.EAA-TV series.

the ESAA-TV series be made '

no profit can-be made from the

These retrictions were in

conflict with the practices -of the televil4onvproductian and broadcast

industries, a4k.with the additionallegislative mandate that the 'series --4 4

shoulTbe made reasonably available. As a result, th Pr9gram efforts,to
-s)Ichieve widespread distribution and promotion of the se les have been ham-

pered by the lack of any specific jegislative authorization for. duplication,

distribution and pro the series. Early in the program's history

promotion was the res ty of the individual, producing organizations.
,-

However,- producers were not allowed to allocate more than nominal funds to
t_

promotion, and these funds were often depleted the time production was

completed as a result of the necessity to cover other budget deficits. More-

over, pplMicing organizations lacked the funds- or Incentives to continue pro-

motion of series past the time of their initial broadcasts because none of,

the expenses involved in prpm tion could be recovered. In 1977,")the ESAA -TV

Regulations were modified teia:\.low the Assistant Secretary to assume respon-

sibility for making-arrangements to have series distributed and promoted.

During this year title TVAC commercial station carriage promotion campaign was

instituted; and in 1979 a home viewership promotion Campaign was, also insti-

tuted. That effort was discontinued in 1980 dile to a lack of available lunds.

The TVAC promotion. campaign appears to have been reasonably successful,

,given the prohibitions against commercial sponsorship of the series: (As of,i.

July 15, 1980, they report having "sold" received orders for 990 series,

which includes 14,933 individual shows to stations around the country. There

is some independent validation of these figures .from 4he booking data supplied

by the distr'ibutors of ESAA-= serf ). Furthermore, commercial stations

accounted for a sigrAlificantly ldger share of total airings in 1978-80-than

in 1976-77 suggesting that TVAC has had an impact.

(8) We recommend iven the a anent success of the commercial

broadcast

tr,; Of)
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creased. During the next few years this effort should be coordinated with

the series repackaging efforts xedommended above under (2).

VietArght.p Promotion

The ESAA TV series have been designed to be carried'primarily by.

public and commercial broadcg .ters by viewers at home However comparisoh of
'

the Neilson ratings achieved by the ESAA-TV series, and other purposive

children's

shows that

children's

television progranbing carried by the Public Broadcasting Service

none of the ESAA-TV compare favorably with other federally sponsored

television' series, such as SESAME STREET and the ELECTRIC COMPANY.-

Moreover, the differences with respect to viewership are..considerbly greater

' than with'respectto carriage (for example, in 1977, VILLE ALEGRE had half the

carriage, but only one-eighth the viewer40 of SESAME STREET). Thus, our

best available data indicate that promotion aimed at viewers is essential if

the ESAA TV series are to reach their target audiences. While carriage of

ESAA-TV series is increasing; viewership figures are dismal. Increase

viewership promotion is a necessity given the size of the federal investment

in ESAA-TV programming to date.

(9) Vie recommend that the kinds of.vactivities conducted under the

for 4. viewership Promotion Campaign be reinstituted with to priority during
,

FY 1981 and that viewership promotion should be carried out throughout the
. S

remaining life of the ESAA=TV program. Further, we recommend that viewership
.

promotion should have priority and funding equal to or greater than that for

broadcast carriage promotion during the next few years.

Promotion of In-School use of ESAA-TV Series

The ESAA-TV Program was authorized as part of, the Emergency School

.Aid Act, the general purpose of which is to support local s hool districts in

eliminating-segregation and promoting quality ineegrated education. The

legislation intended that television be used as another means Of achieving

the overall ESAA mission.
t44..

..4

,e
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In practice, little money'was allocated for the production of anoil7

lary non-broadcast materials, and most producers delivered rials which

met the minimal requirements (e.g., brief teachers guides with materials of

at least one page in length to cover each program in,the series). However,

until 1979, relatively little attention was given to classroolkuse of ESAA-TV

Programs, although the procurement guidelines called for production of series

apprOrriate for use, in classrooms as weldras at4mme viewing.-

1s

In 1979, WSOE funded an 18-month demonstration project to promote and

service in-school use of the ESAA-TV serie . Interim information available

from this pilot project). revealed eeveral k!nds of4difficulties and impediments

to be overcome before ESAA progamming can achieve widespread use in-schools.

These were:

lack of interface between'in-school promotion and service staff
and other ESAA Special Projects, staff who were the link betwee
ESAA -TV and local school district staff;

e the rack of availability of ESAA-TV video and print materials for
classroom use;

insufficient support staff and logistical difficulties; and

inappropriate length of most ESAA-TV materials; i.e., 30 minutes,
as opposed-to 15 minutes,-making it difficult to include them in
the classroom schedule.

(10) We recommend that greater attention be given-to promoting the

in-school use of these materials and that the in-school promotion project

be continued or resumed.

10.4 OVERALL ASSESSMEPT

In general, the ESAA-TV Program has been implementied in a manner that

is congruent with the intent of the enabling legislation, with some notable

exceptions as indicated in this chapter. The most serious challenge facing

Program administrators is that of obtaining increased viewership through the

broadcast medium and increased utilization in schools. In-school vigwing is

r
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essential if the series Are to have their maximum impact. Years.of research

and evaluation of educational programming have indicated that educational

television material has its greatest impact when it is supported by follow-up

activities and reinforcement by teachers or parents.

The federal government has made a sizeable investment in ,A large
,

amount of TV programming. The return onthis investment can only reach its

maximum if the shows are seen by their,intended target audiences. The
Net

recommendations regarding viewership promotion are not intended to imply that

ESAlfTV programming should be evaluated by the same standards as comarcial,

programmingthat is, in terms of ratings or of the total numbers of viewers

attracted. Rather, we recognize the multiple purposes of this programming

and the mandate that it should reach narrowly targeted audiences. The

results of our analysis. of carriage patterns indicate that the programming is
+ 4

generally being made available to intended target audiencei although to an

extent less than desired. '-

4

We believe that, if the recommendations made in this report are

followed, the ESAA-TV Program can achieve a higher return on its previous

investment ins terms of target audience viewers reached and can increase the

quality and efficiency of future programming efforts. In summary, we believe

that the ESAA-TV Program has filled a necessary gap in providing funding for

the production of television series which meet the needs of minority audiences

and provide valuable alternatives for majority viewers, and which would not

have otherwise been produced. We'helieve that it should be continued, and

that the level of funding for production and necessary ancillary activities

should be increased to a level sufficient to ensure that quality programming

will be produced and viewed.
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7

APPENDIrA
RESPONDENTS

The lollowing people were interviewed in person, by telephone, or,
otherwise proVided inforMation for the evaluation of toe ESAA-TV Program.

Executive Producers, Project Directors, Financial Officers, other key
production staff associated with one or more ESAA-TV series and adminis-
trative staff associated with ancillary activities

4

Ms. Aida Barrera

Executive Producer/Project Director
Southwest Center }6r Educational Television,

Bunet Road, Suite 201
Austin, TX9 78756 i

Mr Noel K. Izon
Contadt Media Inc.
406 E. Capitol St.,

Washington, DC 20002

Ms. Mimi Hayes

1620 Fuller St., N.W., Apt. 209
Washington, DC 20009

Mr. Arthur Cromwell

WHMM-TV - Howard University
2600 4th St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20059

k

Ms. Lonnie Ding

Children't Television 'Project
641 Golden Gate Ave.

San Francisco, CA

. Mr. Candace Boyden

ITV Program Director

Massachusetts Educational Television
54 Rindge Avenue ,

Cambridge, MA 02146

Mr, Erik Van de Bogard
Maine Public Broadcasting Network
U. of Maine, Alumni Hall
Orono, ME

Ms. EileenLittig
NEWIST

Instructio'llal Services Bldg,'
U. of Wisconsin-Green Bay
Green Bay, WI 54302

Ms. Carol Wolfe
NEWIST

Instructional Services Bldg.
U. of Wisconsin-Green Bay-

. Green Bay, .WI 5430?;
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Mr. Louis Bafbash
Financial Officer
Southwest Center for Educa-

tional Television
4600 Bunet Road, Suite 201
Austin,, TX 78756

Mr. GeOrge Burdeau
wTTw.arlt

5400 N.:St. Louis Ave.
Chicago'' IL 60625

Mr. Clarence McIntosh
WTTW-TV
5400 N. St, Louis Ave.
Chicago, IL 60625

Mr. Derek Singer
wrw-Tv
5400 N. Se= Louis Ave
Chicago, IL 60625

Mr. Claude Ouel6tte
.

New Hampshire Network
U. of New Hampshire --Box Z
Durham, NH 03824

Mr. William Brady, Director

Instructional 'Services &
Special Projects

New Hampshire Network - Box Z
Durham, NH 03824

Me.-Frank Marrero
WGBH-TV
125 Western Ave.
Allston, MA 02134

Mr. Henry Maldonado
WGBH-TV.,'

125 Western Ave.
Allston, MA 02134

Ms. Yanna Brandt
17 W. 60th St.

New York, NY



Mr: Jose Bahamonde
Executive Producer
3737 S.W. 8th Si., Suite 207
Miaii, FL 33134

i Mx. Manuel Mendoz0
Executive Produder
3737 S.W. 8th -St., Suite 207

Miami, 33134

. ) Mr. Mike Easterling ` Mrs -Nate Long

WBH-TI.,' TvAC

125 Western Ave. 6464 Sunse lvd. ,

or

Allston, 02134 Los Angeles, CA 90028

Mr. Eric Butler MsWalterine Sw4nston
Center for Public Service Children's Television International,

Ford Hall ,SkyliKe Center, Suite 1207 I

Brandeis University .
5205 Leesbdrg Pike

Waltham, MA .02254 Falls Chudch, VA- 22041

Dr. Barr Cooper Mr. Jesus TravInio

Burau of'Mass Communications Bilingual Education Seivicep:

N.Y. State Department of.Edmcation 1603 Hope Street

Albany, NY 12234. So. Pasadena, CA '91030

Mr. William Hetzer s Mr. Avon Kirkland

UNICEF KQED-TV

United Nation's information 1011 Bryant St.

Division San Francisco, CA '4103.

866 U.R. Plaza, Room A-6624
New York,,NY Dr. Alyce SprOw

Rainbow Television Workshop

Mx. John Coleman ' % 5800 Sunset Bldv. r.

AcCounting Deptt., . Los Angeles, CA '90028

Educational Development'Corporation
55 Chapel Street Topper Carew

Newton, MA 0210 I Executive Producer/Project
Director ;

Ms. Joanne Linnow9s Rainbow Te/ervision Workshop

Massachusetts ETV 5800 Sunset Blvd.

54 Rindge Ave. . Los Angeles, CA 90028

Cambridge, MA 02140

Dr. Rene Cardinas
BCTV
460 Hageribbrger Rd.

Oakland, CA 94612'

Mr. Ben Serie
BCTV
460 Hagenberger

Oakland, CA 94612

Mr. Joseph Titi
BCTV
460 Hagenberger Rd,
Oakland, CA .94612

Oakland, QA 94612
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Mr. David Crippins
KCET-TV
4401 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90027

Mr. Steven'tatsakawa
Visual Communications
Southern California Asian American
Studies Central, Inc.

313 So. San Pedro St.
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Ms. Brenda Grayson
KQED-TV
1011 Bryant' St. .

San FranciSco, CA 94103
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Mx. Michael Chin
(BEAN SPROUTS)
Financial Officer

Children's Television Project
641 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco, CA

Mr. Duane Kubo
Financial Officer
Visual Communications

Southern California Asian-American
Studies Central, Inc.

313 So. San"Pedro St.
Los Angeles,, CA 90026

Ms. Annick Smith
Star Route

Bonner, Montana 59823

Mr. Ramon Tanguma
Executive Producer
KLRN-TV

tin TX

Mr. William Brescia
United Indians
Day Break Stir Center
.Box 99253
Seattle, WA 98199.

Dr. Sonia Stone
401 Alumni Blvd.,,004A
U. of North Carolina-ChapeloHill
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 .

Mr. Hank Arrendondo
3821 So. River Drive
,iempe, Az 85282

Dr. Kathy Kinderfather

HarAS-Stone State College
3026 LaClede
St. Louise, MO 63103

Ms. Chris Metcalfe
1001 VanNess Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94109

4

(

Mr. Ellis Hazlip
WNET.TV
356 58th St.
New York, NY 10019,

_Dr. Kenneth Lester

Conn. State Dept. of Education
P.O. Box 2219
Hartford, CT 06604

Mr. Ddvid Abiomovitz
KCET-TV

4401-Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Mr. James Mathis
KCET-TV
4401 Sunset Blvd.
Loh Angeles, CA 90013

Mr. David Crippins
KCE3,:-TV

3-
440rSunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Mr. Norman Dube

National Materials Devel-
opment Center

168 So. River Rd.
Bedford, NH 03102

Mr. Charles Hobson
WETA-TV
Box 2626

Washington, DC 20013

Mr. Louis Anderson

Project Director
Television Linking Cultures
N.Y. State Bureau of Mass4
Communications

,Cultural Education Center,
4-D-64

Albany, NY 12230
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II. In connection with broadcast industry practices

Mr.,David Othmer
WNET-TV
356 W. 58th St. .

New York, NY i00T9

!
Mr. Mathew Shapiro
KRON-TO
1001 Van Ness Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94119,

'24r Francis Benavives
Programming Manager
KUTV-TV
2200 Palou Ave.
Safi Francisco, qp, 94124

Mr. Peter Chant
Director, Pducatlional Services*
Eastern Educationkl Network
131 Clarendon St.

Boston, MA 02116

Mr. Toll Tompkins
Programming Manage
WABI-TV
35 Hildreth St.y
Bangor, ME 04401

Mr. Thomas lamarche
Program Manager
WWLP.'TV

P.O. Box 2210
Springfield, MA 01101

Mr. Ray Conlon
WSMW-TV
27 Beverly Rd.
Worcester, MA 01605

Mr. Raymond Harris
Program Manager

aMUR-TV
1819 N. Elm St.

Manchester, NH 03104

Mr..Gilbert Lefkovich
General Manager

WHYN-TV
1300 Liberty St.
Springfield, MA

Mr. Rachad Millhiper
Program Director
WBAY-TV
115 S. Jefferson St.
Green Bay, wa 54301

'Mr. Robert Muttart
WNET-TV
3S6 W. 58th St.
New York, NY, 10019

Ms. Karen Woyshner
WNET-TV
356 W. 58th St.

'New York, NY, 10019

Mr. Charles Larsen,
Program Manager
WNBC-TV
Rockefeller Center
New York, NY

Ms. Mary Alice Swyer
Vice President Children's
Programming

National Broadcasting Company
30 Rockfeller Center
New York, NY

Mr. Richard Bowman
WTTW -TV

5400 No. St. Louis Ave.
Chicago, IL 60625 / N..14

Mr. Ted Lucas
Programming Manager
Central kducational Network
*S400 No. St. Louis Ave.
Chicago, IL 60625

Mk. David Liroff
Broadcast Manager
WGBH-TV
125 WeStern Ave.
Allston, MA '02134

Ms. Faith Franz Heckmann
V.ce President Children's

Programman9
CBS Entertainment
7800 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90036
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Ms. Judy Price

American Broadcasting Company
1277'Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY

Ms. Sandra Garten

American iproadcasting Company
1277 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY

Mr. Gene Mater/
CBS 7
51 W. 52nd St.
New York,'NY 10019

Ms. Judy Jurisich
Program Manager
WSBK-TV
83 Leo Birmingham Pkwy.
Brighton, MA 02135

Mr. William, Lacey
Program Director
WCBS-TV
518 W. 57th St.

New York, N.Y 10019

Mr. Edward Spray
Program Manager
WBBM-dTV

630 No. McClung Ct.
Chicago, IL 60611

, Mr. John Atkinson

Program Manager
WNAC-TV

Government Center
,Boston, MA

Mr. Bruct Marsden
Program 4anager
WCVB -TV

5 TV Place

Needham, MA 01928

'Mrs.-Peggy Charren
Action for Children's Television
46 Auitin Street
Newtonville, kA 02160

A
Mr. Peter Zomaya
WCIU-TV
Board of Trade Bldg.
141 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60604

Mr. Richard H. Thomas
Coordinator of Educational
Programming

Eastern Educational Network
131 Clarendon St.
Boston, MA 02116

MrChuck-Snyder
Programming Manager
KRON-TV
.1001 Van Ness Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94119

Mr. David Beach

Former Program Manager
WSBK-TV
83 Leo Birmingham Pkwy.
Brighton, MA 02135

Mr. Mel Pennington

Program Director
KTTV-TV
908 W. M.L. King Blvd.
Austin, TX 78767

Mrs. Vivian Quevedo
Program Director
WCTV; Channel 23.
2525 S.W. 3rd Ave.
Miami, FL 33129

Mr. Henry burr
Chinese for Affirmative Action
121 Waverly Place
San Francisco, CA 94108



III. In connection with government policy.

Mr. Arthur Kirschenbaum
Evaluation OfficeF (OE)
U.S. Office of Education
Trans Point Bldg.
Washington, D.C.' 20202

Ms. Dorothea Perkins
Education Program Specialist
Federal Office Bldg. 6
Room 2021
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, Dc 20202

Mp. Daisy Greenfield
Education Pr8gram Specialist
Federal Office Bldg. 64
Room 2021
400 Maryland Av.enue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20202

Dr. Herman Goldberg
Associate Commissioner for EEO Programs,
U.S. Office of Education
Federal Office Building 61 Room 2001
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

,Mr. Tom Faga
Chief Special Projects Branch
U.S. Office of Education'
Federal Officp Building 6
400 Marylanb Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dr.' David Berkman

Former ESAA-TV Program Manager
U.S. Office of Education '

Federal Office Building 6, Room 2011
400 Mayland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Ma. Jeanette Bienstock
Education Program Specialist (OE /OEEO)
ESAA-TV ProjectLOfficer
Federal 'Office Building 6
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

V
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Ms. Cora Beee
Director_

Division of Planing and Budgeting
Federal Office Building 6, Room 2011
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Ms. Monika Harrison
Education Plannj,ng and Budget Aealyst
Federal Office Building 6, ROOM 4063
400 Maryland Avenue, S:W.
Washington, D.. 20202

Ms. Margaret Norris
Contract Specialist
Division of Grant Procurement Management
Regional Office Building 3, Room 4707
Seventh and D Streetwi...S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20202

Mr. Norman Audi
Contracting Offider
Former Chief, Educational Television
Branch

Department of lealth, Education, and
Welfare/Office of Education i

Grant and Prooprement Management
Regional Offic=4 Building 3, Room 5673
Seventh and DStreets, S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20202

Mr. John Taber
Former Deputy Director of Grant

Procurement Management, Management
Division (OE)

ROB 3, Room 5680
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dr.,Maloolm
Director, Division of Education
Technology (OE)

Regional Office Building 3
Seventh and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Mr. Lovell King
ESAA Broadcast Branch
Division of Educational Technology
Regional Office Building 3
Seventh and D Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202
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MT. ElwoOd Bland
Chief , ESAA Broadcast Branch
Division of Educational Technology
Regional Office Building 3

/Seventh and D'Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Mr. Elam Hertzler, Ombudsman to the
.U.S. Commissioner of Education

(Former ESAA-TV Project Mbnitot)

Federal Office Building 6, Rm. 4027-
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Mr. Clarence Fogelstrom, Education
Program Officer, Division of
Education Technology

Regional Office Building 3
Seventh and D Streets, S.W.
Washingtbn, D.C. 20202

Dr. Ron Pedone

Statistician/Mathematician
National Center for Edudationai
Statistics/

Federal Office Building 6,1Rd. 3009
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
.Washington, D.C. 20202

Mr. Don JoXian, Audiovisual Specialidt
(OE/OPA)

Federal Office Building 6, Rm. 4159
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Mt. Dick Elwell
Public Information Specialist

Federal Office Building 6, Rm.'2089
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Mt. Al Alford,' Assistant Commissioner

for Legislation '(OE)

Federal Office Building 6; Rm. 4131
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.

#ashington, D.C. 20202

Ms. Mary Chess Applewhite
Education Program Offiber
Regional Office Building 3
Seventh and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, .D.C. 20202

Mr. Charles Cervantes

Office of General Counsel, Edu-
cation Division, Rm. 4IW

Federal Office Build :"
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dr. Karen' Hartenberger
Former Director, Children's Tele-
vision Tabk Force

Federal Communications Commissipny
Room 838

1919 M Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20554

Ms. Rhea Sikes

Former Coordinator of EdUcational

Public Broadcasting Service
475 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, D.C., 20027

Ms. Helen Franzwa Loukas

Fprmer Projects Dirgptor, Sex Dis-
crimination In Athletics, Office
of Program Policy Review

U.S. Commission on Civil,Rights
Room 3009

Washington, D.C. '20425.

I
. Cal Watson, Director of
Television Activities

Corporation for PUblic Broadcasting
1111 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.' 20036 1,

ti

Mr. Fred KlUger, Staff Assistant
Souse Appropriations Committee,

Sub-Committee on Labor, HEW
H218 Capitol Building
Washington, D.C.. 20515

Ms. Joanne KUchak

Project Oirector, ESAA-TV
Viewership Study

Applied Management Sciences
962 Wayne Avenue, Suite 701
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dr. Frank Withrow, Chief

Educational Technology Branch
'Division of Educational Technology
Seventh and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202
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Dr. Douglat Bodwell . .

Director of Educational_ActiVities
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
kl111 16th Street, N,W.
ashington, D.C. 215036

Dr. Thomas Hardy, Former Research Director
Task Force:on Minorities
Corporation for Public BroadcastimgN
1111 16th Street, _N.W.

Washington, D.C.-20036

Dr. Richard Seabrook
Director of Information Systems
Corporation for Public.Bro'adcasting
1111 161th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Ms. Mary Sceiford
Assistant Director of Educational

Activities
Corporation for Public Broadcasting'
1111 16thStreet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. Leon Rosenbluth
Director of Audience Research
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
1111 161th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dr. Ken Wirt
Senior Research Associate
Public Broadcasting Service
475 L'Enfant Plaza, W.S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20024

Mr. Robert Hilliard, Chief, Education
Broadcasting Branch

Federal Communications Commission
1919 14 Street, N.W., Room 418

Washington, D.C. 20554

4r. Charlmers Marquis, Former Vice President,
National Affairs

Public Broadcasting Service
475 L'Enfant Plaza, W.S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20024
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Mr. Eric Smith, Associate
General Counsel

Public Broadcasting Service
475 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Wagihington, D.C. 20024

Ms. Mal Johnson, Senior

Correspondent and Director
of Community Affairs

Cox Broadcasting
1735 DeSales St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

MakArlen Cooper
Consultant
.(Formerly with PBS Research
and NBC.Planning Departments)

Mr. Nate Long
Project Director'
TVAC

6464 Sunset Blvd., Suite 930,
Los Angeles, CA 90028

Mr. Larry Buisey, Jr.
Chief, Northeast Branch 4
Equal Educational Opportunity

Programs

Federal Office Building 6
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington] D.C. 20202
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. Appendix B

GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

ABC - American BroadcaSting Company
44

ACT - Action for Children's Television

ADI Area of Dominant Influence:

BCTV - Bilingual Children's TeleVision, Inc.,10akland, California

BEEO Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity

BEH Bureau for the Education of fhe'Handicapped

BESE - Bureau of Elementary.and Secondary Education

CATV Community'Antena Tdlevision

614, Columbia Broadcasting System

CPB .- Corporation for Public Broadcasting

CTW Children's Television Workshop

DET - Division of EdUcatippal Technology

DHEW Department pf Health, Education and Welfare

EDC - Education Development Center

ED - Education Department

EEOC Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

EEOP - Equal E tion Opportunity Program
.

ESAA Emergency Scho Ai-dt Act

ESEA Elementary and Secondary Education Act

ETV Educational Television (see also PTV)

FCC Federal Communications Commission

FY Fiscal Year

GA04, Government Accounting Office

GPMD - Grants and Procurements Management Division

GPNITL - Great Plains National Instructional Televigion Library

HEW - (Department of) Health, Education and Welfare

ITFS Instructional Television Fixed Service Systems

ITV Instructional Television

LEA Local Education Agency

NAACP - National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

.NAB ?1/4--.41 National Association of Broadcasters
$

NAEB - National Association of Educatio a 1 Broadcasters

NBC - National Broadcasting Company

NCET National Center for Educational Technology

291
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Appendix (continued)

NPR National Public Radio

OASPA - Office of the Assistant SeZretary for Public Affairs

OE - (United States) Office of Edubation

()EEO - Office'of Equal Educational Opportunity

0E0 Office of Economic Opportunity

OLLR Office of Libraries and Learning Resources

OltC; - Office of Management and Budt

OMPE e of Management, Planning and Evaluation

0:E - Office of Planning, Budgeting and Evaluation
#9

OTP Office of Telecommunications Policy.

.PAt -2iOject Advisory Committee('

BS Public Broadcasting Service

L - Public Television Library

PTV - Public Television-

etuo Research & Development

REP Request For Proposal

S &E,

SEA State Education Agency-

SPC Station Progr Cooperative

TvAC Television for All Children

TLC-TV - Television Linking Cultures

Ultra High `Frequency

USOE United States Office of*Education

VHF y High Frequency

VTR Tape Recording

*.
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APPENDIX C

DATA SOURCES AND MEASURES'
FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Chapter Seven has drawn on a number of data sources to serve as a

basis for empirical analysis. These include:

1. Series proposals;

2. Series contract agreements (and revised budgets, if applicable);

3. Series interim and final expenditure reportst:

4. Internal memoranda from serierreducers, related to production
costs (for sate series);

5. Interviews with financial officers;

6. Invoices submitted to USOE:,

7. U.S. Census Bureau.

The following specific items were incorporated into the analytic data file

used as the basis for this chapter. (Number in parenthesis data source;

see Table C-1 for detail by series.)

Title (1)6'

Location: size of metropolitan area (7)
4 and census region (7)

Year (1): Programs were assigned to year of award; in computing real
cost figures, however, it was issumed that national series
production was spread out over two years.

Competition (1): National or' Regional: and New or Continuing.

Con-, tent (1): Series were coded as magazine, documentary or draimatic;-----
where more than one characteristic applied, the dominant
one was used.

Target Audience (1,2)
AL 2)

Age and Ethnicity (1,2)

Producer Organization Type (1): 'Grouped into three classes.__-
Unionization of Production Staff (5)

Number of Shows (2,3)

Number of Original Minutes Contracted (1,2) and Actual (3,4)

Number of Repeat ilinutes Contracted (1,2) and Actual 0,4)

Total Expenditure: Contracted (2,3) an Actual (3,4)

Total ESAA Award: (2,67
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APPENDIX C

DATA SOURCES AND MEASURES
FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

(Continued)

10

Budgeted,and Actual Expenditures were extracted from series records

and put into the following framework:

1.0 PRODUCTION (Primary)

1.i LabOrL

1.1.1 Talent

1.1.2 Crew
S

1.1.3 General.and Administrativ'e

1.1.4 Content

1.2 Fringe

1.3 ton -Labor

1.3.1 Direct

1:3.2, Facilities and Equipment

1:43.3 Music and Scripts

1.3.4 Film and Video Stock

i.3.5 Travel

-,1.8.6 Travel

1.3.6 Indirect

4.3.7

'1.3.8 Office nad Overhead

1.3.9 Other

1.4 Pbst-Pioduction

(NOTE: All ot the categories in Section 1.0 are discussed in detail in the
preliginary financial inventory report. In some instances, these
categories represent combining some of the categories in that report.)

2.0 SUPPLEMENTARY

2.1 Advisory Panel

1
2.2 Evaluation

2.3_ Promotion and Distribution

3.0 MISCELLANEOUS AND UNALLOCATABLE

Finally,theftliowidg items were extracted frOm the financial officer

interview:
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DATA SOURCES AND MEASURES
FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

(Continued)

Estimated Proposal Costwand source

ESAA Funds Used for Series: amount and source

in-kind Contributions: Estimated amount by typp

Cost Overruns) ,Existence, amount, cause--whether or not anticipated- -
and source of additional funding(including whether
anticipated)

Unions: Existence by type, estimated "costs;" estimated "benefits."
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Table C-1 ,

PROGRAM, PRODUCER AND PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS
FOR INDIVIDUAL ESAA-TV AWARDS,- 1973-1979
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NET,

Year;

Competition; 'MN - National - New

NC National - Continuing

National - New

lyglrxial - Continuing

Target Audi -

ence Level;

POTIMAti

ELEA Flamehttary :Grid:eV-6)

INT Intermediate ICrados 6-90

SEC . Damodar/ (Grades 9-I21

MAC NapeavIlm

Dbe-*"tvioumentary

ORM Dramatic

Target
Ethnicity. NINP Hispanic

MACE also.

ASIAN Asian

A.I AMVICan Indian

PR rfehCh

MULTI Multicultural

?y$ of Organs
isation: PTV Public television licansse

matte Public educational Agency
grouped with Public ?V
licensees for analysis

InO ISM) indopendest Producers
for whom given g5AA-7V
represents at least50
percent of currant work.

(W) Independent Producers
for whom given SSAA-1"f

represents less than
one-half of current work.

Still in Production

6

TAROS G-1

Location
Siva;

V

Census
Region,

MInutWOt

CITY "-Maio, City (i.A one with wore 'chin 1.5
million households - - includes New YorS, Loa

Monies. Chicago. San rlinciitO, Easton.
Naahincton. D.C.

07)1 - All others.

INN : Northeast

$ Ecyrth

NC North Gentral

West

Contracted: Original, Number of Original Program 141hUt46
cattail for in the contract.

Repeat, Number of Peolatod Program minutes
called for in the contract.

Actual, Original. Number of Original Program Minutes
actually produced.

Repeat: Number of Paps:Med Prograa Minutes
actually produced.

6NOTE1 If series is still in production. then 'actual minutes'
are number of minutes currently planned for complstioo.,

Total ESAA-TV
Award; Dollar amoont of award.

Total audited
Expenditures; Dollar amount from all so4T414 lexCludO8

In -klad contributio5si.

Total Actual
Expenditures, Dollar amount actually expended :excluding

transferal.
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APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING INCIDENCE OF
OUTPUT CHANGE IN ESAA -TV SERIES

The Appendix presents the results of our empirical analysis of factors

affecting the incidence of various types of output Change for ESAA-TV series

which were awarded funds between 1973 and 1978. Our basic approach to this

analysis was as bllows:

1. Three separate measures of output change were used; each coded as

a binary variable:

Cost overrun (COV) = 1 if actual total expenditures were greater
than budgeted total expenditures; = 0 other-
wise.

Scope Reduction (SCRD): = 1 if actual total minutes were less
than total contracted minutes; = 0 othewise.

(Note: Where only data op number and normal
length of shows was available, it was as-
that each nominal hour equaled 56 program
minutes.)

Scope Change (S&H): 1 if actual original minutes were less than
contracted original minutes; = 0 otherwise.

2. Values were obtained fOr the following program and producer char-

acteristics:

Year of Award (YR)

*Level of Competition (National, Regional)

*Level of Audience (Elementary, Intermediate, Secondary)

*Content (Cognitive, Affective, Bilingual)
/

*Format (Magazine, Documentary, Dramaticf--Magazine/Documentary,
Docudrama)

*Primary Audience (Hispanic, Asian, Black, French, American Indian,
Multicultural)

*Producing Organization: Type (ETV Station; Private, non-profit
group, indeRendent producers, public education agency)

*Producing Organization: Size (large, small)

'*Producing Organization: Size of Location (small area, medium,
large, four big cities)

*Producer's Experience (prior shows in series, prior series)

Change in Personnel Share (PSHAR): Actual percent of expenditures
allocated personnel over percent budgeted, minus'one.
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APPENDIX D
.

ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING INCIDENCE OF
OUTPUT CHANGE IN ESAA-TV SERIES

(contjued)
/

3. For ordinal variables (* in above list), 0/1 dummies were created

for N-1 of the ordinal values (the remaining value then becomes the "control"

against which the others are tested).

4. The independent variables above were regressed on each of the three

output measures, using ordinary least squares and entering the variables both as

a set and in a stepwise manner.

(NOTE: These equations should be interpreted as follows: the coeffi-

cient on the dummy independent variable indicates the degree to which the

presence of that variable increases the probability of an output change.

For example, a coefficient of -.4 on the dummy for ETV producers days'that if

the producer is an ETV station, the probability that an output change will

occur is 40 percent less.)

5. The following are the "best" equations for each of the three de-

pendent variables ("bee4" here means includingdonlyvariables which have some

Atatistical significance): 4

1. Dependent Variable = DQV

VARIABLE COEFFI5IENT

DCOMPNAT'L 0.28

DLEVLINT 0.31

DLEVLSEC 0.14

DFORMDRA -0.618

YEAR -0.00

DCONTCQG -0.235

DCONTAFF 0.383 /

'DAUDHISP -0.144

DORGIP 0.156

DANDASIA ' 0.543

DORGETV ' Niwc0.384

PSHAR 0.124P*,
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APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING INCIDENCE OF
-OUTPUT CHANGE IN ESAA -TV SERIES

(concluded)

2. ,,,Dependent Variable = SCRD

4

VARIABLE i:OEFFICIENT

DLEVLINT -0.141 2.1

DLEVLSEC -0.226 1.9

DFORMMAg -0.577 2.0

DFORMDOC -0.417 1.9

DCONTCOG 0.546 2.5

DORG-PRIVATE -0.437 1.8

. Dependent Variable

VARIABLE

= SCCH

COEFFICIENT I

,DFO RIO4A -1.034 2.4

DFORIZ.DOC -1.472 3.1

DFORMMAG -1.033 2.6

DCONTAFFEC -0.387 1.8

DANDASIAN 0.621 1.9 aro

DORGETV . -1.031 2.6

DORGPRIV -1.0U 2.6

DORGINDP 0.248 1.9

A
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